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... it is bound up with hatred, jeaiousy, boastfulness,
disregard of all rules and sadistic pleasure in witness
ing violence: in other words it is war minus the
shooting." Prove Mr Orwell right- play our exclusive
demo from Renegade's Sensible Soccer.

enrol in the first S1F

Summer School and get
closer to your ST!
15 excellent projects
for you to try out this
summer. Go to page 30

FIRE AND ICE:

WATCH THE

IS IT THE BEST

BIRDIE!

PLATFORM

It really exists -

GAME EVER?

we've seen one!

Graftgold's

But what's Falcon

cutesy game

really like?
page 50

gets the STF
review treatment

on page 74

N'T

IT?

We're all really excited in

Falcon itself, but see it we did. There wasn't much in the

the ST FORMAT office at

way of software to run on it except for a Super VGA

the moment. We haven't

slideshow which easily demonstrated Falcon's amazing
colour palette and resolution - believe me, the colours are
absolutely stunning. The writers on ST FORMAT are already
saving up for their own machines so they can take advan
tage of the extra speed, sound and colour capabilities.

suddenly
come
into
money, or found the Lord,
or moved into a brewery
or anything like that.
Nope, what we're excited
about is Falcon. Daryl

Still, Atari's Marketing Manager invited us down to their
plush (not!) headquarters in Slough for a sneak preview of
Atari's latest development. Despite lots of interesting snip
pets from developers, we still weren't expecting to see the

Our interest in Falcon is echoed in the letters we've

been receiving. If you don't fancy upgrading to a Mega STE
or a TT, you can now buy a radically different computer
while still being able to use your collection of software. You
see, one of the traditional complaints about computers has
been that when you buy a new one, you lose £100s on the

TOTALLY DEVOTED TO YOU
We've got a scorcher for you this
month and you'd better believe it.
Lurking on the first Cover Disk
you can find an utterly exclusive
demo of Sensible Soccer, the bril

liant new footy game from the
amazingly talented Sensible Soft

software you bought. Now that's fine if the software's a bit
old, but most of the packages on the ST do a perfectly good
job - there's simply no point in getting another program.
Over the coming months we're going to be following
Falcon extremely closely, from its launch at Dusseldorf
through its arrival in the shops, to its metamorphosis into a
68040 based machine. Whatever Atari have got in mind for

their new platform of computers, we're going to be following
it and telling you how you can use it better. Oh yes, and
when we take delivery of a Falcon in late August, we're
inviting the Amoeba Formatboys over to have a look at the
computer that is going to dominate the '90s.
Andy Hutchinson, Editor. (Age 25)

AN I HAVE SECONDS.
Our benevolence knows no
bounds. On the second
Cover Disk this month we

bring you Spectrum 512 the
stonking art package, so
you can create pictures in

ware team. There are also ten

an incredible 512 colours -

(ten!) other programs including an

a feat only possible with this

excellent Tetris style game, a

program. These pictures can
then be imported into STOS
with the natty Spec Code
program that's also on the
Disk. Load it up now and let
a little colour into your life.

brand new STOS extension and a

Cover Disk backup program. It's
all too much...

• If you're a programming fiend,
you're really going to enjoy the spe
cial extra Mapper that we've
included on this month's Cover Disk.

Now you've no excuse not to design
the sprites your games deserve.

• Glorious colours, lush tones, excellent

shades. Spectrum 512 struts its funky stuff.

COVER

DISK

Cover Disk 38
Ifs that time of the monthjgain - and here's another graceful disk brimming with
bubbly yet forceful Cover^Disk programs just waiting for two intrepid explorers!
Those explorers are Chris Lloyd and Andy Lowe and this is their story...
Flavours of the month...

READ THIS BIT FIRST!

Sensible Soccer - Sensible Soft

Fasten those safety belts
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe, keep it

ware's brilliant playable game of
footy

write-protected by moving the black tab so

you can see through the hole. Nothing can

• See the preview on page 70

now be written to your Disk, so there's no

Page 6

Mapper 2 - Sexy utility for creat
ing sprites and maps for games.

chance of you writing over or deleting any
data. This also keeps your Disk completely
safe from viruses. The Disk is guaranteed

BY: SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FOLDER: SOCCER
FILES: SOCCER.PRG
GET STARTED WITH: SOCCER.PRG

virus-free, so don't take any chances.

Page 8

Teserea - A deadly addictive
falling stack-'em-up.

Get ready for action
Space on the Cover Disk pages is limited,

Open the SOCCER folder, double

click on SOCCER.PRG and you're
into a playable demo of the most
exciting and addictive soccer simu

lations yet to grace the screen of

your ST. The demo pits you, as the
Italian team Napoli, against the tal
ents of Dutch superheroes Feyenoord in a three minute(ish) game to
set your heart racing with anticipa

so you may often find text files on the Disk

tion for the real thing - watch out

Page 6

with more information. These have the file

Typing Tutor - Learn to type with

full stop. It's always a good idea to read
these for more information on the program.

for the full review next issue.
One of the best features of the
action is the instinctive and inven

extension DOC - the three letters after the

compu-teach.
•

See the Summer School fea

ture on page 30
Page 7

Misty -

Complete

new

STOS

extension with fab commands.
•

Follow

the

STOS tutorial

on

page 117
Page 8

System Beep - Change your
beep to something more exciting.
Page 7

Disk-Kit - Handy set of disk utili

ties in a single Desk Accessory.
Page 10

Convert 4 - Convert files so you
can use them with Super Card 2
which was yours with STF 35.
Turn to page 40 if you missed it.
Page 12

GFA Listing - Full source code of
program launcher.
• This month there's a GFA spe
cial in ST Answers, starting on
page 55.
Page 12

Back Up - Makes a copy of the
Cover Disk in a trice.

Page 10

Stars Update - Working compiler
version for the Stars STOS exten
sion.

Page 10

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

tive method of joystick control

Just double-click on them and select Show

to display the text on-screen. If you find
that half the text disappears off the righthand side of the screen when you try to
read a DOCfile in low resolution, then
change to medium resolution and try again.

• "And, oh yes, it's there! The goalie
never stood a chance with that vicious

which gives the game a fast, hectic
appeal without skimping on the
realism. Tapping the button when
you've got the ball means you can

blockbuster from the foot of the star

perform a basic pass to your near

centre-forward!"

est colleague

BY: STEPHEN BLAND

Bearing absolutely no resemblance
whatsoever to another game beginning
with the same letter, we bring you
Teserae, a deceptively simple-looking
slot-'em-down which could well bring
forth one or two expletives of frustra-

within

a

realistic

Engage reverse (backup, geddit?)
To keep your valuable ST FORMAT Cover
Disk safe you should back up the disk, so
if anything should go wrong you've still got
the original.
Because we use a special disk format
to squeeze even more goodies onto the
Disk, you can't do a direct disk to disk
copy - you can't just drag the Floppy Drive
A icon over the Floppy Drive B icon. But
fear not: we've made life easy for you with
this backup program. Just follow the
instructions below and you can't go wrong!
Now there's no need to risk damaging the
data on your Disk or losing It again!
• Note: some programs are compressed

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FOLDER: TESERAE
READ: READ ME.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: TESERAE. PRG

to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

directly from it. Follow the instructions for
each program in these Cover Disk pages
and everything is sure to come up roses.

Oh no! There's a wheel missing
ST FORMAT now uses a double-sided disk

format. If you are one of the few ST owners
still with a single-sided internal drive and
no external drive, then you're out of luck you can't read STF Cover Disks, or, for that
matter, virtually any current software. This

is because single-sided drives are obsolete,
and it is well worth upgrading. Replace
ment drives are cheap and easy to fit. At a
stroke you can double your disk storage
capacity. We brought you a guide to fitting
internal drives in STF 32 - turn to page 40
to order it if you missed It.

• Well, this looks pretty easy! Just slot this one in here, that one in there...

COVER

DISK

Typing Tutor
BY: STEVEN SCHMITZ

when you're getting productive with

best

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND HIGH

your ST. Typing Tutor is a simple and
easy aid to brushing up on your digital

follow

FOLDER: TYPE_TUT
FILES: LESSON1.DOC,
KEYBOARD.PRGS

dexterity.

procedure.
the

Just

on-screen

instructions. On page
34 our very own Andy

mouse button to continue - you're then

"that's no typo" Hutchin
son gives us all a quick
key-tapping lesson on
how to use Typing Tutor • Typing Tutor soon has you whizzing across those keys

given a choice of lessons. You might

in

The old button-pushing skill of typing

consider this to be pretty radical, but

series of projects start tells you how long you took, your words per minute speed

is most handy, if not absolutely vital

starting with lesson one is often the

ing on page 30.

GET STARTED WITH:

KEYBOARD.PRG

Open up the TYPEJTUT folder and
run KEYBOARD.PRG. After a beeping

introductory screen, just press the

our

sun-drenched writing about jffa faj jaf faajj jfj. After your efforts, it
and the number of mistakes you made.

European Champions
catchment area. Keeping the but
ton pressed releases a blinding belt
downfield - or up, depending upon

System

• "Well, the Napoli team,
disheartened but by no means

defeated, prepares to kick off and,

your playing ability. When the ball

of course, no team is more
dangerous than when it's a goal
down - in much the same way that
no commentator is more dangerous
than when he's running out of

is in mid-flight, tilt the joystick in
the opposite direction to lift it for
chips and high balls. The more you

tilt your joystick, the higher it goes.
If you move the joystick where you
want, you can steer the ball to

BY: DAVID THOMSON
RESOLUTION: ALL

FOLDER: SYS.BEEP

FILES: SYSBEEP.PRG,
SOUND1.SAM,

cliches."

SOUND2.SAM

achieve gravity-defying swerves.
When your numbered player is
not on the ball, hitting the joystick

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

• "So here, on this unusually mild
afternoon, the players congregrate
at the goalmouth and the soft,
uneasy tension of a forthcoming

button enables him to either slide

in and tackle an opponent with the
ball, foul one without it or perform
a devastatingly athletic diving

corner kick washes over the

header. OK, that should be all you
need to know to get yourself dan

proceedings..."

Your ST beeps, doesn't it? When it
wants to alert you to something
that it can't do, like the fact that
you're clicking with the mouse out
side a fileselector or GEM alert

box. It goes beep - short and
sweet- but

also

functional

and

uninspiring.
Sysbeep turns that beep into a

gerously addicted and foaming at
the mouth ready for more...

real funky sampled sound. What's
more, you can use any sample you
like - let your imagination run wild
- and irritate everyone else
beyond belief. The program itself,
SYSBEEP.PRG, needs to be placed
in your AUTO folder of the boot

tion from the not-quite-so-experienced

gives a preview of, well, the next shape

the top of the area, then you get

T***** player.
The idea is to rotate a variety of

to come so you can prepare the struc
ture of the shapes more effectively. If

treated

scrolling messages and have to start all

disk to work. The boot disk is the

curiously shaped blocks until you're sat
isfied with how the overall configuration
is going to look after you've slotted 'em
in and - er, that's about it.
A block appears and slowly trickles
down the screen, then it's your job to
nudge it into the most appropriate posi
tion without making things too awkward
for yourself in the long run. Hitting the
Spacebar rotates the objects, the left
and right cursor keys manoeuvres them
and the down cursor key places them
into position. You can use a joystick,
but the cursor keys were invented for
this kind of delicate operation and you'd
do well to unplug yourself and get down

you carelessly allow them to pile up to

over again.

disk in the drive when you first

to basics.

If you manage to form a solid line
across the playing area, it disappears
to give you more space. The only help
you get is the "Next Shape" box, which

to

a

few

rather

sarcastic

switch on and the AUTO folder is a

folder called er, AUTO. Any pro

grams inside this folder are auto
matically run when you first switch

on your ST. The sample that you
want to replace the beep needs to
• Ah, perhaps

be called SYSBEEP.SAM and live

it isn't so easy

in the root directory of your boot
disk - that is, not inside any fold

after all, and
now I'm being
mocked by
some impu
dent scrolling
messages!

ers.

There

are two

rather good

meaty bleep samples sitting on the
Cover Disk - rename one of them

and copy it to your boot disk then you're ready to rock and roll.
A little welcoming message should
come up telling you Sysbeep is
installed. It serves no purpose at

all, is rather silly and makes funny
noises - we love it.

512 COLOUR PAINT PROGRAM ON SECOND DISK - PAGE 17
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Misty STOS Extension
BY: BILLY ALLAN AND COLIN WATT

going to be room for improvement.

FOLDER: MISTY

Maybe some of the commands aren't

preter version - turn to page 40 if you
were elsewhere. Misty is a new and

Mouseof f does what it says - it turns

FILES: EXAM1.BAS, EXAM2.BAS,

quite fast enough or don't do what you

rather enigmatically-named extension

hide command but all that does is
remove the mouse from view - it still

INSTALL.PRG
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

No matter how stunning and powerful
a computer language is, there's always

off the mouse. STOS already has the

want. STOS can add more commands if

that adds 19 powerful new commands.

you install a language extension. If you
don't have a copy of STOS Basic sitting

Among the goodies you can now try is
skopy, a faster version of screen

proudly in your disk box, then you must

uses valuable processor time to update
its position. This one, however, zaps

copy that can also just copy selected
bitplanes enabling you to do all sorts of
snazzy effects - it's also very fast.

the thing completely. To install these
and the 17 other commands, run

boot. Take a look at those features -

timer so there's no point clicking any

phoar, eh? Mapper is Shareware,
and, when you run MAPPERII.PRG in
the MAPPER folder, you are greeted
with a title screen with registration
details. Be patient though, it's on a

buttons. Now you've no excuse not
to produce stunning graphical
spriteness for your latest coding cre
ation, so don't try any lame excuses
when the final bell goes.

have been somewhere else last month

because we gave away the full inter

INSTALL.PRG and be ready with your

Mapper 2
BY: PAUL JOHNSON
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: MAPPER

FILES: MAPMANII.PRG

GET STARTED WITH: MAPMANII.PRG

It's groovy graphics time again - so
open the digital paint and slap it
around a bit using Mapper. It's a fast,
powerful sprite and map definer and
there's also a full-blown sprite editor
with animation and map creator to

CREATE MAP- used to create a map from scratch. Enter the size of the map - it can

MAPPING OUT

be between 16 and 256 cells across, and between 12 and 192 cells down. You need
to define your map size before you start plonking cells on It.

This is the swish section that

enables you to create maps using
your sprites. Map sprites or cells
are made of sections 16 x 16

pixels square and are held in the

current workscreen. The map files
that are created start with a two

byte header holding the width and
height followed by a one byte
number that holds the cell

numbers starting at zero in the top
left of the workscreen, then going
from left to right in rows. You can
quickly create huge graphics from
simple building blocks by loading

SAVE AND LOAD MAP - enter the name

RETURN - zaps you back to the sprite

of the map to load or save, then hit
<Return>.

i

—

,

editor.

MMMS ^

vO-"

CELLS UP AND DOWN - scrolls through

, ADD POLY MARKERS - puts a series of
reference points on the map that you can

the cells available from the

•:-<

workscreen. _D_——_^_^___^^__

SAVE AND LOAD POLY MARKERS - just
like it says - type in a name and press
<Return>. Each map can have one set

• ae as-

save as a separate file for reference.

They don't become part of the map itself
-just click on the map with the mouse to
define your series of points.

••

•

.

of marker groups. _ > . b b _ b ^
POLY MARKER DUPLICATION - adds an

extra poly mark next to a designated

POLY MARKER MOVE - you can now drag
the markers about the map by clicking

existing one.

and holding down the left button.

in the workscreen which has the

map cells and the map file into
your own programs

FULL VIEW - displays
MAP DISPLAY - the current map. Scroll
about by holding down the right button
and wiggling.
n —^-^——.

the entire map in zoom
mode - one pixel
equals one cell.

CELL DISPLAY - pick
your cell from the
&o, selection taken from
the current
workscreen.
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• The installation program for
Misty - an up and coming STOS

STOS disks. Press <1> to install the

your copy with the programmers for

Misty extension on your STOS language

the modest sum of a fiver. Ifyou do so,

disk and <2> for the compiler if you
have that too. Pressing <3> writes the

you get the latest version of the pro
gram, example listings of each com

all-important document file with the low-

mand, demo source code and more
goodies. Sounds worth it, doesn't it? It
brings peace of mind, too, 'cos you
know you'll have been a hero and done

down on all the new commands and the

registration details.
Misty is Shareware - if you like and
use it, then you're asked to register

SPRITES
ALIVE
The sharp end of things - Mapper
has a sprite def iner with a very

©

ROTATE - spins the whole grid by 90
degrees.
COPY - enables you to copy areas

around the work-grid. Just click with the
mouse button and drag to select an area and
slap it down again with the left button.

O

WORK-GRID - the business section of

plenty of potential and a bright

k

Into the store of 12 palettes. Just click on
which one you want to replace or fetch.
DEFINE - a powerful function that
enables you to grab your sprites from
the work-grid and paste them on to one of the
four workscreens. If you select this Icon with
the right button, one of the preset sprite sizes

©

colours one for the left button and one for the

right one.

o

SPRITE WINDOW - shows the sprite at
actual size. Animation is displayed here,

too.

The background Is fixed. Experiment with
these for interesting effects.

1*' with themain colour on everything posi
tioned on the work-grid. Click on the Icon with
the right button to select the direction of the
shadow.

©EXCHANGE - exchanges a selected
colour from the work-grid with the cur

which you can select using the function keys.
If Define Is selected with the left button, the
area is grabbed In the same way as a box Is
drawn. Once you've got your area, the display
flips to your workscreen and you can plonk the
area down where you like - all paste opera
tions are clipped to the nearest 16 pixels.
With this function you can build up screens of
your sprites ready to be loaded into your pro
grams.

rent colour.

©DITHER -messes-up the screen by
pushing the pixels about.

©RETRIEVE - like Define but grabs sec
tions of the workscreen and pops them
into the work-grid using the current sprite size.

VERTICAL aiP -spins the work-grid

©WORKSCREENS - click on these to

about its horizontal axis

change the current workscreen - using
the right button also enables you take a

HORIZONTAL FLIP - spins the work-grid

butcher's.

about its vertical axis.

£1% RED, GREEN AND BLUE - changes the

©COLOUR CYCLE - sends the colours Into

%•/ RGB values of the current colour. The

a frenzy - well, those between the two
markers. The speed icon adjusts the speed.

left button Increases the value by one, the
right one decreases It. The numeric value is
shown In the status bar.

O

STATUSPANEL - Left to right this

shows the current workscreen, the
selected colour RGB values, animation speed,
sprite size and current mode.

©

one of the 512 colours directly.

LOAD ANDSAVE PALETTE - enables you

©

SCROLL GRID - these scroll round the

whole work-grid in the four directions.

£T\ LOAD NEO - loads a Neochrome picture

Vi/ Into the current workscreen. The picture
must be In the same directory as Mapper. Just
type in the name and press <Return>.
SAVE NEO- type In a name and press
<Return>. Bingo! The current
workscreen is saved as a Neochrome picture.

©

O

MAP - sends you to the map screen.

©ANIMATE - grabs frames from the cur
rent workscreen using the default sprite
size with the left button. Click with the right
button once you've grabbed all the screens.
The animation appears in the sprite window.
Adjust the speed with the speed icon and get
out of that by clicking on the animate icon
again.

^Tv SPEED - adjusts thespeed ofcolour
Ye/ cyclingand animation. Thereare eight

PICK COLOUR - enables you to pick any

to retrieve and store the current palette

O

background mode where only the background
colour Is altered. Mode 3 is the foreground
mode - only existing graphics can be altered.

Is used - the current one is shown in the sta

/Tk SHADOW - creates a shadow effect

©

modes. The left button increases the

number of the mode and the right decreases
it. Mode 1 is the default where all graphics
overwrite the existing ones. Mode 2 is the

tus bar at the bottom. There are ten sizes

grid.

COLOUR BAR - the current palette.
Click with the mouse buttons to pick

©WRITE MODE - there are three graphics

OUTLINE - draws an outline with a

things. You draw your sprites here.
O

future - a possible contender.
Has lots of sexy new STOS
Basic commands, a powerful
left hook and devastating
quiche recipe.

selected colour over the entire vvork-

creation as near a doddle as it's

ever going to be. Your creations
are pasted onto a workscreen and
saved as Neochrome pictures. You
can then import them into any
program written in any
programming language and send
them careering around the shop

extension. Good form so far,

the right thing.

smooth action. There is a mass of

powerful functions to make sprite

3 g^g^

syv HELP - click onthisand then onanother

settings, the current one is displayed in the

%il/ icon for a brief explanation of its func

status bar. The left button increases the value

tion. Click again to exit.

of the setting whereas the right button
decreases it.

POINT - slaps a pixel on the work-grid

using one of the two colours you've
selected with each of the mouse buttons.

O

LINES - draws straight lines. Click on
the work-grid with either button to
select the colour and starting point of the line.
Click again with the left button to draw the
line.

OBOX - selected with the left button, this
option draws frames. If you click with

the right button you get filled boxes. Click on
the work-grid with either button to choose the
colour, then, to draw your box, move your
mouse around and click again with the left
button.

O

CIRCLE - works In exactly the same

way as the box function, but produces
circles Instead.

O

SPRAY- sploshes pixels onto the workgrid In either colour.
FILL - Alls an area with either colour

G depending which button you use to click
on the work-grid.
ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992
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DISK

• PROBLEMS? WHERE TO FIND HELP
1. MY STF COVER DISK WON'T LOAD!
Before you do anything else, checkthat you don't have a single-sided drive (one older
than 1988, that can't format any disks to more than 360K) - they can't read new ST

Disk-Kit
BY: CLIVE PARKER

solution is to hide in a cupboard
and hope it all goes away. Alterna
tively - and probably slightly more

RESOLUTION: ALL

FORMAT Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are obsolete and it's well worth upgrading.

FOLDER: DISK_KIT

Replacement drives are easy to fit and cost as little as £35. We covered fitting new
internal drives In STF 32 - turnto page 40 to order a copy ifyou missed it.

FILES: DISK_KIT.ACC,

Drive OK, but still no joy? ST FORMAT duplicates hundreds of thousands of Disks

every month. Inevitably a few are defective or damaged in some way - the Disk just
won't load, or you can't open a window at all, or there's nothing in it, or the folder

practically -

is to

Accessory. These

READ_ME.DOC

use a Desk

little beasties

can be called from the menu bar at

READ: READ_ME.DOC

any time to perform handy little

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

functions. Desk Accessories are
loaded from the boot disk - the

guaranteed a free replacement if you return the Disk to:

Imagine the situation: you're doing

STFORMATSeptember Cover Disk Returns, TIB pic,

a spot of word
on your latest
ming, and you
but you don't

disk in the drive when you switch
your ST on. Not only can Disk-Kit

names are gobbledegook. It doesn't happen often, but if you're unlucky, sorry. You're

36-50 Adelaide Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD5 OEA.
Enclose a sturdyself-addressed envelope (unstamped - we'll paythe postage) and
a briefletter explaining the problem. TIB promise to replace your defective Disk within
one week of receiving it. (If you're worried about trusting your precious Disk to the
mail, the Royal Mail's Recorded Delivery service costs only 30p on top of the normal
postage.)

Please don't send your defective Disk to any other address - we have no stocks of
Disks in Bath.

processing or work
piece of program
need to save a file
have a blank disk

ready. You need to format a new
one - only you can't do that without

potentially format a disk, but the
smartie can also create folders,
rename files and enable you to get
at the fileselector at any time now isn't that what you always

quitting the application you're in.
And you can't do that without losing
all the work you've just done. The

the Desk Accessory menu and take
your pick.

wanted? Just select Disk Stuff from

2. THIS COVER DISK PROGRAM DOESN'T LOAD!
Ifonly part of your Diskwon't load, TIB inviteyou to ring their Cover Disk Helpline and
talk through your problem before you send back a perfectly good Disk. Telephone
» 0274 736990 during normal office hours and ask for Sam Hiah, ST FORMAT Cover
Disk Helpline.

3. I CAN'T WORK OUT THIS COVER DISK PROGRAM!
Your Disk seems OK, everything loads, but you've got a problem with one of the pro
grams. Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages and any document files

Cover Disk

Back-up

on the Disk. Try consulting your ST Owner's manual - that may have the information

you need. Still got a problem? Then give us a ring on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone
the ST FORMAT Covet Disk Hotline s 0225 442244 on Wednesday 2 - 6 pm only.

BY: BRIAN TILLEY

Nothing can now be written on or

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

deleted from the disk. Now get a new

We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know anywhere near
as much about them as the programmers do, but we'll do our best to try and sort your

FOLDER: BACK_UP

disk ready and run Back-up. From the
menu, press <1> and swap disks when
prompted - zaperoo! an instant copy.
The source disk is the disk you are
making the copy of - the Cover Disk.

Cover Disk problems out.

Please note that this line is for Cover Disk problems only. If you have any other
queries, read on!

FILES: BACK_UP.TOS,
BACK_UP.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: BACK_UP.TOS

4. I HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THIS OTHER PROGRAM
I'VE BOUGHT!
The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software houses run
some kind of helpline service - check the bumph that came with your software for the
number.

5. I'VE STILL GOT AN ST PROBLEM!
If you've still got a problem - you suspect your machine may be faulty, or you're not
sure about some procedure, or you need an answer to a more general query - then you
have two options.

(a) Ring the official Atari Helpline n 031 332 9323 on between Monday and
Saturday 6 pm -11 pm or on Sundays between 8 and 11pm.
(b) Write to ST Answers and let ST FORMAT'S team of experts tackle your problem in

The destination disk is the intended

You can't be too careful - your par
ents told you that, didn't they? Are you?
Do you back-up your ST FORMAT Cover
Disk ever month, just in case some
bizarre accident befalls it? Back-up is a
terribly handy program which takes all
the needless hassle out of the process.
Before you do anything, write-protect
your Cover Disk - move the little black

tab so you can see through the hole.

backup disk. If you have two drives,
drive A is used as the source and drive

B as the destination. Back-up can also
be used to back up other disks. Press
<2> to see if it's possible. You can't
get past the copy-protection on com

mercial disks - and anyway, copying
them is illegal - but almost all other
disks can be copied. Read all that?
Good, now back up the disk.

the pages of STF.

FAME & FORTUNE AWAIT YOU
We'll pay well for yoursoftware - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original and short. If
you've written anything worthy of STF's Cover Disk, send It with this form and documentation

to: Chris Lloyd,ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA12BW. Then
please be patient: we get heaps of submissions, and we try to give them all a fair testing!

Stars Update
BY: LEE UPCRAFT

month's Cover Disk. The wrong

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

compiler extension was included in
the installation program which

FOLDER: STARS

causes horrible crashes whenever

FILES: STARS.ECH
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Name
Address

Because of the strange movements

Daytime phone _

Program title _

of the forces of nature and the
_Total size in K

On a separate sheet, explain concisely what the program does and what's great about it.
Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write your name and address on the
disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your program, because contributions are non-return
able • Enclose wads of cash. We pay for programs we use, but the next round's on you...

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for publication in
STFORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby agree to indemnify Future Publishing against
any legal action should copyright problems arise.
Signed

meanderings of the fickle finger of
fate, there was a mix-up with the
STOS

Stars

extension

on

last

you try to compile anything. The
person responsible has been pro

moted to where they can't do any
more damage - standard proce
dure, that. If you installed the com
piler version, delete it, substitute
this new one and everything should
be ticketty-boo.

3D PICTURE
Er - sorry - the version of 3DPicture we gave away on Issue 37's
Cover Diskcan't run underTOS 1.2, because of incompatibilites
between GFA Basic and TOS 1.2.
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The HiSoft
Summer Sale
The heat must have got to us ... look at

these crazy prices on our top quality
software packages! Just use the special

f&»

order form on the right, tick the

v^.'-''

/J/***
.*f'

HiSoft BASIC
version 2

K-Spread 2 Cover Disk Users

software you want and your preferred
payment method - then send the form
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back to reach us by the 31 August 1992

and we will despatch your order within
5 working days of receipt. To cap itall,
spend more than £100 onthis order form
and we willsend youa £10 voucher
redeemable against future purchases directly
from HiSoft.
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Ifyou obtained the excellent K-Spread 2spreadsheet on
the cover disk oflast month's ST Format, you will be

pleased to learn that you can still purchase the manual
for only £29.95 and then upgrade to K-Spread 3 or

SelF

K-Spread 4. Use the order form on the right and
remember tosend back your cover disk with your order wewillreturn this toyou with your manual.
K-Spread 3 has many more Lotus-compatible functions
(including database/statistical/financial operations),
multiple worksheets, date/time calculations, loading of
Lotus files, more extensive macro facilities etc. while
K-Spread 4 offers all this plus live graphing (line graphs,
pie charts etc.), forms design, enhanced sideways
printing through GDOS and more.

Lattice C
rsion o.o

The BfiSIC of the 90s

\^^

jfvrywAtari'!if

J* =

Mali

IS o
S-3

KnifeST
The Disk Editor

for the Atari ST/TT

The premier C compiler

tor more information on any of

ourproducts, please call HiSoft
on 0525 718181, or fax us on
0525 713716 or write to us at:

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

More High Quality Software

HiSoft

HiSoft
High Quality Software

the ultimate disk editor

The most accurate flight sim yet...

The complete hard disk backup program

=*: -< f

35s s i
New! Version 5.5

the fastest editor

the desk accessory to
beat all the others

:
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Convert 4
BY: B.WARE SOFTWARE

If you're using the nifty number Super

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND HIGH

Card 2 from Cover Disk 35 (and turn to

been archived - that is, squashed into

FOLDER: C0NVERT4
READ: CONVERT4.TQS

page 40 if you don't have it), then you
might find this conversion utility useful.

one file to save space. Copy CONVERT4.TOS to a blank disk and run it, it

It can convert various text formats to

automatically unsquashes itself. Have a

and from Super Card, including First
Word and First Word Plus. The program

VERT.TXT for all the rap.

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

GFA
Menu
Shell

and the instruction document have

read of the document file called CON-

Listing
BY: BARRY CAPEL
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: GFA
FILES: BAZMENU.GFA

•

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Convert 4 takes

files and - wait for it,
converts them. That

A smart bit of coding this - its the
source code of a program that, when
you put it into an AUTO folder, creates

clears up the little
mystery about the
program's title

a menu system to run any PRG file. It's
written in that most excellent of lan

anyway. You can now
use word processors
to manipulate the

guages GFA Basic v3.5 which is yours
ifyou have issue 35 and probably isn't

same data.

if you don't. If you missed out on that

corker, flip to page 40. Tofind out why
this piece of source code is here at all,
turn to ST Answers on page 55 and
find out who asked the question in the
first place.
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U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

I
Tel:021 625 3366.

Introducing a new kind of magazine

Don't miss next month's ST FORMAT! It includes a

12-page sample of a mould-breaking new magazine.
On Thursday 10 September we will show you the future...

RAINBOW COLLECTION

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

9.99

9.99

WHEELS OF FIRE COMPILATION FISTS OF FURY COMPILATION

7.99

POWER UP Cc I

9.99

mppiij

RUGBYWORLDCUP THUNDERHAWK MANUTDEUROPE FLAMES OF FREEDOM WONDERLAND

Mg_

——

POWERDRIFT
3QO

9.99

...

9.99

.

11.99

PLAYER MANAGER

WOLFCHILD

g- ?

_?£•?£_

Q Oa

gg

MICROPRISE GOLF

i t on

70.99

HiftM-i

FIRST SAMURAI &

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT.
4 WHEEL DRIVE

FISTS OF FURY

TM1

{LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO, TEAM
SUZUKI, TOYOTA CELICA,
COMBO RACER)
19,49
A320 AIR-BUS
ACTION MASTERS

21.99

(F16 COMBAT PILOT, ITALY 1990,
DOUBLE DRAGON 2, TURBO

OUTRUN, WELLTRIS)

18.99

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)

16.99

ADI ENGLISH (11-12)

16.99

9

GAUNTLET 3
GOBLLINS

16-99 GODS
16.99

GOLDEN AXE

16.99

GOLF WORLD CLASS

ADVANTAGE TENNIS
AFTERBURNER
AIR BUCKS

16.99
7.99
17.99

[GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE.
P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE.

CARRIER COMMAND)

19.99

ALCATRAZ

15.99

4N0THER WORLD
ARKAN01D2
ARMOUR-GEDDON
AWESOME
317 FLYING FORTRESS

16.99
7.99
9.99
9.99
22.99
3.99

3ARBARIAN 2 (PSYGNOSIS) 16.99
3AT2
22.99
3ATTLEISLE
19.99
3ATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S
19.99

11.99
19.49
22.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6,6-8or 8+-) 14.99
FUNSCHOOL3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 16.99
FUNSCHOOL4(2-5,5-7 or 7+) 16.99

ADI ENGLISH (12-13)

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

9.99

FLAMES OF FREEDOM
FLOOR 13
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

16,99
16.99

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.16.

6.49

LEADERBOARD
7.99
GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET ...17.99
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S

SOCCER MANAGER
HARLEQUIN
HEAD OVER HEELS

15.99
16.99
7.99

HEIMDALL (1 MEG)

11.99

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S
POWERMONGER WORLD
WAR 1 DATA DISK
PREMIER
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

(BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER

ROOKIES
RUGBY WORLD CUP

THE FORTRESS

13.99

JAGUAR XJ220(1MEG)

16.99

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM) .

ZEALANDSTORY) (NOP)...
REALMS
RISKY WOODS
ROCKET RANGER

SCRABBLE DE LUXE

JAMES POND
7,49
JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD...16.99

ISLAND (1 MEG)

JIM POWER

SHADOWGATE

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER ...16.99

JOHN BARNES

:HAOS ENGINE

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

EUROPEAN FOOTBALL
16.99
KGB
19.99
KICKOFF2D/S
8.99
K/OFF2 FINAL WHISTLE
9.99
K/OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE ...7.99
K/OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
7.99
KILLING GAME SHOW
7.99

SIM CITY & POPULOUS

19.

/ENUS THE FLY TRAP)

19.49

;HUCK ROCK

12.99

;HUCKIE EGG

9.99

)HUCKIE EGG 2
9.99
:OOL CROC TWINS
17.99
CORPORATION
11.99
;ORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) ...3.99
22.99
17.99

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S 11.99
KNIGHTMARE

19.99

LEANDER
LEATHER GODDESSES
LEGEND OF THE SWORD

16.99
8.99
7.99

18.49

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 VALUE

-GENERATION

13.99

PACK WITH SPACE QUEST 3 AND
HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES 2
(TRIPLE PACK)
14 99
LEMMINGS
13.99
LEMMINGS DATA DISK-OHNO!...9.99
LIFE AND DEATH
16.99
LOMBARD RAC RALLY
799
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE2 ...11.99
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS ...19.99
MAGIC POCKETS
16.99

(AILY SPORTS

15.99
2 99
15.99
16 99

'ISCOVERY-IN THE STEPS

18.99
15.99
20 99

WNGEON MASTER &

:HAOS STRIKES BACK

16.99

IYNA BLASTERS

19.99

LF

16.4

....9.99
....9.99
...3.99

.1699

CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

19.99

MAN UNITED EUROPE

9 99

FIRST SAMURAI

19.49

MEGA SPORTS(SUMMER

URO FOOTBALL CHAMP.

GAMES 1 &2, WINTER GAMES)..1699

16.!

STRIKE EAGLE 2
11.99
FALCON
9.49
FALCON + MISSIONS 1&2 19.99
STEALTH FIGHTER
14,99

F KYRANDIA
19.99
ANTASY PAK(COLORADO,

MEGA TWINS
M1CROPROSE30GOLF
MIDWINTER
MOONSHINE RACERS
MOTORHEAD
MURDER'D/S
NITRO

OSTON BOMB CLUB.

OPERATION WOLF

ABLES& FIENDS-LEGEND

RYSTALS OF ARBOREA) ...13.99
8.99
16.99
1699

SPECIAL FORCES
SPELLBOUND
STORM MASTER ..

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)...

STARTER PACK WITH STOS,

SUPER HANG ON
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

PAINTWORKS (ART)
PARASOL STARS
PAWN (M/SCROLLS)
PIRATES

16.99
13.99
1999
9.49
7 99
6 49
799

7 99
6.99
16.99
7 99
16.99

TECNOPLUS

PRINCE OF PERSIA,

STARTER
PACK

QUICKSHOT131 DELUXE

DIGITAL JOYSTICK, DUST

COVER, MOUSE PAD, FILE-ADISK RECORD SYSTEM, DISK
CLEANER, 5 BLANK DISKS)

32.99

.22.99
..16.99

.22.99

POWER SCAN

HAND SCANNER FOR ATARI ST

.18.49

(INCLUDESSOFTWARE)
89.99

.-19.99

.16.49
.16.99

DUST COVER FORAMIGA ORATARI ST (CLEAR)
DUSTCOVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR)

DUST COVER FOR80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR)

RFLEAD FOR AMIGA/ST (STANDARD LEAD TOTELEVISION)

THE SIMPSONS

THUNDERHAWK

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)
TV SPORTS BASEBALL

.16.99

TVRF INPUT SWITCH FORAMIGA/ST (SWITCH BETWEEN TV
AERIAL AND COMPUTER WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)
POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CABLE)

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF2 ETC)

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA/ST

(PLUGSMOUSE &JOYSTICK INTO ONE PORT).
PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FORAMIGA/ST (CHANGE

(GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH,

SPANA-GAMES 92(1 MEGJ...19.49

ERRARI FORMULA 1
INAL FIGHT
IRE & ICE

19.99
TECNOPLUS ATARI ST

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

MEGA LO MANIA &

15
16
16
19

(INCLUDES VACUUM)

KNIGHTS OF THESKY(1 MEG)...22,99

RUISE FOR A CORPSE

JF COLUMBUS
IOJO DAN
IUNE

...,9.99

4.99

..,.3.99

SECRET OF MONKEY

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER ...14.99
JINXTER(M/SCROLLS)
3 99

•OVER GIRL POKER
lEJA VU
lELIVERANCE
'EUTEROS

...9.99
..16.99

19.99 JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGIC) 10.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2

LOTUS ESPRIT, GHOULS 'N'
3HOSTS. JAMES POND,

RESERVE MOUSE MAT
CLEANING KIT
FOR COMPUTERS

ROBOCOP3

MAN UTD,BOXING MANAGER,
I.KHANN SQUASH)
12.99

•OVERT ACTION
:RAZY CARS 3

12.99
SPECIAL

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG) ...22.99

19.99
16.99
19.49

:HART ATTACK

SQUIK MOUSE
FOR AMIGA/ST

RAINBOW COLLECTION

INDIANA JONES 2 ADV
INDY HEAT
INT SPORTS CHALLENGE

18.99

24.99

(BUBBLE BOBBLE,
RAINBOW ISLANDS, NEW

16.99
18.49

HAMPIONS

NAKSHA AMIGA/ST MOUSE
WITH OPERATION STEALTH

...19.99

JOYSTICKS WITHOUT NEEDING TOREACH BEHIND COMPUTER)
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA . .11.49
VENUS THE FLY TRAP
,7.49
VIKINGS - FIELD OF CONQUEST 16.99

VROOM DATA DISK

CHASEH.Q. TURBOOUTRUN)
WOLFCHILD

..7.99
22,99
16.99
12.99

WOLFPACK

WONDERLAND(1 MEG)

13.99

X-OUT

XENON 2MEGABLAST

DISKBOX3.5" (10 CAPACITY)
BANX DISK BOX3.5" (80) STACKABLE

_^j

(HARD DRIVIN1, POWERDRIFT
WING COMMANDER 1
WIZ-KID

3.5" DSDD JVC DISK WITH LABEL
PACK OF 50 JVC 3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS .
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

.12.49

WARHEAD
WHEELS OF FIRE

.5.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (40) LOCKABLE
DISK BOX 3.5" (80) LOCKABLE
DISK BOX 3.5" (100) LOCKABLE
DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5

80 CAPACITY,
LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS

10.99

UTOPIA

JIMMY WHITE

DNGN MASTER ♦ CHAOS

11.99

14.99

16.99

L6MM,NQS OH ™E UMWNGS GOLDENAXE

13.99

9.99

8.49

heimdall

ferrarifi

piTFiGHTEf

ULTIMA 5

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

CORPORATION

74.99

77.99

11.99

70.99

8.99

QUICKJOY QJ1 JOYSTICK

49.99

...16.99

...16.49

30NANZA BROS
3REACH 2 (ENHANCED)

.19,49

3.99

MECHANISM. QUIET,
HIGH QUALITY, SLIM.

...16.49
9.99

...13.99

...19.99

JEASAR
CELTIC LEGENDS

STEVE DAVIS

9.99

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR
ATARI ST. SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE

3.99

RACEDRIVIN1

INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION

ISHAR - LEGEND OF

6"

Atari ST Peripherals

....19.49

CADAVER,IRON LORD)

18.99

11.99
6.99
16.99
7.99

19.49

PUSH-OVER

19.99

l"HE PAY OFF LEVELS
CAPTIVE
;ARL LEWIS TRACK & FIELD
:ARRIER COMMAND

um^i.vc

9-99

(KICK OFF 2, MICROPROSE

SOCCER, MAN UNITED,
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER)

3LUEMAX

"ADAVER DATA DISK -

CAPTIVE

-""»-"*"«

8.99

PROPHECY
...18.49
PROTEXT VERSION 4.3
WORD PROCESSOR
...44.99
PSYCHO'S SOCCER SELECTION'S

3LUES BROTHERS

5.99

11.99

INDY JONES ADV

POWER UP (CHASE H.Q,
TURRICAN, X-OUT, ALTERED
BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS) ...9,99

HILL STREET BLUES
16.49
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
8.99
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
(ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2,
INDIANA JONES ACTION.

9.99

J.V% *.>.

9.99

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

QUESTS GLORY

37.99
16,99
17 99
19.49
7.99
...8.99

11.99

16"

PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & SIM CITY .... ....16.99
POPULOUS2

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
HOOK
HUMANS
IAN BOTHAM'S CRICKET
IK+
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE

3EYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

n nn

F19 STEALTH

HEROQUEST + DATA DISK ...19.49

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

8.99

JL§L.

ft QO

(DYNAMITE DUX, NINJA

KICK OFF2 F,5 STRIDE EAGLE, LOTUS TURBO 2

13.99

74.99

19.49

WARRIORS, SHINOBI,
DOUBLE DRAGON 2)

ADIMATHS(12-13)

ADI MATHS (11-12)

3AAL

r\ nn

3.99

MEGA LO MANIA

6.49

ROLLING RONNIE PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM CITY 8, POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE

ROCKET RANGER

73.90

i,

9.99

i

(MICROSWITCHED)
6.99

8.99

Over 100,000 people have joined Special Reserve
The club with no obligation to buy
Tel. 0279 600204 for a free COLO R catalogue

Qattics Chib
WE DO NOT SELL
GREY IMPORTS

HARDWARE PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AND
DELIVERY TO UK MAINLAND

WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN,

192CPS/48NLO, 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT,
24 MONTH WARRANTY.

_

FREEMEMBERSHIP

——

FREE COLOUR KIT

W%0^9 » W W

CARTRIDGE HOLDER
FREE MEMBERSHIP

j^mh

I S A %#*#

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN

The Special Reserve full
colour club magazine NRG is

4096 COLOURS, 64K RAM,

sent to all members bi-

16MHz PROCESSOR, 8 MEG
GAME CAPACITY,
FREE MAINS ADAPTOR
FREE MEMBERSHIP

274.99

WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN,80 COLUMN, 216CPS/72LQ, 6LQ/1DRAFT FONT,
24 MONTH WARRANTY. ADVANCED VERSION OF 224 WITH HIGHER SPEED,

monthly. NRG features full

Special Reserve charts, Release Schedule of
new games and hundreds of special offers.
PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS

RUNS A WIDE SELECTION OF
GAMES AND IS COMPATIBLE
WITH MASTER SYSTEM GAMES
USING A MASTER GEAR CONVERTER
WITH COLUMNS GAME
FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

144.99

9 PIN 80 COLUMN, 180CPS/45NLQ, 4NLO./1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP,FREE PRINTER LEAD

199.99

£30 worth of money-off coupons
to save even more money off our amazing prices.

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing
prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game
Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga,

FREE MEMBERSHIP QQ QO

9 PIN, 80COLUMN, 180CPS/45NLQ, 4NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.

Atari ST, IBM PC, CDTV and IBM CD ROM.

FREESPECIALRESERVEMEMBERSHIP, FREEPRINTER LEAD

STARLC24-20 24 PIN

SEGA GAME GEAR
WITH SONIC THE HEDGEHOG AND

204.99

80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 5LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.
RIBBONFOR STAR LC20
RIBBONFOR STAR LC200

129.99

6.99

RIBBON FORSTAR LC24-20
6.99
15.99 RIBBON (COLOUR) FORLC200 ...10.99

DUSTCOVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER(CLEAR PVC)

5.99

PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FORAMIGA, ST ORPC
PRINTER STAND (2 PIECE, FITS ANY PRINTER)

9.99
799

CHOICE OF GAMES AT REASONABLE
PRICES. GAMES CAN BE USED ON
GAME GEAR AND MEGADRIVE.

PHILIPS CM8833 MK 2

WITH TWO JOYPADS AND

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
FREE MEMBERSHIP

207.99

FOR ATARI ST OR AMIGA. ONE YEARS
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE INCLUDED.

16-BIT GAMES CONSOLE
WITH CONTROLLER AND
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE EXTRA TURBO

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP
MONITOR LEAD

ATARI ST TO PHILIPS CM8833 II

7.99

JOYPAD

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CM8833 MKII

MONITOR ONLY (TURNS THE
MONITOR INTO A TV)

129.99

44.99

Megadrive Games
ATTACK SUB
AFTERBURNER 2
ALEXKIDDIN ENCHANTED CASTLE
AQUABATICS
ARCH RIVALS

BATMAN (ORIGINAL VERSION)

BUCK ROGERS
BUDOKAN
CALIFORNIA GAMES
CHUCK ROCK
COLUMNS
D.ROBINSON BASKETBALL
DECAPATTACK
DESERT STRIKE
DEVIL CRASH
DONALD DUCK - QUACKSHOT
ESWAT
EUROPEAN CLUB FOOTBALL
EVANDER HOLLYFIELD BOXING
F22 INTERCEPTOR
FERRARI FORMULA ONE
GALAXY FORCE 2
GHOULS N GHOSTS
GOLDEN AXE
GOLDEN AXE 2
GREEN DOG
GYNOUG
HELL FIRE
IMMORTAL
ISHIDO
JOHN MADDEN 92
KID CHAMELEON
KRUSTY THE CLOWN
LEMMINGS
MARBLE MADNESS
MERCS
MICKEY MOUSE
MIKE DITKA S ULTIMATE FOOTBALL
NHL ICE HOCKEY
OLYMPIC GOLD
ONSLAUGHT
PACMANIA
PAPERBOY
PGA GOLF TOUR
PHANTASY STAR 3
PITFIGHTER
REVENGE OF SHINOBI

ROAD RASH
ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2)
SENNA SUPER MONACO
SHADOW DANCER
SIMPSONS

SONIC2 (DUENOVEMBER)

ADDAMS FAMILY
F-ZERO

FINAL FIGHT
JOE & MAC CAVEMAN NINJA
LEMMINGS

42.99
37.99

47.99
47.99
47.99

PAPERBOY 2
37.99
SUPER CASTLEVANIA4 ...42.99

SUPER R-TYPE
SUPER SOCCER
SUPER TENNIS
UN SQUADRON

-yQ qq
/T.TTTr

SEGA MEGADRIVE

OFFICIAL UK VERSION.
FREE F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

37.99
37.99
37.99
47.99

Gameboy Games
29.99
27 99
17.49
29.99
29.99

29.99

37 99
29.99
29.99
29.99
23.99
29,99
27.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
27 99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
34.99
27.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
27.99
34.99
19-99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29 99
29.99
29.99
29.99
...25.99
29.99
29.99
24.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
37.99
37.99
27.99

29.99
29.99
29.99
27.99
29.99

...29.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG

27.99

SPACE HARRIER 2
SPIDERMAN
STEEL EMPIRE
STREETS OF RAGE
STRIDER
SUPER HANG ON
SWORD OFVERMILLION
TAZMANIA
TEAM USA BASKETBALL

17.49
29.99
29.99
27.99
34.99
17.49
37.99
29.99
29.99

TERMINATOR
TOE JAM AND EARL

29.99
29.99

TURRICAN
26.99
TWISTED FLIPPER
29.99
WHERE IN TIME IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?...39.99
WONDERBOY IN MONSTER WORLD
37.99
WORLD CUP ITALIA 90
17-49
WRESTLE WAR
27.99
XENON 2
29.99

ADDAMS FAMILY

.20.G

ASTEROIDS
16.99
BALLOON KID
18.99
BART SIMPSON" S ESCAPE
20.99
BATMAN
20.99
BILLAND TED'S EXCELLENTADVENTURE...23.99
BLADES OF STEEL
20.99
BOULDER DASH
20.99
BOXXLE
13.99
BUBBLE BOBBLE
20 99
BUBBLE GHOST
18.99
BUGS BUNNY
18.99
BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE
13.99
CASTELIAN
2299
CASTLEVANIA
13 99
CEASARS PALACE
20.99
CENTIPEDE
16.99
CHASE HQ
20.99
CHOPLIFTER 2
20.99
DOUBLE DRAGON
18 99
DOUBLE DRAGON 2
20.99
DRFRANKEN
22.99
DRAGON'S LAIR - THE LEGEND
22 99
20-99
DUCK TALES
DYNA BLASTER
13.99
FORMULA 1 RACE

iGame Gear Game

Lynx Games

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 2
8-BIT GAMES SYSTEM WITH A HUGE

COLOUR STEREO
MONITOR

That's why over 100,000 people
have joined Special Reserve.

FREE SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX GAME
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

FREESPECIALRESERVEMEMBERSHIP, FREEPRINTER LEAD

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR
SWIFT 9, 24 OR224

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection

SEGA MAINS ADAPTOR

24 PIN QUALITY AT 9 PIN PRICE.

RIBBONFOR SWIFT9 OR 120D+...6.99
RIBBONFOR SWIFT24 OR 224
6.99

jF'^F V"5K?

mini-reviews, all the gen on new products, the

SEGA GAME GEAR

FHEESPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD, FREE COLOUR KIT

-••

reviews of new games plus

99.99

MORE FONTS AND SPECIAL LCD CONTROL PANEL.

STAR LC200 COLOUR

UK £6.99 EECE8.99 WORLD E10.99
Weonlysupply members but you can order as you join.

WITH BATMAN RETURNS GAME

WITH COLOUR KIT, 80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 3LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MONTH
WARRANTY 24 PINLETTER QUALITY PRINTER WITH 360X360DPIGRAPHICS.
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD, FREE COLOUR KIT

STAR LC20

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

, q qq
OTr.TTTr

'""": ATARI LYNX 2

224.99

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E

Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
WITH STEREO HEADPHONES, TWO
PLAYER LEAD AND TETRIS
FREE HOLSTERS, BELT AND

CITIZEN SWIFT 9

FREE PRINTER LEAD

0279 600204

(WITH FOURPLAYERADAPTOR)

24,99

GAUNTLET 2
GHOSTBUSTERS 2
GOLF
GREMLINS 2
HOME ALONE
HOOK
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
JORDAN VS BIRD
KICK OFF
KUNG FU MASTER
KWIRK
MARBLE MADNESS
MEGA MAN
MICKEY MOUSE

20 99
18.99
17.99
2099
20 99
20.99
20.99
22,99
20.99
13.99
18.99
20.99
18 99
2099

MISSILE COMMAND

16.99

MOTOR CROSS MANIACS
NAVY SEALS
NEMESIS
NINTENDO WORLD CUP
OTHELLO
PACMAN
PAPERBOY
PAPERBOY 2
PRINCESS BLOBETTE
O-BERT

13,99
18 99
19 99
18.99
1899
20.99
18 99
2099
20.99
20.99

R-TYPE

20 99

REVENGE OF THE GATOR
ROBOCOP
SIDE POCKET
SKATE OR DIE

18 99
20-99
18.99
18.99

SNEAKY SNAKES

20 99

SNOOPY'S MAGIC SHOW

20 99

SOLOMON'S CLUB

20.99

SPIDERMAN
SUPER MARIO LAND
SUPER RC PRO-AM

18-99
18.99
20.99

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
TENNIS

20.99
17-99

TERMINATOR 2
TRACK MEET

-23.99
20.99

TRAX
TURRICAN

18.99
22.99

TURTLES 2
WIZARDS AND WARRIORS
WWF SUPERSTARS

24.99
18.99
2099

APB
BATMAN RETURNS
BILL AND TEDS ADVENTURE
CHECKERED FLAG
CHIPS CHALLENGE
DRACULA
ELECTRO COP
EUROPEAN TOURNAMENT SOCCER
GATES OF ZENDECON
HYPERDROME
ISHIDO
JIMMY CONNORS TENNIS
KUNG FOOD
MALIBU BIKINI VOLLEYBALL
MS PACMAN
NINJA GAIDEN
PACLAND
PAPERBOY
PINBALLJAM
PITFIGHTER
QIX
RAMPAGE
ROAD BLASTERS
ROBO SQUASH
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHANGHAI
SPACE WAR

STEEL TALONS

23.99
27.99
23,99
23.99
17.99
27.99
19.99
23.99
17.99
23.99
16.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
14.99
23.99
19.99
19.99
23.99
27.99
16.99
22.99
17.99
15.99
27.99
19.99
23.99

23.99

SUPERSKWEEK
TOKI
TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL
VIKING CHILD
WARBIRDS

BATMAN RETURNS
CHESS MASTER

2
2

COLUMNS

1

CRYSTAL WARRIORS
D.ROBINSON BASKETBALL
DEVELISH
DONALD DUCK
DRAGON CRYSTAL
FANTASY ZONE GEAR
G-LOC
HALLEY WARS

2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

JOE MONTANA (U.S.) FOOTBALL 1
LEADER BOARD
MARBLE MADNESS
MICKEY MOUSE
NINJA GAIDEN
OLYMPIC GOLD

1
2
1
1
2

PAPERBOY

2

PSYCHIC WORLD
SENNA SUPER MONACO
SHINOBI
SLIDER
SOLITAIR POKER
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
SPACE HARRIER
SPIDERMAN
SUPER KICK OFF
SUPER MONACO GP

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1

23.99 TERMINATOR
23.99 WIMBLEDON TENNIS
23.99 WONDER BOY
23.99 WOODY POP
23 99 YOUNG INDY

2
i

1
1
'

gisterea unice: 2 South Bto<
TheWaitings, Sawbridgeworth, HertsCM21 9PG.
INEVITABLY, SOMEGAMES MAY NOTYETBE RELEASI
PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR
LEASH
MLABILIT
' ™"wTONLY SUa=~Y MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN,
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OFSOpPER GAME ONTELEPHONED OHDEF
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

ST FORMAT 2

Narr.e_

Telephone.

_Machine type_

Enter membership number (ifapplicable) or
Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 FF.C. £10.99 World

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa Switch Issue No_

Credit card

expiry date_

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9F
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charg
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.

Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
1

Our Service department can repair STs in
minimum time at competetive rates. We can
arrange tor courier pickup and return delivery of
your machine to ensure it's safety. We even have
a same day service which will ensure your
machine is given priority and subject to fault,

DaieNF
ST Hard drive*

We offer a Quotation service for £15 for which we

Data- Netis a high speed network solution developed in
house at Ladbroke Computing lor theST/STE Ladbrokes

Due to Bulk purchasing power we can offer the

The Data-Pulse range has recently been re

range of software utilities are now included and
our range of special offer utilities has been
expanded confirming our commitment to future

an exact price tor repair Ityou do not wishto go support.
ahead with the repairs then just pay the £15.
However it you do go ahead then the charge is Q^AII drives are formatted/partitioned
included in the minimum charge. Please note: ^tested readyto"plug in andgo".
The minimum charge covers labour, parts are El Extremely tow noise.

future Data-Pulse/Data-Pulse Plus hard drive
owners.

Neodesk 3
HD Turbokit

Quotation

£

Min repair charge £
Courier Pickup
£
Courier return

15

Back II
and Diamond
Excellent backup utilty

£

6

15

STFM(E) PSU
1Mb Internal drive
A/B Boot switch
TOS Switch

£
£
£
£

45
45
4.99
10

and return.

£ 299.99

£

29.99

BT DMA device selector & On/Off switch
,on front of case.

El Full metal case measuring 300mm x
285mm x 51mm (wdh), providing good
shielding, and monitor stand.

including

insured

1

•:••••-m

Data-Pulse Plus 52Mb GE
Data-Pulse Plus 52Mb ICD
Data-Pulse Plus 105Mb GE
Data-Pulse Plus 105Mb ICD
Data-Pulse Plus 120Mb ICD
Data-Pulse Plus 240Mb (CD

E
E
E
E
E
E

339.99
359.99
439.99
459.99
529.99
799.99

The Aries Upgrade board

Now Only £19.99

£179.99
£89.99
£60

Midi-Net Hardware Node
Lan-Net Hardware Starter
Lan-Net Hardware Node

£30
£80

£40

Universal Network Starter Software

£219.99

Universal Network Node software

£9999

Sihouette Is a bit image and vector grap*
drawing programwith Auto tracing. The package
offers Auto- Tracing, Beziers, B-Splines, High

resolution gray scales. Supports FSM-GDOS,

requires f* ST or TT High resolution. Imports
MG. DEGAS TINY MacPaint GEM, SGF Exports
MG, GEM(t3), SGFDXF, EPSfPostscriptJ.

Only £60

•

is an in house

designed. Multi layer board utilising highdensity
ZPP RAM chips. The board has been designed

approximately 45 seconds of computer use
before resetting the computer. It during this time
the password is entered correctly then ST
Secure is disabled untilthe next power up.

drive.

Data-Net Hardwarestarter

Aries UpWfm

courier

minutes. Once installed ST Secure will allow

drives and Centronics printers anywhere on the Network.
Nodes can also Autoboot accessories from a host's hard

!![h£3ndimproved reliability.

M

£ 409.99

ST Secure is a hardware protection system for
the Atari ST which stops unauthorised use of
your computer and any hardware connected to
it. ST Secure measures just 1 inch square and
can be installed without soldering in about 30

The Universal Network software is a Multi tasking network

printer accesses take place. It allows the sharing of Hard

B'Hgh quaity ICD boards including on

105Mb Hard drive upgrade for Mega
pickup and return.

used withUniversal Network software.

package which does not tieup the serverwhistdrive or

Data-Net Hardware node
Midi-Net Hardware Starter

The Data-Pulse Plus 120 and
.board clock and controller software.
Br All drives include Vault archiver. Backup 240 incorperate the new
software, Virus killer. MCP shell
program,
Mdistudio & Mafeiudio Quantum mechanisms which
Master demo's
feature 256K Read & Write
52Mb Hard drive upgrade for Mega 1
disk
cache, faster access
STE including insured courier pickup
1 STE

which plugs into the cartridge portot your ST/STE and
connects via Coaxial cable and BNC connectors. The
Data-Nethardware is fully Lantech compatible and can be

The starter pack includes 2 Data-Net nodea

Data-Pulse Plus

35.25 BrfDMA Out port for daisy chaining extra
drives/Laser printer.
11

Same day service £

£ 24.99
£ 14.99

Hard riskOptimiser. de-fragments and backsup.

H\ Fully Autobooting and Autoparking.

extra.

Data-Net hardware consists ot an unobtrusive cartridge

following special offer deals to all existing and

completed the same day. We can fit memory designed. TheData-Pulse Plus range now offers
upgrades. PC Emulators. Security devices. ROM a more compact case that cuts down on noise
even more, all ports are marked, an extensive
upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's etc.
willexamine your machine and report back with

Data-N

to allow progressive upgrading from the base
512K up to 4Mb. The board does require some
soldering but once installed is very reiable. The
board is hand assembled in our workshops by
skilled technicians and is fully tested before
despatch. It also comes complete with fitting
instructions and test software.

Ourtechnicians can fitthe board to any ST for a
small fitting charge. We can arrange courier
pickup and return to ensure last turn araound. A
same day fitting service is also available. Please

phone for further details ot courier and same
day service.

Aries Upgrades (any ST(F)(M»

512K Aries board £ 39.99
2Mb Aries board £ 84.99*
4Mb Aries board £ 149.99*

Courier pickup
Courier return

£
£
£

11

£

STE

£13.99
2Mb SIMM Upgrade for

6
15
15

Fitting charge
Same day charge £
16
chip
upgrade
STFM

Special Offers
512K SIMM Upgrade for

STE

£49.99
4Mb SIMM Upgrade STE

19.99

Please check the configuration of your machinebefore
ordering. These chips are not surface mount.

*=special offer

£94.99
Please check configuration beforeordering

&150 Dpi resolution
&500mm/SEC Tracking speed

EK Opto/Mechanical Mechanism
EK Includes Deluxe Paint ST

E?Switchable between ST/Amiga

EK Direct mouse replacement

£ 24.99 with D-Paint £ 19.99 without D-Paint
The Golden Image Hand Scanner tor the Atari

ST features a 105mm scanning head, variable
contrast control user selectable scanning
resolutions of 100. 200. 300 and 400 Dpi. one
letter mode for high contrast B/W images and 3
photo modes for various shades ot grey. The
high quality hardware is backed up by two ot the
most respected graphics packages around.
Migraph's TouchUp for scanning and editing ti
res and grey scale images and Deluxe Paint art
package for lower resolution colour.

100. 200, 300, 400 Dpi scanning

GlOpii

resolution

Br

105mm scanning head

E*' 1letter mode, 3 photo modes
B*/ Includes Touch Up
I3/ Includes Deluxe Paint
Coming soon Sihouette, Auto tracing/line art

package which converts bit images to Vector

mouse. The fully optical mechanism means

no moving parts and offers far higher
relabiity than opto/mechanica! mice.

formatted capacity, double sided
double density, LED track counter,

Through port compatbility for older
ST/STM machines, external PSU.

Bf' Mouse mat included

EK Switchable ST/Arriga

images at the incredible price ot £60.

•^—•—«<£•••

drive for the Atari ST features 720K

ClQ

The Official Golden Image Optical Mouse is B*' 250Dpi, 500mm/sec tracking speed
a high quality, 3 button replacement Q^ Fully Optical

Gl MWwm

Gl External dBsR
The Golden Image External 3.5" Floppy

WM£

E*' 720K Formatted capacity
H1' LED Track Counter
Br External Power Supply

B' Daisy Chain Through Port

The
Mouse

Golden

Opto/Mechanical

Don't be deceived by the tow price of this

offers 290 Dpi resolution, 2

mouse. Mass production of the Jin mouse

Microswitched
reiabiity and

Image

buttons for
crisper. more

greater has resulted in a high quaity Opto/
positive Mechanical mouse featuring 290 Dpi
resonse, Anti-static silicone rubber coated resolution, 500mm/sec tracking bal Also includes mouse mat

Only £14.99

Anti-static sif cone rubber coated ball.

Only £9.99

Ladbroke Computing international are the longest established Atari dealer in the U.K. We have developed an extensive customer service policy
which involves testing otall Hardware prior to despatch to ensure that goods arrive in working order, ottering tree advice and support over the

phone and keeping cutomers informed Although our prices are not always the cheapest wedoendeavour tootter consistently good service

\and backup. All prices correct at copy date 28/07/92 fwhile stocks last), and are subject to change without prior notice All prices include VAT

put exclude delivery. Add £5 tor next working day courier delivery, add £10 for Saturday courier delivery tnartand UK only). Add £3 tor postal
delivery, onfyon items under £50 ipheck with staff before ordering). Al prices available on Mail Order, Shop prices may differ Shop/Mailorder

premises: 330rmskirk Road. Preston. Lanes. PR1 2QP Open Mon-Sat 9:30am-5:00pm. Phones answered from 9:00am Ladbroke Computing
International is a trading name ot Ladbroke Computing Ltd. BFPOaddresses overseas riedimtITF.% vat nnrtoirt noma/ i ik ™JSS.
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step by step guide SPECTRUM 512

Spectrum 512
Our generosity knows no bounds! This month we're giving you yet another
excellent program - Spectrum 512 which |s absolutely the best full palette
paint proggie in the Universe (some say). Give Parker takes you on_astep

by step guide tohelp get you daubing, dabblingand-- er, dazzling».
Don't you feel restricted by the fact that you
can only use 16 colours out of a choice of
512 on your ST or, even worse, out of all
those 4,096 hues on your STE? Well, now's
your chanceto breakfree and shade to your

turn off your machine for 20 seconds and reboot.

heart's content. With Spectrum 512 you can create

- the screen turns black with a red menu bar at the

pictures on-screen using 512 colours and save them

Your machine is now synchronised and can display
512 colours.

Now double-click on SPECTRUM.PRG to run the

program - you can start in either low or medium res

top. The black area is the workspace, if you left-click

to disk, so you can load them back into the program,
display them via a slideshow utility, use them as part
of a video titling sequence or incorporate them into

anywhere in this area, the menu bar vanishes.

your own STOS Basic programs using Spec Code -

The mouse pointer icon looks like a pencil - holding

also on this Cover Disk.

down the left mouse button and moving the mouse

STARTING

TO

DRAW

drawing actions take place. To change to a larger
brush, move the pointer to the top half ofthe drawing
screen away from the edges, click with the right but
ton and the red menu bar appears. The first icon in
the top row of the menu bar selects the pencil

draws a line in the selected colour. Pressing <Undo>

option, the fifth icon selects the brush option. When

makes the line disappear, pressing it again makes it
reappear. <Undo> reverses the last action that you

you click on the brush icon, a sub-menu appears

you select. The brush sub-menu contains 38 brush

ory to run on a 520 ST, you can't have any Desk

took in Spectrum 512 - once you start a new action
the previous one is fixed. At the end of the pencil

Accessories or AUTO folder programs installed. Make

icon there is a small dot that's one pixel in size, this

shapes and two letters, "A" and "0." Select a brush
and the menu disappears, your pointer now looks like

a backup copy of Spectrum using the Back-up pro
gram supplied on the main Cover Disk and put your

dot is on all drawing tool icons and indicates where

the brush selected. Move the brush around a bit to

GETTING

STARTED

SPECTRUM

WITH

S12

Because Spectrum 512 needs all the available mem

get the feel of drawing with the mouse.

original disk in a safe place. Put your backup disk in

COLOUR

the drive and reset your machine. A program called
SYNC.PRG runs, turning the screen black with some
vertical red lines - after a few moments the normal
GEM Desktop appears. If the lines do not appear,

below the main bar - this happens with most options

aril

• There's an absolute plethora of little brush shapes

to use, it makes you feel glad to be alive (sob).

SELECTION

To take advantage of the full range of colours avail

able in Spectrum 512 you need to be able to select
exactly the colour you want - move the mouse

THE MENU BAR
This is the main menu bar of Spectrum 512, all the
main functions of the program are accessed from the
20 boxes on this bar
Block functions

Circles and

ellipses
Lines and

Select fill

Airbrush

Edit colour

Anti-aliasing

pattern

polylines

• These colourful objects in the lower half of the
screen are called the Colour Matrix - you can select
all 512 colours from these hexagons. The RGB value
of each colour is shown In the lower left of the
Colour Matrix area.

pointer to the bottom half of the screen and rightclick. A display of seven hexagons appears, these
are called the colour matrix. It is from here that you

can select your colour. The matrix displays 511 of
the 512 available colours arranged by degree of

Fixed palette

Floating palette

Save picture

No zag

Custom palette

Magnify

Quit
Spectrum 512

Load picture

brightness. The background is the 512th colour black. Also displayed is the RGB (red, green, blue
light) value in the form of three numerals ranging
from 0 to 7 - you can use these to record the exact
values of the colour you are using.

If you want to know the RGB value of something
you've already drawn on-screen to get an exact
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SPECTRUM 512

step by step guide
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• This might look like a bee on a rainbow to you, but It's actually the custom
palette. You can mix and match colours from each of the palette bars that are
down the two sides of the screen.

match, call up the colour matrix and move the pointer

• The Floating palette and the Fixed palette are identical.They're only different
when you select a colour from the Floating palette - the chosen colourgoes to
the top of the palette and all the shades below are derived from the top colour.

ate options on the main menu bar. Clicking on each
of the options in turn displays the palettes in the mar

below it. Every time you right-click on a shade, it

gins of the screen.

set of colours on-screen to work with, you must use

Select the Custom palette and move the mouse
alongside a colour in the left margin, select it and

the Fixed palette.
Select the Fixed palette from the menu bar and a

over the colour in the picture you want to match and
right-click. The colour is now selected. If you want to
select a colour from a portion of the picture that is
off the screen, press and hold the left mouse button
over the picture area. You may now drag the screen

draw some lines. Do the same with some other

up and down.

colours. If you now select a colour from the right

appears in the margins. When you select a new

margin, the lines drawn with the last selected colour

colour to draw with, it becomes Active and the Start

from the left margin change to the new colour. The
right hand colours alter the active colour and affects

ing Colour remains the same.

ERASER

Selecting the Erase icon from the menu bar changes
the mouse pointer to a black box with a cross in the

centre. Holding down the left button and moving the
mouse erases any colours you move across. If you
press <Altemate> while selecting the Erase option,
you erase the whole picture. Pressing <Undo> can
not restore an erased picture.
THE

COLOUR

PALETTES

When you are in drawing mode, you can access three
different palettes - these are the Floating, Fixed and
Custom palettes and are selected from the appropri-

'

everything drawn with the last active colour. So you
do not accidentally change work you wish to keep
when altering the active colour, simply call up the
menu bar - everything drawn in the active colour is

displayed orange while the menu bar is displayed.
Right margin colour altering works with all three

becomes the Starting (and Active) colour. To retain a

similar display of 26 shades as the Floating palette

The Blending area enables you to select two
colours which then produces all the blends in
between. To use it, call the Colour Matrix and select
bright blue (RGB 0,0,7). Now move the mouse to the

left margin of the screen alongside the top of the
Blending area. Press <Alternate> and right-click the blending area now shows all colours between

palettes.

blue and black. Now select red (7,0,0) from the

Select the Floating palette and the margins fill
with coloured bars - this is called the Shading area.
Along the bottom of the screen are eight bars
coloured from white to black- the Blending area. The
top colour of the floating palette is the Starting

Colour Matrix and move the mouse to the left margin

Colour (the same as the active colour), with the 26
shades closest to it running down the screen. Draw
some lines with the Starting Colour and then select a
shade near the bottom of the bar and right-click on it,

this colour now becomes the Starting Colour at the
top of the bar - there is now a new set of 26 shades

by the bottom half of the Blending area. Press <Alternate> and right-click and the blending area shows all
colours between blue and red. Experiment with the
different palette options.
ANTI-ALIASING

This option can be used to modify drawings in three
ways: the Anti-aliaser, the Blurrer and the Contraster.

Pressing keys 1-9 alters the strength of the
effect.The first option smooths jagged edges of diag-

mmImyTsWW II v VI

Spe'ctrlum n. (pi -a) image formed by rays of light or
other radiation or sound where the parts are arranged
in a progressive series according to their refrangibility

Airbrush: Select the icon fullof dots - this lays down a
spray of colour. You can use this with the Cycle function
if you want to lay down a large selection of colours.
Pressing keys 1-9 alters the "flow" of paint from the Air

of active colour stops the fill from wiping the entire

brush.

an enclosed area to fill with the selected colour.

Brush:

Left-click on the thick wavy line. A sub-menu of

radiation; similar arrangement of component parts
according to mass etc; -urn (or ~al) analysis, chemical
analysis by a spectroscope.

Select by left-clicking on the Fill option. Click in

Magnify:

Select Magnify from the menu bar by left-

clicking, nothing happens until you move the mouse until

Circle and Ellipse:
Left-click on oval icon for circles,
right-click for ellipses.

appears (a box made up of dots) and you can move the
mouse to the area you wish to study.

it touches the top edge of the screen. The magnify box

Cycle:

Select a brush and select the Cycle option.

When you draw lines they cycle through the colours of the
Custom palette.

Draw:

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

Fill:

brushes appears below the main menu bar.

- that is, according to wavelength; this as characteris

tic of a body or substance when emitting or absorbing

I Wisf%P

Left-click on the wavy line icon. The mouse

No Zag:

Smooths lines into curves and gets rid of

jagged lines when selected. Also works with Circle and
Ellipse functions.

Polygon:

Right-click on triangle icon. The same as

turns into a pencil, you are then able to draw by pressing

Polyline except that the last and first points are joined

the left button and moving the mouse.

upon completion.

Fill to new:
Select this by right-clicking on the Fill
icon. This over-writes any colour that is presently on

Polyline:
Left-click on triangle icon. Creates joined
lines, place the start point by left-clicking once, every

screen except the active colour. Surround an area with a

consecutive left-click ends a line and starts a new one.

box of active colour and use fill to new within, the border

Exit by right-clicking.

step by step guide

• Using the blockoptions you can chop up bits of yourmasterpieces and stick

• Using the magnify function you can study each pixel of the picture in tedious
detail. Try this - turn on the magnify mode and colour the picture in pixel-by-pixel

them down anywhere you like on the screen. This lioness has a few eyes too
many at the moment, a bit of tidying up soon sorts it out.

and time how long it takes to fill in the entire screen.

onal lines, draw a diagonal, a horizontal line and a

you're satisfied with the area that you've covered left-

vertical line and then select the Anti-alias icon. Press
the letter "A" to select the Anti-aliaser and press "9"

now blurred.

to generate the strongest effect, then double-left-click
anywhere on the screen. Jagged lines are now

SPECTRUM 512

and then press <1> for the minimum effect. Pressing
the Spacebar turns the mouse pointer into a magnify
ing glass, hold the left button down and move the
magnifier over some lines. The colours diverge as

click again. As you can see, the area in the box is
You can generate boxes for any of the Anti-alias
options. The last option is the Contraster. Press <C>

the contrast between them increases. The magnify

smoothed.

Press <Undo> to return to the original picture

I

SPECTRUM 512 MANUAL

and then press <B> to select the Blurrer option.

If you enjoyed palylng around with the ever so brilliant Spectrum 512, why not consider buying yourself the manual?

Press <3> to reduce the effect of the Blurrer and
then left-click near where two lines join. You can now

Because we haven't got much space we can't go into much detail about the program, sowe've cooked up this brilliant

drag a box around an area you wish to blur, when

offer with the distributors of Spectrum 512, GST. The manual goes Into great detail on all the aspects of the program
including:

sassmaisaEgg
COPV TRflN !

• The various wonderful blocky options - you can
move a block to another part of the same screen,
save it to the buffer or fetch a block from the buffer.
Blocks can also be saved and loaded from disk.

• Colour editing

• Air brushing

• Block functions

^Advanced techniques • Anti-aliasing

•Synchronisation

• Patterns

• Palette editing

• Pictureconversion

The 100 page manual, comp letewith Spectrum 512master disks canbe yours for just£19.95 - all you have
complete the coupon below, :hen cut it out or take a photocopy and post it off to GSTat the address below.
-i

to do is

r

SPECTRUM 512 MANUAL

REGISTER SPEC CODE

Please send me my complete copy of Spectrum 512
I would like to register as a user of Spec Code.

for £19.95 fully inclusive.

Name

Name

Address

Address

Postcode

Postcode

Daytime telephone number

Daytime telephone number

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Cheque

• Access

• PO

DVisa

• Cheque

D PO

Credit card number

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from othercompanies •

Expiry date

Make cheques and POs payable in pounds sterling

Signature

to Blaekwing Publishing Ltd

SEND THIS FORM TO:

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

Blackwing Publishing (UK),
1 Pepper Street, London SE1 OEP

Make all cheques and POs payable in poundssterling to GST Software Products

direct mail from other companies •
SEND THIS FORM TO:

Softline, GST Software Products, Meadow Lane,
Stives, CambsPEI 7 4LG
Please allow 28 days for delivery
.J

l_.
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step by step guide

SAVING AND LOADING PICTURES
Q

mouse button, this exciting dialog box is your
reward. A file type can be chosen, the filename
can be entered and the picture loaded from disk. If
SHOW

FILES

I tl |l| 1
I

NG SPEC CODE
AND STOS

• Call the menu bar by right-clicking near the top
of the screen, then select Load using the right

I

trick but makes displaying your pictures a bit tricky.
Spec Code enables youto get those juicygraphics into

you select Load with the right button, you can only
load Spectrum format files. Spectrum pictures

FROM:

HEOchro^

OEGflfi

To squeeze all those colours out of your ST Spectrum
512 has to use some fancy machine code. It does the

ftLL

may be saved as normal files or compressed files,

STOS using a little piece of machine code and the

the default setting being compressed.

dreg and call commands. These are commands that

give you access to the central processor's data regis
ters and enable you to call machine code programs
from within STOS. Sounds pretty complex that's

effect for Anti-aliasing can be used with any of the

because - er, it's pretty complex. Luckily you don't

this takes you to the block buffer. Youcan double-leftclick on a block to grab it, or cut out a smaller block.

three options.

need to know diddly-squat about this bit. Load EXAM-

PLE.BAS, run it and off you go. All you need to do is
select which Spectrum picture you want to gawp at.
Once you've been impressed for a while, check out the
rem statements in the sample code for the full gen on

Once selected you return to the main picture where a
EDIT

COLOUR

dotted outline shows the position of the block.

Load in one of the supplied pictures and select Edit

Pressing <Shift> and moving the mouse enables

Colour from the menu bar. Here a left-click has a

the box to be made bigger or smaller, left-clicking

global effectand changes the entire picture - a rightclick has only a local effect. Asub menu appears with

Spec Code is Shareware - if you make use of it

many times as required. Pressing <Esc> always

a variety of options, the options available from this

returns the block to its original size.

menu enables you to swap, replace, brighten and

darken colours. Load in some of the supplied pic

Pressing <Alternate> and moving the mouse
enables the box to be made taller or shorter, fatter

tures and experiment with the various functions.

or thinner.

the author would rather like to see the colour of your
money, the colourof £15 to be exact. In return for reg
istering your copy, you get a fresh copy of Spec Code
Plus which enables you to use keyboard, text and win
dow commands while displaying a Spectrum 512 pic

Pressing the arrow keys flips the block vertically
and horizontally. After all these operations a right-

BLOCKS

The Clock function can be used to chop out sections
of the screen to be imported into other screens or

click returns to the Block menu. Experiment with the

saved to disk. Select Block and then select Pic » Buf,

So, there you are - a quick whizz around some

of the functions of Spectrum 512 - get colouring
and make the most of all those luwerly colours.stf

be cut out and left-click again. Now click on Buf» Pic,

ture. With Spec Code your colourful creations are no

longer confined to slideshows, now they can run riot
through your STOS Basic programs, brilliant. If you're
already using Spec Code you will receive Spec Plus
free of charge now that Spec Code has passed into the

various Block options until you have the hang of it.

left-click and draw a box around an area of screen to

ES

using Spec Code,

pastes down the block, the block can be pasted as

Shareware Domain. Turn to page 19 and fill out the
coupon to make the most of this offer.

ATARI REPAIRS

1

JUST £49.95 inc.
* Atari registered

* Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal

* We will undertake to repair your Atari 520ST (FM) computerfor just £49.95 including
parts, labour, VAT and post & packing
* Some computers can be repaired within 24 hours of booking in.

* Prices include full servicecheck, overhaul, soak-testand replacement of power
supply unit if necessary
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are
unrepairable and require complete replacements)
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* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

r^^^i^k

Upgrade the operating system ofyourAtari 520 ST(FM) to that ofthe more advanced Mega STcomputers.
We can supply and fit theTOS 1.4operating systemto yourcomputer increasing its overall performance by
approximately 20% and disk accessing speed by 30%. Also gives MSDOS data compatibility
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
All this can be yoursifyousubmityourcomputer to ourselvesfor repair, enclosing this advert along with
just an additional £25.00 we will supply and fit TOS1.4 operating system
at no extra cost!

V^
How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing
payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (Important, please
include a daytime telephone number and fault description).

*Ifyou require 24 hour courier toyourdoor, please add£5 else your
computer will be sent back by contract parcelpost.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1 992

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE
CHAUL END LANE

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0S82) 491949 - (4 lines)
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion are tampered
with, to an extent beyond reasonable repair.

ATARI MEMORY

UPGRADE SPECIALISTS
MONITORS

MEMORY UPGRADES

14" super high resolution 0.28 dot pitch Multisync monitor is compatible

HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES

with the TT, PC VGA/SVGA and Multirez and proposed Falcon output.

HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full instructions

SMI 44 is compatible with all monochrome ST software, all normal
controls at the front. Both have picture size and position adjustment.

designed for the novice. The complete job should take no longer than

15 minutes. 2 and 4 megabyte kits come with free utilities disk and

multitasking software.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£13.99
£49.99
£94.99

£115.00

incoming calls as fax or modem, industry standard command set with

Xtraram Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the computer. It

can upgrade your computer in stages fo 1Mb, 2.5Mb* and 4Mb.
The kit comes with comprehensive instructions designed for novices.
The kit uses SIMMS, so is easily upgradeable.
__

Marpet Xtraram &£$OZ Quality SIMM upgrading system

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2.5 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£280.00

SMI44 14" FST Monochrome

HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full FAX capability for send and
receive. Auto-answer, pulse or tone dial, automatically determines

STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits

Formerly Frontier

Multisync colour monitor

£44.99
£79.99
£119.99

support for V22bis, V22, V21. Fully Hayes compatible. All types c/w

PC software. ST fax software option supports most ST graphics

formats including Pagestream and Calamus for immediate
composition and send. Modem 2400 has all above features but
without fax. All types come complete with cables.

Smart One ™ Fax with ST FAX software

£139.99

Smart One ™ Fax with only PC software
Straight Fax software

£119.99
£45.00

Smart One ™ 2400

£59.99

PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Solder in Kit
The solder in kit will upgrade the 520ST to 1Mb. Electronics

experience is required as much soldering is needed. Check your RAM
chip configuration before ordering: 4 or 16 chips, SMD or DIL.
Solder in kit (all versions)

£25.00

Progatell 20
Progate30
Progate II 50DC
Progate II 100DC

£220.00
£249.00
£349.00
£449.00

The Vortex 386 emulator runs at 16Mhz and allows true multitasking

in PC mode on the ST. Space on board is provided for a 387 CO

REPLACEMENTS

Processor and 512K of FASTRAM. Norton factor 15!

The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come complete with
fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST without soldering. The
Power supply produces less heat than the original so is more
reliable.

Replacement power supply

£39.95

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

VORTEX 386 SX-16
387 CO-PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

£330.00
£117.00
£30.00

SPECTRE GCR MAC EMULATOR
Spectre GCR cartridge gives 20% more speed and 30% bigger screen area
on the standard ST. Compatible with the TT.

ww %r %r mm mmfm tmwm m *m mm*w

The AD speed made by ICD fits in place of your microprocessor. It uses

a 68000 chip running at a switch able 16Mhz with cache or standard
8Mhz to give virtually 100% compatibility. The 68030 SST for the Mega
ST gives phenomenal speed with a 68030 running at 50Mhz! The SST
has space for 8Mb on board RAM, TOS2 included.

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

£145.00
£165.00

68030 SST • 50

£550.00

Fitting for above

£35.00

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)

£300.00

Atari TT2

£ 1050.00

HOW TO ORDER
Enquiries and credit card orders please
Fax/Call on 081)777 0751
Please phone wit enquiries between
10.30am and 6.00pm Mon to Fri.

Enquiries cannot be taken by post.
For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/PO to:

HCS

III TERFA CtS
The "AdSCSI" ICD host adapter gives SCSI output from the STs DMA port,

complete with software and full documentation, DMA cable and hard drive
formatting software. Multirez allows the ST to display all 3 ST resolutions on the
multisync monitor. The forget me clock sets your STs time and date, with cartridgethrough port.

r

35 Hartland Way, Shirley, S3
Croydon CR0 8RJ

E

Prices include VAT and P & P

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days.

Keyboard interface allows the use of external PC compatible keyboards on the ST.
ADSCSI

AD SCSI Plus (with (lock),

Keyboard Interface
Multirez

Forget Me Clock

,

.£69.99
.£79.99
.£55.00
.£44.99
.£16.99

YEAR
GUARANTEE
ON
MEMORY

DAY

NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

WNTNG TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY,

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY

rrrftro

HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Our units incorporate latest technology, high capacity
NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

JOINT WINNER OF
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S

'Best Customer

Disk offers all these features at such a low price!
ir Autobooting and Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
-trFeatures ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

^

ll

3r Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
•ft- Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included

/

••>...

•frHigh quality compact grey metal casing

Service'

it Extremely easy installation procedure

- AWARD FOR 1991PRICES INCDEUVERY &VAT 9 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery:
(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

40MB version £299
100MB version £ 449

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY
Evesham Micros First. First (or choice, prices and service. Established
for over nine years, with a strong financial status and secure future

Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investment means fast.
fficient service. Well appointed Retail Showrooms with large product
Iinge on display. Our huge Customer database, high percentage of
repeal custom and personal referrals underlines our popularity,
REMEMBER • when you need us. we will still be here Our extensive
expansion program means we could eventually be there as well...

ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS
512K UPGRADE FOR
MOST 520ST COMPUTERS

...J.„.li»H4a._at,s-i|._-'k«.-'

HOW TO ORDER

520STE 1 Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade <2x1Mb SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS)

£ 30.00
£ 60.00
£ 120.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAMUpgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
520STFM 1MbInternalDrive upgrade kit,withfull fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case rrKXlification

£49 00
£ 79,00
£ 149.00

0386 765500

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

TELESALES OPENING TIMES :

Monday-Friday 9am - 7pm
Saturday 9am - 5.30pm
Sunday 10am -4pm

/gC^Send Cheque, Postal Order or
&-£ ACCESS/VISA card details to:
Evesham Micros Ltd.
Unit 9, St Richards Road

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ
ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome

&

^^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) E6.50 extra
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Bank Drafts.

£49.95

With our compact plug-in
512K RAM Upgrade, you
can expand the memory
of your 520 ST to 1Mb,
quickly and cheaply!
Neat &compact design • Quick'plug-in'style installation
procedure • Simple,fast and effectiveRAM upgrade path
• Designedto fitalmostany model of520 ST • Requires
no soldering or special technical know-how
Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

Our fully equipped service department Is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
returnpostage and covers any faultoccurring in normal use, including drive
problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine that we consider to

have been damaged other than in normal use, eg. substandard repairwork,
lightning and physical damage• these are quotedforseparately.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR
£ 65.00
// in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies

LYNX-2 Portable Games Console

Only £99.99
ElectroCop

ONLY £49.95
including VAT & Delivery

Slim* World

M«w

R°*"*wter3

£21.95 Ftem£.oe

| Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 I

ra 99 §£**'

g!"!?

Paperboy
RygarWamor

£21.95 ChaquwedFlag.. £25.99 jl ^i-J
£21.95 Warb-rda .
£25 99 ^"^9 Child

£21.95 Gauntlet 3

£25.99 jJkto

„ !?
£25.99

Ma Pacman

£21.95 Chesa.

£25 9g Toki

£25.99

Xanophobe

Blue Lightning

minority of boardsin existence which mayrequire a little soldering.

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY

& 'BATMAN RETURNS'
£21.95 California Games... El 9.99 Blockout
£25 99
£21.05 Shanghai
.£2195 Soecor
Pshc'm

£21.95 Baseball

£21.95 Turbo Sob

Gates of Zendocon .£21.95 Pacland

W,B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari S T. there is a small

£ 35.00

Atari ST PowerSupply Module available separatelyfor... £ 55.00

ChyaChallenQ«„.,£l6.99 HardDnvn'
Cigarette Lighter Adaptor... £9.99
Sun Vis
—-/Protector
£5.99

~* ??

£25 99 PollingThunder
£25.99
£25 99 Bill&Tod's Excellent
£25.99 Adventure

£25.99 Nrja Garden
Lynx Pouch
Lynx Kit Case

£25 99

£26 99
£ 9 99
£ 14^99

NEW SHOWROOM OPENING TIMES:

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.00 - 5.30
SUNDAY 10.00-4.00

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

S

0386 765180

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

fax : 0386 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

@IWI YOUR SF THE BENEFITS q$

W 0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Corporate Sales Dept. • IBM dealer

251-255 Moseley Road,
Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel:021 446 5050 • Fax:021 446 5010
Corporate Sales Dept • EasyParking

320 Witan Gate, Wrtan Court
Milton Keynes MK9 2HP
Tel:09O8 230 898 • Fax:0908 230 865

Corporate Sales Dept.

OUR SifV*rMi>eriitl!«@ UPGRAPEl

tf Fits Atari STF, STFM and
MEGA series computers
Upgrade unit with 512K RAM Installed -

ry Probably the neatest ST RAM

upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM

Upgrade available!
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

•Ef 0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS
All details correct at time olgoing to press • All goods subject to availability

Upgrade unit with board unpopulated

(v^ Uses SIMMS RAM Modules
for Effortless Upgradeability

compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the

unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM fitting
simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge neededl Available with or
without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb

and 4Mb, as and when necessary. Straightforward installation - full,
step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided. (Please note that

the ST must be fitted with a double-sided driveforproperinstallation.)

C44.95 I
£ 74.95

Upgrade unit with 2MbRAM Installed -

upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.. £119.95
Upgrade unit with 4Mb RAM Installed -

upgrades a 520/1040/Mega STto 4Mb

£199.95

N.B.Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence whichmay require a little soldering.

EW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AA4 - 5.30PM (SATURDAY)

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATUKUJ

TOP VALUE 400dpi

KICK OFF

HANDY SCANNER

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI STE
PACKAGE OFFER ON A UKE-FOR-UKE BASIS

with

QUALITY
SCANNING
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

GAZZA *

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK
Specially featured package representing top value, including the

E!^^

Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:

'Sim City' • 'Escapefrom Planetof Robot Monsters' • 'Final Fight'

Representing outstanding

• 'Nine Lives' • 'Neochrome' • 'FirST BASIC • 'AtariST Tour1

value for money, this complete

package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

FREE! m These STE Packs >>y

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.
Ata genuine 400dpiscanning resolution,this scanner produces truly superb
quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning width,
featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of 100, 200,
300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL scanning
and editing software which features the special Real-Timescanning display,

* 'GAZZA 2'

and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16 halftones. Provides

* 'TREASURE TRAP'

powerful editing features including image crop, rotate, flipand invertas well
as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file formats, giving
excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and Paint
packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher, Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up,

*'ASTERIX'
*'SKIDOO'

ONLY £99.99

including VAT
and Delivery

*

TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'

*'SUBBUTEO'
* 'THE BALL GAME'

* 'LEONARDO'
* TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

. (RRP: £25.53)
. (RRP: £20.42)
. (RRP: £25.53)
. (RRP: £24.99)
. (RRP: £25.53)
. (RRP: £24.99)
... (RRP: £7.99)
... (RRP: £7.99)
... (RRP: £9.99)

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 !

ALL OUR ST prices Include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain

software Including paint program, two wordprocessors, games,

TRUEMOUSE

graphics A sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

£309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FrTTED

£279.99

£349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£419.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

1 040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Special pack features five categories of extra software, including:
'Read &Learn'word recognition &sentence construction9
Quizzes, Spelling &PrimaryMaths 9 GCSE Maths. French &
Geographyrevision9 Wordprocessor, Database &Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100)9 HyperPaint, MusicMakerand FirSTBASIC

£339.99
inc.VAT & delivery

£389.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
£469.99 WITH 4MB RAM FrTTED

WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you can

buy tor the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a higher resolution
of 300dpl. Amazing low price I

€>*iG QQ SATISFACTION
X. I D . y y GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER!.'

ATARI 520STE
START PACK
INCLUDES BRAND NEW 520STE

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

E 29.00

TRACKBALL
fe

Excellent highperformance trackball, directly

=ilk compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Operates
from Ihe mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probably wonl want to use a mouse again
alter using this Trackball ! Total onehanded control. Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No
driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

7Y-FI Amplified St

Speakers

WITH 1MB DRIVE, 512K RAM, FULL
DIGITAL STEREO SOUND, PLUS :
MISSILECOMMAND • CRYSTAL CASTLES"-.• BATTLEZ0NE' •
SUPER BREAKOUT • NE0CHR0ME' • FIRST WORD'• ANI-ST

UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE!

ONLY £249^
ST SOFTWARE
First Word Plus

E 57.95

Data Manager Professional

£ 29.95

Cyber Paint 2 0

£ 37.50

Cyber Studio (CAD 2 0)
Degas Ehie

£ 37.50
£ 22.50

Deluxe Paint

£44.95

Digita Home Accounts 2

£ 49.95

Timeworks DTP Vo<sion2

E 89.95

Replay 8

£ 63.95

HiSofl Devpac 2 23

£ 44.95

Lattice C 5 06 02

OF FULL RANGE |

Enjoy quality stereo sound
reproduction to the full with
;
this great Twin Speaker
System! Features built-in amplifier
with adjustable L/P volume
controls. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or from batteries (not included).

£115.00

Power BASIC

£ 29.95

Atari Fasicom 2

£34.00

Atari Archive

£ 30.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£ 22.50

SPECIAL
OFFER III
We are ottering a complete

Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import (acuities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over E 75.00.

'FIRST WORD

PLUS'&
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

©KEY

NEODESK3
£29.95
Simply the best replacement desktop /

SPEAKERS!

tile management environment (or STs.

ONLY £39.95

Features dark glass screen for Improvedcontrast,
plus fullrange 3-wayspeaker sound output.

VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome
£ 99.95
£ 160.00
VIDIComplete Colour Solution
VTDr-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input.... £ 64.95
AT-Speed /STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-OOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.

Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
AT-Speed / STE as above, Atari STE Compatible version
Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

Dust Covers - available for any ST

£ 229.95
£ 269.00
£4.95

£ 4.95

liEdfiir Dealer
EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

STAR LC-20 9-Pin Printer
SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10, WITH
MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER
PRINT SPEED
Providingsuperlative paper handling,lour excellent
NLQfonts and a super-fast printspeed of 180cps in
draft and 44 cps in NLQ,the LC20 appropriately
supercedes the phenomenally successful LC10!

ONLY £129.99
£ 199.99
Star LC 24-20 24-pin
£ 209.99
Star LC 24-2O0C 7 colour 24-pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps
£ 269.99
Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pls.state model)....E 64.95
StarFR15 COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
£ 249.99
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col. power printer

£ 369.00

CITIZEN 224 COLOUR
24-Pin COLOUR Printer
Excellent Colour or Mono Presentation Results •

Three Superb Letter Quality Fonts Built-in • 192cps
Draft, 64cps Letter

£249
99 QL,a'ity*Easy-To-UseContro1
A* *•"»•»/%/
Panel" 2-Ynarmanufacturer's
Inc.VAT,delivery &cable

warranty • Optional Sheet Feeder

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value
Olivetti JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer
including Epson Emulation Cartridge
Canon BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epson compatible
Hewlett-Packard Deakjet 500
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£
£
£
£

E 249.99

Panasonic KXP2123 Proffeslonal 24-pin Colour Quletprinter

£ 399.00

349.99
233.83
359.00
559.00

£52.99

resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

| remote control Teletext TV -atanexcellent low price!

E 119.95

^o£d Registered

LOWEST EVER PRICE !

With Its dedicated monitor Input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium

Atari SM144 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

delivery and cable

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version, stereo sound) including cable and 12 months on-site warranty
£219.00

Prices include VAT,

Star LC 200 9-pin colour, 4 fonts. 180/45cps

Personal Finance Manager Pro.... £ 32.S5

REALISE THE
FULL SOUND
POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE
WITH THIS PAIR

DDIMTCDC

r K l l i l CI\J

including VAT & delivery

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL
PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes of

drive that lake their power
from the joystick port I

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST

• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism
•

On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

• Long reach connection cable

Also available:

5.25" External Drive
40/80 Track Switchable

Only £74.95 inc. VAT & delivery

for any MEGA.... £ 9.95

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURD

SOFTWARE

A ATARI

Word Processo

520ST-E 0.5Mb Start Pack
520ST-E 0.5Mb Discovery Pack
1040ST-E 1Mb Family Curriculum

£244.99
£264.99
£334.99

1040ST-E 1Mb Pro24 Music Pack

£334.99

Mega ST-E 2Mb Limited Offer

£419.99

Mega ST-E 48Mb HDUpgrade
ST-E Upgraded to 1Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 2Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 4Mb

£260.00
Add £30.00
Add £60.00
Add £120.00

SM144 14" Mono Monitor
SC1435 14"Colour Monitor
ST Book (Aug 92)

TT030
TT 52Mb HD Upgrade

£109.99
£209.99
£1159.99

;

options from£929.99
£260.00

PTC1426 14"TT Multisync

a-RAM D

orget-Me-Clock II

3D/Animation/CAD/Graphics

1st Word Plus
£59.95
Calligrapher Professional
£99.95
Calligrapher Professional Gold ...£139.95

£364.99

Cumana Dis

K-Word 2
Protextv4.3
Protextv5.5
Protext V4.3
That's Write
Wordflair
Word Perfect
Word Writer
Write On

£29.95
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95
£89.95
£59.95
£169.95
£37.99
£44.95

each £44.95
£91.95

spooler software
• Detailed instruction manual

• 10 ddy money back offer!
• Unpopulated
£34.99
• ,5Mb populated
• 2Mb populated
• 4Mb populated

£49.99
£89.99
£139.99

through port

£42.95

FTLModula 2

£48.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Basic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter
Hisoft Basic 2
Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Forth
Highspeed Pascal

£69.95
£23.95
£39.95

Prospero Pascal
Prospero Dev Toolkit

•.

every time you turn on or reset
your ST

• Two year guarantee - including
battery

• Cumana CSA354 3.5" Drive

3D-Calc
DGCalc
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread

• Internal PSU

• On/Off Switch

• 10 day money back offer

• Robust Metal Casing
£17.99

FaSTcomm2
K-Comm 2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£37.95
£18 95

Education*
Better maths 12-16 yrs
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

Under 6
6-8
Over 8
(or 4) Under 5
(or 4) 5-7
(or 4) Over 7

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
M Beacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data

£20.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

£22.95
£27.95
£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£96.95
£112.95

• Only

£69.99

£62.95
£179.95
£269.95

C-Lab Notator Alpha
Dr T's Copyist App
Dr T's Copyist DTP
Dr T's Omega
Dr T's Tiger Cub

£179.95
£94.95
£234.95
£284.95
£94.95

Dr T's X-OR
K-Minstrel2
Quartet

£209.95
£24.95
£34.95

£54.95
£41.95
£21.95
£37.95
£29.95
£41.95

Communications

£9.95
£41.95
£24.95
£37.95
£29.95
£29.95
£24.95

Band in a Box
C-Lab Creator
C-LabNotator

£96.95
£34.95
£34.95
£37.95
,.£67.95

Cashboot Combo
Cashbook Controller
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2
Personal Fin Man Plus
System 3

£24.95
£28.95

2
3
A
4T

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£21.95
..£17.95

Databases
Adimens Plus
DG Base
Data Manager Prof
K-Data
Prodata

£52.95
£41.95
£28.95
£74.95
£111.95
£34.95
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£54.95

• Capacity 720K Formatted

• 12 Months Warranty

• Only

Basic Programming
Programming Utilities
Sound & Music...

Spreadsheets
• High Speed Access

• Sets system & keyboard clocks

Personal Finance

Assemblers/Compilers/ Languages

WERCS
Ternous2

• Clock cartridge with full pass

£59.95
£29.95
£22.95
£27.95

Atari Applications

Devpac2

C-Font
Harlekin2
Knife ST
K-Graph 3
K-Resource2
Neodesk3
Turbo ST

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade for
Atari ST-F/ST-FM and Mega ST
• Easy Installation - No soldering onmost ST's
• Free RAM test. RAM disk & printer

Easy Draw 2 Supercharged

Word Processing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Home Productivity

£224.95
£164.95

Pagestream Font Sets
Timeworks Publisher 2

£34.95
£36.95
£42.95
£42.95
£42.95
£42.95
£19.95
£37.95

Hyperpaint2
MasterCAD
Spectrum 512

Desktop Publishing
CompoScript
Pagesfream v2.1

Lattice C v5
Nevada Cobol
ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
^^ff

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Paint 2
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Deluxe Paint
Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2

School
School
School
School
School
School

2
2
2
3
3
3

Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator
The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words

£14.95
£14.95

The French Mistress

£14.95

The German Master
The Italian Tutor
The Spanish Tutor

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

• ;M;|.iv/j;iJiJ^iu:n;MW

• 256 grayscale hand scanner
• 105mm wide scanning head

• Designed for easy one hand
operation.

area - 70% less than Atari mouse

• 100/200/300/400 DPI switch

• Reliable Microswitched buttons.

• Rotary Contrast Control
• LED scan speed indicator

• Supports autofire and
Incorporates click & lock button.
• Rapid & smooth point-to-point

• 1 Text & 3 Photo modes

•
•
•
•
•

Metric/Imperial scan scale
Touch-Up software included
Merge-lt software included
OCR software optional
Only
£149.99

movement.

• 2 year warranty
• Crystal option with
2 colour shining crystal ball
• Only

£29.99

• Crystal option

£34.99

£229 99

The official ATARI UK TOS 2.06 is

DroGateH40

£289 99

supplied on a board allowing you

£429.99

3roGate II50DC

£374.99
£499.99

>roGatell 120DC

£599.99

>roGatell 240DC

£934.99

>roGate II440DC
'roGate II500 DC

to keep your existingROMS giving
compatibility with existing and

3roGate II105DC

equivalent.

• Offers 290 dpi resolution &
genuine micro-switched buttons.

' 12 month warranty,

3roGateH20

3roGateH80

>Operates in a small desktop

future software. The board is also

designed to be used as an ST-E
adaptor for either AT-Speed or
ATonce, ST-E models only.

- Only..

..£14.99

Philips 8833/11

£224.99

Pace Linnet Modem

£164.99

Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Citizen Swift 24e Colour
Citizen 224 Colour
Citizen Pro Jet
Star LC-20
StarLC24-20
Star LC-200 Colour
StarLC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
StarJet SJ-48
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
2Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
4Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM Std
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std
PC-Speed (ST-E/ST-FM)

£124.99
£184.99
£284.99
£229.99
£394.99
£139.99
£199.99
£199.99
£224.99
£274.99
£229.99
£19.99
£59.99
£114.99
£44.99
£89.99
£94.99

Pace Linnet 1200 Modem
Pace Linnet 2400 Modem
Stereomaster
Playback
Replay Professional
Replay Stereo
Naksha Mouse

£254.99
£299.99
£29.99

AT-Speed
AT-Speed C16
AT-Speed ST-E/Mega Adaptor
AT-Speed Mega ST-E Adaptor

£129.99
£199.99
£25.00
£45.00

AT-Once 386SX

£299.99

£19.99

Universal Monitor Stand
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£11.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11.99
£14.99

3.5" 40 Cap Disk Box
3.5' 80 Cap Disk Box
3.5" 150CapPosso Box
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3.5" DS/DD
10 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
10 x TDK MF2DD 3.5" DS/DD

£4.99
£6.99
£19.99
£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99
£7.99

Mail Order Hotline
091 510 2666
Please makecheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All Items subjectto availability.
All prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
All prices include VAT and UK delivery. E&OE All trademarks acknowledged

SOFTMACHINE

£1599.99

Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960

Dept STU9,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI 1TE,
£69.99

£24.99

Golden Image Mouse

£1414.99

• Only

£22.99
£69.99
£64.99

Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered subject to our conditions of sale.

{jgj

NEWS

t New Atari family t Autumn release planned for Elite 2• £20,000 up for grabs • CD ROM support for ST

SHORTIES
Droiner

Diibincsb

reduced the prices of their three most
popular laser printers, the HL-8V, HL8PS and HL-4PS. The list price of the
HL-8V falls from £1,749 to £1,649. For
your money you get an 8ppm (pages per
minute) printer with HP PCL 5,
enhanced to give you 64 grey- scales
for high-quality graphics printing as well
as high res control to smooth jagged
edges on characters and graphics.

Official: Falcon
basis of new

The HL-8PS and HL-4PS can emu

late the PostScript™ language so are
ideal for DTP purposes. The HL-8PS has
been reduced to £2,199 from £2,495
and has a user-friendly LCD control
panel. It also has a 2MBytes memory

upgradeable to 6MBytes. Meanwhile,
the 4ppm HL-4PS has been reduced by
£100 to £1,699 and also features a
2MByte upgradeable memory. For fur
ther information call = 061330 6531.

Atari range
byAndy Hutchinson

get games which look and sound much
better than anything else." The general
intention, it transpired, is to release

• If you've got a PC and find that the
available software doesn't match up to
your expectations, suffer no longer.
There's now a plug-in expansion card so
you can run ST software on 386 and
486 PCs. The card, the Gemulator, emu
lates the ST's hardware so you can run

packages like Calamus and PageStream
on your PC. Because the card has room
for two sets of TOS chips, both TOS
2.06 and 1.6 ROMs can be installed

ensuring full software

compatibility.

TOS ROMs are not Included in the price
of the board which is £220 (£399).
Contact Branch Always Software at
14150 NE 20th Street, Suite 302, BelIvue, WA 98007 USA or fax them on
0101206 885 5893.

• Ladbrokes have reduced the price of
the SIMMs memory modules you need if
you want to upgrade your STE or Mega
STE, and also the price of STFMs with
SIMMs adaptor boards. An upgrade
from 0.5MByte to 1MByte for the STE
costs £13.99 down from £15.99, two
1MByte SIMMs cost £49.99 - down by
£10 and four 1MByte SIMMs are down
to £94.99 - a reduction of £20.

Falcon, Atari's latest
computer
and
replacement for the
ST, is to be the basis
of a new range of
machines. At a preview of
the Falcon, Bob Gleadow,
managing director of Atari
UK, told
ST
FORMAT:

range. Atari tell us they've no intention
of reducing the price of these comput

ware? The answer is, yes - but not yet.
Gleadow isn't too impressed with
the Philips CD-I hardware - he thinks

ers - Gleadow didn't feel that a further

reduction in the price would increase

tem," while Falcon is a real consumer

the start of a family of

put it at the forefront of CD based com
puters. To cope with the practicalities

recorder or TV is.

machines."
Falcon is a revolutionary machine
which will be seen publicly for the first

of this, Falcon has sockets for J-Peg
and N-Peg chips which can decompress
CD data at enormous speeds. The

time at the show in Dusseldorf, Ger

1993 time frame for CD software would
also coincide with the arrival of Seven

work at the Electronic Consumer Trade

Guests, a CD-Interactive game being
developed by Virgin USA that's hailed
as one of the most significant computer

sive advertising spend throughout the
media, all the signs are rather good. All

many. Atari

intend to

launch the

machine across the EEC along with a
range of software and hardware spe

cially developed for it. They have also
signalled their intention to push the
games platform as well as emphasising
the all-purpose nature of the new

Atari can and will do much better. He

also believes that CD isn't going to be

terribly significant until 1993. Gleadow

games ever.

Of course,

these

developments

cast a shadow over the existing ST

product in the same way that a video
With Atari promising the release of

plenty of technical information on Fal
con, the establishment of a dealer net
Show in September as well as a mas

that's needed now is the execution to
back it up.
• Turn to page 50 for the lowdown on what we
saw at the Falcon preview.

machine. Given the flexibility of the Fal

con it's very likely that a variety of spec

from £12.98.

Gasteiner are on tr 081365 1151.

can be connected to CD drives, is there

going to be any interactive CD soft

ble of real full motion video - this would

"There's no doubt that this is

is only as powerful as the software you

machines. They come from Gasteiner for
£99 and plug directly Into the external
floppy drive port.

VGA PC grab, only more so.

wants Falcon's CD system to be capa

ifications will be released with greater
memory and internal hard drives.

• External 1.44MByte High Density
floppy drives for the Mega STE and TT
are now available - previously you could
only get 720K external drives for these

software that can create a real buzz of
excitement. Given the fact that Falcon

sales, similarly he doesn't feel that Fal
con's release will damage sales of the
ST range. They are, he feels, for differ
ent people - the Mega STE, for
instance, is "a great, cheap DTP sys

The JIN Mouse, an opto mechanical
mouse with a 290 dpi resolution, is also
reduced in price and now costs £9.99
Call Ladbrokes on a 0772 203166.

• Fast, detailed, gorgeous colours are
possible on Falcon, just like this Super

•

Gleadow realises that a computer

Atari couldn't

do much better
than to release

run on it, or in his words, "Until you
wrap the software around it, it's just a
box." So, what kind of software are we
likely to see for it? "Initially we're aiming
at the dedicated ST owner, so the first
software releases will be compatible

Legends of
Valour on the
Falcon. Its 24bit

graphics would
look as stunning
as this on Atari's

latest and great

with both ST and Falcon." But would

est machine.

this encourage people to buy the new
computer - after all, if the software
looks exactly like an ST's, Where's the
hook? Gleadow said: "It's essential to

SUBSCRIBE NOW! TURN TO PAGE 40 FOR DETAILS
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NEWS

Elite 2
set for
November
release
by Andy Lowe

US Gold poised
• "Perhaps
you'd care for
a room, sir?"

An unsavoury

piece of slime, I

er, sorry-the I

landlord offers J
you accommo

dation in the |
city of

soon to be released on
the ST. Konami's Dave

Blade of Destiny
is going to be the
first in the planned

•

Before the

king of
Mitteldorf, who
is rather bored
and so tends
not to hesitate

in dishing out
tedious things
like fines and
stretches in

dungeons.

series of Realms
of Arkania based

on the extremely
popular
German
board games Das
Schwarze Auge. It
is being developed
in

close

associa

tion with Fantasy
Productions the series.

• Spoiling for a

Blade of Destiny

fight with a
rather burly

includes character

werewolf.

after one or

two vats of ale,
these things
just seem to
happen...

lar menace.

archetypes repre
senting a variety
of races, cultural
backgrounds and

professions.

They

all need seven dif
ferent attributes -

Courage, Wisdom,
just a bit of Intu-

Braben co-wrote the original
with
fellow
Cambridge
undergraduate Ian Bell, but
has, this time, faced the
four year project alone. Elite

2 (which is only a working
title) is pencilled in for ST
release in early November
and boasts a series of fea
tures which should send it

• Psygnosis have
acquired the rights to
the benchmark RPG

games Dungeon Mas
ter mi Chaos Strikes

project since 1988, initially using 8-bit

Back, following the
sinking of Mirrorsoft.
They are on sale as a
twin pack for £25.99.
Contact Psygnosis on

machines, until it became obvious that

* 051 709 575.

soaring above all the origi
nal's imitators in every area.
Braben has been working on the

IfilDO

I

I

I

their technology could not match his
ambitions for the game.
Elite 2 is to make full use of the

Mega STE's 4,096 colour palette to

enhance the depiction of the galaxy this Galaxy - mapped, with meticulous

detail, within. The original Elite was,
effectively, the first ever 3D game and
featured 2,000 worlds set around eight
fictional galaxies. Elite 2 promises an
astonishing 70,000 light years of area,
involving roughly 100 thousand million

• Wallow in a bit of nos

talgia with the game
that launched a hundred

worlds!

others. Everybody from US Gold to Virgin have tried to emulate Dungeon Master's success, but few have come close to

Much of the original's gameplay
has survived, with the player taking on

creating a game is playable and addictive as FTL'soriginal romp in the sewers.
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the

original authors of

take? Well,

the role of a mercenary space-trader,
procuring a living as best he can, hav
ing to deal with aliens, pirates and other
such harbingers of unpleasant interstel

looks set to diver

sify the nature of
RPG fans' expecta
tions of the genre.

Mitteldorf.

Could be a mis

T h e official sequel to
the 1983 space-trad
ing game, Elite, is

US Gold are going
to be offering the
role-playing world
two important new
titles, one of which

NEWS

to release RPG
ition, Charisma, Dexterity, Agility
and Strength - as well as being
affected
by
such
"negative"
attributes as Greed, Superstition,

a shaded, texture-mapped 3D per
spective - and if that sounds rather
turgid and technical, then check

Fear and Phobia. The combat sys

instead of imagining yourself taking
giant, cumbersome steps and turn
ing around in enormous chunks,

tem is

modular and enables the

player to utilise a variety of fighting

out the screen-shots below and,

skills while taking part in detailed
battles involving feints, critical hits

think smooth! Both games are set

and called attacks.

release. For more information, con
tact US Gold on « 021 625 3366.

The second release, Legends of
Valour, is designed by Kevin Bulmer, who was responsible for Cor

poration

and

offers

overlooked

innovations which will leave many

RPG games

looking

staid

and

humourless by comparison.
Legends of Valour enables you
to exist and interact within a true

"virtual world," in which a desired

lifestyle and career path can be
pursued, leaving open opportunities
to indulge in gambling (cockroach
racing being the most popular
form), trading (and mugging),
drinking (one too many and the ter
rain starts to sway quite violently),
fighting (plenty of skulls wander
around, ripe for cleaving), working
(yes, you can earn money too!) and
other, as of yet, unexplained and

for late October, early November

But US Gold aren't always doing

the right thing - Flashback, a plat
form game like Prince of Persia but
programmed by Delphine Software,
is apparently not to be released on
the ST. So - complain! Write to: US
Gold, Units 2/3, Holford Way, Hol
ford, Birmingham B67AX or the
software house - Delphine Soft
ware, 150 Boulevard Haussmann,
75008, Paris, France.

• Some of the eager quest-obsessed
eccentrics in Blade of Destiny, the first
in the Realms of Arcania series.

ubiquitous quest-aspects.
The game features a unique

graphics engine enabling convinc
ing (and fast) smooth scrolling from

CD-ROM

• Atari have been developing CD devices
for years already. This is the CDAR-S04 CDROM, it was replaced by the CDAR-505 and
no doubt that will be replaced by a sexy
Falcon CD add-on some time next year.

I

H

•> »•, iv ' j^B '

for ST

AATAf OPTOFILE
COARSOfl

SCSI-2

tee. Along with the supplied MetaDOS drivers, the

on the drive from the ST under TOS. The Link Is a switch

devices - Including CD-ROMs and optical drives - can
now be connected to the ST following the release of the
Link, an external SCSI host adaptor. It means that any
standard external SCSI drive designed for the Apple Macin

extended SCSI command set is implemented so that you

from a traditional Internal host adaptorand mounted Inside
a hard drivecase - it plugs Intothe DMA port of the ST and
the standard SO-way SCSI connector of the hard drive. The
unit is a tiny device: 70mm by 84mm and Just 21mm thick
- it does not require an external power supply because It
takes its power from the SCSI device connection.
You can get hold of the Unk from Gasteiner for £59.

tosh, PC compatibles, TT and NeXT machines can be
plugged In and used by the ST. Because the SCSI drive
does not have to be opened or tampered with, new SCSI
drives can be connected to STs without voiding the guarart-

can have ST support for the SCSI-2 standard used by CDROM players.

Floptical and magneto-optical drives can also be used
by STs, along with virtually all Read/Write optical drives in
3.5 and 5.25 inch formats. If you have an MS-DOS SCSI
drive which has been formatted with Fdisk, you can now
connect it to an ST and be able to read and write the data

Call them on » 0813651151.
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1£20,000 COMPUTER GAME CHALLENGE
Future Publishing - the company behind ST
FORMAT- are organising Britain's first fullscale National Computer Games Champi
onships and are putting up an incredible
total of £20,000 in prize money.
All ST FORMAT, PC FORMAT, Amiga
Format, Amiga Power, Total!, Sega Power,
and Commodore Format game-players can
compete in regional heats taking place in

October.

soon-to-be-

ITV as part of a new 13-week series about

launched Super Play and Mega magazines

Readers

of

the

computer gaming - will see the champions,
from the featured computer and console for

may also enter. Regional winners are then
to go on to the Finals at the Future Enter
tainment Show a month later.

The Finals are to feature two contes

tants at a time battling it out in a series of
sudden death playoffs in front of a video
wall. The Grand Final - to be televised by

mats, playing against each other for a first
prize of £10,000. There is also a second

prize of £4,000 and six runners-up will
receive £1,000 each.

• Star Micronics have a speedy addi
tion to their ever expanding range of
printers, the LaserPrinter 4 v3, which
they claim is the fastest laser printer on
the market. Fully HP 3 compatible and
using resolution enhancing technology,

expected to attract 100,000 visitors to

the printer uses an Intel 80960SA RISC
processor running at 16MHz which cuts
the processing speed of page informa

Earl's Court making it one of the UK's
largest consumer exhibitions. Some of the
major exhibitors include Domark, Electronic

tion by half. Supplied with 1MByte of
memory as standard and a plethora of
internal fonts and typefaces, the Laser-

The

Future

Entertainment

Show

is

Arts, Gremlin Graphics, MicroProse, Silica
and Virgin Retail, so the show will have

Printer 4 costs £1,232.58. Contact Star
Micronics on » 0895 252131.

some of the hottest hardware and software

in the computer entertainment industry on
display. The

Future

Entertainment Show

• Wizkid scored a huge 92% when we
reviewed it in issue 37. Its originality,
addictiveness and speed make it a per
fect choice for this competition, so get

umbrella-'em-up achieved a FORMAT
Gold last issue, and is one of the two

main contenders for you to play in the

begins on Thursday 5 November 1992 and
finishes on Sunday 8 November 1992.
The games being played during the
competition are still a closely-guarded
secret, although we expect that there'll be
one major game from each computer and

practising - you could be a winner!

ST competition.

console format.

ANIMASTER
Because or a misunderstanding in issue

37, we unfortunately printed some
incorrect details on the coupon for the
purchase of the Animaster v3.4 pack
age. So, the correct information in full:
You should send your name,
address and telephone number to Barrie
Capel, 186 Holland Street, Crewe,
Cheshire CW1 3SJ. He would also like

the correct payment of £4.99 In cheque
or postal order form only. Please could
you make cheques and POs payable to
Home Grown Artworks. Any enquiries
should be made on «r 0270 212653

• Parasol Stars, the highly addictive

We ran a couple of competitions a few
issues ago and thought it was about
time we announced the winners...

Back in Issue 34 we asked you to
recreate the picture of your choice
using Bill Croon's tutorial and Camas
which we also gave away that issue
There were hundreds of entries after the

prize of the Naksha hand scanner and it

lator you can print out your copy at
home rather than carry disks back and
forth to your office Mac. There are to be
three sets of drivers, the 9-pln printer
set for £49.99, the set catering for 24pin machines will be £79.95 and the set
enabling the Canon BJlOe, the HP
Laserjet, the HP Deskjet and other laser
and inkjet printers to be used will cost

MORE THAN A
SCANNER...

manual and power supply. Included with
the modem is a "get you started sheet"

Naksha UK, producers of the best-sell
ing Naksha Mouse, have launched a

load popular formats from other com
puters and save them in your own pre

HCS are also throwing in the Uniterm

hand-held scanner package -the Image

ferred format. Colour files can also be

Scanner

converted to mono.

Mk 2

-

for

the

ST.

For

£116.33 you can create high-quality
scanned images that you can use in
newsletters,

reports and

brochures.

The package includes interface, power
supply,
Touch-Up
software
from
Migraph™ and a voucher for the pur
chase of an OCR (Optical Character

Reader), so you can edit your artwork.

C0MP0
WINNERS

• Spectre GCR Printer drivers will soon
be available so if you have a Mac emu

£149.99. HCS are on a 081 777 0751.

• You can get a 2400 baud modem for
£59.99 from HCS inclusive of all leads,

User-friendly scanning controls
enable you to exercise total editorial
control over your scanned image there are scalable fonts through to full
painting and drawing functions. There
are also special effects such as flip,
mirror, slant, stretch and distort. The

image editor includes brushes enabling

The Image Scanner Mk 2 features

you to do anything from a simple

200400dpi adjustable resolution and
four zoom modes (fit to screen; 100%;

sketch to a Bezier curve. There is also

a Clean-Up tool that automatically elimi

200%; 400%) with an on-screen locator

nates stray black or white dots from the

which indicates your position under

image. Additionally, Touch-Up's "Virtual
Page" function means you can scan

zoom conditions. Other features include

on-screen display during scanning and
conversion of dithered images to
greyscale. You can also load or save
images in a variety of formats including
Degas, GIF, MacPaint, PrintMaster, PCX
and TIF. This provides you with
access to a wide variety of clip
art libraries by enabling you to

work larger than screen size.

The Atari scanner is compatible
with the 520ST, 520STFM, 1040ST,
1040STFM and all STE Models. Mini

mum 1MByte RAM, hard drive recom
mended. For further information
i should contact Naksha

for newcomers to comms on the ST.

PD comms package as part of the deal.
Ring HCS on a 081 777 0751 to get a
jump start into the world of comms,

• Ladbroke Computing International are
distributing Silhouette, a US bit-image
and vector graphics package including
auto-tracing. Auto-tracing is a method
of converting bitmapped images to vec
,»

tor graphics, which, unlike bitmap
images, can be enlarged to any size
without losing resolution. Other features

of the package include Bezier curves.Bsplines and high resolution grey
scales.You can import file formats
including IMG, Degas, Tiny, MacPaint,
GEM and SGF. Export options are GEM,
IMG, SGF, DFX and EPS (Postscript).
Silhouette costs £60, call Ladbroke on
« 0772 203166. Scanlite, a Desk
Accessory which enables you to scan
directly into third party programs like
Silhouette if you have a Golden Image
Hand, Migraph, Daatascan and Geniscan hand scanner is also available for

£20 from Ladbroke Computing.

was a difficult task to choose between

them. Menty of picture-gazing later,

• Import real images

though.

into your ST with the

Tim Oldrini of Hants was

deemed to be the winner.

Naksha Scanner

Then, in issue 35, we offered a
selection of stunning astrology books

bundle.

for the person who managed to cor
rectly identify ail the signs of the
zodiac. Not too many wrong answers to
that one! But the first correct entry out
of the Cover Disk Editor's sticky paw
was that from D Johnson of Chatteris,
Cambs and those books will be winging
their way to him very soon.
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•
CIX
(Compulink
Information
exchange) have added a new service
for those that can afford a CIX account

- FaxMail. By adding commands to the
top of a text document and selecting
the "mail to faxmachine" option from
the main menu, you can upload a file in
the normal way to fax it. Prices are a

fjj>JLi-

moderate 30p for the UK, 70p for
Europe and £1.75 for everyone else. For
information while on-line type "help fax"
or phone CIX on » 0492 641 961.

.>'"

Atari

ST

Power

The

Scanner

Ultimate

Cartridge

X, Following the huge success of the Amiga Power Scanner, we have been hard ^ The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any Atari ST program. Whether you'n
at work to produce a product of the same high quality for the Atari ST, and ^ programmer, hacker, games player, or just curious about your Atari ST,
I The Ultimate Cartridge gives you the power that you need.
are proud to presentthe new Atari ST PowerScanner.
v Updates available with newsoftware.

This compact unit plugs into the Atari cartridge port and allows scans to be
df* taken at up to 400dpi using the supplied M105-PLUS hand scanning head.

The unit is supplied with the 'PowerScan ST' software-a powerful and user- ^g Break into any program
J friendly utility boasting features normally only found on far more expensive :A | Read memory
vT\ products including:
^C Auto scan rate detect
Real time greyscale scanning
Monochrome text or 16greyscale levels

Full image and clipboard editing features
Scan join feature for taking wide scans
<3 Cut, paste, magnify, flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit andmany more editing features

Load and save graphic screens
Low level disk editor

Search
' ! memory

Disk analyser

Works in all three resolutions

Print memory

Examine formats

Save in a variety of picture file formats

Disassemble

Format analyser

High resolution printer driver with more

Disassemble to disk

File editor

Edit memory
Search for graphics

Directory editor

drivers forthcoming

—

GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

Keyboard shortcuts
OCR text recognitioncoming soon

Watch out for our regular software updates with many exciting new features,

available only to registered users £99 inc.VAT

Formatter

«^! Search for sprites

Break and restart function

Edit screen configurations

Set up colourpalettes
^5 Alter plane configurations

NJj Load and save screen displays

Search for infinite lives
Look for music

Play music
Load and save music

Search for soundtracker music
^£ Run external TOS programs
Search for sound samples
£* Load TOS programs
If you consider your scanner system to be inferior to the Power Scanner, we
^
will happily upgrade your software and interface for only £49.95
}The cartridge the ST has been waiting for £25 inc.VAT

Special

upgrade offer!

(PowerScanner is compatible with mostscanningheads.)

* ~Wwj&S&Jrw *
Description

Name

I enclose a cheque/PO for
£

Address

Make cheques payable to Power Computing Ltd

Fill in yourorderform and send it to:
Power Computing Ltd
Unit 8 Railton Road

J\
11

o

Postcode

Credit Card No.

Telephone No.

Expiry Date

System Owned

Signature

Woburn Road Industrial Estate

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN

Ring your credit card order on0234 843388
or fax on 0234 840234
All prices include VAT, delivery andaresubject to change.
Specifications aresubject to change without notice.

Next day delivery £4.50 (U.K. mainland only). All trademarks acknowlec

fc^-t gy;rviB!*r^flBMr
^- ^°v ^
W
Power Computing France, 15 Bid Voltaire 75011, l'aris France

Distributor forPower Computing inItaly, D.R.R SRL 00142 Roma

Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna. 22 Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax 5040666

V

Tel (1) 43570169 (6 lines) Fax (1) 43380435

^f Power Computing U.S.A., 21 South 5th Street, Suite 900, Philadelphia, PA 1
Tel 215 922 0050 Pax 215 922 0116

SUMMERTIME

experiment!

Summer school

It's the middle of the year and the sun's blazing down, you're on holiday, you're

relaxed, and you've got all that spare time - those long evenings and early mornings
where you can play with your ST. And there are so many things you can do with it
that you've probably never even tried... Now's your chance as Chris Lloyd,
Clive Parker, Ed Ricketts, Andy Hutchinson, Neil Jackson and Chris Ankin discover

What better way is there to
relax than to throw pixels about
and piece together a work of
art that has people spinning,
and saying: "Phew! What a piece of art
that is." On Cover Disk 34 lurked the

brilliant art program Canvas. It runs in
all resolutions and has (approximately)
a squillion features, so it's ideal for all
your artistic ambitions. There is no sub

stitute for hard work here, a good piece
takes time and patience, so don't
expect to knock a couple of master
pieces out after lunch. Think about the

subject - popular ideas soon get bor
ing. Copying something is an easy way
to start because you know what you're
aiming for, although the result tends to
look "copied." Artists on the ST often
try and make their pictures look as real-

K*ilK«l
•U414V

•
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• Who wants those endless pictures of Porsches? That's much more like it - see?

Your ST is perfect for those abstract compositions. Let your hair down, get your
imagination out of its box and experiment. Remember to save often, though, just
in case an effect goes wrong and leaves your screen a tangled mess.

• The easy way - take a photograph or
picture, draw a grid over it and match it
up on your ST's screen then copy the
outline. This means all the proportions
are correct and you've a good head
start. Drawing freehand takes quite a
bit of practice - not to say skill.

• When you've sussed the composition
and outline of your main elements, it's
time to add detail. Fill in your outline
with solid blocks of colour to give you
an approximation of the final picture.
Your next job is to move in with the

zoom level which enables you to see all
the notes in your sequence and then

zoom and add the fine detail.

f How to become a star
If you have Sequencer One

the sequence repeat until you get the

the Spacebar again to punch out when

from Cover Disk 30 and a MIDI

rhythm right. Press <Enter> to start
recording and then tap in your percus
sion track for four bars. Hit the Space
bar when you're done.
The next step is to add a bass riff.

you've finished.

keyboard, you have the physi
cal capability to create charttopping music. Follow these steps to
see how it's done...

Once you've got a short riff which
loops cleanly, you can use the block
editing functions to cut and paste
copies of it, one after the other. Go to
the Step Editor Screen and click on

For an easy start, work on the
rhythm section first. You can get a sim
ple four-bar drum pattern using the
Step Editor Screen's Keyboard icon to
give precise beats. The best way is to
record your rhythm live and use the
quantize function to tighten up the tim
ing afterwards.
Plug in your MIDI keyboard and set
it to receive MIDI on the channel you're
using for percussion. Switch Sequencer
One into the Step Editor Screen and set

name track one to "percussion" or

Select All from the Block menu. This

something. Select track two by clicking
on the space just below the dot, and
then move into the Step Editor Screen
again. Set up your keyboard to make a
bass sound and play a sequence of
chord changes to match your four-bar
rhythm.
Use the Spacebar to play the
rhythm track so that you can play your
chords over the top until you have a

makes any editing function affect all
tracks, not just the current one. Use a

the end position to 5:01 for a four-bar
riff. Click on Loop and Limit to make

sequence you feel happy with. Hit
<Enter> to begin the recording and hit

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER
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Return to the Track List Screen and

click near the left edge of the grid, just
to the right of the vertical keyboard.
This tags the first notes. Move the

mouse to the right and the grid turns
black as you move. When you get to
the end of your notes, click the left but
ton again to mark off your riff. Use Cut
in the Block menu to move your riff into
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i Get yourself a simple drum pattern...

• And prepare it for a four-bar riff.

experiment!
•

Let's face it, getting to know your ST a bit better probably isn't atthe top of your list of
priorities. It comes under the same category as painting the living room, fixing that
leaky tap, mending the fence and learning Sanskrit - the "I'll do it tomorrow" file. Now's

SUMMERTIME

Now the kids have left

home I've lots of time on

my hands. I find STF and
the Summer School help

your chance to make tomorrow come that bit sooner.

fill my rather
dull days.

On the pages following this introduction are lots of projects for you to try out, most of them
using programs from STF's Cover Disks, so you don't have to shell out for new software. Of
course, if you missed the issue with the program you want to use on it, you should turn to page
40 to order your back copy. The projects range from the practical to the frivolous, from the
easy to the advanced, from the creative to the practical. What they all have in common,
however, is that they're merely starting points. Find something that takes your fancy and
start experimenting. These aren't exhaustive step by step guides, more general direction
signposts to point you inthe right direction.

It's the summer now, so you should have at least a week on your hands in which you
can settle down with STFORMAT, a pile of STF Cover Disks and your ST and start muck

ing around - even if you've used all your holiday up, there are still the weekends. Once ,nftK>
you start to delve a little deeper into a new aspect of your ST you're going to find whole •«£!„

new worlds opening up. From music to graphics, from cleaning to programming and •$$

from cataloguing to communicating, there's plenty of fun to be had. Try out all 15 pro-

jects and you can officially graduate from the ST FORMAT Summer School - even if you
are still no wiser about Sanskrit.

t* Wteare fannily
istic as possible, which misses out on

the point of using an ST. STs are ideal
tools for abstract work - you can dis
tort and merge images in strange and
wonderful ways, then given them wacky
colour schemes to produce interesting
- if not rather weird - images.
Your most important first step is

planning your palette You've 16 colours
to play with and it can be a real pain
Defing

16 Colour

Fill

Pattern

changing the colours halfway through a
picture. Work out the main colours and
pick the appropriate shades. Next, plan
your composition. First, what are the
main elements? Get an idea of the over

all picture - don't just plonk the main bit
over the top of a background - use the
whole of the screen. Most of all, make

sure you save frequently and don't be
afraid to experiment, otherwise you're
never going to learn new tricks. Now

get that disk whirring, the imagination in
gear and pixellate.

•

• Canvas can define full colour fill pat

terns - they save you having to draw
repetitive patterns or messing about
cutting and pasting blocks. You can
save your creations, too.

&\ Do you want to know about the origins of your family? Do you need to
locate a long lost brother-in-law three times removed to tell him you've
just had the pleasure of cutting him out of your will for that ancient mis-

—-1 deed? You do? Well then, what you need isa genealogy program, and a
good place to start looking is the PD. While there are many demo versions, com
plete programs are pretty few and far between. The best available is called Family
Tree from the ST Club {v 0602 410241) on Disk TMP.21 for £1.45.

Before you can start entering data, research your immediate family, finding
dates of birth, places of birth and so on - and don't forget the deceased members of
the family. If you can't find out these things just by talking to your relatives, go
along to your local registry office where births, marriages and deaths are recorded.
There are two excellent books available to help get you started in genealogy - Dis

covering your Family Tree (£2.95, ISBN: 085-263-7675) and Tracing your Ances
tors, The A-Z Guide (£9.95, ISBN: 185-306-0852) both available from Waterstone's
Bookstores. When you're confident with your findings, you can start collating them
on your ST following these simple steps.

You can add the illusion of more

colours using stippling - that is, a chequerboard pattern of two colours which
gives the illusion of a third shade. Can
vas has chequerboard patterns set up

1 III.:, titlr-th

as fill patterns.
• Soften the edges between contrast

1
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ing colours with an intermediate shade.

Select the New Person option
from the Display menu and you
ee this form - enter names, dates

The outline function is handy here.

of birth and other information.

melodies over the top. You can create

asks for the start position and the num

short riffs and paste them together as
you did with the other tracks, but

ber of copies; leave the start at 1:01,
but enter 50 or so to make the track a

remember to turn off the Select All

few minutes long.

option or you mess up your rhythm

Now you have a longish tune you
can use other tracks for melodies and

counter melodies. Use the Step Editor

Screen as before, setting the rhythm
and bass to play, then play your

Remember to click on the question

some kids - a few of them are

listed here. To get here, click on
Spouse from the New Person form.
Clicking on the Children fields
enables you to select the relevant
offspring from the list of names.

lems with Family Tree when you
ant to record a couple's marriage.

-'iBiiir

track. The results may not be chart
material until you've tweaked them a

:i!Bi'.i"

bit, but they are probably as good as
anything Stock Aitken and Waterman

-ililiiSK'"

ever did!
r

Clicking on Edit Person from

the Display menu enables you
to see details of brothers and sis

ters along with other information
like who the mother and father are.

Clicking on the Further Notes
option opens up a dialog box that
acts as a notepad so you can store
information like eating habits, reli
gion and shoe size.

i Use Copy to lengthen the track...

system, you can link them together.
Clive met Sally and they produced

mark at the left of the family name

box to designate the sex. If you do
not indicate gender, you get prob

the clip board, then use Paste. This

ce you have entered a few
members of the family into the

Here you can see the begin
nings of a family tree with par
ents and a child. You can print out
using GDOS or Epson configurations
or to file. Once you've fill everyone
in and cross referenced them all,

you can do a printout and stare in
wonder at the intricicies of family
links. Then you can see why your

young sister is the terror she is.

• Then paste the whole lot together.
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experiment!

!/Demo wibbles
You've got STOS from last
month's Cover Disk, right? And
what you really want to do is
make demos. Yeah, sure, you
could spend weeks carefully construct

a little sprite - the smaller it is the

update number whenever things are

faster it can move - get your palette
sorted and try this one. The J symbol

value is divided by a constant to set the

ready to be moved.

frequency. Try altering the value 20.0

means no line return yet - the lines
were just too long to fit in our narrow

able x and produces a number from -1

1 and 1 is little use becaused it's going

to 1. x is increased every loop to take

ing a game, but demos are what you're
interested in - those wacky programs
that do nothing but show off what a

columns:

you through the full sine wave. The

to be a pixel offset, so the result is mul
tiplied by 150. Your sprite should

groovy programmer you are and what a
vivid imagination you have. Take a look

120
sprite
x/20.0)*150,100,1

at a few demos and you see wibbly bits

140 inc x

- lots of them. And there are all those

update

sprites zooming about the screen in
graceful curves. How's it all done, then?

150 goto 120

Well, there's no escaping a spot of
maths using our old friend the sine
wave - slip an equation into the sprite

The STOS generated interrupt sprites

suffer the three nights

are useful but aren't flexible or fast

living on nerves and caf

That sine calculation takes the vari

to see the effects. A number between -

100 update off : x=0
1,160+tsinJ

: wait vbl

•

It's the old fave-rave

- little balls doing the
: J

sine wave shuffle. With
a trick or two STOS can

create pretty speedy
and impressive demos and you don't have to

enough for most demo stuff, so it's
ditched with the update off com
mand. You move the sprite using the

command and set up a little loop. Set
things up with a blank screen then draw

feine that machine
coders thrive on.

Beat Llamatron!
Have a quick flip through your

has

collection of back issue Cover

because of this storming game.
So you think you're pretty good at
it, do you? Think you're miles better
than Jeff Minter, Llamatron's program
mer? Perhaps you even think you're bet
ter than the STF crew. Prove it, if only
to yourself. Here's what you've got to

Disks. Stop at number 24. See
what's on it? One of the best

games ever, Llamatron. Long has the
cry of a screaming Mandelbrot set
been heard echoing around the FOR
MAT offices, and much is the work that

been

more

than

a

little

late

AT THE MASTERS GOT
Jeff Minter:

approx 1.9 million, Level 60

time around, that is!)
(Llamatron's fiendish creator)
Ed Ricketts:

(your humble
Maff Evans:

1,000,000, Level 60

(ex-STF writer)
pprox 800,000, Level 70-odd

James Leach:

(erstwhile games reviewi
Neil Jackson:

pprox 700,000, Level 70-odd

(ex-STFTech Ed)
• There are some things in life that make it all worthwhile. There's Fry and Laurie.
There's Monty Python. And, of course, there's Llamatron. Rediscover it now and
spend a happy hour or five trying to beat our scores - you haven't got a hope.

Don't you wish your ST was
bright and shiny just as it was
when you first got it out of its
box? This is what you do - but
first of all, make sure that your ST's
over a year old before you take it apart
or else you'll void the guarantee.
What you need:
Cotton buds

Anti-static foam cleaner (Maplins
£1.56 o 0702 554161)
Anti-static cloth
A small cross-head screwdriver

A large clear work area

To remove the keyboard from the case,
ensure your machine is turned off,
unplugged and disconnected from all
peripherals. Turn your machine upside-

Andy Hutchinson:
(Editor)

471,266, Level 52

Chris Lloyd
(Cover Disk Editor)

413,390, Level 39

from their posts, if it is not too bad then
you can get away with cleaning

between the keys. The key tops pop off

try to pull them off at an angle because
you may snap the post. The Spacebar
and the Return keys have a small metal

with a little help - do not force them or

rod underneath which can be awkward

down and remove the three screws at

the front edge of the machine and the
four screws along the back.
Carefully turn the machine over and
remove the upper case. Now lift the
keyboard free and unplug the connec
tor to the main circuit board. Put your
machine to one side and study your
keyboard. If it is absolutely crusted with
filth, you have to remove the key tops

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

DIRTY BALLS
The rollers inside your mouse could do with a clean as well. Remove the
ball from the mouse and undo the two screws near the cable connection

then carefully part the top and bottom sections. Once it's stripped down,
clean the rollers with cotton buds dipped in foam cleaner. When it's fin
ished, reassemble your mouse.

experiment!

SUMMERTIME

#/ Treading the keyboards
appear in the centre of the screen and
oscillate left and right. You want him to
go up and down as well? Add a similar
equation for the y axis using a different
frequency to send your sprite wibbling
his way across the screen. Try replac

ing the value 100 in your sprite com
mand With 100+sin

(x/17.0)*90.

One sprite looks alright, but a few more
wouldn't go amiss. You can always add
more sprites but this slows things down
- a way round this is to cheat and re
use the one you've already drawn. Try

#\ The ST lends itself to any numberof applications from word

between the two preserves the image
of your one sprite. Now it looks as if

processing to games playing and it's easy to upgrade it so it
performs better, but have you ever considered improving your

you've a zillion sprites on-screen at
once. It soon ends up a mess, so you
need some way of wiping the sprites

saaaJ own performance? Typing is just one ofthose things that it's
easy to ignore completely, after all, it's a lot of bother to learn all those
finger contortions when you could stick to the tried and tested two-fin
ger method with your eyes set firmly on the keyboard.
If you use your ST for any word processing at all, you're wasting a

out again. This is pretty clever - if you
make a copy of your sprite in solid
black, you can use him to block out
your original. Add:
110

considerable amount of time when you look to mak sure you hit the

right keys as you go along. No matter how proficient you've got using
your two first fingers, you can save yourself a lot of time and effort by

z=-100

learning to touch type.
On this month's Cover Disk there's a program called Typing Tutor.

130 sprite 2,160+sin(sinJ
z/20.01*150,100+sin(z/17.0)J

adding:

*90,2

90 logic=back
145 screen swap

As if by magic you get yourself a spiffy
train of sprites whizzing around in a
lovely wibbly-wavy way like all the best

This gives you two screens - switching

demos - it's damned fast, too.

This program leads you through the process of learning to touch type that is, typing without looking at the keyboard and using all your fin
gers, even your little ones. Practise regularly and it won't be long
before you can read text straight from a page and input it without even
sneaking a glimpse at the keyboard out of the corner of your eye.
Once you've exhausted the lessons on the disk, open any book and
pick a page at random. Try typing the page in, punctuation and all.
Force yourself not to look at the keyboard, it's very easy to glance
quickly at your fingers' positions, but you're not going to learn any

thing that way. Once you've typed in the page, go back and see how

do - we here at STF challenge you to
beat the scores set by our venerable
selves, and of course the score of the
master himself, Yak, AKA Jeff Minter.
So here's that challenge. Play the
game using one player and droid assis
tance and see how far you get, as well
as what sort of score you can manage

HOW WELL
YOU SCORED
Rate yourself like this:
If you:
. eat Chris Lloyd

Far too busy to
play games

Beat Ed Ricketts

Beat Jeff Minter

In need

of a job
Beat Jeff Minter

and manage to
complete all 100

Currently
undergoing

levels twice

many mistakes you made. See if there's a key you consistently get
wrong and return to Typing Tutor to practise it.
The Cover Disk typing program can assess your speed, so keep a
record of your improving skills and see if you can get up to 75 wpm, a
speed most secretaries work up to and beyond. Oh, and if you don't
rate the program too highly, consider the options. You can inefficiently
two-finger type for the rest of your life or you could, alternatively,
spend a fortune paying some old man to drone words and phrases at
you in an effort to make you coordinate finger movements and brain

rack up. There are none of our usual
spiffing prizes on offer - after all,
there's no way we can check whether
or not you've been honest - but you will
have the satisfaction of knowing you've
beaten some of the best Llamatron

players on the planet. Not to mention
that Jeff Minter, too.

cells. It does happen -1 did it.

planners are made up of petty sacrifices

TIPS

nanners are ciade up of petty s

Need some tips? There are a few ways
of getting bonuses. Try and collect all
the llamas before clearing a screen the last beastie collected gives you
1,000 points. Use the hearts to make
the Hamas fail in love with you and run
towards you. Picking up the three-way
firing bonus gives you triple shots and
double points for each nasty killed. The
Floyd bonuses (the rainbow things like
the album cover design of The Dark Side
of the Moon) also help. And sometimes,
if you're doing really well, you might see
a warp bonus (a "W" in a bubble). Pick
this up to warp forward five levels and
get 50,000 bonus points. Finally,

Backspac
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Alternate

CapsLock

Good nanners are nade up of petty sacrifices,
Ideas are such funny things; they never work unless you do,
• Scientists have proved that practising your typing skills can ward off all

sorts of illnesses, such as stupor of the larynx, inflation of the stoat and
cribbing of the exam paper.

beware of Level 51 - it's a bitch.

f j a j f fff aaa jjj aj aj fj ja ja fj jf faj jfa fja

1
Backspac

Tab

an hour. You can take this opportunity

to re-engage afterwards, so look at the
keys carefully before removing them.
To clean the key tops individually, spray

to use a dust-buster or mini-vacuum

some of the anti-static foam onto the

machine

cloth, place the key into the cloth and
rub it until it is clean and shiny. Repeat
for every key on the keyboard.
To clean the keyboard itself, spray
some foam on the cloth and work your
way around the key posts. If there are
difficult gungy bits between the posts,
use a cotton bud dipped in some foam
and rub like mad. To clean the key
board and keys properly takes well over

Remember, always spray the foam onto

cleaner to suck all the dust out of your
and

clean

the

outer

case.

the cloth and never onto the machine

itself. When everything is sparkling,
replace all the keys and reassemble
your machine.
To keep your ST pristine it's a good
idea to get yourself a dust cover- any
computer shop sells them for about a
fiver, but We Serve o 0705 325354
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•Alternate

f j a j f fff aaa jjj aj aj fj ja ja fj jf faj jfa fja
faj jfa jjffaa faj jaf ffjj jjff afa jaj faj jfa aajjff
• The typing tutor supplied on this month's Cover Disk holds your hand
while leading you through such alien concepts as using J,F and K keys and
idly looking out of the window while typing notes to the milkman.

offer them for £4.70.
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experiment!

SUMMERTIME

our collection of thin
Everyone's got a collection of
something or other, whether
it's CDs, books or interesting
diseases. Wouldn't it be good
to have these catalogued somehow?
CDs, for instance: if all their details
were stored away on your ST, it would
be easy to search for all albums featur
ing, say, Peter Hammill (whaddya
mean, who's Peter Hammill?).
Supercard 2 from Cover Disk 35 is

O

can

The Fi

11 Finlnherl Khtr.

omptete

Click

est CD Collection Ever].

the maxi
mum number

e

of records

you're likely

InPut

j

|

Finished

1

Decide how you want the records

you might have details of Title, Artists,
Tracks, Musicians on Album and Year

O T o set up some macros, click

you're still using the unregistered version,
you can only use 100 anyway. 10,000 is

Released. Change the title of the file,
so click on Rename Title and type In

names you're using for fields, such

more than adequate for a CD collection.

something appropriate.

to neecj |f

on Define Macros and enter the
as Tracks and Artists.
^—

perfect for stor

.i".T

;

las,; £LS&t1!.?!:

..!... .js.'W.WrTM

ing details on
anything you like.
Follow this guide
to see how you

i _<** < 3d Chiracttre)
Choose

(Jjglb

«

MP' °"»
iftilM THE EDGE OF THE DEEP GREEN SEA

ONow you're

11"..,'

catalogue g

your collection of

> Wish Impossible Thiwfs

' llMMJi

fl.tffiK.

CDs.

OWhen you've finished a
record, type * on a new line
and press <Return>. If you've
pICIANS OKAlBUHi Robert Smith
made any mistakes on a record,
you can edit it or change the lay
out somehow. Press <E> to edit a line, amend it, then press
<Return>. When the record looks as you want it, type <*>to
add another record, or <#> to get back to the main menu.
i EItter to ELISE

ready to
start adding
data. At the

main menu,
click on Add. Use the function keys to
call up the macros you've just defined
and enter the data for the first record.

I

Ml

II

E.SSTT-

!. .1 I J"i.

O

Carry on adding records in the
same way until you've done the
whole lot. Save the file every ten min
utes or so, otherwise you might lose it
all if there's a power cut.

'* Money matters
status Frlnttr .Cld"!,^

|nft-j[T

OBoot up the program and you
see a blank spreadsheet. The
first thing to do is enter your row
and column headings, so click on
cell Bl, then on the V at the top
until it changes to T (for text). Type
something like Aug '92 in the first
column heading. Then click on the
down-facing arrow to the right until
it faces right. Press <Return>.

^CrTrryTjfTT^rTjg

0

Using K-Spread 2 from Cover
Disk 36, you can keep track of

fc.m- Hozr^

to n

O

Enter the data and the cell cursor

moves to the right as indicated by
the arrow. Carry on entering the rest of
the data, pressing <Return> each time.
When you've finished, press <Undo> to
leave editing mode.

"that

sometimes

tune

would

and

think

be

much

press <Return>.

Now you need

boxes so that the

"Remaining" cell
shows your salary
minus outgoings.
Press <Undo> to

O

Continue on to the other months

and then enter any other esti
mated outgoings.

leave editing mode and select cell BIO.
Click on the letter V until it changes to

mula to the other "Remaining" cells,
click and hold cell BIO, then drag it to
the "Remaining" label so the whole row

is highlighted. The column range bar

F for formula. Enter B2-B3-B4-B5-B6-B7-

appears at the top of the screen. Click
in cell BIO, then in F10 to indicate the
range of cells you want the formula

B8-B9 and press <Return>.

copied to. Then click on OK.

-•str.Tiiiarr-^—i

r~~

and turn them into something you want
to listen to. All you need is Sequencer
One and the Sound and Vision supple

groovier if there was a tam
bourine in there"? Now's your chance to

ment which came with STF 30. You
also need to be able to enter notes

improve all those songs that irritate you

from a printed score, or, if you have a
Enter

Keep Hate Length

quantization

•

Keep Hate Off Tine

to alter the

IOnthe screen keyboard,

feel of a

track, and to
correct stray
notes. Use differ

Step Editor
page and

the next note has a different

the Track menu

click on

value, go back to the dialog box
and repeat. Always ensure that
the grid cursor is where you wish
to place your notes so you don't

option on your

•BlltTWilH | Potted || Triplet 1

Key Velocity.! B9B
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use

•

• m m v no mo an
Gate Length: osej z

Metronome is off.

O Y o u can

ent settings from

Select note far step entrui

(Optional) on track 1 if you enter the
music live from a MIDI keyboard, other
wise delete the sample and ensure the

m.

HtH "Dtk Titkfl 1N|

o:click on the relevant key. If

|

the

supplement. Your screen should look
like this with your choice of sounds.
You only need the Metronome

MIDI keyboard, to be able to pick out
the notes by ear and enter them in real
time. Just follow this simple tutorial
using the example of Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor by Bach and livened
up by Sky to make that music beautiful.

02

e:

Step Entry

instructions in the Sound and Vision

soi- n

ONow click on cell A2, then on the
text entry box. Enter something
along the lines of Salary. Click on the
arrow so it faces down again, then

Track!

Do you listen to pieces of

lit n

to link these

?* Sky's the limit
music

St., h

*

o:

* your household accounts very
easily. By setting up a spread
sheet listing all your incomings and out
goings, you can see instantly what
would happen if your rent suddenly
went up, or if you got a huge pay rise.
Here's a simple example of how to put
together a housekeeping spreadsheet.

fa. «

1

*

I

I t«ncel 1

the key
board icon
to enter

Step Entry
mode. Clicking again on any of the
three icons on the bottom right of the
screen gives you a Step Entry dialog
box. From here you can select a note
value for the start of the piece.

enter more than one note in the same place. Although this is
feasible when playing back a polyphonic synthesizer, the builtin samples are monophonic - that is, they can only play one
note at a time. Once you've input your main theme you can
add a bassline and drums. These samples affect the style of
music depending on how you enter them. You could have a
pulsing electronic style bassline using extremely short notes,
or a more funky rhythm section.

recorded music.

Quantization is
intended to cor

rect irregular
notes, but you
can use it to alter

the style of a

track, and is eas
ily undone if
things aren't to
your liking.

experiment!

11
O

There's not much point in having a
database if you can't search for par
ticular records. In Supercard 2 you use
filters for this. Click on Edit/Read in the
main menu and you're presented with the Filter screen.

Type the criteria you want to search for in the Group 1 and Group 2 fields. If
you want records containing this data to be found, click in the And box next to

SUMMERTIME

': Animate and be damned

—#1 Deluxe Paint is oneof the best pieces of software you can get
for the ST if you want to throw some pixels about. Nestled in
its mass of icons and functions is a little picture of a film cam-

•.taJ era and next tothat something that looks like astack ofboxes.
It doesn't like to bragg about it at parties, but DPaint has a smashing
animation studio built into it. This

works using brushes - areas of

each field. If you want records not containing this data to be found, click on Not.

screen you've cut from a picture

Click on Yes in Case? to take into account upper and lower cases. Use Yes in the

and a process called tweening.
Tweening takes the hard work o
animating - you define the start
end points of an animation and y
ST figures out all the in-between bits.
Each frame of your animation is held
in memory as a compacted IFF fi
the more complex each screen is

Title if the card should start with the search string.

Group 1/2 Logic controls how the criteria in each group link: click on And and
every condition must be fulfilled for the card to be selected. Clicking Or means
only one of the conditions need be fulfilled. The Group Link box does the same, but
for entire groups. Click on Filter to select cards you want. You can then print out
details of your selections or output the filtered records to disk as a .TXT file, then
import them into a word processor and tart them up before printing.

lose all the work you've put in. There
are lots of other functions to help you
manage your database, but they're not
essential. Experiment and you'll soon
learn how to use them. Even better,
register and get the full manual.

That's all you need to know to use
Supercard 2. Each time you get a new

CD you can simply add its details to the
list and save the file. Make sure you

keep a backup copy of your database
disk at all times - you don't want to

more memory it takes up, so it's

to keep your brushes fairly smal
your animations short unless yo
packing lots of RAM.
Cut a quarter screen sized brush,

.:.:*TBp«t»*'

• Part of a 300 frame fish fly

past. The original brush was
reduced in size and the z value

increased to give decreasingly
smaller fish moving more slowly
in the background.

IFREk'IENI |+||

then reserve a series of frames click on the movie camera then on

Frames and enter a number, about 30.
Now click on the tweening icon next
to that and set a start and end point.

ONext, put in
some values

O

for all your
August outgo
ings. Click in cell
B2, then click on the T to change it to a
V for value. Enter the amount of money
you made in August, followed by
<Return>. Continue going down the col
umn with the other figures.

Continue adding your outgoings for
each month, pressing <Retum> to

enter the data and move the cursor

down. Remember, hit <Undo> to finish.

Do p milt fomili MMtat

♦piEU pn pg]

O

There are six parameters to each the position along each axis and

•ran
•

•••h

ifromi r

Wo\

DPaint's animation controls

are where the action starts. On

rotation around each axis. The x

the left are the start and end

is horizontal, the y axis vertical 1
the z axis is the one going in am

axis and where rotation around

of the screen.

that axis is to start and end.

points of your block for each

Click on Preview to get an idea
of what it's going to look like,

You want the brush tumblint

towards you like some TV ad? N
problem. Set the start value for;

then on Tween to start calculat-

about 1,000 - this starts the brui

in the background. Now add a sp
t in the value
rotation - for the start values for x, y
360. Now click on Preview to see a wire-frame view ot your block going

Press
<Return>

through the sequence. If everything looks hunky-dory click on Tween
and your ST generates the animation for you. Back to the animation
icon and select Loop, then click on Play. You then get instant and
pretty damn impressive animation. You can whizz graphics about the

to get rid of
the warning
that appears.
Another box

asks if you

want the formula amended for each col

umn. Click in Yes, otherwise the same
value is copied to each cell.

jjrv Then other remainders are calcu-

screen in all three dimensions, making them tumble as they go. Just

\^/ lated. Changing any of the

add flair, time and groovy graphics, mix well and allow to settle.

outgoings in any month alters this
amount accordingly, so you can pre
pare for changes in income.

• You can get hold of DeluxePaint for £59.99 from Electronic Arts (s 0753 549442)

This sequence of a series of blocks zooming towards the viewer
and magically joiningup to form a complete picture was generated
by cutting the original screen into 16 blocks and tweening each
one separately. Each block started at a z value of 3,000 but each
had different rotational positions

You can also experiment in the Alter
Notes and Alter Times options.
Shifting the pitch by a few semitones to
create harmonies can give the music a
different atmosphere when you play it
back with an un-altered bassline - fifths,

sevenths, and ninths work well. The tim

ing alters the feel of a track: shifting the snare drum forward a few ticks gives a
sense of underlying tension, shifting the timing backward makes things more laid
back - and it can be equally as effective on other instruments.

—*"
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Sana Title: Toccata Reitix by Chris finkin
Hit Bane:

TOCCATA-.ONE

O U s e the Song

Hetronone not used (Switched off)
Trick t Violin
Track 3 Acoustic Boss (Transposed 5th)

Track 4

Bass Orun (Entered as CI)

Track 5

Snare Drew (Entered as D sharp)

Tenpo IH
DON'T FBR6ET TO SAVE YOUR MURK AEGULWLf|
i

ok

i

rtwiiT i

Notes box to write

all your songs details.

I
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GASTEINE^
7^
COMPUTERS

fAtari
520STE l/2Mb
520STE 1Mb
520STE2Mb
520STE4Mb
1040STE 1Mb

....£239.00
...£265.00
...£305.00
...£370.00
...£339.00
...£339 00
...£410.00

Mega STEOmb
Mega STE 1/2 Mb
Mega STE 1Mb
(no hard drive)

Mega STE 1Mb, 48Mb
Mega STE 2Mb

£629.00

(no hard drive)

...£499.00
£699.00
£819.00

Mega STE 2Mb, 48Mb
Mega STE 2Mb, 105Mb
Mega STE 4Mb,
(no hard drive)
Mega STE 4Mb, 48Mb
Mega STE 4Mb, 105Mb
Mono Monitor (SM 144)

...£569.00

£769.00
£889.00
£ 109.00

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE KIT
48Mb
£779 00
80Mb
...£299.00
.. £329 00
105Mb

ALL GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES are
AUTO BOOTING & AUTO PARKING

Come with many different capacities
12 months back to base guarantee.
Full metal case

Integral power supply
Backup software
32Mb 28ms
50Mb 28ms
65Mb 24ms
85Mb 23ms

£269.00
£329.00
£349.00
£399.00

MEGA DRIVES (QUANTUM MECHANICS)
52Mb 11ms
105Mb 11ms

£349.00
£459.00

MEGA DRIVES (NEC MECHANICS)
40Mb 24ms
100Mb 24ms

£2000.00
£2350.00

"

f?S00 00

All TT's come with colour monitors

£295.00
£429.00

SM144 new 14" Hi-Res mono
monitor
£149.00

Philips 14" COL

£219.00

Atari 14" COL

£239.00

Quadram 1480

£349.00

Philips 15" TV

£249.00

C-LAB Notator
C-LAB Creator
CUBASE V3.1
Cubeat
C-LAB AURA
C-LAB MIDIA
C-LAB ALPHA

£399.00
£249.00
£369.00
£219.00
£89.00
£65.00
£189.00

Pagestream V2.1

£149.00

Fleet St
Calamus
Calamus SL
That Funface
Time Works V2

£159.00
£248.00
P.O.A
£29.00
£84.00

Publishing Partner
Master Version 2.1

£49.00

WORD PROCESSORS

That's Write VI.4
1st Word+

£29.00
£45.00

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Jnr

£110.00
£65.00

Protext

£109.00

MISCELLANEOUS

MEGA DRIVES KIT
Everything needed to build
Host Adaptor
Metal Case

£59.00
.'..£35.00

50 Watt PSU

£35.00

DMA Cable
SCSI Cable

£5.00
£5.00
BARE DRIVES

MONITORS

MUSIC

DTP

ATARI HARD DRIVE

'.Ur/w...
VCyu.

TT6Mb
TT 8Mb Special.

TOS 2.06 FOR ANY ST
OR STE. PLEASE PHONE

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES

Other capacity up to 500Mb please phone

TT2Mb
TT4Mb

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

MEGA DRIVES (SEAGATE MECHANICS)
£429.00

Tel:+44 081 365 1151
Fax: +44 081 885 1953

Seagate 32Mb
Seagate 50Mb

£150.00
£199.00

Quantum 52Mb
Quantum 105Mb

£199.00
£279.00

MEMORY

NeoDesk3

£28.00

Easy Draw 2
Data Manager Pro

£34.00
£29.00

CyberStudio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
3D Developer

£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£15.00

1st Mail
LDW Power

£10.00
£115.00

Maps & Legends
Datamap 1

£15.00
£10.00

Datamap2

£10.00

Vide Titling

£10.00

3D Fonts 1
3D Fonts 2

£10.00
£10.00

Human Design Disk

£10.00

Future Design Disk
Architectural Design Disk

£10.00
£10.00

CAD 3D

£10.00

The Navigator

£10.00

Kcmit
Flash
G.I.S.T.

£10.00
£10.00
£10.00

'yFractal Generator

£10.00 J

For STFM& MEGA

PRINTERS

2.0Mb
1/2 Mb
4Mb

£79.00
£45.00
£139.00

For STE

Panasonic
KXP-1180
KXP-1123
KXP-1124i

£155.00
£209.00
£305.00

Star

LC-20
LC24-200
LC24-200 COL

£149.00
£225.00
£285.00

LASERS

1/2 Mb
2Mb
4Mb

£15.00
£49.00
£99.00

GAMES CONSOLES
Lynxn

£84.99

Lynx II + Chips Challenge
Sega Master System II

£99.99
£49.99

Sega Master System II
Sonic Pack

PERIPHERALS

/^Optical Mouse

£29.95 ~^

Microswitch Mouse 300DPI
Track Ball

£12.95
£29.95

Crystal Track Ball
Internal Power Supply for ST,

£39.95

STE and STF
Panasonic 4420
HP HIP
Atari 605

£849.00
£879.00
£879.00

ST Clock with thru port

HP Deskjet 500C

£599.00

Auto mouse joystick switch

OCR + Scanner
Gasteiner Mouse

;ctu J j u s l l l c s S i \^elll]

ROA.

£14.95
£299.00
£19.95

£17.95

"THIS MONTHS SPECIAL"
GASTEINER 50Mb
105Mb

£289.00
£399.00

4Mb RAM upgrade for
Atari ST, STFM, Mega
Philips CM8833 Mkll

£139.00
£199.00

i_onao];

Tel: 081 365 1151. Fax: 081 885 1953. Mon-Fri (9.30am-5.30pm) Sat (9am~2pm)
3rders over £120 add Cornier cli

notice. Goods subject to av

£79.99

Sega Master System II +
£89.99
Sega Mega Drive Sonic Pack ..£129.99
Sega Game Gear
£99.99
Sega Game Gear +
£129.99

experiment!

SUMMERTIME

To get the latest PD software
via your ST you need to get a
good start in comms - you
need

a

modem

and

a

PD

connms package. First Choice O 0532
637988) supply Supra 2400 baud
modems for £79.99, and you can get
the latest version of Vanterm {ST FOR
MAT Cover Disk 17) from the ST Club

(• 0602 410241) on disk COM.27.
Just connect the modem to a tele

phone socket, then connect your ST to
the modem via the serial port. Once it
is connected up and switched on, you
can load Vanterm. The settings for
communications are already set and
work with 99% of all bulletin boards.

There are two main types of BBS

• Exit from the Edit option and select

need a number for them - the Bath BBS

Save Configuration from the Config

[*t 0225 840060) is a good one for ST
owners. Go to the Config menu in

just entered to disk. You can now log

Vanterm and select the Edit Dial

on to the BBS. From the main menu

Directory option. Click on the top left
box marked "Empty" to enter the infor

press the right mouse button, this
takes you to the terminal page. Press

mation for Bath BBS. Enter the BBS

the left mouse button and the dial

name on the first line and the phone

directory is displayed, click on the only
entry so far, Bath BBS.

number on the second. Press <Retum>

(Bulletin Board Service). There is the

for the next two lines because they are

BBSthats run as a hobby for which you
just pay your phone bills, and complex
information systems like CompuServe
where you also have to pay to access

correct defaults. The fifth line is for

menu - this saves the data you have

your name and the last line Is your cho
sen password.

• You have to regis
ter if you're a
newcomer to the

\\S\

information.

\\A

JARGON BUSTING
Baud rate: this relates to the speed of
data transmission - the higher the baud
rate is, the lower your phone bills are
going to be.
Full duplex: a comms program option
enabling two machines to talk to each
other at the same time.

• The modem automatically rings the
number. If you successfully get
through you see the words "Connect
2400" and a welcome message. When
you are prompted for your name, press
the left arrow key and the preset you
entered earlier is input.

• Before you can use a modem, you

AAA (AAAAA) A

A/ \A

AA

\\A A/""\A
W
W N
V\ AA
««« V
\l U\.)

III \\\\\\ III

IN

< |>

A

< >

< ):::{ >
< > ( >
V
V

W-lll \\\

24 Hours per das
8225 848060

I-

Half Duplex: an option enabling only one

Association of
Shareware
Professionals

machine to talk.

Hayes: an (almost) universal set of com
mands for controlling modems.
RS232 settings: normally 8 bits, no par

ity, 1 stop bit. Two machines need the
same RS232 settings to communicate.

BATH BBS the FUST
Multi-Line ST BBS
in EUROPE!

ASP Approved BBS
ST Shareware Authors Support

BBS - this gives you
20 minutes to

explore the various
parts of the BBS.
After registration is
confirmed you can
log on for an hour a
day, and if you sub
scribe (£10 a year)
you can access the
system for eight
hours a day.

A Division of Bath Publications

** *

J Video titling for beginners
j^j Wouldn't your home videos

and audio signals from external

Press the Play button on your video

be improved by adding a
_ ,: few captions to the images?
This is simpler to do than
you might imagine, and you don't
even need a genlock. What you do
need though is an art package

sources such as video cameras,

and let it record for about ten sec

satellite receivers and other video

onds, then press Pause again. Now
display your next picture and press

(Degas, Canvas or Neochrome) and
a lead to connect your monitor port
to the Video In socket on your video
recorder. There are, of course, sev

eral purpose-designed packages to
give you fancy fades, scrolls and
wipes, but they are not absolutely
necessary.

Once you have your cable ready
and your ST connected to the video
recorder, change your video chan
nel to the AV setting. This is

recorders. Once the channel is set,

anything you do on your ST can be
displayed on the TV via the video
channel and recorded accordingly.
Don't worry about sound, that can
be added later.

Prepare your pictures and cap
tions in your art package - then you
can practise recording them onto

Play again. Keep repeating the pro

cess until all your titles have been
displayed.
To record sound you need to
use the dub facility of your video
recorder. Connect a lead from your
stereo systems Line Out socket to

your video recorder's Audio In

socket - a straight phono plug to
phono plug can do this. Wind the

video tape back to the start of the
titles and set your video up to Audio
Dub - referring to your video's
manual. Start the video recording
and play the music you wish to
record, this records onto the video
without affecting the picture. When
you're adding titles you need to use
two video recorders so that you can
edit the video at the same time.

tape. The best way to do this is to
pop a tape into the video, press
Record and Pause. Now display the

first picture/caption on your ST you can do this from the art pack
age if you like. Remember that the
caption needs to be recorded on
enough for people to read.

HARD STUFF REQUIRED
The sort of lead you want Is two-core screened cable (two conductors wrapped with
coppersheathing) with a 13-pinDIN plugforthe ST end and a phono plug(usually) at
the video recorder end. Pin 2 of the 13-pin DIN plug connects to the centre pin of the
phono plug, and pin 13 connects to the outer shield of the phono plug. The parts
required can be obtained from your local Tandy, Maplins or electronics shop. Maplins
also offer a mall order service on « 0702 554161. Here are the Maplins numbers:

•

mascer

The intro screen from the

Budgie productivity Video
Master program, a neat little
utility written in STOS to create
titles for home videos.

13 pin DIN plug
Phono plug

JW95D

FJ89W

£ 0.20

Two core cable

XR20W

£ 0.24 per metre

£ 1.45

Useful Video titling software...

• Video Masterfrom the ST Club, Disk BPR.20, £ 3.95. Call » 0602 410241.
• Video TltlerST v2 from Laser Distribution, £34.95. Call « 0579 82426.
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SUMMERTIME

>* My God, it's moving.
One of the things STOS can
handle better than any lan
guage, short of complicated
and almost impossibly com
plex machine code, is sprites. Sprites
are little piccies that move about your
ST's screen - spaceships in shoot-'emups are sprites, and they zoom about
zapping other sprites. The simplest way

of doing this for yourself is to use the
in-built sprite interrupts STOS helpfully

him on-screen using the sprite com
mand. You can have up to 15 on show

This whacks your first sprite to the x
and y coordinates 160, 100 respec

screen is OK, you can use the title

at once. Start your proggette with this:

tively using the first sprite from your

folder. Reserve a memory bank, say 10

10
off

key

off

: mode

: flash off

0

: cursJ

: hide on

screen from

inside the main

STOS

sprite memory bank. Want him to move

as a datascreen and load the screen in.

about under joystick control? No prob
lem at all. The simplest way is to con
struct a simple loop using the move x

Copy it to your screen with the com
mand screen copy 10 to physic.
When you move the sprite about, it
has the effect of wiping out your back
ground. Panic not, STOS has a system
for getting round this - a background
screen which is used to fill in the gaps

This turns off the function key box at

and move

the top of the screen, switches to low
resolution, zapps the cursor, the flash

sprite and constantly read the joystick.

y commands to shift the

Like so:

includes. So then, dig out your copy of

ing and the mouse, leaving a blank
screen ready to get to work on. Let's

30

STOS from the cover of STF 37 and

add a sprite:

1, " (1, 2,1) "

load in one of the example sprite mem
ory banks or use the sprite editor to
design your own. Done that? Right, put

20 sprite 1,160,100,1

1,"(1,-2,1)"

40
50

if
if
if

jright

move

xJ

then

move

xJ

if

then

move

y

1," J

jdown

then

move

screen copy 10
about this one? Add:

to

back. How

yJ

1, " (1, 2 ,1) "

70 move on

copy your picture onto this screen as

well as the physical screen. Add the line

(1,-2,1)"

60

left when a sprite bounces around. To

keep your screen intact, you need to

jleft
j up

then

65

if fire then boom

: goto 30

It is, admittedly, rather crude at the
The move commands all refer to sprite
number 1 - the one you are using. In
the quotation marks are the movement

moment, but with a bit of tweaking it
could be the start of something much
better. For a shoot-'em-up you need col

parameters - the first number is the
speed of the movement, the second is
the step each move makes - in this
case, two pixels each time - and the

lision detection, a spot of animation and
few bullets flying about.
Doing all this is no push-over even

last number is the number of times to

do it. Try experimenting with the values.
Adding an l

at the end of the com

mand has the little chap scuttling along
• He walks, he jumps, he fires machine guns at your relatives. STOS is ideal for
manipulating sprites with all sorts of sexy sprite commands at your fingertips.

until you change direction.
Looks a bit empty, no? So you can
add a background - any low resolution

using a versatile and powerful language
like STOS, but with just a little effort
and imagination you could be working
on the next big thing. On second
thoughts, achieving that might take
quite a large amount of effort and imag
ination, but you know what we mean.
Now get coding.

t" Summertime prawn roast
A

File

Fra

• Come the summer, every
Brill Barb-ee-que at Cliues

one feels obliged to have a
barbie - each year thou
sands of sausages are burnt
to a crispy black shell on the out
side with a delicious raw pink
centre. Why don't you have a barbie,
win friends and influence people by
producing an impressive invitation
with your trusty calorie-free ST?
Using a PD program called DTP
A5 you can import graphics and text
'" produce A5 size printouts. The
igram is available from the ST
_,

Brill B
I Prepare the text you want in a word
rocessor or with the text editor. Be

ure you have the text laid out in the

pattern you wish to use in your invita
tion - you are then able to cut blocks
of text from the screen once you have
mported them.

• By selecting different font types,
you can convert your ASCII text into a
variety of styles. Neochrome files can
be imported and sections cut and
pasted into your picture. There are
several files of clip art included with
the program.
Tt*t Stmt

f\

file

fro

Loads of stuff to eat

• You can gradually build up your |
ture until you are satisfied that it
looks as you want it. We used three
different fonts in various sizes and

styles. DTP work always looks better
if you only use two fonts - too many
styles make a document look untid

Chenjo

Itl trt furtpnip at thr ttwsr

tvispw by ftir/nif

mi 'till latent

Club (a- 0602 410241 on disk

WPR.87) and comes complete with
some sample clipart in Neo format,
the Font Tricks Desk Accessory and
a folder containing some alternative
fonts. The program works both in
high resolution and with the sup
plied monochrome emulator.

frone to novo

Mid
• By using two basic font styles, you
can build an effective, neat and tidy
nvitation. Of course, you can still vary
the size and style (outline, bold, italic
ind so on) but it's best if you stick to
the two chosen typefaces.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER
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(W? to return

• If you are not happy with the posi
tion of any of the text or graphics, you
can move or delete each frame. Type
in the identifying number of the frame
you wish to move and either place it in
a new position or delete it.

• These are DTP AS's menu options.
File enables you to import text, graph
ics, pages and to print. Frame enables
you to move, delete and copy frames.
Text Size and Style menus control text
output. Change accesses a text editor
and a drawing utility.

For best results print your invi
tations on heavy gauge A4 paper - it
is not quite as thick as card and
works in most dot matrix printers
without any problem.

RIBBONS - POST FREE

w Sw

2 off
4 off
PRICE EACH

Full Mark Brand

irottA

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24
Citizen Swift 24 Colour (original)

PREMIUM BULK DISKS 3.5" DS/DD
25

10.99

50

100

250

500

1000

20.50 36.99 84.99 164.99 317.99

OUR DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND
ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS
3.5" SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISK BOXES

100 Capacity
120 Capacity

Star LC200

3.20

Star LC200 Colour Original

3.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES

3.00

11.50

Star LC24-200

4.49
6.49

100 cap. box+ 50 3.5" DS/DD
120 cap. box + 100 3.5" DS/DD

Panasonic KXP 1080/1123/1124
StarLC10/LC20
Star LC10-4 Colour
StarLC24-10
Star LC24-10 Colour Original

2.50
2.30
15.00
2.90
2.70
2.80
2.60
5.90
5.70
2.80
2.60
12.50

2.80

2.60

Star LC24-200 Colour Original

12.50

Ribbon re-ink

12.95

ACCESSORIES - POST FREE

24.49
42.99

mi-jjimn.']

3.5" BANX BOX - 80 CAPACITY

A superb product which is both

HOTLINE

lockable and stackable

0703 457111

ONLY £9.95

With 50 Premium Disks £29.49

Fax: 0703 457222

Mouse Mat
Mouse Holder
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand
3.5 Disk Clean Kit
Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

2.99
2.99
6.99
2.99
8.99

Printer cable (1.5 metre)

3.99

Atari ST dust cover

3.50

Philips monitor cover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers

3.99

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES Ltd.

All products are subject to availability - All prices include VAT.

Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton. S03 5QA

Please add £2.99 P&P for disks &boxes, £3.99 for paper. E&OE.

Cambridge Business Software, «
O

•TRAINING

Moat House Business Centre • Melboum Science Park • Melboum • Royston • Herts SG8 6EJ

£44.90
£69.95
£99.00
£59.95

TechnoboxDratterv2

System 3 (Inv/Stock)

£39.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

HOW £175.00

KlfPlaton (PC Board Design)
Megapaint II v4
Megapaint II Professional v4

CAD 3D v2(Cyber Studio)

i3Cyber Control

DATABASES
HEW ComBase

PHONE

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

Super Base Professional (V3.02)

£59.95

'.

at StandardXTRA Ram0.5 Mb

^Deluxe XTRA Ram 4Mb

£89.95
£22.00 S STE0.5 Mb

K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
Dlgicalc
Loglstjx v1.2

£67.95
£95.00
£29.95
£49.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£55.95

£79.95

£39.96

Cubeat

£39.95
£20.00
£239.00

£449.00 f3 Hisott Lattice Cv5

£32.95 ft Cubase
£39.95

£45.00

£95.00

£59.95
£99.95

£159.95
£69.95 :

STE4Mb

£135.00

COMPO
Composcript
C-Font

AT Speed C-16MHZ
ATSpeedSMHz

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO

AH pricei include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges on European orders
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software
24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£225.00
£9.95

£219.00
£119.00

£109.00

£79.95 o Hisott High Speed Pascal vl.51
fe Hisoft C. Interpreter

WORD PROCESSORS 5 Hisoft Devpacv2.25
fe Hisott Devpac v3
£99.00 ffl Hisott DevpacTT
£139.00 d Hisott Basic 2

£29.95 fe Calligrapher Professional

£29.95

jcSTE2Mb

£99.00

£42.00

Calligrapher Gold

£159.00 ODeluxe XTRA Ram 2Mb

SPREADSHEETS

Mark Williams C Source Debug

C-LAB v3Upgrade
C-LAB v3- 3.1 Upgrade

FRCWe MEMORY UPGRADES

£139.00 •r Standard XTRA Ram 2 Mb
£585.00 ft Deluxe XTRA Ram 0.5Mb

LDW Powerv2

£89.00

HOW £295.00
HOW £195.00

£59.95

£39.95"-

Timeworks DTPv2
EZText

MarkWilliamsC v3

C-LAB Notalor v3.1
C-LAB Creatorv3.1

^Supercharged Easy Draw2

{-Easy Draw 2

ProrJata

Pageslream v2.1

HOW £179.95

£39.95 O ST Replay Professional

£169.00 SHyperdraw

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

£199.00
£85.00
£199.00

MLANGUAGES &COMPILERS

C-LAB Notalor Alpha v1.1

5 Cyber Paint v2

DigitaDGBase

Calamus v1.09n
CalamusSL

MUSIC

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

ACCOUNTS
HomeAccounts2
SmallBusinessAccounts Cash
Small Business AccountsExtra
Cashbook Combo Pack

THE
ATARI ST
PEOPLE

GST FirstWord Plus v3
TimeworksWordwriter
Prolextv5.5
Thai'sWrite

prrtor

Lj |

' Good Harrf Drives Cost Less from CBS!
Progate II40Mb
Progate II50 Mb DC
Progate II80 Mb

HOW £295.00
HOW £375.00
HOW £429.00

Progate IIR44

HOW £575.00

Progate I1100 Mb DC.

HOW £499.00

EXTRAS
Canon BJ10ex BubbleJet Printer

SLM804 Toner Cartridge
SLM605 Toner Cartridge
SLM804 Drum
SLM605 Drum
Neodesk v3
Harlekin 2

CP/M)

£179.95 O GFA Basic Compiler v3

>- MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£259.00

£37.96
£32.95

£49.95

£37.95
PHONE
£119.00

£57.95 ft, Hisott Nevada Cobol (Wilh
£39.95
a, FTL Modula 2
£109.00 !£ FTL Modula 2Developer
£85.00 ft GFA Basic Interpreter v3

WordPerfect v4.1

£79.95

MEGASTEs

£65.00

£45.00
£59.95

£75.00

' £45.00
£24.95

£44.00 |

SOMETIMES IN STOCK!

iri.XF.ni]
FAX 0763 263488,

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G | ^

£165.00
£132.95
£29.95
£49.95
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D A CIC St'"'" St°Ck: STF3(violent games)> 9(scanners), 11 (piracy, comms), 12 (music), 13 (tips), 14 (the

•*»» W•» cost of games), 15(DPaint), 16(get active), 17(50 games reviewed, hard drives, printers), 18
IAAI ICO <lnterP"ase>'19 (getting started), 20 (31 programs on Disk, plug-ins guide),
I99UC9 21 (animation), 22 (DTP, WP, recover lost data), 23 (3D, comms), 24 (Llamatron, ST video)
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August 1992

July 1992

Two Disks: STOS

TwoDisks:K-Spread

Basic language and
Animaster sprite
designer, International
Sports Challenge

I"

q spreadsheet package:

I I

jsks'. manager, and more

Islands demo, complete
databaseand astrology

:;:£.':-: Inside: 50ways to

Inside: How to create

STUPCHMBJ •'•--•

great games, monitor
roundup,Calamus SL

P»*J

iCfcTr

SM& ISSUE 34
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programfractals

• kUII*«
March 1992

Two Disks: GF4 Draft

Two Disks: Write On

Disk: Knightmare
demo; Kozmic pattern

package;Leander
preview; two raytracing
programs; complete
Penguin game;fractals
Inside: Over20 pages
ofallsorts oftips;
complete guideto
raytracing; get the best
fromSequencerOne

games; 120 tips;
Buyer'sGuide

STOS extension and
more!

s Inside: Find out how
•

—

'JIA(

"4* you can make money
with yourST; reviews of
STOS 3D and

Timeworks 2; over 40

ST lips!

kmig*a

Disk: Sfereo Master

ftp**

preview; Revenge of
the Mutant Camels -

complete; tenutilities
Inside: All you need to
know to get started with
the ST; roundups oftop
software, games and
add-ons; inside your
STE,assembly
languageprogramming

generator - exclusive;

and more!

February 1992

».«««

Inside: upgrades stepby-step; STastrology;

April 1992

IHHIlJcH

'"///"»

more

May1992

Plus 3 complete 2D
vector drawing
package; Campaign
demo; Intro Designer;
• • JPH sixmorefull programs
Inside: 21 pages ofart
yow|I guides;ST Book
portable tested; weird

360ES*-

programs, and much

soup up your ST; what
_ happened to thegames
heroes ofyesterday?
HPinkjet printer review

reviewed and rated

tTW ^

I

1/3.5, GFA Assembler,
GFA Raytrace
complete; Pacific

JJT Financier money

modelling package

-

JOUR Super Boot 7.4, The

SMMe "" Firs and Ice demo,

demo, 3D Picture

m

g June 1992
K Two Disks: GFA Sas/c

m• - n

m

• >• l

January 1992
Two Disks: complete

Disk:Autoplay intra

Sound & Vision

sequence creator;

packages, plus"Get
Started"supplement;
Populous 2 and Baby

Daylight Robbery and
StereoReplay demos
Inside: Making your

December 1991

Jo demos; and more

own intros; score-

Inside: Being creative
on yourST-desktop
publishing, program
ming, graphicsand
music;highres games

writing packages;STrelated book roundup;
Band in a Box and

other packages
reviewed and rated

|L^HL>Hp^^^^^LlLi>>>>HLflp

••^

ISSUE 28
November 1991

Disk: Three fractal

mBmm^omollmm

I I

rTj'J;fv;>il I^Hrnrl

m

iiiiiiiii

programs; MiG-29M
SuperFulcrum; Home

vW ISSUE 26

October 1991

September 1991

Disk: Rolling Ronny

Disk: Ultimate Virus

demo, ST Writer Elite
v4,spiralpattern

SBflSl! Killer, Magic Pockets
~ demo, TOS 1.4 fixes

Accounts 2'demo

generator, sixutilities

Inside: All you need to

Inside: Professionals'

Inside: Protecting your

know about fractals on

floppy drive roundup;
PageStream 2 reviewed

graphicstechniques;
harddriveroundup
Plus 250 best buys in
our24 page buyers'
guidesupplement, Sam

and rated

Tramiel interview

ST from viruses; how
STs are beingused to
produceTVads and
business cards; Calli
grapher reviewed,
printer roundup

yourST; 25 "serious"
packages reviewed;
-:..:.::;S(_0 •

KtISH frtfl• kiHII^M

.SJSS09

and a swag of utilities

Just look at all the benefits
ou gain when you subscribe

T

1You guarantee your copy each
and every month
You get it delivered direct to
your front door

You get the first crack at all
those special STF offers
You get software packages
and accessories - as a gift!

>You can save yourself money
on the price of the issues

' You get your copy of STF
before it's in the shops

Complete the coupon on the right and return it to us straight away.
Can't wait? Then phone our credit card hotline for fast and friendly service: "S- 0458 74011
ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing

and postage. Note that issues 18, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 are a little more because you get two disks!
Per copy, except nos. noted: UK £4.00, Europe £5.45, Elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for # 18, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37

All of these superb gifts can be

yours when you subscribe!
ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER,
TWO FREE ISSUES AND A BINDER

When you subscribe to STFORMATyou get this fantastic
selection of software and STF accessories. First up there's the
Ultimate VirusKiller v5.4 - it's the best virus killer around being
capable of recognising over
60 viruses and of repairing
over 450 virus-damaged

game disks - and it's
worth £9.99. Then

there's a spanking new

bigger sized binder for
you to keep your
precious copies of
STF in, it's red, it's
sturdy and it's got
ST FORMAT
written down its

spine. Finally there's the
best free gift of all - two
issues of ST FORMAT

absolutely free. At face
value they're worth £7.90,
but with the second Cover

Disk containing a
software package, they're
worth far more than that.

n

r

Name

Name,

Address

Address

12 ISSUES

• UK £39.95 • EUROPE £67.80 •

Telephone

Postcode

Telephone

Postcode

REST OF WORLD £96.85

Toensureyou receiveyourmagazineand Diskquickly andinperfectcondition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

Please send me the back issues I have circled

Issue

3

9

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
UK£4.00*, EUROPE £5.45*,Elsewhere £7.50* per copy

*(No 18,30,33,34,35, 37:add£1 extra percopy)

Method of payment- please tick appropriate box

• Access

• Visa

• Cheque

• P0

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Access

Credit card No

• Visa

• Cheque

• P0

Credit card No

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from othercompaniesD
Please makeall cheques payable in pounds sterlingto: Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORMTO: ST FORMAT,

The OldBarn,FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies^
Pleasemake all chequespayable in pounds sterling to: Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORMTO: ST FORMAT,

TheOldBarn,FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset,TA11 7BR.
No stamp required if posted in UK,Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 30 SEPTEMBER 1992

No stamp required if posted in UK,Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 30 SEPTEMBER 1992
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GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

The next issue of
ST FORMAT has

Sot a really good
beat to it. You'll

also find a rather

tempting package
adorning the back
cover and the

usual witty,
incisive features
inside. Check it
out and find out

why Sir Thomas
had a point.

THE NEXT ISSUE OF ST FORMAT WHICH WILL HAVE

COOL MELODIES KISSING YOUR EARS COMES COMPLETE WITH
ANOTHER AMAZING SOFTWARE PACKAGE

IT IS ON SALE ON THURSDAY 10 SEPTEMBER

ALWAYS

A

GOOD

pin PRINTER

IDEA

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning

FREE DELIVERY

range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability and
output. Our confidence in
Citizen's quality is such that
we are pleased to include a 2
year guarantee with every
printer. Plus, if you buy a
Citizen printer (not inkjet) from
us, we will give you the Silica
Printer Starter Kit (worth
£29 38), FREE OF CHARGE!

FREE STARTER KIT

1 44 CPS

NextDay- Anywhere in the UK mainland

80 COLUMN

• Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column

• 144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

Worth£29.38- WitheveryCitizen printer
(excluding inkjet) fromSilica.

•
•

2 YEAR WARRANTY

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBMEmulation

Silica offera 2 yearwarranty (including thedot
matrix printer head)withevery Citizen printer.

•
•

WINDOWS 3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver.
Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP

WitheveryProdol9, Swift9 S 24e and 224

FREE HELPLINE
Technical supporthelpline openduring office hours.

TOTAL VALUE:

£224

SAVINe:

£109

SILICA PRICE:

£115

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel
interface as standard. If you require a serial interface instead,

MADE IN THE UK
Citizen printersare manufactured to highstandards.

in

£199

SILICA STARTEB KIT.E25

FREE COLOUR KIT

please state ref: PRI2125 when placingyourorder withSilica.

24 pin PRINTER

PRIN

L;

[FREE COLOUR KIT)

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN

80 COLUMN 192 CPS

300 cps

Citizen Prodot9 - 9 pin - 80 column
300cps Draft. BOcps NLQ

Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLO

Citizen Swift9x - 9 pin - 136 column
• I92cps Draft, 48cps NLO

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR
• Citizen Swift 24e - 24 pin - 80 colu
• 216cps Draft, 72cps LQ

COLOUR KIT

£38

•

8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts

SILICA STARTER KIT
LOTUS AMI 1.2 WP/DTP PACKAGE

£25
£95

•

Parallel Interface

ADOBE TYPE MANAGER V1.15 (Fonts) £79

Epson and IBM Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBMEmulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBMEmulation

FREE Colour Kit

•

FREE Colour Kit

• Colour Option Available

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM & NEC P6 Emulation

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

•

FREE Colour Kit

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi

HRP

E189

COLOUR KIT

£41

SILICA STARTER KIT

_J25

rOMI M£UF E?S5
SAVING: C66

SILICA PRICE: tm ^

£189

RRP
£239
COLOUR KIT
£38
SILICA STARTER KIT.£25
TOTAL VALUE: £302
SAVING: £113

RRP

£329

SILICA STARTER KIT .£25

£189

£249

TOTAL VALUE: £354

SAVING: £105
SILICAPRICE: £249

WAT=£292.58 ret: PRI 2309y

SILICA PRICE: E1B9 V^+VAT= Cggg.08 rel: PRI 2209y

+VAT= £222,

pin

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

INKJET PRINTER

PRINTERS

•

TOTAL VALUE: £606
SAVING £337
SILICAPRICE: £269

FREE Lotus AMI 1.2 Word

Processor and DTP package

• FREE Adobe Type Manager V115
+VAT= £316.00 re): PRI 2544

Lotus+• Adobesoftware is forPConlyon3ft* disk

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

[FREE!
STARTER KIT
This starter kit willhelp you to get

NEW!

yoj up and running withyournew
Citizen dot matrix or notebook

prinlerfromSilica Systems.Plus,
for a limited period only, we are

including a Citizen Print Manager
SHEET FEEDERS

b'liuiiii:; Hie total value of the free

kitup to £44.33.

PRA1200 120D
PRA1215 mO.-r.'.A^.'.r, ;!•:'•:

• 3^ Disk• Amiga &STDrivers

£71.38
.r83 70

PRA1226 124D/224/Swll19/2<1..e<12.00

• 3/' Disk• Driverlor Windows3
• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA11B9 120D.

E5S.45

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper PRA1Z09 SwffttVBxrtMLVa*
• 100 Continuous Address Labels

Citizen Swift 24x • 24 pin -136 column

• Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLO

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
•

FREE Colour Kit

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

.. £269 /""]
COLOUR KIT

...£38

SILICA STARTER KIT.£25
TOTAL VALUE: £332
SAVINS:

£133

80 COLUMN 64 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 CPS

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP
£489
SILICA STARTER KIT .£25

199

TOTAL VALUE: £514
SAVING: £165
SILICA PRICE: £349

SILICA PRICE: £199 \^-VAT= £233 S3 rel: PRI 2-!B4J/

Citizen Projet - inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head - Whisper Quiet47dB(A)
•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards
•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi
• HP Deskjet plus emulation
RRP

t*m

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING- £137
SILICA PRICE: £359

£359

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LO - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading
•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation
• Powered From Mains,Batteryor CarAdaptor
•

... £326
SILICA STARTERKIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £350

SAVING. £ip2
SILICA PRICE; £249

+VAT=£421B3 ref; PRI2090

+VAT= £410.08 rel: PRI 2574

LONDON SHOP:

•
•

LONDON SHOP:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements tram one supplier.

• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, wesuggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you havemadeyour purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you with details ofnew products? At Silica Systems weensure thatyou
will have nothing to worry about. Wehavebeen established forover12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't justtakeourword for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for ourlatest FREE literature andbegin toexperience the"Silica Systems Service".

£249

V^-VAT= £29258 re): PRI 2100y

Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

|J081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

m

drivers for all Citizen printers and PRA127J Swift9X/Z4X

replaces Amiga's

normal

printer

preference system - printing isquicker,

£30.66

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

RIB3520 120D7Swi!l9Blai*
colours more vibrant, graphics less RIB3949 Swill9/3* Black

£2.91
£7.15

buy.Easy tousewith instructions.

RIB3924 1240/Switl 24 Black

£4,70

Features include:

mm*, i'^/sv.vim;;•?»ctiiui.!
r.;i ;;.:;:

!':i5.tv>
r-;51

• Improved Image Smoothing

RI83348 PN4BfMi Strike

• Gamma/Colour Correction

COLOUR KITS

• Reduces/llliminates Banding
STARTER KIT
AMIGA PRINT MANAGER

£3.61

£29.38
£14.95

VSSk £44.33

PRA 1236 224/Swill 9/24/246.

Zy: 25

PRA1240 Swill9x/24x

£35.25

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA 1148PN4B Battery
£51.70
PRA1155 PfW8CableE-in

ETBC

PRA1162 PN48 CarAdaptor

ETBC

Accessoriespress inc.VAT &delivery

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st noon. Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

. Extension:3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rti, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40X Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Late Night: Friday until 7pm
Fax No: 081-309 0017 ^

rrr
To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0992-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA144DXx^
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode

lei (Home):
==T\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

PRINTER STAND

enhances printed output. Provides PRA1242 ia4M24/SwiftftH , £2403

• Colour Separation

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

f SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

PRA1753 124D/224/Swift24.... £13.10

TheAmiga Print Manager dramatically

• ImageScaling

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

MAIL ORDER:

•
•
•
•

80 COLUMN

£2638

32K MEMORY EXPN

• Amiga PrintManager

192 CPS

£3225

PRA17Q9 Swill 24/24V24e

• 5 Continuous Envelope

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
"m E&OE - Advertised priiesandspecifications maychange- Pleasereturn ihocoupon forthelatestinformation.

55G I

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

reviews

Public Sector

And lo, he did stop messing about with the goat and

come down from the mountains and walk among the

ART AND MUSIC ""~"^™~~^"™~
DMJ

GIF

Caledonia PDL-DiskAG 96

people. And he did say unto them: "Look my rice bowl
• Looks a tiny bit
daunting at first,
but is only slightly

is clean and my underwear is blue." And the people

daunting really.

were slightly confused and concerned and did say

DMJ GIF does an

excellent job at
converting GIF
pictures into
something more

unto him: "Sod off, you loony, and don't you dare
come back without a bushel of Public Domain reviews."

useable and is

damned clever

about it, too.

WHAT WAS THAT ABOUT GOATS?
It was nothingat all, this is about Public Domain and Shareware. First up,
PD programs. These are programs that the author has decided to let go of
all copyright, and includes a mish mash of games, demos of commercial
games, little utilities, sound samples and self-indulgent demos. You can

get them free through PD libraries - see page 48 - who charge only for the
cost of the disk, package and posting, generally about £3 a disk.
Shareware is also distributed through PD libraries, but the software is dif
ferent in that the copyright remains with the author but the programs can
be distributed freely. Ifyou register for a small fee you usually get lots of
goodies like updates or other programs.

The best GIF converter in the Public Domain - not that there are that many, you
understand, but this is definitely the best. AGIF is a standardised picture format
invented to squash graphics of different sizes. They canthen be distributed on bul
letin boards so that pictures can be exchanged between different types of
machine. DMJ GIF can convert any size GIF into a Spectrum 522, Degas Elite or
Tiny format, and can make use of the STE's extra colours. The program uses
clever dithering to reduce pictures larger than the ST's screen. Final piccies can be
monochrome, greyscale or the whole works in 512 glorious colours. It analyses
the GIF and picks the bestconversion method - you can run batches of files, too,
so you can pop off for a cuppa while it gets on with the job. Now there are scores

of nickable pictures for bulletin boards and those over-priced PC "compatibles."
STF Rating: 85%

GAMES
BLAT

CYBER SNAKE
Caledonia PDL - Disk GM 103

Goodmans PDL - Disk GD 1627

•

Blat should have

you swearing at it in

•

no time at all as the

gets longer -

rain of coloured

Cyber Snake casts
a strange spell
which forces you to
have "just one more
go" before you
stamp on the disk
going "argh" a lot.

blocks fall in exactly
the wrong place,
again. Addictive,

frustrating and jolly
good fun to boot.

1MByte STEs only
need apply.

Before we start, let's get one thing straight - this is not a Tetris clone. Blat has
these blocks falling down the screen, each made of three coloured squares. You
can move the blocks left and right, and hitting <Fire> changes the order of the
squares. Get three or more in a row and they disappear in a satisfying explosion.

Every now and again special thingies float down the screen to give you a fighting
chance - and you need it. Level One's not too bad, butfrom there on up it's chal
lenging stuff - you need to think very quickly. Everything moves dead smoothly and

the sound effects are, for once, most certainly worth leaving the volume turned up
for. Simple game, brilliant gameplay and horribly addictive. And, er, yes, itis a tinyweeny bit like Tetris, come to think of it.

Frustration alleyway.

You control this snake who eats diamonds - each time your snake consumes one,
it gets longer and consequently it's trickier to get about to collect the remaining
gems. Logic? Pah! Who needs it- this is an arcade game. Each level is littered with
things to help or hinder your progress: strange fungal growths reverse the controls

and locked doors mean you do have to do some hunting around to find the keys.
There are plenty of levels and, if you register your copy, you get a level editor.

Control is easy enough at first, but, as you get longer, you need to really get into
the dexterous waggling and key-pressing. Scrolling is smooth and the whole thing
is slick, scalyand skims along the ground at a fair pace.
STF Rating: 77%

STF Rating: 85%

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992
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DBWRITER: the new contender for
the best character-cruncher title.
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DOMAIN

AWARD FOR
DODGINESS
SPX CREATOR: for some reason,
most extended format screens seem

to be concerned with anatomy. Odd.

INTERNOTE

SPX CREATOR
Floppyshop ST - Disk ART 3189

PD.ST-Disk GL 431

•
•

Internote enables

you to enter music
note by note at your

Want one of

these? It's a 512-

colour picture that
can scroll up and
down - see, this

own pace using nor
mal musical notation,
then to chuck the lot

one's made of two

down the MIDI cables

pictures put
together. Ideal for -

at your synth. Shame
it's limited by basic
MIDI implementation
and incompatible

er, looking at long
pictures.

files.

Bit sexy, this one - it creates 512-colour pictures larger than your screen. Why
would you want to do that? Well, it comes with a viewer that enables you to scroll
up and down looking at your new creations. And why would you wantto do that? Er
- it looks good, doesn't it? Pictures are made by joining up to ten Spectrum 512
piccies vertically, then saving the whole thing out in the new SPX format. The pic
ture's a full 320 by 276 pixels and scrolls very smoothly. The creation program is
friendly and completely mouse-driven. An amusing novelty to while away the long
summer nights, a bit.
STF Rating: 67%

Internote has you composing sounds for your MIDI synth using the archaic system
of symbols called musical notation. It's stunningly simple. You pick up notes with
the mouse and deposit them on the staves. When you've assembled your particular
favourite brand of sound, you can listen to the result on your instrument. You can
cut, paste and edit sections to your heart's content. MIDI messages are simple ifyou do something silly, it throws up an error message and deposits you back at
the Desktop. Registration brings you a proper manual and updates. A reasonable
enough place to start for the beginner with a synth, knowledge of musical notion
and very little dosh, although full-blown sequencers are around in the Shareware
circuit that can take you a lot further.
STF Rating: 62%

ANARCHY

DUNGEON

ACADEMY

LORD

LAPD - Disk G 197

LAPD - Disk G 200

"Now, they know
who they are. We're

all going to wait here
until they come for
ward. I'm sure we

don't mind waiting
here all day," said
Mr Turbot swaying
only slightly.
Anarchy Academy the 3D adventure of
scholastic

The next contestant

in the "most

hackneyed ST game
style," Dungeon Lord
has all our old

favourites - warriors

with silly names,
wizards with silly
beards and men in

long back robes who
have perfected the
moody look.

obliteration.

Come on, admit it, at one time or another you've set fire to your school, haven't
you? Or at the very least nicked the laser from the Physics lab and shot it up a bit.
Anarchy Academy gives you the chance to relive all those golden memories ofthe
happiest days of your life. The mission is to blow up the school against the clock.
It's a 3D Construction Kit effort that has you roaming a deserted filled-polygon

world looking for objects and trying to get into the computer system. There are
some well-designed 3D objects and the puzzles are logicalish - use the mirror to
deflect to laser beam and the bottle of cheap wine to get into the sixth form com
mon room. Not a wild ride, but a pleasant enough outing into adventure land.
STF Rating: 73%

It's dungeon-delving time again, wading through mobs of rowdy ores and trying to
rid the world of the Evil One before he does something nasty to the fabric of the

universe. One lone hero is zapped back through time to sort it all out and make the
cosmos a safe and happy place to be in. It's the standard first person wanderround-bumping-into-walls-and-monsters-and-picking-things-off-the-floor style game.
You have all the stats to keep an eye on and objects that you have to collect, keep
and hit things with. The visuals are plain but passable, although the nasties never
put in an appearance graphically. Some good samples accompany the punch-ups,

though. It's no Ishar, but should keep those sad souls who would rather live in the
world of mystic runes and barbarous barbarians quietfor a while.
STF Rating: 70%
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ARE YOU CRAZY?

IF YOU DON'T BUY SOFTWARE AT THIS PRICE
,

YOU MUST BE!

a disk

PDSSC has a MASSIVE range of PD &Shareware, we have SEVEN years
experience in selling software at great value for money. Why pay more?
*M* = Mono Res, *C*

Characters between asterixes show special requirements;
=Colour Res, *D* =Double Sided disk, *X* 1 Meg Ram, *S*
GAMES DISKS (colourunless stated)

DESK ACCESSORIES & UTILITIES
U001
U003
U008
U009

Dir printer, RAMdisks, Snapshot screen save. Desk Ace. loader.

Desk. ACCs formatter, calendar, Disk Manager, calculator
68000 Assembler, Address/Mailing List, Autodial Utility
PICSWITCH 7 changes picsgraphics res.Mono/colour emulators.
SWITCHER, 2 progs inmemory. FSEL 5.5

U010 STEBOOTUP, boot mediumres

U014 ARC filecompiler. BlCLOCK set time/date. MONOEMUIatorv5.0.
U016 IBM compatible diskformatter. ARC SHELL v1.91, MEGA lormattter
U019 DRFLOPPY. diskeditor, SCODE makeASCII fordatatransfer
U023 Packed with various progs for printing allkinds oflabels. *M*
U024 CHK 2.3,All you'd need to know about a disk. IBM MODIFIER, alter DS Atari
disks for use on IBMs.

U027 ANTIDOTE, delect & killmost boolseclorviruses.

U028 DISKMECH disk analyser/archiver/editor, edit/format sectors etc,lull docs.
CPANEL
U030 AMC GDOS

U032 MOUSE TRICKS, extensive controlovermouse,movement etc.

U033
U034
U035
U040
U041

MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking environment, uplo7 concurrent tasks. *D*
DOUBLE CLICK formal v3.03 9/10sectors, 80/82tracks,
DEC editclone, Disk engineer v3,01 doalsortstoa diskviaGEM,
AUTOGEM autoboots Gem programs. VC Spreadsheet non-GEM.
ADDRESS LOG, Address book &label printer, diskcataloguer,

U046SUPERVKILLER detects5 viruses, 7 anti-viruses.

U050 GEMINI Desktop replacement. English version *DXS*
U052 GEM PLUS, Neodeskvariant,
U057 GEMDOS USER GUIDE, lullof infoaboutGEM-DOS

U058
U059
U063
U065

ATARI TOS 1.4bug fixes (STFMs with Rainbow TOS)
XCONTROL: ATARI'S latest TT control panel accessory for ailSTs.
MEMFILE 2.0:Memory anddiskeditor with ppwertul features.
STDCATv4.0, diskcatalogue.

U067 ARCSHELL v3.0,ArcV6.0
U068 HITCHHIKERS PD shareware disk 2.0

U069 STZine shell, Disk mag development tool.
U070 SUPERB Intro creator, sprite, pics,text&music
U073 SUPERBOOT V7.0

U075 STTOOLS, manyfeatures
U077 GOODIES, multiple featured deskaccesscry
U080JAMES, the desktopbutler.

GRAPHIC, FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS
A005
A009

A012
A013

PALART, excellent artprogram with full docfiles, *C*
COLUMBIA, Drawing prog, some 3Delements. Studio (*X*), Drawing
package. Both German
DOODLE, mono 8.colour versions. Also someMandelzoom pics.
STGRAPH: Comprehensive graph prog, handles bar, horizontal/stacked

A015
A018
A020
A024

FONTS2, 7 screen/desktop lonts. inc.Columbia, Derail, Hudson
CANVAS, great artpackage
PALETTE MASTER, artpackage, upto512colours. *C*
FRACKTAL drawing program from Germany. Mono/Col.

A025

FONTKIT3.31 *D"

bar, line & dot charts.

A027 ANI-ST, ex-commercial package, quality animation system
A029 MASTERPAINT drawing package, excellent. Mono &Col.
A030 PICWORKS, enlarge/reformat picsupto3 timesnormal size.*M*
A034

PUBLIC PAINTER.*M*

A036 SNOOPY cartoonpics. *C*
A042 STCAD v2.1, a med/high res CAD package. Full docs.CALC-PLOT,
scientific calculator

A043

THE ARTIST, Great drawing package with many options, *M"

A048 JIL CAD, Shareware. *XD*
A053 MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR, FACE ANIMATOR. *M*

A054
A059

SIMPLE DRAW v3.4, art package. Docsforeign. Med/Hi-res
MASTER DOODLE, shareware artpackage fortheyounger user.

CLIP ART
C002 Human figures, cartoons, titles.
C003 Sports figures, July4thlogos.
C010 Occasional Clips,Characters

C013
C015

Humorous clips,Letters A-Z.
Babies, boysandgirls

C016

Girls,Scrolls and Occasional

C017
C018

Clips
Artdeco, Baby boyS girl
Varied Humorous Clips.

etc.

C011
C012

Loads morefruit, \
Herbs &Kitchen parts.

WORDPROCESSING & DESKTOP PUBLISHING
W001-006
W008
W009
W015
W013
W018
W017

TEX, 6 Disk Pack, document processor. *M*
1stWORD wordprocessor. Professional fully GEM based
Easy Text v1.2fully working DTP demo (w010 forDSusers)
HYPERTEXT: Shareware prog. Produce professional docs. *MD*
STPAGE, superfasteditor
WORD 400, Desk Accessory WPR. Fully featured
STWriter Elite V4.1 topquality wordprocessor

PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS
P001

680OO Assembler

P002

STOS SOUNDFXcreator.

P008-P10, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1,2 &3 ofElementary C,a set of3 disks.
P012
CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8V 2.0.
P013

CPMUTILITESforP012.

P017

PROGRAMMING EDITORS; CONTEXT v2,PRO-ED &P-EDIT lul
docs.

P019
P02O
P022

Nigel Smith's ST6800 pop-up rel. guide.
SOZOBONC, Great Ccompiler *D*.
SPRITE EDITOR. Create andsave sprites.

P023

C TUTORIAL, disk manual.

P026

MKRSC a simple GEM resource contstruction utility.

P027
P029

MODPAS, Pascal Compiler. *D*.
GFA EXPERT, allyou need to know aboutGFA v3basic.

=NotSTE/Rainbow TOS

G001

Warzone, Daleks, elc.

G014
G016
G017
G018
G020

SUPERBREAKOUT 40+ brick types with special features. *M*
NAPOLEON, wargame sim. *M*
EMPIRE BUILDER property developer. LOST TREASURE &JUMPSTER
RUSH, move bricks locreate a way outfor the ball.
YAHTZEE, popular game.

G021

UPSTART shoot cherries. *S*

G022
G025
G027

COMPANION shoot 'emupinouter space
ENGLAND Team Manager
DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'em up, excellent graphics.

G028

TREASURE SEARCH, findIhe hidden treasure. *SD*

G033

ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

G037

TUNNEL VISION, maze game

G038

CD006
CD009

VANTERM 3.71 &3.8 great communications package.
HAGTERM ELITE v3.3 ppwerful shareware comms package.

M001

COMPOSER, musiccreation.

M008

KEYBOARD program, varipus songs &samples
SINGING CALIFORNIAN RAISONS. X
MUSIC WRITER, create music.
CASIO CZSOUNDS & EDITOR
XBIOS Music Const. Kit.

M021
M022

PERCUSSAMAN, 4 track, 16instrument, synthesised sequencer
SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER &MODULES, D_DREAD1, D.DREAD 2

M025
M026

MFP, Music design package. "DXM*
CHORDEX tool for learning major/minor chord shapes.

M029
M031
M035
M040

MIDI v2.0 monitor. Med/High res.Shareware EX800 v2.0.
DBRK4802, daybreak steptime sequencer v.3.
ACCOMPANIST 2.4,16voice shareware sequencer.
EDSYNTH1.2 music synthesiser.

COMPUTER PINBALL. DEVASTATOR, 3D strategy game.

E002

WORLD MAPGAME.

TALESPIN, Wolfand 7 kids

E004
E005
E006

Spelling Made easy
REBUS WRITER, design &print rebuses. Samples included.
BARNYARD, pairtheanimals from memory. *C*

BERMUDA RACE2

INVASION, adventure

G041

Hack! isaD&D adv.

G045

AYATOLLA, terroristsattack.*S*

G046

ROBOTZ, 40 levels, great

G047

FRUIT MACHINE simulator

G056

SLIDE, 3 levs, puzzle. *S*

G063

SOLITAIR 3D graphics. Macpan. Galaxy &Sprengmeister. *M*

G064

ATOMS mentally challenging, KILLERCHESS last&furious. AMMOTRACK'S a superbrace&blast'em.
SKIDPAN, metor racing, *S*

G090

PACK-ET-TERM v3,3a, radio package with ddes.
UNITERM v2.0a with auto-dialler &phone book.

M012
M013
M016
M020

G039

G068
G069
G084
G085
G086

COMMUNICATIONS DISKS
CD001
CD005

PAT_MIX, RVB_DEM0, SPREAD.

STOCKMARKET, Wheel &Deal. Galactice Warriors, shoot 'em-up.
FLOYD THE DROYD, ultra lastshoot 'em-up. Sampled sound.

EDUCATIONAL

AIR WARRIOR, Flight sim

G092

FUZZBALL platform game

G093
G094
G095

SHIPWRECK, educational maths with graphics. *S*
ZOG a great blasting game. SUPER SENSORI.
ADUDLEY DILEMMA, adv.

G097

WIZZARD'S LAIR adv.

G098
G100
G102
G106
G108
G109
G111
G112

UNDER BERKWOOD Massive graphic adventure
NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships
CENTAURI, shpot'emup.
VIRUS, great graphics &sound. "S*
FLYOVER, bombing raid
GLOB, you collect cherry cakes while avoiding pursuers.
TRACKER, you drive your tracker through enemy territory.
OVERLANDER, shoot'emup.

G113
G114
G115

CHANCE, battlethe Archons.
ESCAPE FROM THETOMB OF RA.
MUTANT, reactorout ofcontrol,workersmutate.

G116
G118
G119
G122

KEY TO ATLANTIS, underwater scrolling shoot 'emup.
MARS MAZE, platform game.
STEEL, blast everything.
HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone. *S*

G123

THENAME GAME.+edilor.

G128

TARK, greattextadventure

G129

BATTLE FORTHETHRONE.

G130
G131

LLAMATRON, a great Shareware game byGeoff Minler. *D*.
VIDEO POKER: Las Vegas poker playing machine.

G132
G136
G137

DERRICK THE DROID: platform, shoot'emup &puzzle game in one.
PORK II: ZORK sendup.
MORIA: Fantasy RPG. *D*

G138

SHOOT'EM UP BUILDER KIT*D*

G141

DUNGEON!: Multi choice fantasy adventure with somehumour.

G144

HACKMAN, 50 levels,Pacmanclone. "S*

E007

WELCOME TOCHEMISTRY V2.*S*

E008

CHUNNEL, AFrench toEnglish &vice-versa tutorial game. *C*

E010

PERFECT MATCH, PENTOMINOES

E011

TYPING TUTOR (2)with full documentation.

E013

MATHS MADE EASY

E014

KIDGRAPH, KIDMUSIC, KIDPIANO, KIDPOTATO *C*

E015
E016

KIDPUBLISHER, KIDSONG
DOT 2 DOT, includescreator.

E019
E020

SOUR SYSTEMGEOGRAPHY
GEOGRAPHY TUTOR

E021

ZOO MAKER, you're asked questions, Ihe computer tries loguess Ihe
animal.

E022
E023

MEFIRST, BUTTERFLY INTHEPARK.
COLOURING BOOK.

F003
F005

SKY MAP, display over1500stars,
CONSTELLATIONS. Acomprehensive astronomers disk*M*

GENERAL

F006

PLANETARIUM, getstats onalmost any planet prmpon.

F009

the planets. *d*

F012

AUTOROUTE, working demo covering the south otEngland.

F013
F016

POOLWISE V3.5, ppplspredictor. MED RES.
STTOUR, guided lour.

F017

YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL

F018

NEWGEN V4,shareware, 10 recordlimit.

G145

ELVEN CRYSTALS II:Adv

F020

ST TECHNICAL MANUALS.

G149

STARMAZE: Various levels, blast alien craft onyour way.

F021
F022

BUSINESS LETTERS, 100business style letters inASCII code.
ASSISTANT CHEF, 142recipes +add your own.

G150

A NIGHT ON THETOWNadv.

G151
G152
G153

TILE GAME, rearrange theletters. *S*
SOKO, 50 levsmaze/puzzle
MEGAROIDS, RIPCORD, SPACEWAR, BUGS

F026-28

G154

BATTLE SCAPE 2 player fantasy war-gaming.

G155
G156
G158
G159

FRUSTRATION, CRISSCROSS.
BACKGAMMON, POKER SQ'D
FLY ROBIN, SANTAS WORKSHOP
PENGUIN, excellent, shareware

F029

G160

CROCODILES PASTIMES.

G162

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS 1 or2 players.

G164
G165

SPACE INVADERS, a classic
BLOCKADE, Qixclone

G167
G169
G172
G176

TENNIS great graphics/gameplay.
ROCKFALL, boulderdash type.
ENTOMBED, platform 5 levels.
ARMOURLYTE, horizontal scrolling shoot 'em-up.

G177

GRAV. rotate & thrust.

G178
G181

MAZE, splitscreen, 2 players +editor, great.
OZONE, platform/puzzle, many enemies, shareware game.

G182
G183

PDBOLO, excellent Arkanoid clone,colour&mono*DX*
INFILTRATION, defeatthealiens,shareware.

APPLICATIONS - Spreadsheets Databases etc.
5001

DATABASE 1, GEM driven database.

5002
S005
S007
S009
5011

STSHEET, quality spreadsheet *C*.
B/STAT v2.01, sophisticated graphing &slatanalysis, *DX*
OPUS v2.2, GEM based spreadsheet &charting program *DX*
WG DATA, high quality DTB. Full docs.
DOUBLE SENTRY, fully working accounts package (noVAT)

5012

PERSONNEL DTB, Names &addressesDTB.

5013

INVENTORY PRO V2.0 slock control system.

5014

TCOS, treestructured DTB.

5015
5016
5017
S019

ZAPCARD easyto usecard type DTB.
SHEET V2, spreadsheet. Similar lo Lotus 123.docs.
DATAPLOT, sophisticated data plotting package.
FASTBASE, absolutely brilliant, sophisticated shareware database.
Excellent features.

GULF f ORNADO £ 1.99 (Not PD)
Greatscrollingshoot 'em up. Blastthose Migsand Missile launchers
with your fighter/bomber. 1 or 2 players.

F023

ASTRO 22,Astrology

AROMAN MYSTERY, graphic artimages, Roman magazine, Graphic
database with a murder investigatinn, plusmore *3disks*

COMPACT OFFICE MANAGEMENT, excellent accounting program for

small business' and sole traders. Comprehensive. "D*.
DEMOS

D005
D006
D007
D008
D009
D010
D011
D012
D017
D018
D019
D020
D021

THEDEFINITIVE DEMO. *D*
SLATATANIC CULT MusicDemoI & II.*D*
ASTERIX DEMO.
BOMBTHE BASS
TRANSYLVANIA DEMO. *D*.
SOUNDCONNEXIONS. *D\
THE NEW YEAR DEMO. *D*.
STINGRAY DEMO.
COUNTERPOINT DEMO.
CUDDLY DEMOS *S*.
MASTERSOUNDS DEMO.
ROBOMIX DEMO.
STARWARSDEMO.

PRICING
1-10 £1.25 each, 11 & over 99p each

All orders plus 50p p&p
Internationalorders plus 10%
Air Mail 50p per disk
Cheques etc payable to PDSSC. Send orders to:-

PDSSC, 5 WALNUT CLOSE,
BARKINGSIDE, ESSEX 1G61HE

VISA

RING US NOW! (0354) 8448
9am - 7pm 7 days a week
or oor friendly answerphone at other times
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS TO CHOOSE FROM

JUST SEND 60p INSTAMPS FOR OUR DISK CATALOGUE

reviews
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•* DEMOS
THE

OVERDOSE

DEMOS

State 808 PDL - Disk MDEM 66

• This simply divine little
raytraced spaceship does a
quick spin and thrills us all -

Super demo, this - no messing about with menus, just a straight run
through of sub-demos. Each is technically groovy and graphically abso
lutely whizzo. All of the short sections has a beautiful little graphic to
introduce it and nothing drags on. Among the goodies are vector fonts,
raster bars, plasma and fractal generators, 3Dvector shapes and some

metallic blue is the look for this

summer, it catches the light
beautifully. The Overdose Demo
unashamedly shows off and gets
away with it.

greatsplashes ofsampled sounds among the standard awful sound chip
mania. Everything is smooth and beautifully presented - one of the best
megademos to come along in quite a while. If you've never seen one or
want a glimpse at what your ST is capable of, take a gander at this.
STF Rating: 88%
THE

PHALEON

•C"

DEMO

Caledonia PDL-Disk D 172

• The best of Phaleon's myriad

Billed as a gigademo rather than justyour plain ordinary megademo, The

of sub-demos is the Illusion

Phaleon Demo comes on four disks and has a whopping 34 sub-demos

screen which shows of the STE's

plus hidden screens from coding groups with silly names. There are four

extra capabilities - one of

different menus including a Dungeon Master one and the standard guide-

which, apparently, is the ability

the-sprite-around one. Mostly the sub-demos are - er, uninspiring. Once
you've seen ten screens of scrolling text full of mindless chat wibbling
their way past you to chip music, you've seen enough. Buried among the

to turn graphics all wibbly and
be very smooth about it.
Stereo music too, gasp.

mediocre are some good pieces: hot tracker music, 3D dots, solid 3D
vector shapes, rasters and plasma screens. Nothing wildly original.
STF Rating: 75%
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Demo, a cheeky little demo with
some half-decent tracker tunes
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songs and scroll lines to read. Do we bother to read all the wibble? I
larly special, though - leave the party early, go for a pizza and then
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• Zodiac's Sarcastic Party

Zodiac's Sarcastic Party Demo, what a great title, though the demo
itself is a less than inspiring affair. It's a step-through jaunt with tracker
think not. There are four pretty interesting modules, one crap chip dirge
and some half decent graphics and sine wavy scrollers. Nothing particu
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armoured her bum? 'Cos then we
wouldn't be able to stare at it -

simple, really.
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DEMO

State 808 PDL - Disk MDEM 65

Big title, mediocre demo. Screens consist of tracker tunes and scrolling
messages that only the hardcore demo fans and programmer's family
ever read. There's a terrible joke that you might remember from middle
school and, before you know it, you're at the end credits. Sounds aren't
too bad, but it doesn't lift the demo from the realms of the ordinary.

•

few irrelevant facts about the

programmer, didn't we? The
Supreme Demo isn't, it's more
sort of OK-ish.

STF Rating: 60%

THESE ONES ARE ALL MINE
v PACK ICE Southwest Software Library:

' Disk 2016. Squashes files flatter than
just about anything short of very heavy
weights. Most Cover Disk programs are
squished using this. It's fast, reliable and
has no silly flashy bits when you decrunch
files.

Working inthe ST FORMAT offices and given the pick of ST software, ourCover
Disk Editor still has PD disks lurkingin the disk boxes. Here's his top tenneroo

suade a pretty picture and groovy sample to
greet you. Warm and welcoming.

®

SUPER

BOOT STF Cover

Disk

36.

Turns boot-up time into a positive joy.
Pick your own Desktop information files,
Desk Accessories, Auto programs, then per

LZH

GENERATOR

Goodmans:

Disk 9D 701. Turns archived LZH files

unpack in a trice with a zero hassle factor.

\^J STFCover Disk 31. After a hard morn
ing formatting, what better way is there to
relax than thrash around wildly with a joy
stick shooting telephone boxes and sheep?
HANDY

RANDY

HENDY

BENDY MANDY STF Cover Disk 34.

Everybody needs a Mandelbrot generator after all, how else are you going to create
those randomly colourful screenfuls of
wacky chaotic maths? This is the fastest
and grooviest of them all - indispensable
stuff.

®AKRA Softville: Disk Game 34. High
resolution version of Breakout with

loads of goodies - and dead smooth to
boot. Breaks up the word processing ses
sions a treat.

®MACCEL 3

STF Cover Disk 31. The

standard mouse needs a helping hand

to get up a bit of speed. This beauty is a
combined mouse accelerator and screen

©TRENDY

for the dreaded CRC checksum errors -

and we all hate those, don't we?

®SFX

into rather clever self-extracting files that
\ REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS

®FC0PY 3 Goodmans PDL: Disk GD

723. It copies, it formats and it scans

Now we all wanted to read

a wibbly next line featuring a

saver - pop him into your AUTO folder and

forget about him- a permanent fast friend.

®AVINA BLUE Budgie: Disk BU72.
Blimey, this one scrolls fast. Avina's
a horizontally-scrolling-smashing-into-walls
and shooting things game worth a few ses
sions.

• Toget holdofany of these disks from Public
® D C FREEZE FRAME Goodmans: Disk

Domain libraries, look to page 48 for addresses

GD1164. Want a grab of the screen?

and telephone numbers.Ifyouwant any of those

You want this, then, you do. Runs as a
Desk Accessory and grabs the screen as a

disks from back issues and you don't have them,
turn to page 40 for details of our back issue ser

Degas Elite picture. Graphics ahoy!

vice.
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

reviews

» UTILITIES

The FORMAT

D B WR ITE R
Floppyshop ST - Disk WRD 3124

dbWRITER Mas originally an experiment In alternative Interfaces, long before
iy ZeST programs Here developed, I wanted to create a custom graphic user
Interface that would closely resemble GEM and be portable to the IBM

PD directory

platform. I had written a simple text editor In my FontSwap2 program that I
wanted to expand so It becane the perfect vehicle In which to test ny
alternative interface ideas,

dbWRITER has been floating around in various BETH stages for quite a few

lonths, This first OFFICIAL RELEASE cones as a result of much prompting by

• Where to go for Public Domain software demos, games and utilities for around £3 a

D W Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre,
29-31 Bond Street, Blackpool FY4 1BQ

perfecting dbWRITER In ny spare tine as well as adding nany new and requested

disk! If you write to any of these libraries for a

" 0253 404550

features,

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,

dbWRITER and all ny past programs are freeware, gou can copy then, sell then

catalogue, enclose an SAE. • Budgiegames
are availablefrom all PDlibraries indicated by
a (B). Simply mention the disk number(above
the review) when you order the disk.
SOUTH OF ENGLAND

other users. dbWRITER has never seen ang serious testing therefore I Mould
appreciate your input when you are confronted with bugs, I hope to continue

I have released dbWRITER In two parts, The dictionary file probably won't be
changed for some tine so you will only have to download It once, The nain
program and support nodules wijj be released anytime an update warrants it,

Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW.
" 0782 335650 (B)

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, D<
DE7 7HNn 0773 761944(B)

through the user group or upload then to local BBS systems, Vou use dbWRITER

16/32 PDL, 35 NorthcoteRoad,Strood, Kent

at your own risk,

ME2 2DH tt 0634 710788

Metropolis PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PRI 0LU= 0772 748422

dbTjtITER is configurable and will therefore run on all ST r

ArrowPD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry Street,
South Chard, SomersetTA20 2QB

Stafford Staffs ST17 9XX

28

111 WRAP \±T$rWM

1

88

f

0

Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham
GL53 7HJ tt 0242 224340

Awesomcdemos 3 MasonRoad,Seaford,

• DbWriter is the best Public Domain word processor
about, probably. An incredible mound of goodies as well as
zippy operation equals utter delightfulness.

East Sussex BN25 3EE

DbWriter is a word processor, but what a word processor it is. It's fast, powerful
and more fully packed with features than something that's really tightly packed with

Nightshirt PD, 50 Averill Road, Highfields,
Page 6 Publishing, PO Box 54, Stafford

ST161DRtt0785 213928(B)
PDST Kier Bailey, 95 Elton Road, Sandbach,
Cheshire CW119NF =• 0270 762520 (B)

B-Soft, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading, Berks.

Platinum Disks, 181 Anson Close, Padgate,

RG3 5XN. tt 0734 419981

Warrington,Cheshire WA2 OHJn 0925 820693

Drake PD, 12C How Street, TheBarbican, Plymouth
Devon, PL4 0DA

ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG11 IPS. t 0602 410241(B)

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington, Cheltenham,

STing Public Domain,23 Manor Grove, Westvale,

features, that's how feature-packed it is. Alongside the more mundane WP stuff are

Glos. GL52 4EW

Kirkby, Liverpool L32 0U2 tt 051 546 4640

functions like a global search and replace, mail merge, spelling dictionary, printer
preview, comprehensive text formatting, automatic word wrap, alphabetical sort

Freaks PDL, 29 LeapValley Crescent,Downend,
Bristol BS166TQ (B)

r

and a whole hostaroo of others. Blocks can be highlighted with the mouse. A click

ofthe right button and up pops a window full of block options. Menus along thetop
select all the other functions - each has a corresponding keyboard shortcut. You

really need 1MByte to get at the juicier bits and a high resolution monitor to get
anywhere. In the text-handling stakes, this is a serious mover.
STF Rating: 92%
RAMWORLD
LAPD - Disk M 107

Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue, Slough,
Berks. SL2 1DXs 0753 28183

Imageart, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee, London
SW17 7DD» 081 767 4761

MTSoftware, Greensward House, TheBroadway,

SCOTLAND

Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF

Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton,
Inverness, IV2 4PT* 0463 225736 (B)

Merton PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue, Merton Park,

The Circular PD Library, 14 Morrison Drive,

London SW19 3DX

Lennoxtown, GlasgowG65 7BA

New Age PDL, 30 AndersonEstate, Lower Road,
Hockley, EssexSS5 5NG = 0702 232826(B)

Floppyshop ST, PO Box273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ it 0224 312756(B)

Paradise Computers, 11 Winfield Avenue, Patcham,
Brighton, East Sussex BN1 8QH

Office Choice, Suite 14, Avon House,

PDSSC, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside, Essex

WoolleySoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,

IG6 1HEtt 03548 448

Dunblane, Perthshire,ScotlandFK150BA

ProBUS,Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington, Hampshire

WALES

Public Dominator PD Atari, PO Box801,Bishops

Public Sector PDL, 50 Ripon Road, Stevenage,
Herts. SGI 4NA n 0438 364722 / 361324

Riverdene PDL, 30a SchoolRoad, Tilehurst,
Reading, Berks RG3 5AN = 0734 452416 (B)
ienlac, 14 OakleaClose, St LeonardsOnSea,
E.Sussex TN37 7HB it 0424 753070

Seven Disk, Digswell WaterLodge, Digswell Lane,
•- ''irden City,Herts AL71SN u 0438 840456

one section to the next. The interface is all keyboard and strictly no-frills, so frillyseekers should look elsewhere. Low resolution pictures can be loaded in and used

Softville PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park,Elettra Avenue,
Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN. it 0705 266509 (B)
Solent Software, 53 Rufus Gardens, Totton,

Swansea SA1 1HS

IRELAND
PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue,Belfast BT5 5DG
t 0232 672338

OVERSEAS
Algemene ComputerClub Nederland (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CAHaarlem
"Holland 023 351100(B)

Atari ST User Group Norway, c/o SAJensen,
N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway
Dom' Pubs, 10 Ruedu Vergeron38430

LTPD, 37 Montye Ave, Box #2, Toronto, Ontario,
M6S 2G8, Canada

Hants. S04 3TA " 0703 868882

Public Domain Corporation, 4320 - 196th SW,

Suite B-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036-6721, USA
tt 0101 206 745 5980 (catalogue £1)

Wimborne, DorsetBH21 2YD (B)
ST Adventurers PDL, 32 Merrivale Road,
Risng Brook, Stafford, Staffs ST17 9EB

ST-PLUG, 1670 Heron Road, Box 22026, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1V 0C2 tt BBS 0101 613 731
2779.(B)

Warpzone PDL,53 Ropewalk, River Street, St Judes,
Bristol BS2 9EG

BUYER BEWARE: Inclusion in this directory

Wizard PD, 178 Waverley Road, Reading,
Berks,RG3 2P2. = 0734 574685 (B)
NORTH OF ENGLAND

does not imply that STFORAMrendorses or

Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,
WYorksHX3 5JZ

Akore Shareware, 7 Fishergate Point, Lower
Parliament Street, Nottingham NG1 1GD

to Lego™.

= 0800 252221
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Shoestring Software PDL,78 Carmarthen Road,

South West Software Library, PO Box562,

as a backdrop to your 3Dcreations, although the palette is fixed by Ramworld. Fun
for serious twiddlers in three dimensions, but the rest of us probably want to stick
STF Rating: 64%

State 808 PDL, 3AOldLanark Road,Carluke,
Scotland ML8 4HW

Stortford, Herts. CM23 3TZ. » 0279 757692(B)

senting the x, y and z coordinates relative to an imaginary centre. Completed
objects are popped into an imaginary world and "doors" are created to move from

Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ(B)

PD Essentials, 22 FernAvenue, Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 1LS

Surrey CR5 1EF = 0737 554536

things are going to look like. Vertices are entered using a series of numbers repre

FY5 3PH

TRuSTPD, 18 ThePark, Southowram, Halifax,
HX3 9QY it 0422 341606(B)

Merlin PD, 11 Grange Close,Minchinhampton,

S041 6BJ

Not the title of a trash sci-fi film, but a full 3D object creator. Once you've defined
your world, you can enter it and wander about banging into walls. Objects are gen
erated numerically and you're left pretty much on your own trying to figure out what

ti 0642 550896

Tower PD, POBox 40, Thorton-Cleveleys, Blackpool

Totland, Isle ofWight P039 0BX " 0983 756056(B)

Prophecy PD,390 Coulsdon Road, Old Coulsdon,

• It's so real you could almost step into it, couldn't you? Ramworld takes a series
of numbers and transforms them into 3D worlds using a complex process known as
maths. If you do try and step into it, you're really very silly, aren't you?

Stockton-Un-lees, ClevelandTS20 1SH

recommends any PDLibrary in any way.
• If you run a PD library not listed here and wish

to be included, or ifyou wantto amend any
details, send full details and a copy of yourlatest
catalogue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

New flge PDL

Telephone: (0702) 232826

Only £1.50 each (UK)

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE

All PD disks are FULL

80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE77HN
Tel: 0773 761944/605010

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

PD Disks: 1 to 5 £2.00 each, 6 to 10 £1.75 each, over 10 £1.50 each

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 900jam-packed disks, and rilled with2

* Budgieand Shoestring Licencewaredisks £2.95 and £3.95 *
* Commercial GamesSoftware from only£2.99 * * Same dayservice,quality vimsfreedisks*

games.4 soundtracker modules, a texteditor and a brilliant demo,just send useither a £1 coinora blank

* PSP FREE on all orders*

disk and a stamped SAE.Alternativeiy add 30p to any order

Hereare just a fewofthe disks from ourcomprehensive catalogue:(£2.00each)

Alldisks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOUR system except:

(see above re multi-purchase discounts)

'H' =high resolution monitor only. 'A' =any monitor suitable.
ART AND GRAPHICS

HOTBABES- - A9 disk set ot picturesinspectrum512Extended(SPX) format. They are full colour, span several
screens and feature some great lookinggirls. Absolutely the best gualitypictureson yourSTi - Only112.001
FANTASY- - A new 5 diskset of SPX pictures, thistime featuring more women but infantasy images - Only £6.50!
GLAMOUR GIRLS:- The latest 11diskpack of SPX pictures, the best pack ever done withsome of the best
looking women around-Only £15.00!
».«,,
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 diskswith over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.001
ART51 - Crack Art- Great art package that can ripgraphics from programs. 1 meg needed £150.

GAME15 - BallBlazer,Breakanoid, Concentration, Extensor,LostTreasure

GAME 16- Empire Builder, MAD (boulderdash). Monopoly, Ship Combat, Football Manager,Motonsm. Pulse
CI 01- Genocide-A 1or 2 player strategy game withhintsof Populousand SimCity,Brilliant graphics!£3.95
CI 02- Dark Carpathian - Ataie ofterrorset inthe 1500'swritten withthe 3DConstruction Kit £2.95
DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMO 3 - ULM Mega Demo
DEMO 16-Things NotTo Do (veryfunny)
DEMO42- TotalChaos Double Doozer Demo
DEMO 45 - Decade Demo (some bad language)

DEMO 74-Staytonic Cult - STE Only
DEMO 132- ThePandemonium Demo
DEMO 93-Songs of the Unexpected - STE Only

DEMO 69- Electra ResetDemo(1 meg)

DEMO 78-79 - Punish Your Machine Demo (£3.00)
DEMO 92 -Shamen Music Demo (1 meg)
DEMO 95- Corporation MegaDemo- STE Only

APPLICATIONS & UTILITIES

UTIL 13- German to English. Dbackup,DCUtils A'
UTIL 14- Full of printer drivers inc. Bubblejet A'

UTIL 19- Your second Manual, Jokes'A'
UTIL 20- FontMt 3.31'A'

BUSI2-

UTIL 30-

Sheet 2, Home Accounts, Dbase One A

BUPRO 20 - Video Master- superb video Titler £3.95

Those disks marked with E' are STE only.

TRAC 49

ANARCHY ACADEMY: Ex commercial 3D adventure, now released as shareware.

G.196
D.324

ARENA: 2 player Arcade duelgame byJohnConnors. 2 joysticks req(Not STE)
NTM DEMO: Mega Demo from Zuul with arcadeshoot'em up.J 2 disks- £4.00)

D.325
D.322

CROSSBONES: STE demo (also knownas REDSECTORDEMO)
MENTAL HANGOVER: Conversion of Amiga demo. (STE 1Mb) (Licenceware £2.95)

G 159
G.171

VIOLENCEI: Classyvertical scrolling Xenon style shoot'em up (Shareware)
HACMAN II: 1 megabyteversionof Pacman,100new levels! D/S

ULTIMATE WARLORD: Tetris, Deflektorand Snowball on one disk (not STE)

M.102

RIPITUPI: Working demoof Highway Codetutorprogram fornewdrivers.

A. 47
U. 42

PICTURECONCEPT: Produce weird and wonderfuleffects on your own pictures.
PICTURE HUNTER: Rips picture screens from other programs.

G.193
U. 44

FRUIT PURSUIT: Fruit machine action in a strategy game! (Shareware)
THE DUPLICATOR: High speed copier program.

G.147
M. 95

THE MANAGER: Foolball management sim. D/S
ABOUT THE HOUSE:Excellent collection of programs for young children. D/S

G.150

COLUMNS I&II: 2 good gamessimilar toTetris byDavid Tierney. D/S. (1 Mb)

W 12

FONT DISK: byJaille. Over110fonts ripped from demos,etc D/S

S. 84

IMAGE FACTORY MODS: AmigaMusicsfileswithplayerforthe ST/STE.D/S

G.192

JIGGER:Mind boggling strategy game of colouredsquares. (Shareware).

D.312
M. 81

LIGHT SPEED: Superbdemofrom the Untouchables and friends. D/S

NEWSDISK: Constructyour own newsletters and magazine disks.
OZONE: Superb platform-arcade game.
PABLO & THE GOLD OF MONTEZUMA: Excellent "boulderdash" game.
MAD MAX CHIP MUSIC: 35 pieces of sound chip music from Mad Max. D/S
MENU-MAKER: A French programthat allowsyou to make yourown menus withmusic,
sprite and scrollingmessage. Excellent. D/S.
PICTURE CONVERTERS:CONVERTany format to just about any other format.
ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR: Emulate the old Speccy on your ST/STE. (1Mb)

G.148
G 207
M.70
P. 24
U 35
P.33

**********************

BUPRO 23- Video MasterExtra Fonts disk£3.95

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES
Thesedisks contain brilliant qualitytunesat great valuelor money. Alldisks come with the ESION strackerwhich
is a complete module editor and player. Thereare versionsof both the ST and the STE.

TRAC 2 TRAC 11
TRAC 20

G.200

MYSTIC WELL:Dungeon masteradventure.Now completewithallfunctions including
save game enabled!! (Updates£1.00- returnyourold disk)

Superboot 7.4 A'

BUSI 1- Invoice &Statement generator demo, Namenet (1 Meg), Sales ControllerH
UTIL 15- Tons of miscutlls including copiers, formatters,virus killers, directorylisters, diaryetc. A'
UTIL 16- Ice Packer.Sticker3, Definitive File Selector,HardUp,Bench Mark, Chameion (allows 32 desk aces) A

TRAC 1 -

ACCOUNT-ABILITY: Fully featured accounts program. 10accounts, 2,000 transactions!

G.195

GAMES

GAME 1- Anduril, Eliminator, Galaxy, Mini Golf, Bubble, Runner. Space War. Tetris Gilgalad, Once AKing 'H'
GAME 6 - Tunnel Vision. Air Warrior (flight sim),Darts, Mister Packy. (Pacman), Bridge-It, Scanner (draughts)

DEMO 51- Hoby One Mega Demo

M.106

G.115

Sleepwalk Aciiid, Human Invasion.Nice Beat, Ohno. Stone, Stress,X-Ray
Acid Batman 2, Creation 2, Crockets. Tied Up. Enola. Last Ninja2. The Last Sun. Intro 1
Clothes,Complicate, Endtheme, Hi-energy, Hunters, Jackdance, Scratch, Magic,SI19
Alfair, Bluemon.Clutch, Disco,Einstein, Megamix 88, Shortpsh,Symphaze. Song, Flash4.

* * * BUDGIE UK & OTHER LICENCEWARE * * *

We have a full range of BUDGIE and SHOESTRING software available,Including...

BU. 50
BU 90
BU.101

BU.71
BU 89

SPACE INVADERS: Classic arcadeaction byRobert Leong (£2.95)
MATCH IT: Possiblythe mostaddictive game everdevised (you've been warned!) (£2.95)
PHANTOM ZONE: Fantasy textadventure with graphics. (£2.95)
ESCAPADE: Intriguing puzzle gamebyKathy Steinbach. (£2.95)
APTITUDES: Apersonaltest and analysisprogram. (£2.95)
DARK WARS: Role play adventure with 3Dview. (£2.95)
HORSE RACING SIM: Quality sim from thesalering tothetrack. (£2.95)

PRO 20

VIDEO MASTER: Excellent video titling program.(£3.95)

PR0.26

EARLY LEARNING: Ideal programs forthe younger user.(£3.95)

BU 102

BU.103
L
L

10
11

PRO 27

DROPDOWN WORDS: Shoestring. Spelling/memory game for youngsters. (£2.95)
PI SQUARED:Challenging puzzle game by Tony Martin.(2.95)

EARLY LEARNING 2: Even more for the littleones. (£3.95)

Berry, Close, Depress, DocII, Eagles, Eg. Enemies, Esion, Going, Goodlife, H-dance, L-around £"

As well as these disks listed we also stock hundreds of demos including the complete range of POV.We are

oflicial distributors of Budgie UK, Shoestring Software (education),OrganisedChaos (adventure/strategy) and
we are the ONLY distributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and Dark Carpathian above)

(STF7) 30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG
Modem users call New Age BBS on (0702) 715025 - 24 Hrs

Fora FREE copy ofour latest, userfriendly, catalogue disk justsenda blank disk and S.S.A.E. tothe address above
and we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of quality PDincluding Super 'MATCH IT1 game and
FONECOST utility. Alternatively sendus £1.00 andwe'll send you thesamecatalogue andfree programs ononeof
our disks, (please quote STF19)

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARETHEONESTO DEALWITH FORQUALITY ANDSERVICE

F=*JI

VAT REGISTRATION NO 593.3227.30
MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF)— ftAQ?

The ST Club
2 Broadway - Nottingham - NG1 IPS - (0602) 410241
ST Applications

OvertwoyearsagoNewComputer Express described our newsletter: "Tocall it a newsletter

TCAACA

Greensward House,

a V70i • 7301190

TheBroadway,

FAX: 0983 - 755800 (34hr)

Totland,I.O.W
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FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY Wl

shows a terrific amount of modesty on their part...It really is packed with information, with
more concentrationon the serious side of the ST." ST Applicationsis a complete re-design of
The ST Club Newsletter that has grown to 3,500 subscribers since we started it four years

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR

ago. Each monthly issue runs to at least 60 A-4 pages. If you would like to subscribe or

FREE 64 PAGE PRINTED CATALOGUE

receive an evaluation copy please complete the form below.

E HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE..

Fontkit Plus 3.

The essential font utility for the ST. Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts

and downloadable printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block
manipulation tools, and it will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. Price £19.95

UIS III

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal ItemSelector III incorporates a
host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename files and folders, create
folders, find files, set file paths etc. "You'll wonder how you ever lived without it", ST
Format, December 1990. Price £19.95.

The Catalogue

Accounts

Electronics

Art &Graphics
Astrology

Films
Font Disks - Calamus

Astronomy

Font Disks- Signum

Budsie UKGames
Budgie UKCompilation Range
Budgie UK ProductivityRange
Budgie UK Magazine Disks
Budgie UK DemonstrationDisks
BulletinBoard Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

Games - Adventure
Games - Adventure - Zenobi
Range
Games - Colour

Communications

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we guarantee same

Cookery

day dispatch on all orders. OurFree Catalogue - (46pages A4) details these disks andallof
our products and services: Books, Budgie disks andJaser printing. We also publish:

Databases
Data Protection
Demo Disks -General
Demo Disks - Product

Astronomy Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),

[•

|faa

Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95), and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these are in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.
From:

1 Desk Accessories
i Diskand Virus Utilities

Font Disks - Various
Football

Games - Mono

Games - Solution Disks
Genealogy
Music & Midi - Kawai
Music & Midi - Quartet
Music & Midi - Roland

Music & Midi - Sequencers
Music & Midi - Sound Trackers
Music & Midi - Various
Music & Midi - Yamaha

Education

Operating Systems&Emulators

Education - Shoestring Range

Picture Disks

Programming - AdventureWriting
Programming - Assembler
Programming - C
Programming - Gem
Programming - GFA Basic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various
Satellites

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STEOnly
Typing Tutors
Various other subjects
Word Processing

Clip Art Pack
Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFA BasicProgramming Pack
STOSBasicProgramming Pack

| Please send me:
I

• ( ) 12 issues of ST Applications (£15)

• ( ) Sample copy of ST Applications (£2)

J ( ) Afree copy of the ST Club catalogue

| Cheque/PO made payable to the ST
| Club for £
enclosed

I Your guarantee: If at any time you want to

EASY TEXT PLUS

Acomplete assembly language programming environment for

•
A fully featured
desktop publishes
package that produces
stunning results
on 9 pin, 24 pin

the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Leam
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPUTE WITH DISK) (Over 400 pages) only C19.W

Thecomprehensive book introduces the readerviamany
assembly language examples howto program the ST. No

knowledge ofassembler isassumed, all examples inthebook

I cancel your subscription you may do so

laser printers

| simplyby writingto us. The balanceof your
I subscription will be refunded in full.

are held on disk and can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete
resource construction kitfor producing dialog boxes, drop

ONLY £19.99

down menus, etc. Leam to program like the professionals.
Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS,

and

RING FOR DETAILS

DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much,much more
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FALCON

preview

he long awaited new machine from Atari, the
now almost legendary Falcon, has finally been
revealed to ST FORMAT. The Falcon is so far

in advance of anything else on the home com
puter market that no reasonable comparison
be made in terms of the new machine's audio,
and digital processing capabilities. The Falcon

d W GG1 b

oing to be an absolute monster and could just

take the market by storm.
BACK

TO

THE

TOP

Falcon is the machine which is to take Atari back to

the top of the home computer market. Rather than

bird that
shunn'st
the noise

plumping for aged technology and a boring specifica
tion, they've come up with the most interesting
machine in ten years of computer development.
You see, the ST changed the face of home com
puting. It took the humble micro beyond the ambi
tions of the keenest hobbyist and into the mass
consumer market. Falcon continues this legacy, push

ing the home computer firmly into the living room. It's
a machine which creates a new standard. All

machines are now going to be judged against Fal
con's capabilities.

So, just what kind of applications can you expect
to be using on Falcon? Given the fact that the

machine has a powerful digital signal processing chip
built in, these applications are likely to be graphically
and sonically oriented. However, don't expect to see
the same old things - what you're more likely to see
are brand new programs.
MASSIVE

POTENTIAL

Consider your hi-fi. If it cost you an arm and a leg, the
chances are it has a graphic equaliser fitted - this

can subtly alter sound by lifting or dropping frequen
cies. The Falcon could perform this equalisation you just have to plug your hi-fi in the back, load up

the software and tweak the frequencies by moving
graphical sliders and your mouse.

Whole new areas of gaming could be opened up
with Falcon's amazing graphic resolutions. With the

68030 chip running at such high speeds, program
mers could easily create three dimensional games of
superior quality. However, it needn't stop there.

of folly...

Plug a CD-ROM into the back of Falcon and sud

denly a brand new kind of game is possible. Software

houses could render environments in amazing
colours and then put these on to CD. Falcon can then
access these via the DSP chip and play them back.

Given the amount of information you can store on a
standard CD (650MBytes), it would be possible to
store stills from films, then overlay an ST generated
graphic. In other words, you could really be in the

movies. Falcon is the first in a whole new family of
computers. The version we saw at the preview is

First we broke the news of the Falcon to the world, then we brought you
exclusive specifications, now we bring you the full story of the machine
that's practically a legend in its own launch-time. Andy Hutchinson and

The Falcon 030 now uses industry standard floppy and
hard drives and interfaces for its data storagee. Th
external hard drive connector is a fully implemented
SCSI 2 port enabling standard SCSI and SCSI 2 drives
to be connected directly - SCSI stands for Small Com
puter System Interface.
Floppy support is in the form of a 1.44MByte HD
drive, enabling twice as much data to be stored as on
a standard floppy disk. The most welcome addition is
an industry standard IDE connection on the main cir
cuit board enabling low cost IDE hard drives to be

Clive Parker zipped up the M4 to
check out the mythical machine
• Wing Commander 2 on the PC uses a
humble 256 colours on-screen at once
from a palette of 32,678. Falcon could
easily display the same number of

plugged in. There is no external floppy drive port but in
most cases it is either not required or a hard drive is
installed.

colours from a palette of 262,144.
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SCSI AT LAST!

Bfifl

preview

Given the amount of information

boards in all three RAM sizes. Prices of the new

you can store on a standard CD,

a similar capacity - Atari see no need to price them

boards are to be about the same as SIMMs boards of

it wouid be possible to store
stills from films, then overlay an

selves out of the market over RAM.

ST generated graphic - you could

monitor. The three standard ST modes are supported
so that ST monitors can be used with the machine -

really be in the movies.

FALCON

THE SHADE OF
THINGS TO COME...

There are nine different screen modes possible

on the Falcon, all of them available on a Super VGA

Falcon is capable of displaying anyof these PC

games screen grabs at higher resolutions and
in more colours. Oh - and it's quicker, too

the only difference is that any two colours can be

•efsg'M -

selected from the palette when in ST high resolution

going to be the base model. It has 1MByte of mem
ory and no internal hard drive. Later models are likely
to have more memory and plenty of internal hard disk
storage space. There will be options for co-proces
sors, PC emulators and fax/modem applications.
Don't expect it to end with computers though.
There's no reason why Atari couldn't stick an

available in all screen modes, and live video can

be displayed in a window on screen using the
overlay modes. The Falcon is compatible
with RGB VGA, RGB ST, composite

machine. This would enable you to input real-world
sound and video (from your TV or video, for example)

monitors and TVs.

ics functions. Truly interactive CD is now possible

NTSC, PAL, SEACAM and SCART

SOUND

SOUND

SUPPORT

Sound
support
is
superb, supporting

with the newest Atari.
THOSE

II

colours available. Genlocking synchronization is

advanced Falcon in an attractive matt black case with
a CD drive and release an interactive compact disk

and then customize it with the usual text and graph

II

mode with the SVGA monitor. There are also two true
colour modes and four VGA or video modes, see the
Screen Gems boxout for details of resolutions and

TECHIE

SPECS

The version of Falcon we saw was in a dark grey

standard STE case, though this may change by the
time the final production version appears. The impor
tant bits of the STE have been retained - the MIDI

ports and cartridge port- so all ST based music soft
ware which uses cartridge dongles or plug-in units
can work perfectly on the new machine. Most of the
external ports are still there - the parallel port is now
a fully functioning two-way interface enabling PC-style
flatbed scanners to be used, there's a nine pin

modem port for comms purposes, there are the nor
mal mouse and joystick ports, analog joystick ports,
stereo in and out ports, a LAN network port, a TV
port and a 17-pin D monitor port. Adaptors are avail
able for the monitor port enabling you to use both
Atari ST monitors and VGA monitors.

The main processor is the Motorola 68030 chip
running at 16MHz with an option for a 16MHz 68882
maths co-processor, and the system operates at
3.84 MIPS (millions of instructions per second) almost 16 times faster than the quarter of a MIP of
the standard ST. There is a new version of the oper

16-bit

8-track

DMA recording
and playback (4track stereo) at up to
50kHz sampling fre

• This is the chip
that is causing other
computer manufacturers

quency - that's better
sound reproduction than a CD

player can offer. Audio output
can be made through the external
stereo jack socket or via the internal
speaker, 16-bit DAC's (Digital to Analog
Converters) ensure that the output sound
quality is excellent.
Sound can be input via a stereo microphone

to sit up and take notice of
the new Atari Falcon 030. The

DSP65001 can process digital
information at fantastic speeds to
enable video and audio data to be

manipulated as you want.

jack socket and sampled by the built-in 16-bit ADCs
(Analog to Digital Converters) ensuring equally high
quality. Another innovation is the ability to record
samples direct to hard drive and compress sample
data by a ratio of up to 4:1. Built-in SDMA (Sound
Direct Memory Access) audio signal co-processors
greatly increase the processing speed of audio data

ating system in the machines (perhaps TOS v4?)

so that the main processors can also perform other
functions. The other main point of interest is the inter
nal expansion bus. This is in the form of a direct pro

which takes advantage of the new system hardware

cessor slot which can receive a 368SX processor for

and supports MultiTOS, the multi-tasking version of

PC emulation purposes, and JPEG and MPEG co-pro
cessors to enable you to compress and decompress
CD-ROM/full motion video. Indeed, the Falcon archi
tecture has been designed in such a way that practi
cally anything can be connected to it, be it on the

TOS.

The machine is to be released in three memory

configurations, 1MByte, 4MByte and a massive
14MByte of RAM. SIMMs boards are not being used
for RAM storage, Atari are supplying their own plug-in

©GrptsfS©

motherboard or through a port, stf

THE SOUL

OF A NEW IV

£

ENHANCED SCREEN MODES

The most important new component of the machine is the DSP56001 processing chip
which we told you about in last month'snews pages. DSP stands for Digital Signal Pro
cessor, so any kind of digital signals fed into it can be processed in real-time as you
wish. The chipis fully programmable andhas 96Kof zerowait-state RAM builtinto it to

640 x 480 pixels
320 x 200 pixels

accelerate processing operations.

VGA OR VIDEO MODE

An external DSP expansion connector enables peripheral devices such as standard

Sony and Philips CR-ROM drives to be connected, with a potential 650MBytes of Infor
mation capable of being storedon a standard 5 inch compact disk. CD-I, external DACs,
external ADCs and any other S/PDIF (Sony/Philips digital Interface) devices are also

compatible with the DSP expansion connector. The DSP chip runs at a clock speed of
32MHz, twiceas fast as the main processor, and it canalso process information in par
allel internally.

TRUE COLOUR MODES

320 x 200 pixels
640 x 200 pixels
320 x 400 pixels
640 x 400 pixels

256 colours on-screen from a palette of 262,144
32,768colours on-screen from a palette of 262,144
2,16 or256 colours on-screen from a paletteof 262,144
2,16 or256 colours on-screen from a palette of 262,144
2,16 or256 colours on-screen from a paletteof 262,144
2,16 or256colours on-screen from a palette of262,144

VGA modes are overscan selectable - that means pictures reach to the edge of the
screen without any borders. Genlocking is available Inall resolutions.
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FIRST CHOICE (Leeds) T
COMPUTER CENTRE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUPRA MODEMS
The New super fast

s»p™ *« *•»

(up to 9600 BPS)

THE FIRST CHOICE

Now with the ability to sendfaxes! Even faster than the standard 2400

10 GAMES PACK

compatible. V22, V42 Bis, MNP 5 and aulo adjusting facility tomaximise

With Chase HQ, Arkanoid, Super
Hang-on, New Zealand Story, Opera
tion Wolf, Crazy Cars, Super Cars,
Skidz, SwitchBlade, and Axels Magic

transmission speeds. Spec Includes free modem cable and comms
software//

V.32 bis (14400 baud III)

only £149.99

Allows youto sendand receive fax messages. This
new modem from Suprahas full 14400 baudcapa

Supra 2400
Get online with this incredible value fast modem from Supra with auto

All Supra Modems come with

NEW

START

ATARI

THE 1040 FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK

PACK

now only £249.99//
We can also upgrade the Atari STE Start pack:
1Meg version....
now only £269.99
2Megversion
now only £299.99
4Meg version
now only £359.99

£199.99

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 22S cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

tutor, Mouse & manuals

COMPUTER PRINTERS

»n Swift 9 Colour

£199.99

24 pin quality, 210cps draft, 60 cps LQ, 16Kbuffer
expandable to 48K, 10 fonts and LCD front display.

Star LC24-200 mono

£229.99

24 pin, 222 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 10 fonts, A4 landscape.
7k buffer exandable to 39K

Star
Star
Star
Star
Star

LC20 Autosheet feeder
LC200 Autosheet feeder
LC24-20 Autosheet feeder
LC24-200 Autosheet feeder
SJ48 Autosheet feeder

MONITORS

All monitors come

All our monitors are UK spec

free Atari lead

complete with a

Goldstar remote

control TV/monitor
superior to a standard TV set with full
remote

control

now only £179.99
Zydec 3.5"
ExternalDrive
l meg external drive, high quality
low noise drive. Roctec are rap
idlygaininga reputationfor high
reliability. Inc PSU

tonly £49.99

£183.99

Citizen Swift 24e Co'lour...£269.99
Probably one of the best 24 pin colour budget printers

Citizen 224 Colour

„.£229.99

\TARI MEGA STE 2
imeg ofRAMplusa48meg

internalharddriv

now only £POA

\TARI MEGA STE 2 with 4 Mb

£224.99

Canon BJ20

£309.99

Built in auto sheet feeder and extra facilities than BJ10

Canon BJ300

£379.99

Desktop bubble jet with laser quality

cut down version of the 24e. less fonts but the same

Canon BJ330

output. Excellent colour output

Wide carriage version of the BJ300

Citizen Projet inkjet

£59.99
£62.99
£64.99
£64.99
£52.99

now only £POA

Canon EIHEWLETT
PACKARD

ent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

£379.99

ATARI MEGA STE 1
with I meg ofRAM and internal expansion forhddrive

now only £POA

CITIZEN

Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet.

only £29.99

All Mega STe's have European modulators and cannot beused on
"" televisions. (Ask Atari why because we don't Know!!)

£339.99

£289.99

Star SJ48 Bubble jet

* 10 high quality Blank Disks

* Plus 3 Games//

4 Mb of RAM and 48 Mb hard drive

now only

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible, portable in size

IStar LC24-20

NEW!!

Maths,FrenchMistress language tutor,
Reading tutorandgeneral knowledge

Colour version with30K buffer expandable to 62K

Star XB24-200 colour

colour

2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, Micro

guarantee. All printers have a full UK specification.

I push button operation.

Star LC200

With 1 Meg as standard this pack must
be one of the best educational pack
ages. Inc.STWord, STBase,Hyperpaint

All our printers inc ribbons and free std printer
cable. All Cilizen printers come with a 2 year

£139.99 Star LC24-200 colour

Powerplay Cruiser joystick
* Mouse Mat
* Dust Cover

Atari computer

5 year warranty//

This pack now comes with: Missile Command, Super Breakout, Battlezone, Crystal
Castles plus 1st Word.Neochrome and Ani Stcooour animation package and STBasic.

I cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and inulti fonts,

Comprises:

* Top quality microswitched

when bought with any

only £79.99

only £259.99///

IStar LC20

| bargain price//

or £19.99

modem cable and comms software/'

modem cable

All our printers are UK spec

you can make sure you have every
thing you need when buying an
Atari . All the essentials required
for the first time buyer and at a

only £29.99

dialandautoreceive. 2400baudHayescompatible, V22BIS.Includes

Group 3 Fax. Includes free comms software and

PRINTERS

RRP £95.00.'/.'

With the FIRST CHOICE Pack

Hammer

bility. Spec includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22,
V21. MNP4-5, MNP10 (for cell phone comms),
V.42, V42bis, Class 1 & 2 commands, 9600/14400

THEE

ROMBO, PHOENIX & SUPRA

NEW!!

modem from Supra with auto dial and auto receive. 9600 bps Hayes

Supra-Fax Modem

AVTHORISED DEALERS FORSTAR,
CITIZEN,COMMODORE, ACORN,

OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM

FREE DELIVERY ON ALL GOODS!!

32 319444

pAX; 053t319191

£379.99

Semi auto sheet feeder ..£29.99
Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99

Canon BJlOex

£234.99

Laserquality output. Larger buffer than the StarSJ48

Canon/Star bubblejet cartridges

£17.99

....£519.99

BJlOex Autosheetfeeder..£52.99
Hewlett Packard Printers

HP500 mono
HP 500 Colour

£359.99
£569.99

HP500 mono cartridges

£14.99

All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty

WARNING: Before you purchase a monitor make sure it has a full UK

specification. You might be buying what you think is a similar monitor at a
lower price but it is likely lo be a "GREY" import. These monitors do not
comply with British safetyjjjyjdanls and are not covered by anofficial warranty

Atari SM 144 with

The New Atari 1435
Stereo Colour Monitor
Same tube and resolution as the CM8833

Mk II but restyled, rebadged and colour
coded to match your Atari. Includes a

14" high res screen
High resolution mono monitor.640 * 400

resolution. Stable image and razor sharp
quality. The obvious choice for demand

built in tilt and swivel stand.

ing screen intensive applications

only £209^99 ukspec

only £104.99 uKSpec.

Philips CM8833 Ml
stereo colour monitor
Colour stereo monitor. 600*285 line

resolution, green screen facility, one
years on site maintenance, cable
for Amiga included. Tilt and swivel

stand only £11.99 when purchased
with monitor. Cover only £5.99

only £209.99 uk sPec.
with F19 Flight Simula

NEW!!'
NAKSHA MOUSE T-rnii POWER
RIPPER
This famous Hi-res mouse
now comes with Operation
CARTRIDGE
Stealth, mouse mat, holder

and 2 year warranty

only £24.99
GOLDEN IMAGE
OPTICAL MOUSE

BRUSH MOUSE with
DELUXE PAINT ST!!

High quality 3 button mouse
with full optical mechanism

only £24.99

only £29.99

The ultimate cartridge for
the Arari ST. Essential

tool for programmers and
game players alike, gives
you the Ability lo ripinto
any Atari program on (he
market

only
£23.99

%c

FORGET ME
CLOCK 2
This is a real lime clock that

plugs into the cartridge port.

The Zy-Fi
Stereo System
This is a powerful speaker system
with built in stereo amplifier. It will
plug into an Atari STE. Commodore
Amiga or Acorn Archimedes, The
speakers are optimised with reflex
ported cabinets. Complete with its
own power supply the Zy-Fi system
can also be powered by batteries

only £36.99

Includes a through port and

software for setting time and
date. All Frontier products
carry a full 2 year guarantee

Atari
replacement
power supplies

only £39.99

only £17.99

RAM CHIPS
. MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used
in the Atari STE and Frontier

Deluxe expansion modules

only £24.99 (perMb]

Atari
replacement
internal drives

only £49.99

BYROMBO

8 Mhz AT SPEED
IBM AT EMULATOR

VIDI-ST

As official dealers for

Frame grabber.

Rombo, we are now able
to offer this excellent pack

colourising software

only £79.99

Complete Colour Solution
comes with RGB Splitter,
Vidi ST, Vidi Chrome and
Power supply

The new Deluxe range of RAM expansions by Frontier for the

NEW 16 Mhz AT SPEED

older STFM must be the best available on the Atari. Expandable to

IBM AT EMULATOR

4 Mbbythe useof 1*8/9SIMMS modules, the512kexpansion is

only £224.99

similar products on the market, but when it comes to quality

ideal forthe user who may need moreRAM later on. There may be
Frontier have few rivals.

PC SPEED 8 Mhz PC/XT

now only

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules:

emulator

4 Mb unpopulated

only £95.99

£119.99

where the quality counts

VMwLJr

only £149.99

High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi i

age at a great price. The

FRONTIER RAM
EXPANSIONS

EMULATORS

THE COMPLETE

COLOUR SOLUTION

£37.99

4 Mb populated to 512k
4 Mb populated to 2 Mb
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb

£64.99
£97.99
£157.99

Frontier offer a seven day money back guarantee provided the

product is still in as new condition. All Frontier products come

CALLIGRAPHER DTP
Probably the best word publisher on the market
for the ST. Includes many features not found in
more expensive DTP packages. The Gold ver
sion also comes with powerful text manipula
tion, formula editor and even agrammar checker,

Calligrapher Pro...only £74.99
Calligrapher Gold, only £105.99
Canvas Paint package
Deluxe Paint ST

Fast, flexible and reliable, this is the best sub £ 100 WYSIWYG

word processor for the ST. Wide range of printer drivers,
columns and box mode and spell check as you type. With mail

merge, Help, English dictionary and lightning fast operation -

£19.99

2

Mb

£49.99

4 Mb

£99.99

First Choice STE RAM products comes with a full 2 year

Protext is the one!

guarrantee

only £39.99

£13.99

512K

onlv £41.99

Devpac 2 ST
First word Plus v3.2

First Choice STE RAM expansion:

Protext Word Processor 43

£46.99
onlv £29.99

PAGESTREAM VERSION 2.2

Flexi Dump Plus
GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99

A powerful DTP package. This is the very latest version which
includes 10 compugraphic fonts, spell checker, comprehensivetext

Home Accounts 2
HYPER Draw

£37.99
£9.99

ly £144.99 UK Spec
ijTaI
AMOND BACK 2 by Hisoft

HYPER Paint
K Spread 3

£9.99l
£59.99

Stereo Master

£29.99

Neodesk 3 Desktop
Play Back

£34.99
£24.99

Prodata Database

£59.99

Prodigy Sequencer

£49.99

Protext Version 5.5 W/P

£109.99

Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser

£47.99
£109.99
£66.99

Replay 8 Digitiser
SBACash

£69.99

Sequencer One

£39.99

STOS 3D

£29.99

STOS Interpreter
STOS Compiler
System 3 Accounts

£9.99
£16.99
£39.99

Thats Write V.2

Write On word publisher

manipulation and effects and much more.

ACCESSORIES
Continuing our pursuit of excellence (and why not!!), we are |
proud to offer our new range of Phoenix peripherals:
Monitor Switcher Box (switches between mono and colour I
monitors, such as SM144 and 8833 MK2)

2 way Parallel port sharer box with cable...only £17.99 I

The ultimate backup utility for the Atari. Essential
for users of hard drives. Recently reviewed in ST

Joystick and mouse double extension leads ( recommended
for the Atari ST where access to the ports is difficult)
£4.99

Format (August) and awarded GOLD status (92%)

only £34.99
TMEWORKS PUBLISHER
The successor to the popular Timeworks ST this new
version boasts over 40 new significant features.

now only £84.99

£109.99

£44.99

Progate 30
40ms...£229.99
Progate 40
28ms...£289.99
Progate 50DC 19ms....£369.99
Progate 80
28ms....£429.99
As authorised dealers for PROTAR PrOgate 105DC.16mS....£499.99
we can offer these high performance
drives attruly realistic prices
PrOgate 120DC..16mS £599.99
These drives are autobooting, high spec, Progate 240DC..15mS
fastaccess andVERYOUIET.TheDC

°

£929.99

range come with a 64k disk cache as Prorate 440DC..15mS..£1399.99
standard that can reduce disk accessing

°

o

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

£3.99

14" MONITOR DUSTC0VER

25 CAPACITY DISK BOX

£2.99

12" MONITOR DUSTC0VER

£5.99

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£4.99

ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£6.99

STD 1.8 METRE
LEAD

ISO

MODEM AND NULL MODEM

CAP STACKABLE

P0SS0 .£16.99

£6.99

AMIGA PRINTER

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX....£8.99

£4.99

AMIGA A500 DUST COVER

£3.99

CABLES

AMIGA 600 COVER

£2.99

2 WAY Parallel port sharer

£9.99

£17.99

ower

Scanner
Highly rated by the review
media, this scanner comes

All our 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A
LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

double sided, double density disks are of the high
est quality in magnetic media and are extensively
used by duplicating houses

with the latest version

sofware. With bright and
sharp grey scale perform
ance and flexible scanned

imagedisplay manipulation
options, this scanner must
be rated as a best buy!
Options include Clean up,
embolden, resize and flip.
Highly recommended by
the reviews!

time by 50% Standard warranty 1year, Pr0gate 5001X1.15mS..£1599.99

The DC range comes with 2 years

£17.99

Mouse/joystick switcher (put joystick and mouse into one
port)
onlv £13.99
Computer Video Scart Switch
only £19.99

only £94.99

QTY

3.5"
Bulk

OR

SONY
BRANDED

10

£4.99

£6.99

30

£14.29

£17.99

50

£21.99

£28.99

100....£39.99

£54.99

00....£72.99
500
5C

£169.99

000..£339.99

£99.99
£POA...
£POA..

Sony Branded disks come complete

MAIL ORDER ? WHY FIRST CHOICE ?
Order by telephone quoting your credit card number.
If paying by cheque please make payable to FIRST
CHOICE. In any correspondance please quote a con

tact phone number and post code. Allow 5 working
days for cheque clearance

Mail order Hotline 6 lines
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!

0532 319444
Prices aresubject tochange without notice. E&OE.

li

All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery
All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec.
Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery
Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00
Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50

Open seven days a week for your convenience

with labels

Disk Labels...500...only £6.99
Disk Labels..l000.only £9.99
PLEASE ADDRESS ALL
CORRESPONDANCE TO:

DEPT STF, UNIT 3, ARMLEY
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL
STREET, LEEDS, LS12 2AE

BIG VALUE PACKS
Take any two packs

ADVENTURES
(GL301)
(GL297)
(GL245)
(GL244)
(GL080)
(GL201)
(GL082)
(GL152)
(GL151)
(GL135)
(GL043)
(GL154)
(GL302)
(GL022)
(GL021)
(GL040)
(GL052)
(GU53)
(GL038)

for £14!
TRACKER PACK
Noise Tracker • 193Sampled Voices • Sixteen Mod Samples
£0.00

ADVENTURE PACK 1
Eaglestar • Elven Crystals I&II• Hack • OnceAKing
Dudley Dilemma • EB City - Under Berkwood • Dark Peril • Hero
£0.00

ADVENTURE PACK 2
Empire Builder • Invasion • Wizards Tower • Darkness is Forever
Tombs of Death • Nethack the Adventure • Don't Bank on it *Assassin
FMC Trading • Battle for the Throne • Tark

DEMOS

D & D Construction Kit

Eaglestar
Battle for the Throne
Assasin

Dungeon Master (new dungeon)
Don't Bank on it

Elven Crystals I
Elven Crystals II
Tombs of Death
Darkness is Forever
Tark

A Dudley Dilema
FMC Trading
Hero

Once a King
Under Berkwood

Empire Builder
Nethack the Adventure

Dungeon Master Help

(GL222)
(GL307)
(GL309)
(GL331)
(GL202)
(GL203)
(GL323)
(GL283)
(GL324)
(GL223)
(GL224)
(GL225)
(GL310)
(GL212)
(GL215)
(GL217)
(GL175)
(GL174)
(GL216)

Syntax Terror
AFC Bloodsucker

Galton 6 Mega Demo
So Watt Demo
Delirious Demo
Delirious Demo 2
Metallica Demo

The Big Stos Demo
Salon De La Micro
Def Demo
Decade Demo

Cuddly Demo
Yello Demo
Whattaheck Demo

Fish and Chips
Underwater Demo
Lifes a Bitch

Shiny Bubbles
Power Demo

£8.00

GAMES PACK 1

Disks: £1.50 each 4lor£5-10lor£10 - Oven 25 80p Each

Bingo • Milegame • Poker • Quickdraw • Rubiks Clock

BUDfilE UK- u^c™are « °™* ™«um* from whj.

60p each if you supply disks-(minimum order 4)

Stocks S Bonds • Super Sim • Trivia • Hanio• Invert• Monopoly
Tetriside • Tile • VSQ • Mastermind

m m UCfflCH) DB™">TIIBS- B«D™ •«

THEMSHVES ON THE FACT THAT MUCH OF THBR SOFTWARE EQUALS
COMMERCIAL QUALITY SOFTWARE AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE.

All ordersdespatched same day by firstclass post

£6.00

GAMES PACK 2

GAMES

Robotz • Tennis * EB City• Crib • Llamatron• Spaceballer
Blaster • Megaroids • Quickdraw • Time Bandit

Hotshot* Motorbike • Sensori • Monopoly • Stocks • ST Vegas
EmpireBuilder• Floydthe Droid • ST Invaders• Hero • Once AKing

GAMES PACK 3
Monkeys & Balloons • Racecard • Reflex *Spectral Sorcery
Revenge of the Mutant Camels • Snowball Fight * Pacman * Lazerchess
Royal • Gilbert• Masterbreakout • Mountain• Ozone • Strip Breakout
Atoms • Violence • International Criket
£8.00

UTILITY PACK 1
Double Sentry * DB Master
F/Copy III• ST Writer • Clock Set • EZ Art
Little Green File Selector • New Word * ST Tools

Showmem • ST Fix • V Killer• UtilCopy • Format - ANIST
Boot Sector Installer • Boot Wait • Boot Drive • BSSS

B Install*Custom • Data 2 • Disk Cat • Revenge • Flipit
Goacc 2 • Libs • PC Trace • Sam Com • Scan 4 Pic • S Gem 1-4
£8.00

UTILITY PACK 2
Antidote • Supercard • Weeditor • Awesome • Pack Ice • Multi VI

Ram Disk • Fastcopy III•• Diary * Spreadsheet • Typing Tutor
ST Graph • Genlock * Crack Art {1 meg) • FlickerAnimation • Van Gogh
Pic Switch • Pic Snap • Picture Hunter • Pearl • Mono Emulator
Deslide • Mouse • Degas Neo • Convert • Blaster • Bit IMG • Art Conv
£8.00

(GL355)
Klatrix
(GL353) Blockade
(GL234)
Robotz
(GL188)
Quick Draw
(GL255)
Trivia
(GL185) Monopoly
(GL119) League Soccer
(GL034) Tennis
(GL027) Motorbike
(GL343)
Race Way
Boxing Champ
(GL181)
(GL275) Skate Tribe
(GL357) Master Breakout
(GL241)
Atoms
Orbit
(GL019)
(GL005)
ST Vegas
(GL182) Rubiks Clock
(GL254)
Temon
(GL361)
Penguins
Upstart
(GL018)
(GL059) Pacman
(GL274)
Fruit Machine
(GL189) Poker
(GL398)
Ozone
Ruthless
(GL399)
(GL41.5) Race Cards
(GL416)
Mountain
(GL418)
Snowball Fight
(GL424)
Fruit Pursuit
(GL425)
Jiggers
Jigsaw
(GL429)
International Cricket
(GL430)
(GL435)
Violence

UTILITIES
(GL049)
(GL155)
(GL236)
(GL278)
(GL350)
(GL291)
(GL359)
(GL290)
(GL058)
(GL067)
(GL252)
(GL247)
(GL161)
(GL064)
(GL057)
(GL053)
(GL263)
(GL346)
(GL392)
(GL393)
(GL394)
(GL396)
(GL410)
(GL419)
(GL427)
(GL428)
(GL388)
(GL389)

Make Money with your Micro
Wiz Tek Computer School
Body Shop

(GL407)

C.S.E. Maths Tutor

(GL408)
(GL409)
•(GL385)
(GL436)

F/Copy III
ST Writer V4.2
BU02
BU05
BU 12
BU15
BU19

Double Sentry
ANIST

Supercard
B/Stat

BU26
BU28
BU30
BU33

St Graph
Typing Tutor
Smooth Talker

BU40

BUDGIE GAMES

BUDGIE COMPILATIONS

£2.95 each

£3.95 each
Perilsof Penfold/Line of Four/Gold Rush/Zerphod

Crystal Caverns

Dizzy Lizzy
Exodus

Space Invaders
Space Duel

DB/Master

Noise Tracker V1,5

BU71

Accompanist V2.4
Spell

BU73
BU75
BU88
BU89
BU92
BU94
BU95

Planetarium

Speller

Fincalc

Packers
Stos Builder Kit

Awesome Doc Displayer

From Little Acorns

Chiropodist in Hell
A Winters Tale

Packo - Tunnels of Doom
Dark Wars
Seventh Heaven

The Blag
Annihilator

Horse Racing Sim.

Bridge-it
Football Magic
Pipeline

Delux Font Master
Crack Art

DIAGNOSTIC FEES

£59.95

520/1040 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)
• FfiXED CHARGES-* FASTTURNAROUND •

INCLUDING
NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY

All. REPAIRS CARRY A FULL90 DAY
GUARANTEE • MANY REPAIRS

COURIER

Various Education 1

*..^re£.}^"„„...:.

Carrier Attack/Sub Hunt/Sea Fisherman 2

Inferno/Runaway/Tablit
Impulse/Scary
Crystal Caverns/Happy Puzzler/MrDig/Tank
Safe as Houses/Rotatus/Dog Fight/Light Cycles
Onyx/Hostile Reception

COM19

Death Camp/TheVillage

Dizzy Lizzy/Mission Dead Zone

COM 21

Black Scar Mountain/Shards of Time

COM22
COM 23
COM 24
COM25
COM 26

Perplexia/Exterminare/Space Duel
Overlord/Chiropodist in Heil/Zyklop
Autorama/Space Invaders/Detonator/Kahn
Football Genius/Super League Soccer
MissileAlert/Colony/Spaced Weller

Antidote

1 Mon - Fri. 9am to 7pm
I Sat. 9am - 5.30pm

! Tel: 081 546 9575
Tel/Fax: 081-541-4671
COMPUTERS

512K
1520 STE Start Pack
245.00
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack —

Mega STE

_

1 Meg
265.00
325.00

2 Meg

4 Meg

295.00
355.00

365.00
425.00

p.o.A

P.O.A

P.O.A

ATARI SM144 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

105 00

ATARI SC1435 Colour Monitor

215.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/Monitor + remote control + Scart Cable

(model 3332)

520 STF/STFM to lMeg
*59.95
520 ST / STM / STF / STFM / MEGA ST to 2.5 Meg ...89.95
520 ST / STM / STF / STFM / MEGA ST to 4 Meg ....139.95
520 STE to 4 Meg

COM 11

COM 12
COM 13
COM14
COM15
COM 17
COM 18

MONITORS

MEMORY UPGRADES

j520 STE to 2 Meg

Damoniod/Speculator/Othello
Ball Zone/Money Spinner
Exodus/Bounty Hunter
Bandit/Slippery Sid/Space Blob
Operation Angelica/Psycotic/Galaxia

PD.ST, Dept F, 95ELTON ROAD, SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW119NF.
•feiephone: (0270) 762520

Various Education 2

Hypervoc

DONE WIIIIJ- -U-WAIT

«+**&£

COM06
COM 07
COM 08
COM 09
COM 10

SERVICE

• We pick up computers for repairs & memory upgrades
for NEXTDAY DELIVERY by COURIERSERVICE for only £5.00 + VAT

520 STE to 1 Meg

Football 88/Parabellum

Make a Break/Blitz 3/Word Puzzle Generator
Dr Boris/Puzzler/Pro Darts/Maelstorm

CATALOGUE FREE WITH ALL ORDERS OVER £5

Unit 6, Ashway Centre, Elm Crescent,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

REPAIRS WITHOUT

Ace Invaders/Zenith/Tri Heli/Cosmos

COM 04
COM 05

Justsend blank disk and S.A.E. for NEW Catalogue or£1

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD

ANALOGDC
ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC

COM 03

Carrier Attack
Sub Hunt
Quest for Galaxia

BU41

Gemini

COM 02

Perils of Penfold
Tri Heli

BU50
BU51
BU53
BU55
BU61
BU67

The Hitchikers Disk
Picture Hunter

COM 01

Football 88
Pro Darts
Ace Invaders

17.95

59.95
114.95

239.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/Monitor as above +Teletext

""!"""~269!oO

DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

TOS 2.06 UPGRADES

44.95
59.95

ACCESSORIES

ST /STM / STF / STFM/ MEGA Decoder inc. ROMS ...59.95
STE ROMS
39.95

STE/STFM Scart Lead

CM8833

EMULATORS & ACCELERATORS
PC Speed
AT Speed 8
AT Speed C16

89.95
134.95
199.95

Vortex 386 SX-16

329.95

AD Speed ST

144.95

14.95

STE/STFMlead to Philips

Extension lead

Squik Mouse
12.95

Dust Cover

Philips CM8833 Dust Cover..£6.95 Mouse Mat
Twin Joystick/Mouse Port
10 Blank disks

Progate II 40
Progate II R44

289.00
579.00

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

Progate II 50 DC
369.00
Progate II 105 DC....499.00

4.95
4.95

5.95

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE Power Supplies (service exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power Supplies with
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

PROTAR HARD DRIVES

5.95

14.95

*All prices include VAT and |22SM35.^E^E

34 95
44.95

I subject toavailability

*Fixed charge for repairdoes not include diskdrive replacement &keyboard
* All prices subject to change without notice
*Wereserve the right to refuse any ST repair

VISA

hints and

tips]

ST

ANSWERS

GFA Basic

Programming Special
In many of the following questions and answers, lines
of code are given to illustrate particular points. Often,
these lines of code are too long to fit into our narrow

Peeks, pokes, bus errors, code and lots of those funny-looking spacey
words - how to avoid them and what to do when you get 'em. And more!

columns, so we have used the J symbol to indicate
the fact that you should not insert a line return there.
KLICKETTY

C LACK

David Bennett of Eastbourne wants to know how

to turn off the keyclick in GFA Basic v3.

WHAT ARE THESE PICTURES FOR?

stf: Easy one, that...
SPOKE &H484,PEEK(&H484) AND NOT 1

HARD DRIVES: Answered here - all you
ever wanted to know about those mys

BEGINNERS: This means you're only

going to see some of the easiest stuff
here - like which hole you're supposed
to put the disk into.

turns the click off and...

terious grey boxes that sit near your ST
and whirr a lot.

SPOKE &H484,PEEK(&H484) OR 1

turns it back on.
BISKS: General queries here about
those incredibly expensive pieces of
plastic with round bits of metal in
them. And what to do with them.

PROGRAMMING: Lots of these icons

this month, covering both GFA Basic

and assembly language. For any aspirnocii»«niM jng COders, this is the pic to look for.

EXECUTING

FILES

Des Wilson from Derby wants to know what BASEPAGE and environment strings are.
SOUND: Anything vaguely MIDI or
sequencer orientated is near this sort
of icon. If you're a music buff - crowd
around and see what's going down.

GAMES: Well, the place you should
really look for game tips is
Gamebusters, but the odd hintette has

also managed to creep in here.

stf: The BASEPAGE is a 256 byte look-up table
used by the operating system when programs
are launched. It's basically a list of data, such
as the addresses of the DTA, BSS, and environ

GRAPHICS: Pixels galore here, splash
them around, make a glorious mess
and then just hit <Delete>. All that and

ST PROBLEMS: Misfits, general bits
and bobs and things that didn't really

\S^L>?5 tit into any other category are posi

some serious stuff as well.

tioned by icons of this nature.

MEET STF's PANEL OF EXPERTS
THIS MONTH PROGRAMMING
SPECIAL
If you're interested In program
ming, whether In GFA Basic or
assembly language, this Is the

When faced with translating his

Barrie Capel is famed for his 1972
Pickwick label release: Pop Hits

diary into Sanskrit, STF's techni

from Basildon. He created it on

cal writer Clive Parker did what

his organ using preset rhythms.
He knows about GFA Basic, too.

any father would. He let his son

ment strings plus probably the most useful
piece of information - the command line - or
the bit you type in when you run an .APP file. A
typical example would be running an .APP file
and entering c:\myfile at the command line.
The program can use this information by
accessing it from the BASEPAGE.
Environment strings are also lists of data
which are used to pass to the program being
launched - a description of the current environ
ment, variable names and disk access paths
and so on. Programs are "run" from within GFA
programs using the exec o command, which
uses the following syntax:
EXEC

(0,"filename", cammanclline$, environ-

month for you. We've got a
selection of questions and
answers to answer almost every

string$)

thing you wanted to know about
these languages. If you don't
have GFA Basic v3.S you can
order It from page 40 - we gave It

environstring$ are left null, (""), though
the above descriptions should give you an idea
as to what can be used. Your program must
reserve memory for the program you want to
run before you use exec, and, when you quit

away with STF 35.

translate it at Sanskrit class.

Normally, the variables commandiine$

and

the program, control is passed back to it.

CODE

VIOLATIONS

Michael Brown in Hinckley is having problems writ
ing a database for a local scout troup. When the

length of the code exceeded 33K, he started getting
bus errors, and when more code was added,
peek/poke errors. He wants to know ifthere is a limit
for the length of source code.
stf: The short answer is yes, but this probably

isn't the problem in this case. There is no defi
Sir Leaping-follicle - or Ed
Ricketts as the electoral register

The music specialist, Steve
Wright, occasionally seeks solace

Tony Wagstaff, or Woney Tagstaf
as he's never known, is an ordi-

nite maximum size for BASIC source code - it

knows him - has a blue Metro

in a shed on his allotment. He

nary sort of chap who knows lots

called Feisty which he keeps in

likes Prokofiev and Tolstoy on

about assembly code. He once

which can, in turn, be as a result of many

Luton near to some old tramlines.

alternate Tuesdays.

met Damon out of Blur.

depends on the available memory in your ST,
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things. Even a 4MByte ST can be left with little
memory available for GFA Basic code if it is

booted up with memory-hungry Accessories
installed - especially if you are a hard disk user

and put every TSR, patch and .ACC file possible
on the c: partition.
Your own program can also be the cause of

the problem if you have lots of dim statements

in it. For example, dim a$(ioo,ioo) eats up
over 60K of memory, so use dim a$(37,28) if

that's allyou need. Add the rest of your arrays
and dimensioned variables, then add it to the
memory used by TSRs and ACCs, and you find

less space foryour source code than expected.
So if you suffer memory problems, boot
GFA Basic from hard drive with everything dis
abled, or if you use floppies, switch on your ST
with a blank disk in the drive before running
GFA Basic.

To check this first, run GFA Basic as you
normally would. When it's loaded press <Esc>

and men type Print fre(O)
and press
<Return>, note down the number that appears.
Next disable all AUTO folder programs and
Desk Accessories by renaming the file exten
ders, (for example, all ACCs to ACX and PRGs
NEXT c%

in the AUTO folder to PRX). Load GFA Basic and
repeat the Print fre(O) exercise again. You
should be able to see a difference between the
figures.

If there is no difference then you are
already using GFA Basic with the maximum
available memory - the problem lies elsewhere.
If this happens bear in mind that the maximum
permitted string length in GFA Basic is 32K, and

exceeding this figure could be causing memory
problems.

NEXT b%

SAVING

ARRAYS

John Fuller in Stayling wants to know the best way
to save and reload an array like price$ (50,12,l),
as well as a series of single element arrays.

ON

If you are learning GFA Basic v3 from scratch, any

'All elements filled.

PRINT

stf: The answer is to use the store and recall

FOR n%=l TO 20 ! print 20J
random elements

a%=RAND(50)+l

number of elements used. To use either of them
you must first open a disk file with the open

b%=RAND(12)+l

command.

PRINT "<";price$(a%,b%,c%)J

PROGRAMMING

book on v2 can get you started. Computer Book
shops (» 021 706 1250) stock a wide range of pro

PRINT

commands. These two commands enable you to
quickly save and load arrays regardless of the

Take the following example:
BOOKS

NEXT a.%

c%=RAND(l)+l

;"> ";
NEXT n%

DIM price?(50,12,1) ! J
create string array

PRINT "20 random elements printed..."

FOR a%=0 TO 50 ! fill array

OPEN "0",#1,"ARRAY.dat" U

gramming books and GFA Data Media t> 0734
794941) have more advanced books for both v2 and

FOR b%=0 TO 12
FOR c%=0 TO 1

STORE #l,price$() ! write array to disk

v3 users.

prlce$(a%,b%,c%)=CHR$(a%+65)

CLOSE #1 ! close channel

open disk file for output

m Music and MIDI with Steve Wright
LIVE

AND

DIRECT

After reading about Hands On MIDI software in STF

30 I gave it a try and got excellent results. Is there
any device which can reproduce my sequences
"live" so as not to abuse my ST on the road?
Gordon Currie, Glasgow

stf: Dedicated MIDI File Players do exist - the
first was Elka's CR-99. A recent one is

Roland's SB-55 Sound Brush - it's designed to
enable songs created on home sequencing
setups to be easily converted for live or studio

use, and comes with a remote control. Try
your local hi-tech music shop, or contact

stf: Pro-24 has been discontinued for some

time, but it was getting a bit long in the tooth
anyway. However, if you are still determined
to get hold of it, try the classifieds in the hi-

stf: If you're not using MIDI, you must be
using sampled sounds. The only way of get
ting these sounds out of your STFM other than

or Gajits' Sequencer One Plus (£129.95 s061 236 2515)- see the review of this next

through the monitorspeaker is by using extra
hardware. The Stereo Playback cartridge
(£29.95 Microdeal »• 0726 68020) can do
this. Unfortunately, you won't get far with
Sequencer One, but upgrade to Sequencer
One Plus and you can address the cartridge

issue.

directly. STE owners needn't bother - there's

tech music mags, otherwise go for a more up
to date alternative such as Steinberg's Cubeat
(£295 Evenlode Soundworks a- 0993 898484)

Incidentally, all Steinberg products that

are still available are being distributed by

a pair of audio connection sockets on the
back of the machine.

Harman Audio, call a- 0753 576991 for infor
mation.

Roland on a- 0792 310247
TECHNIC-AL

PROBLEM

1. When I use Sequencer One with my Technics
WHEREFORE

ART THOU?

DIGITAL TO

ANALOG

KN800 and I press stop during a song, my Tech

Where can I get my hands on the sequencing soft

Can I record music I make on my 520 STFM using

ware Steinberg Pro 24 v3, since no one seems to
sell it any more...?

nics no longer sounds unless I switch it off and

Sequencer One on to an audio cassette without
using MIDI?

2. Is there an 8-channel tracker for the STE?

Bill Moulford, O

Cathy Rogan, West Yorkshire

Jonathan Rose, Dorset
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It makes the peas taste funny.

PRINT

PRINT "Array stored on disk..."

ERASE price$()

ST

1 erase array

Inevitably there are some slightly more
unusual questions that we find a tad more
difficult to answer. Do you have a sensible
reply to any of these?

DIM price$(50,12,1) !J
re-create array again
PRINT "Array deleted and re-created..."

Write On word processor disk on? I am confused
about which one to get.
Northants

stf: Hmmm, let's see. Tthe Atari ST is probably
your best bet.

(QUE?

PRINT

FOR n%=l TO 20 ! print 20J

Porque no traducen esta magnifica reuista al
Espanol dues hay mucha gente interesada, pero no

random empty elements

domina el Ingles. Saludos y felicitaciones por el

I have a 520 STE and an external drive. Could I back

buen trabaio que estan haliendo.
En Espana no hay una reuistatan buena y com-

up my disk via ST Writer rather than keep taking the

b%=RAND(12)+l

c%=RAND(l)+l

pleta como esta.. Traduzcanla "please."

PRINT "<";price$(a%,b%,c%);"> ";

Spain

a%=RAND(50)+l

DISK

COPY

disk out of the STE's drive each time?
Suffolk

stf: Yes... or no. What exactly do you mean?

NEXT n%

stf: Unfortunately none of our experts is totally
familiar with your language, but at a guess it
looks as if you want us to translate ST FORMAT
into Spanish. Making wild stabs in the dark like

PRINT

PRINT "20 empty elements printed,J
(nothing!)..."
OPEN "I",#1,"ARRAY.dat" !J

this, however, wouldn't really be the best way
to translate the magazine into a different lan
guage. If anyone else would like us to become
multi-lingual, though write and let us know.

open disk file for input
RECALL #l,price$(),-l,x 1 readJ
array (x=returns elements loaded)
CLOSE #1
PRINT

Use the magnificent Back Up program that we
supply on every Cover Disk.

CASPER

STRIKES

AGAIN

While typing information into my ST using Write On, I
found that at various intervals it continues to type

automatically. It does not stop until I switch off my
machine and start again, why is this?
London SE12

PRINT x;" elements loaded from disk..."

MONITOR

MYSTERY

I have just bought a 520 STE and I have connected

PRINT

it to a Commodore monitor. Is it breaking?
FOR ri%=l TO 20

1 print 20J

joystick plugged in with autofire switched on. If
your machine is typing sentences, paragraphs

Gloucestershire

random priceS() elements
tf: No.

a%=RAND(50)+l

b%=RAND(12)+l
C%=RAND(1)+1

PRINT "<";price$(a%,b%,c%);"> ";

BEST

MACHINE

What is the best and cheapest computer to run your

NEXT n%

stf: If the machine is repeating keys or random
letters then you either have sticky keys or a

and chapters, then we suggest you consult the
relevant authorities about getting it exorcised
by a priest. Alternatively, if the material being
produced is of good quality you could get it
published in one of the daily tabloids.

PRINT "20 sample elements printed..."
PRINT

PRINT "Demo completed - Press any key"
REPEAT

UNTIL LEN(INKEY$)
EDIT

The

above

example

creates

the

array

price$(50,i2,i) and fills it with values. The
contents of 20 random elements are printed.
The array is STOREd to disk and then erased
from memory. 20 random elements are shown
again, but this time are empty. The array is redimensioned,

and

the

contents

are

then

RECALLed from disk, with 20 random elements

being displayed to demonstrate the successful
load,
store
#n,var$o,m. n
open command,
string array, (use

uses the syntax store
is the channel used with the
var$() is the name of the

the open/close brackets, but

s

wn

s about

is quite common. It stems from the fact that

trailer to use with Sequencer One. Could I use

there are numerous different types of MIDI
message which may be transmitted when the

Sequencer One's samples to play back tunes entered
on the controller? If so, what would the results be like
compared to those if I also had a sound module?

stop button is pressed, and keyboards vary in
how many of these messages they can handle.
Unfortunately, you normally just have to live
with this difficulty but check the following things
first:

(a) Look under your Options menu and check
that Sync Send is switched off.
(b) Also under MIDI Options, if the Mode Mes
sages are set to Send All Keys on all channels,
try switching them to All Notes Off.
And in response to your second query - the

simple answer is no. The ST plays a maximum
of four samples at a time. Where stereo output
is available (as on the STE) this amounts to two
samples for each output (two Left and two
Right), otherwise the four samples are heard in
• • :

•.

two octaves and are of poor quality. Is there any
cheap way in which I can use STE's or the Technics'
sound chip to provide quality sounds for my piano?
Richard Wall, Kent

Matthew Trowell, Middlesex
sff:

You

can

use

the

PC-200

to

control

Sequencer One's samples, but the results would
be improved with a sound module, both in
terms of having the extra sounds and getting
the superior sound quality that the module
would have. You may want to consider getting a
muftitimbral keyboard, thus effectively combin
ing the keyboard controller and sound module
in one unit, and possibly saving money.

ME

AND

MY

PIANO...

I have a Technics PX44 piano and an STE. My piano

stf: It is sometimes possible to add extra
sounds to an instrument, and some keyboards'
sounds can be edited via MIDI using patch edit
ing software. However, your keyboard is
designed to produce piano sounds, so it can't
be expected to behave like an organ or a synth
without some pretty major hardware modifica
tions.

As for using the STE's sound chip - you're

unlikely to get the kind of sounds you're after,
so if sampled sound from your STE is not of
sufficiently high quality for your needs and
you're on a tight budget, your best bet is to
look for a second-hand MIDI instrument to add

—nds. I'm lookin"'
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don't enter the number of elements), m is the
number of elements to save, though this is

boot-up problem. However, all this happens
before GEM is installed - without it all GEM

optional and if left out all elements are saved.

functions are disabled. AUTO folder programs

recall

only use the basic operating system and are

is virtually the same syntax; recall

#n,var$,m,x. m is now the number of elements

called TOS files.

to load. Ifm is set to -1 then all elements load,
and the additional parameter x (on completion

Demo writers writing in assembly solve the
problem of the mouse being disabled by writing
and installing their own routines. All is not lost,
you can still load graphics to the screen, print

of tiie recall) contains the number of elements
loaded.

text, use the keyboard and execute disk files. If
you want to auto-run programs that need the
DEMO

MAKING

S Widdrington in Peterborough, along with many
other budding demo makers, wants to know how to
create a program that appears automatically on bootup which displays a picture, (a Degas Pll), with

before, GEM is not installed so any programs
launched which need a mouse won't work.

SECURE?

On the subject of accessories and AUTO folders,
Jeremy Stuart in Shere is producing an Accessory
password program in GFA Basic v3. If you type the
correct password you go to the Desktop. He's placed

GEIW mouse routines then you must let GEM
load and use a program called Startgem

the compiled .ACC in the AUTO folder but he doesn't

(included with Superboot 7.4 on STF Cover Disk

he gets is a blank screen. He also asks if there are
any commercial password programs available.

36) in the AUTO folder which will run a specified

enable you to load programs by pressing a single
key.

GEM program.
Assuming that you have decided to use the
AUTO folder method, your program can have a
picture in an inline, BMOVEing it to the screen

stf: You can do this with GFA Basic but there

area when required, set the colour palette, and
print text messages to the screen. The key

scrolling text at the bottom and a menu which would

the disk to see what .PRG files are there before
creating the menu list. But, as mentioned

know what he has to load to get to the Desktop - all

stf: The first thing to point out here is that .ACC

files do not go in the AUTO folder, they should
be placed in the root directory of the disk being
booted. Password programs should be compiled
.PRG or .TOS files and placed in the AUTO
folder. The ST first runs any files found in the

are limitations. The problem is not so much with
the language but with the way the ST works.

board can be scanned and programs launched

When you switch on your ST a number of things
happen, one of which is the checking for the

key is pressed. On exiting from the TOS pro

AUTO folder, then loads GEM and then installs
any .ACC files. Therefore GEM loads automati

gram you return back to the menu screen.

cally when you exit the password program.

existence of an AUTO folder. If there is one then

any executable files (.PRGs) found in it are run
in the order they were placed there. Therefore,
if we place a compiled .PRG file in an AUTO
folder, it runs automatically, solving the load on

Tony Wagstaff again answers your
assembly language queries

with the exec

o

command when the correct

The example file BAZMENU.GFA (and .LST
source) on this month's Cover Disk is a simple
example of this method, but differs from most

menus in that the same file works in any AUTO
folder on any disk - it automatically looks on

switched on? This causes the menu options to
freeze up. If the problem lies in the code that
you've added, the following pointers may help.
At boot-up, all Accessories are run, and have
first to install themselves, which is what the

BASIC

COMPILER

Can I use the STOS Compiler for FirST Basic, or is
there a PD BASIC compiler?
Simon Nash, Chelmsford

stf: Afraid not, Simon. BASIC compilers are
about the only type of application not available
in the Public Domain. You can obtain the GFA

3 Compiler at a special price of £25 using the
form that appeared in ST FORMAT 35. See
page 40 for details of ordering back issues.

ACCESSORY

PROBS

Terry Conway from Mansfield and Dave Griffiths
from the Wirral are both having problems with the
Accessory shell, ACCHEAD.S, that we included on
Cover Disk 33. After inserting his own code, Terry
finds the ST keeps re-booting. Dave's works fine

lines one to 50 of the code do. If you enter any
code in this section, chances are the system is
going to re-boot when you call the Accessory.
The Accessory then enters an endless
loop, during which it calls event_miiti; this
is basically a request to keep it posted if any
thing interesting happens. Control then returns
to GEM, and the Accessory hangs in limbo
(sounds a bit like the twilight zone). When
something does happen, such as a menu
selection, GEM sends a message to everyone
who asked for one. The Accessory has to
check if the message is intended for itself. If
not, it requests another alarm call, and goes
back to sleep. If the message contains the
handle of the Accessory, then it leaps into

action. It is at this point that it performs your

until he selects it, after which he can't access the

routine, so install it at the line beginning
op_work, at the earliest. Adding extra buttons
is simply a matter of changing line 163 to

menu bar at all. Dave has managed to insert a

something like

should

contain

you go to the Desktop:

ATARI

RULES

What's the best book I can buy to find out where all
the GEMDOS routines are, and how to access them
according to Atari's rules?
Dave Griffiths, Wirral

stf: Sounds like you're after the information
contained in the SYSJ/ARS.IS file which came

with GFA Assembler in issue 33 (turn to page
40 if you missed it). If you've a few bob to
spare, Atari can supply you with details of their
documentation package, Doc Support Kit.
Atari can be contacted on a- 0753 533344.

BBC

BASIC

Is there a BBC emulator for the STE?
Scott Butler, Worcester

sfft There is a BBC emulator which New Age
PDL (a- 0702 232826) can supply on disk UTIL
#9 for £1.50.

. I S T E N I N G

BLANK

How do you create the multi-coloured backgrounds

yes/no option into the dialog box, but it cannot
detect which button he chooses.

Your password program

seen in games like Gods?
alert_msg

dc.b

"[0][HOORAY][but -

Simon Kongialis, Cornwall

tonlIbutton2Ibutton3]",0

stf: You both say that you've added your own
code to the listing. Without seeing what this is,
it is difficult to guess what is going on. As it
stands the listing should work; try compiling it
without any alterations, and re-boot without

After form__aiert has been called at line 110,
intout

contains the number of the button

selected. So the following line

any other AUTO programs or Accessories on

your boot disk. If this works, then at least you
know the main listing is OK. If not, then do you
have a joystick attached with auto-fire
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results in do.w containing one, two or three,
depending on which button was selected.

a

repeat. . .until loop which is exited from only
when the correct password is entered. A simple
end outside the foop means that when you exit,

stf: You have to use something called "blank
ing" - either horizontal or vertical. To
increase the number of colours on the screen

it is best if you use both directions together.
The screen is drawn using an electron gun,
line by line, from the top left to bottom right, at
which point the gun has to be aimed back to
the top corner. The time taken to reposition it
is called a vertical blank. During this time, the

ST

hints and tips

CLS
REPEAT

PRINT "Please Enter The Password";

INPUT 1$
IF I$o"EUREKA"
PRINT "Incorrect PasswordJ

on, and xbioso to switch it off. The drawback
of this method is that you have to use the xbios
call to switch caps lock on or off every time you
want to change to upper or lower case letters.
Alternatively, you could use the ucase$
function. For example, if instead of input a$

you used input ucase$(a$) and you enter
"my name is fred," then it is converted to upper
case automatically and stored in a$ as "MY
NAME IS FRED." To input a single character use

- Access Denied"
PRINT
ENDIF

UNTIL I$="EUREKA"
CLS

PRINT "Password Correct"
PAUSE 100

ANSWERS

CROSS-SPECIES

INFECTION

Is it possible for a PC to catch a virus

frvjjl from an ST and vice versa?

RS Davies, West Midlands

stf: It is possible for an ST virus to infect a PC
disk because the formats are so similar, but the
virus couldn't infect the PC itself because it

would be written in 68000 machine code, which

inkey$ so that the program does not stop for
the input, and immediately after the inkey$ line
put an if. .. then loop. For example:

cannot be read by a PC-compatible machine.
The same reasoning applies to PC viruses in
fecting the ST. The only time a PC virus can be
read by an ST is when the ST is running a PC

INPUT A$

be taken.

emulator, so normal virus precautions need to

END

You can tidy this up and format the output to
print messages in the centre of the screen and
so on. We don't know of any, although Ladbroke

Computing International fa- 0772 203166) can
provide the ST Secure combined hardware and
software system for £19.99.

IF A$="s"

INC Speed%

DRIVE

' Put what you want to happenJ

UPGRADE

when you press

' the s key on these lines,J
as they will be
' ignored when otherJ
emulator?

keys are pressed.
LOCKUP

Andy Gray from Birmingham wants to know how to
get his ST to default to caps lock on so all his typing
is in capitals, and also how to input a single key.
stf: The caps lock problem can be solved in one
of two ways. The first is to use the xbioso call
at the start of your program to switch caps lock

REQUIRED

Where can I get a hard drive for my
Mega STE? Can I use the TT's VGA
colour monitor with the Mega STE and
with the Supercharger SC Plus 286 PC
Dwayne Kee, Essex

ENDIF

' continue with your program here if s
is not pressed.
• If you have any queries of a GFA Basic program
ming nature, write to ST Answers, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

ST looks through a list of routines stored in
memory and performs each in turn. If you want
it to run a routine of your own, you need to add
the address of your routine to the list. Once
installed, the routine runs automatically each
time the screen is updated.

stf: The Mega 2 STE and the Mega 4 STE come
complete with ACSI (Atari Computer Systems
Interface) to SCSI (Small Computer Systems
Interface) host adapter board and 48MByte
SCSI drive. Unfortunately the Mega 1 STE is not
equipped with a SCSI adapter, so you cannot

LOADING

STOS

I have written and compiled a program using STOS.
I now need a machine code program to load a pic

*exit i f tl

ture onto the screen, and then run the main pro

#vbi_routine,-(aO)

#hbl_rout ine,-(sp)

gram.

C Rolls, North Wales

Horizontal blanks occur each time a line of

pixels has been drawn on the screen. H you
insert a routine that changes the palette every
horizontal blank, you can have a different set
of colours for each line. You need to program
the MFP 68901 chip directly to tell it you want

move.w

#l,-(sp)

stf: Cover Disk

move.w

#31,-(sp)

DEGAS_LD.S, which loads a Degas picture onto
the screen. To run your compiled program,
add the tos Pexec call to the listing:

trap #14
add.l

#12,sp

33 contained

a

routine,

L_routine move.b #100,tbdr

to use a horizontal blank routine. You also

need to tell it how often - every 16 lines, for
instance - and this should be performed by the
vertical blank routine otherwise the palette
may appear to scroll up the screen.
The following listing shows how it's done:

J-dl,-(aV)

btst #0,dl
bne

#$4b,-(sp)

trap #1

other

move.1 #pal 1,a2

vblqueue
vdr colour u

equ

$456

wu

$454

equ

other

Insert this just before the line " exit cleanly

move.1 #pal_2,a2

Setflag bchg

#0,dl

and then insert this:

iove.1 tvdr_colour_0,c

file name

right at the end of the listing. You could
develop this to ask for a keypress, and then

dbra dO,set_pal
bclr #0,isra

addq #6,a7

movem.l

run various programs depending on what the
the input is.

(a7)+,al-a2/d0-dl

Btallvbl

move.1

_vblqueue,aC

add.l

#4,a0

flag

"MYPROG.PRG",0

ds.b 1
ERROR

HANDLING

What is TOS error #3?

Insert your palettes into the last two lines, load
your picture onto the screen, and call the rou

Rees John Clissold, Leicester

tine.

stf: This error occurs when there are too many
files open for the system to cope with.

Experiment

vbl routine.

with

the

figures

in

the
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No-flicker graphics using GFA Basic
Barrie Capel shows you how to
avoid flickering graphics

When sprites move on the screen over an
existing picture, there's quite a lot of flicker
ing. To prevent this you have to do something
called "page-flipping"
All data is not fixed in the memory of your ST. Its
position depends on the ST being used, the avail
able memory, whether or not Accessories are
loaded and so on. The ST's operating system keeps
track of things by using system pointers - memory
locations which contain the addresses of relevant

blocks of data. Normally, these pointers are used

only by the ST itself, and the normal user need
never know anything about them. When writing your
own programs in GFA Basic you can use many of
them to your own advantage.
To find out where something is, look at the rele
vant pointer - this tells you where to find the infor
mation you want. To make things easier on the ST,

screen - where the picture is built up before being

DEFFILL 6

passed to the physical screen. Both the physical
and the logical screens have pointers which contain
their current location in your ST's memory.

BLOAD "PICNAME.PIl",XBIOS(3)-34

xbios(2), (known as physbase), returns the

~XBIOS(5,L:s2%,L:sl%,-l)

-XBIOS(6,L:XBIOS(3)-32)
SGET s$

current start address in memory at which the physi

SWAP s2%,sl%

cal screen can be found, and xbios (3), (known as
logbase), returns the current start address at which

~XBIOS(5,L:s2%,L:sl%,-l)

the logical screen can be found. It's normally at
&H78000 or &HF8000, but you can't rely on either

WHILE INKEY$=""
SWAP s2%,sl%

without checking the system pointers first. You

~XBIOS(5,L:s2%,L:sl%,-l)

must use these calls - don't assume that all ST's

VSYNC

have their screen memory in the same place that
yours does.
When you switch on your ST, the two pointers
contain the same address, (pointing to the same
32K block of memory), but because the pointers
are in RAM they can be loaded with any number.
This makes it possible to force the ST into using
two different areas of memory for the two screens.
You can then look at one screen while drawing
something on the other, then swap the contents of
the pointers making the other screen visible. Doing
this still causes sprites to flicker when placed on the
screen, but because this happens on the hidden

you don't even have to remember the addresses of
all the pointers, because each one has a name and
system call. A good example is the ST's screen
memory which can vary in position at the top of
memory from one ST to another. As far as the ST is
concerned, the screen is actually two blocks of
memory, each one 32,000 bytes long. This is true,
regardless of the chosen resolution, because
decreasing the number of pixels in lower resolutions
is balanced by the increase in memory required to

screen, you don't see it happening. The newly hid
den screen is then drawn on before before being
switched again, and so on.
This all happens many times a second with GFA
Basic, and careful programming can produce some
excellent results. Load your copy of GFA Basic v3
from STFCover Disk 35 and type in the following v3
listing.

store the extra number of colours.

DIM screen_mem%(32255/4)

SPOT s$
MOUSE x%,y%,z&

PCIRCLE x%,y%,15
WEND

sl%=MAX(s2%,sl%)
VOID XBIOS(5,L:sl%,L:sl%,-l)
SETCOLOR 0,7,7,7

SETCOLOR 2,0,7,0
SETCOLOR 15,0,0,0
END

So what does it all mean?

As you can see from the listing, the first thing
you do is to create an area of memory for the sec
ond screen. Data moves around in memory, so we
allocate space using an integer array which we can
locate at any time by using the V: command (the
GFA v3 version of varptr) . The screen is 32,000
bytes long, but it must lie within a 256 byte bound

s2%=XBIOS(3)

ary in memory for the ST's video routines. So, to be
certain that somewhere within the array there is to
be a 32,000 byte block which starts and ends on a
256 byte boundary, we add 255 bytes making a

the physical screen - the area that the ST displays

sl%=(V:screen_mem%(0)+255) AND &HFFFF00

total of 32,355.

on the monitor, and the other is called the logical

HIDEM

One of these 32K blocks of memory is called

j'ust plug a SCSI drive in. Best Prices can fit a
48MByte drive in your machine - contact them
on «• 0903 700714 for details of how much it

costs to do this and whether they have any
available.

The TT colour VGA monitor is not actually

Integer array variables use four bytes per ele-

AMOEBA

TO

ST

TRANSFER

gg-^r»jj Can you tell me how to transfer files

frVJl from the Amiga to the ST? Iwish to

\~^0£> transfer IFF pictures. Is there a lead
mwmT

which can do this?

Leon Matthews, Morley, W Australia

compatible with the Mega STE because the STE
only has the normal RGB, composite video and
television outputs. Unfortunately, the Super
charger PC emulator is not available at the

stf: We printed details of the Amoeba to ST null
modem lead in STF 35, along with the details of

moment in the UK.

the ST, so refer to that issue or get yourself a

file transfer between nine other machines and

copy by looking at page 40. Any semi-decent
comms package should enable you to transfer
files between the two machines.

Recommended programs are Vanterm on
the ST and N-Comm for the Amoeba. Both pro
grams are PD or Shareware. Vanterm can be
obtained from the ST Club (» 0602 410241) on
Disk

COM.27

for

£1.45.

N-Comm

can

THE SECRET OF THE SECRET OF MONKEY ISLA
sailed off, the crew have mutinied and

How do you get the banana picker out of the hut?
T Moorcroft, Wirral

refuse to get off their deck chairs. Help!
John Talbot, Sussex

stf: You need to get the wimpy little Idol from the

I'm stuck! Having bought the boat and

stf: Ignore the crew. Have a look around the ship. You
need to find a recipe and then the Ingredients to that
recipe, then use the cannon on the deck. Open the drawer
In the cabin to find a diary. Read this and notice the book
mark is made from the top of a cereal packet Toddle off

Head area and give it to the cannibals. They leave i.
of the hut open and you can get the picker out.
At certain points in the game I get the message
full! Game over." What's happening?
K F Vaughan, West Glamorgan (ami a few others)

to the kitchens, open the cupboard and get a cereal

packet. Use the cereal - eat it, in other words - and you

sfft You have an early version of the game with ,

get the free gift. Examine it - it's a key. Use the key in the

Return it to US Gold, Units 2&3 Holford Way, Holford,

cabinet to find a chest. Open the chest to get the recipe.

Birmingham B6 TAX, asking for a replacement, and they
should give you one.

Now you're on your own...
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be

obtained for 99p on Disk U107 from Ultimate
PD, 44 Festiniog Road, Gabalfa, Cardiff CF4
2SQ.

of Monkey Island is given a
thorough treatment in this month's Gamebusi
turn to page 88 to check it out.

ST
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ment, so we divide our 32255 by 4 to arrive at the
correct size to dimension the array. In the program,
the array is called screen_mem% ().

The next job is to store in the variables si% and
S2% at the start addresses of our two screens. For

si% use the existing physical screen address (physbase) which is returned by xbios (2). For S2% we
need the address of the array screen_mem% ()
which contains the new logical screen we've just cre
ated, the start of which is returned by v:.
But as mentioned earlier, we need the first
address which falls on a 256 byte boundary, and that
may not be the first byte in the array. However, if we
take the start address of element o of the array, add
255, then and it with &hffffoo, the result just hap

pens to be the address of the first byte which is divisi
ble by 256.

GFABASIC.PRG. Your graphics are then placed on the
screen, either as a sprite, or, in this case, simply
drawn on the screen with graphics commands. The
two screen addresses are then swapped before the
xbios(5) call is made again to bring the second
screen into view. Now, the first screen is hidden, and
we can use spot s$ to put the background on it,
and place the graphics in a new position.
This procedure is repeated many times per sec
ond in a loop to produce realistic flicker free anima
tions.

Note: Obviously, there is a limit to the number of
things you can do between each "flip" before your pro
gram slows down too much.
If too many sget and spot operations are per
formed, or if the graphic blocks being moved are very
large then the program slows down noticeably.

The actual switching of the screen addresses is done

Reduce the number of pots

with:

the blocks of graphics data and the program speeds
up considerably.
When the program has finished, you need to
reset both screen addresses back to their starting
values, but as you have been continuously swapping
the values of si% and S2%, you don't know for sure
which one contains the original xbios (2) address.
Fortunately we know that the ST always creates its
screen at the top of available memory, so the original
screen address is always going to be higher than that

-XBIOS(5,L:physadr,L:logadr,res)

which needs to have the logical and physical screen
addresses as long words, (see jargon buster panel),
and the screen resolution. (-1 for any of the parame
ters means no change in the existing value).
After this call, you're still looking at screen 1, but
any screen output from your program goes to screen
2. At this point you can load in your background pic
ture unseen to the hidden screen, and capture it with
sget s$. This method can be used to load screens

of sprites and cut them out with get while the person
running your program stares admiringly at your load
ing screen.
In the example you must replace picname.pii
with the name of any Degas .Pll picture you have and
put the picture in the same directory as

CRACKED

UP

I sent for Crack Art after seeing the
review in STF 34 but I can't load in any
pictures saved using any other art
packages. I've tried by using Degas,

of our own created screen. We can use GFA's max

function to determine which variable has the highest
screen address.

This is the original xbios(2) value, so we place
it in si% and call xbios(5) one more time with the

variable si% for both the logical and physical screen

There you have it - page flipping by numbers, the
ST FORMAT way!

of the best art packages around and one of the
easiest to use. It costs £25.99 from Electronic

Arts (v 0753 549442).

AUTO

FREE

I want a graphics program to use with
Timeworks DTP but I don't wish to

FOLDER

I would like to know how to put an ordi
nary text file into an AUTO folder so it
comes up on-screen when I load it.

Simon Wells, Herts

TIMEWORKS

Elite suitable and has it ever been

stf: Unfortunately you can't display text files in
this way. When you switch on your ST, one of

the first things it does is look inside the AUTO
folder, if there is one, and execute any files with
a .PRG extension that it finds there. It ignores
anything else that might be there. You would
need to write a program yourself that loads the
file and displays it.

Is off).
The pattern created denotes the number stored, and
your ST interprets the numbers as instructions or data
depending on the situation. So that your machine knows
where to find things, each of the "boxes" Is numbered and
it Is this number which is known as the address.

L: Eight binary Bits on an ST equals one Byte. On 16-bit
computers, two Bytes make a Word. On the ST, two Words
equal a Long Word (four Bytes). Calls to the operating sys
tem require that the parameters be passed In a certain
way - each piece of Information a certain size In bytes. The
information is collectively called a structure. If a parame
ter needs to be a Long Word, it is passed to the call with
L: in front of It.

MEMORY LOCATION:

Just another word for the "boxes"

mentioned above.

OPTIMISATION:
The re-writing of parts of a program
to Increase Its speed or effectiveness. Unwanted parts can
be removed, and variable types can be changed to faster
types.

RAM:
Acronym for Random Access Memory - the
area of memory where program information is stored.
REGISTER: Area where 32-bit information is stored tem

porarily for processing.

put connected to a Macintosh 2cx via a magical
device called a Radius graphics board. The out
put from the board is piped into the Mac, where
a program called Theatrics displays the ST dis
play in real time in a window. This window can
be grabbed at any point and saved as a PICT2
format picture to a Mac floppy. This picture can
then be loaded into our DTP software. So now

you know.

HAD

AN

IDE

I have been offered the chance to buy
an IDE Smart Drive. Is this compatible
with my STE?
Richard Single, West Midlands

stf: No, it is not compatible with your machine
because it is designed for use with PC compati
ble machines.

HOW

reviewed by ST FORMAT?

DO

YOU

DO

THAT?

Mark L Posvar from Huntington
Beach, California, asks how we get
the screen shots of games which we
use in our Screenplay section of the

David Collins, Surrey

stf: Degas Elite saves its files in PI? format,
which can be imported into Timeworks, as can
IMG format files. Degas was reviewed in STF 30
and scored a rating of 90% - if you want to
order that issue, see page 40. Degas is still one

ADDRESS: Apart from being where you live, it's where
data inside your ST lives. Memory inside the ST can be
thought of as hundreds of thousands of "boxes," each
capable of holding a number. In reality, each "box" Is made
up from a number of switches which group together to
form binary patterns of Is, (switch Is on), and Os, (switch

Andrew Donald, Merseyside

spend more than £40 to £50. Is Degas

*"*•

WHAT'S ONE OF
THOSE?

addresses.

Neochrome, Canvas and Paintpot pictures but none
works. Have you any suggestions?

stf: Our copy works fine with every picture we
have tried to load into it from other packages.
You may have a corrupted copy of the pro
gram. Return the disk to the PD library you got
it from and ask for a replacement copy.

and reduce the size of

ANSWERS

magazine.

WHAT'S

THE

DELAY?

If you have problems auto-booting your
hard drive, upgrade to TOS v2.06.
When v2.06 starts up the system, it
uses an automatic built-in delay of over

stf: There are several methods, but most often

one minute so that the hard drive to get up to speed

we use an ST or STE with its monitor RGB out

before booting. It ends the need for delay programs
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to be run from floppy disk. Why does TOS v2.06
have this delay on booting?

stf: First Word is fussy about some ASCII
files - you need a utility to strip out any nonASCII characters from the file. Disk WPR.09

Kevin Creasey, Leicester

from the ST Club (£1.65 n 0602 410241)

stf: This to enable networked machines to be

contains TOASCII which does this.

"found" by the file server - the machine control
ling a network. File servers are renowned for
being very slow to link to terminals.

FILTH

AND

HYPERPAINT

to load Wordstar Express. When I tried

to install the program on my Mega File

luxwm

30 hard drive, I lost all myfiles and had

to re-format it. Are all PC programs likely to do this?
Daniel Davies, Gwynedd

stf Most PC emulators enable you to assign

one partition of your hard drive as a PC parti
tion. This is because ST and PC hard drive par
titions use different formats, so the PC emulator
cannot read or write to an ST format partition.

Check

your

emulator's

documentation

nilimr-

l°™

ALL

ASCII

TO

than the screen area.

other times it's OK. I have the same

problem with all the joysticks I've tried.
Matthew Fyles, Cheshire

stf: The problem you have is very common
and is simple to fix. The joystick and mouse
sockets are not fixed in any way apart from
the connections to the keyboard, so constant

What is TOS error 34 and why do
get it?

plugging and unplugging of the joystick and
mouse gradually break these connections.
Contact Ladbroke Computing International
on a-0772 203166, who offer a quotation

James Quinn, Co Tyrone

service for £15.

TOS

ME

UP

I am having problems loading ASCII

Abi Hicks, Kent

PROBLEMS

The joystick port on my STE doesn't
work properly - sometimes I can't

-SP direct the joystick as Iwant to, but at
stf: Neochrome pictures can be loaded and
saved in low res and cannot be compressed.
Degas pictures can be loaded and saved in
all three resolutions either compressed or
uncompressed. IMG files can be loaded in
high resolution and pictures can be larger

for

files into First Word, what do I have
to do to get them in?

PORT

D W McCluskey, Northumberland

details on assigning a PC partition.

S

changed and the directory information has
not been updated within the machine. If you
change disks with a drive window open while
at the Desktop, then press the <Esc> key this updates the directory.

In Hyperpaint there are various pic
ture formats: Neo, Degas and IMG.
What is the advantage of one type
over another?

CORRUPTION

I recently used a PC emulator program

FORMATS

coughs up the always-helpful TOS error #34
message to let you know what the problem
is. It often happens because a disk has been

stf: TOS error #34 is Path Not Found. This

usually means that GEM has tried to look in a
folder that does not exist, gets confused and

In future use a joystick extension lead
(£4.70 from We Serve *• 0705 325354; to
prevent wear and tear on the mouse and joy
stick ports.

Assembly pointers
DISK

SEARCHING

I am writing a slideshow demo, and would like it to
search for all the picture files in a disk directory.

KrMMiKMtim&KmimiiTmmiTin
padmove.b
dbra

Michael Kirk, Stevenage

stf: You need to use a group of XBIOS commands
that use an area of memory called the Disk Transfer
Address or DTA. This listing shows you how:

move.l

#Dta,-(sp)

move.w

#$1A,-(sp)

trap

#1

Psetdta

addq.l

d7, pad

*Its fxlename

is

next

w

trap

move.

stored in file below

#image,a3
Fsnext

#32-1,d3

#2,sp

loop

finished

move_it
dc.b

"A:\*.,PI1",0

dbra

add.l #160-16,a3
! this looks for all PI1 files

dbra
Dtads.b

BSS

This finds all the files with the Pll filename extension

! looking for all types of file

(that is, low res Degas pictures) in the root directory
of a disk. Change the pathname on the line that
starts with "path" to look for other files. Once you
are comfortable with this you might like to try asking
it to look inside any folders it finds.

. J.w
trap #1

#$4E,-(sp)

addq.l

#8,sp

Fsfirst

unt:i±

found all the

loop

cmp. w

you nave

files

#0,d0

! This is 0 only if

a file has been

found

finished

bne

#Dta,a2

move.1

#4,21<a2)

btst.b
! This tells
!

found a

bne

image

#%lllll,-(sp)

#path,-(sp)

you if you have

folder

SCROLL

©N

Two related questions. John Threlfall of Huddersfield would like to know how to produce scrolling
text, if possible using Degas Pll fonts. Tony Fearn
from Norwich is finding it difficult to produce back
ground scrolling that isn't slow or jerky, and wants
to know how to produce gameworthy scrolling.

next

move.w

#12,d7

move.1

#file,a3

add.l #30, a?.

stf: Scrolling is such a vast subject that we could
whole magazine with it, so we can only
hpro Vnn raq use fonts stored in Deeas

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

d3,nextline

44

I the %11111 means you are

*Now you loop

(a3)+,(a4).

d4,move_it

bss

*Then you ask nicely for the first file

1.1

move.l

data

path

add.l #160-16,a4

#6,sp

move.w

ww moves the

first letter to the top left of the screen; a4 has the
address of the screen, and the data from the Degas
file is stored at image.

#$4F,- •(sp)

#1

addq.1
bra

* First you tell it where you want the DTA:

#0, (a3)-i

ds.w

16000

By adding values to a4, you can print your letter at
different points on the screen. Adding values to a3
enables you to access different characters. You still
need to "undraw" the letters before moving them,
and the routine can only move characters 16 pixels
at a time. Thanks to the inherent difficulties in

scrolling, you'll find it easier to obtain polished
results to begin with if you use GFA Basic; see the
discussion on sprites inSTF 35.
There are many tricks to producing fast back
ground scrolling. The best advice is to study other
programmers' listings; look out for PD demos that
include the source code, but don't use anything with
out permission. Bullfrog, the team responsible for
Populous, produced a series of articles that
appeared in ST FORMAT from issue 22 onwards.
These contain some very fast drawing operations
that access the video shifter chip directly. Studying
these should help speed up your routines.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
COMPUTER

L>

SUPPLIES

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E&OE
Prices Include VAT and delivery by post,
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed

below to place credit card orders - (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to fvlJC Supplies to:

MJC SUPPLIES (ST ),
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1UJ.
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 Lines)

OUR PRICE £64.95

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM PRISMA

Pepe's Garden (3 to 7)

£19.95

ENGLISH 12/13 OUR PRICE £17.95

The all time best selling educational software from
Database Educational. Anumber ofprograms per
package covering a range ofsubjects.
FUN SCHOOL 2

8 Programs per package
For 2 to 6 years
£12.95
For6 to 8 years
£12.95
For the over 8's

£12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3
6 Programs per package
For 2 to 5 years
£15.95
For5 to 7 years
£15.95
For the over 7's

£15.95

FUN SCHOOL 4
The latest in this excellent series

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

The idealaid to learning vocabulary

OUR PRICE £39.95

particular school year.
Features pronouns, verbs, adverbs,
suffixes.

FUN SCHOOL

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS

RRP £59.95

the National Curriculum for a

spelling, synonyms, prefixes/

environment. Hisoft C features over 460

library functions, fast and powerful Gem
based editor and built-in help for quick
and easy reference.

LAUGH & LEARN WITH ADI
ADI is a friendly alien which appears
on this latest range of educational
software from Europress (the
manufacturers of Fun School).
Each package is designed to follow
ENGLISH 11/12 OUR PRICE £17.95

HISOFT C INTERPRETER

HIGHSPEED PASCAL

Highspeed Pascal is designed to be
compatible with the hugely successful

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and test
programs quickly and easily in a simple

HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2

programmers.
RRP £79.95

2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
AnswerbackJunior Quiz (6-11) £14.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
£7.95
Factliles aredata forAnswerback Quiz only

HISOFT PRODUCTS
Hisoft Basic 2 comes complete with a
Compiler and Debugger. The package is a
complete development system which is
ideal for both professional and casual

LEARN TO READ WITH PROF.
Prisma Software's complete reading coursefor
4 to 9 year olds.
1. Prof Playsa NewGame
£19.95

j

French Mistress
German Master

£14.95
£14.95

Spanish Tutor

£14.95

Italian Tutor

£14.95

Using dictionaries and reference
books construct adverbs, punctuate
sentences.

MATHS 11/12

OUR PRICE £17.95

Covers geometry, algebra, statistics,
symmetry, quadrilaterals and
number operations.
MATHS 12/13
OUR PRICE £17.95
Covers fractions, transformations,

proportions, mental calculations.

LCL SOFTWARE
Fat* package isdesigned asacomplete course, including
a W page plus paperbackbook with 24programs

Primary MathsCourse(3 to 11) £19.95
Micro Maths (12/adultto GCSE) £19.95
Micro French (12/adult to GCSE) £19.95
NEW MULTI-PACKS
FROM B.WARE
We are now able to offer a number of

educational & database programs by
B.Ware in various Multi-Packs at very
reasonable prices.
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

SOFT STUFF

MagicStorybook
Let's Spell at Home
Let'sSpellat the Shops
Hooray for Henrietta
Henrietta's Book of Spells

£23.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95

Turbo Pascal on the PC. It features a fast

single pass compiler, compilation speed of
more than 20,000 lines per minute.

HISOFT
LATTICE CV5.5

Compile to memory or disc and an
integrated multi window editor.

Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful
development system for the popular C
programming language, adhering
extremely closely to the ANSI standard. It
contains the most complete set of C

RRP £99.95

OUR PRICE £89.95

NEW-HISOFT DEVPAC 3

Hisoft Devpac3 is the latest version of the
popular assembler & debugger package
for the ST. Packed full of features it is the

ideal programming environment for
beginners and professional programmers
alike. It contains an editor, assembler and
a debugger.

libraries to be found on the Atari 68000

computers, Gem based installation
program, multi window editor, project
manager and lots more.
(Requires 1 Meg)
RRP £149.95

PLEASE CALL

OUR PRICE £99.95

SOUND SAMPLERS
STEREO MASTER

STEREO REPLAY

Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality
sound sampler for the ST. Its features
include: Sample rates from 3.0 to 27.9
Khz, mix sample with full or half volume,
hifi stereo playback option using the
Playback cartridge, full STE stereo
support.

This system can record in high quality
stereo from its twin phono input sockets,
taking sounds from any suitable Stereo
equipment such as a Portable Cassette or
CD player. Editor features include Mark,
Hide, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Fill,

RRP £39.95

more.

OUR PRICE £29.95

Replay 8 features powerful sampling and
playback commands such as Sample, PreSample, Auto RecordTrigger and more, as
well as the usual editing commands
Replay 8 also contains some Special

OUR PRICE £64.95

REPLAY PROFESSIONAL

Replay Professional is probably the most
complete Sound System for the Atari ST.
It comes complete with Editing software
as well as the Drumbeat Professional 4

programmable Drum Machine called

channel Drum Machine and Midiplay
which turns your ST into a powerful sound
sampling synthesizer. It can sample at

Drumbeat 8.
RRP £59.95

rates between 5 and 48 Khz.
RRP £99.95
OUR PRICE £79.95

Effects

software

and

a

2

voice

OUR PRICE £44.95

Timeworks DTP 2 & First Word Plus £99.95

Easy Draw2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£36.95
£59.95

Deluxe Paint ST

£44.95

Canvas

£10.95

Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio(1Mbreq'd)
Cyber Paint

£22.95
£39.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Concerto

Mini Office Communications
Harlekin 2
Hisoft Knife ST
Hisoft Diamond Back II

£29.95
£36.95
£15.95
£39.95
£19.95
£31.95

Flexidump (for9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (alldot matrix)
ForgetMeClock2

£17.95
£31.95
£17.95

Quartetv1.5 4 voicemusicsynth

£39.95

NEW-ROBOSHIFT

PROGRAMMING
Hisoft Basic 2 - New release

£54.95

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor
HisoftC Interpreter

£29.95
£39.95

Lattice C version 5

£99.95

Nevada Cobol (CPM Inc.emulator)
HisoftHigh Speed Pascal V1.5
Hisoft WERCS Plus (Inc. GD0S)

£33.95
£69.95
£33.95

AutoSensing joystickmouse switch box
MJC PRICE £13.95

ZYDEC 3.5" SECOND
DISC DRIVE
Quality external, double sided disc drive,
includingPSUand cable.
£52.95

STOS THE CREATOR

Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many
RRP £89.95

REPLAY 8

GRAPHICS AND
PRESENTATIONS

STOS-The Creator

£19.95

STOS-Compiler

£13.95

STOS - 3-D NOW AVAILABLE!
STOS-CREATOR AND COMPILER

£22.95
£29.95

STOS- Maestro Plus sampler
The Game Makers Manual (Book)

£39.95
£11.95

SPECIAL OFFER
TIMEWORKS
DESKTOP
PUBLISHER 1

with ZydecSecond Disc Drive
Plus FirstWord Plus (no mail merge)
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata version 1.2

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
Mini OfficeSpreadsheet
Personal FinanceManager Plus
Home Accounts 2

£64.95
£29.95
£24.95
£15.95
£29.95
£36.95

NAKSHA

SQUIK

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse includes
Operation Stealth, Matand Holder

A great value
replacement mouse

Protext 4.3 Specialofferjust
Word Flair (1Mb)

£22.95

MJC PRICE £14.95

Word Writer

£36.95

FirstWord Plus (V3.1)

£39.95

WORD PROCESSING
£39.95
£57.95

£99.95

VIDI-ST
Vidi-ST + Vidi-Chrome

£84.95

RomboRGB Splitter
£49.95
Vidi-ST CompleteColourSolution £129.95

COURIER DELIVERY
SERVICE
Available on all orders. Prices start from £3
-Please ask for details

MEGA

STE

STF test

Exposedthe Mega STE
urking silently but proudly at the top of the
Atari ST range is an unknown quantity - the
Mega STE. This beast has been available in
the UK since April 1991 but hasn't really been
talked about by the computer press nor has it

L

been particularly supported by the software houses.
As a result, unless you happen to own one of these
machines, you probably don't know a great deal
about them. The Mega STE combines the best fea
tures of the 1040 STE and the TT, the STE's mother-

Do you know anything about the

Mega STE? No? Well, this is your
first chance to discover it from the

inside out as Clive Parker gets out
his circularsaw and strips down the
top-of-the-range ST
board having been rather cleverly redesigned and
then rebuilt to fit into a TT style case. We bravely
sent our technical man off to peep inside that case in
a bid to give you the lowdown on the Mega STE's
internal workings.

THF DFAD DftBTQ THE P0RT^- The rear of the macnine has afew more ports than the old STs.
From left to right they are:

FLOPPY DRIVE POUT.

IBJEMSf

14-pin DIN connection for

Socket for connection to

external Double Density or

TV set via a standard RF

High Density floppy drive.

modulator.

AUDIO SOCKETS.

Stereo output via two stan
dard phono sockets.

INTER. «i

9-pin D RS232 connection

25-pin D connection for your
standard Centronics printer.

for use with modems or
other serial devices.

Standard 13-pin DIN socket
enabling connection to both

Connector for linking DMA

colour and monochrome

SL605 laser printer or hard

Atari monitors.

drives.

devices such as the Atari

9-pin D connection for use
with serial devices (above
printer and DMA ports).

hree pin power connection
and on/off switch (above
modem ports).

9-pin D RS232 connection
for use with modems or
other serial devices.

THE LEFT HAND SIDE PORTS
• The Mega STE's front view - it may be an
unusual looking mother but it gets the job done.
Plug in scanners and sam
ples here.

;=:£SST BUTTON,

Performs a warm reset of

MIDI Out port for use with

the machine, re-booting
without memory and system
checks. The power switch
performs a cold reset and
initialises all system

communication protocols,
this port also has MIDI Thru
Implemented. Sends MIDI

checks.

information to instruments.

musical Instruments and
devices which use the MIDI

The cable from the Mega
STE keyboard plugs in here

MIDI In port for use with
musical instruments and
LAN PORT..

devices which use the MIDI

Local Area Network, used to
link machines for sharing of
peripherals.

communication protocols.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1 992

Sends MIDI Information to
mts.

STF

OPERATING
FEATURES

-

Desk File

SYSTEM
TOS

2.06

When you turn the Mega STE on, you first get an eye
ful of the large Atari logo in the top left of the screen,
this is followed after a few seconds by a view of a
growing black bar. This is a RAM check - it verifies
the amount of memory installed. A second bar
appears after the memory test is complete acting as

H

FLOPPY DISK

XVZ.TTP

old DESKTOP.INF file is now called NEWDESK.INF,

C:\».«

-

2281111 bates use
Fl

• Q
OK

in 134 urns.

a

E

i

E

XGMTKL.fiCC KHESK.INF CDMTWL.INF

STE

onto the Desktop and then launched by double-click
ing on its icon.
The files with the operating system include DESKICON.RSC, which contains the data for the Desktop
and window icons used by TOS 2.06. It is a GEM

Options

SWeNEB.SYS

UTIIS

resource file which can be loaded into a resource

UV

construction kit and edited to your heart's content.
IEODESB

•KSCU.PIK GF

a two minute time-out before the machine boots the

hard drive. It is actually designed for use with net
works where the file server takes a while to poll all
the machines on the network. You can bypass this
time-out feature by pressing the Spacebar.
The new Desktop is a vast improvement over
TOS 1.62, with a host of new features putting it on a
par with NeoDesk. All menu commands can be
assigned to keys and activated by a single keypress.
All key assignments can be user-defined from a menu
option and the information saved along with other
data by using the normal Save Desktop option. The

Vieu

MEGA

test

WTO

SiTWGH.W'PCDPVBWJWPOFVPIWJCX'

B m 1 |

FSuTW

New icons can be created from scratch or the exist

§ Q

ing icons edited - the only restriction being that the
resource file must not exceed 64K in length. Individ
ual icons can be assigned to programs and the data

i
• The Improved Desktop of TOS 2.06 as you can find
In the Mega STE. Individual icons can be designed In
a resource construction set and then you can assign
them to specific files or file types.

saved with the Save Desktop option.
EXTERNALLY

YOURS

-

PORTS'N'ALL

The main guts of the machine - floppy drive, power
supply, VME slot and so on - are housed in the left

and several different Desktop layouts can be saved
to the hard drive and loaded when required. Up to 20
programs and applications can be assigned to the

function keys and launched directly from the Desk
top. In addition, any program icon can be dragged

THE MOTHERBOARD

two-thirds of the case. This part of the case also acts
as a plinth for the new Atari SM144 and SC1435
monitors - they simply slot onto the top of the unit.
The right side of the machine contains the hard drive

.HARD DRIVE AND INTERNAL

The Mega STEs have been provided with an industry standard VME
slot - Industry standard except for the fact that it can only accept a
half size VME card. The other problem Is that there is still only one

SCSI INTERFACE BOARD:

A 47MByte SCSI hard drive Is fit
ted as standard on the Mega
STE enabling users to install and
run large applications with ease

expansion slot - and, though it hurts to admit it, even the
most basic PC contemptible machine has a minimum
of three expansion slots.

LAN PORT: _ _ _ _ _

LAN (Local Area Network) is, in
effect, a socket which enables

as soon as the machine is

machines to communicate so

booted. The external interface

that peripherals like laser print

port for a hard drive is the stan
dard Atari ACS! 19-pin D
connector, so any ST specific

ers and hard drives can be

shared. You need special net
work hardware and software to

hard drive can be added as a

set up the system. Try the
Universal Network package at
£99.99 or Data-Net (£399.99)

second unit. Internally there Is a
plug-In ACS!to SCSI interface
board mounted at the

both from Ladbrokev 0772

rear right side of

203166. The Data-Net sys

the machine. This

_P^

tem uses the Universal
Network software and a

WiM

i~*»a^

cartridge designed by
Ladbrokes which you can

enables the internal SCSI drive to

be removed and
any size SCSI

also use to link older

/ h a r d drive to

STs and STEs to the

be installed

new machines.

as a replace
ment.

CACHE RAM:

'

• The Mega STE

This is a special section of
additional memory used by the
Mega STE when running in

exposed for the whole

world to see. The large
square grey area at the

16MHz mode. A cache can

speed up disk and memory oper
ations by storing frequently used

1.44MBYTE

information and commands for

left Is the power supply
shielding, directly below
this you find the MIDI con
trol chips, the 16MHz 68000
processor, the cache RAM and
the empty co-processor socket.

FLOPPY AS STANDARD:

RAM on the Mega STE only

All serious computers are now
supplied with 1.44MByte HD
(High Density) floppy drives ;

works when the machine is run

standard so more data can be

ning in 16MHz mode and can be

contained on each disk. The

TOS 2.06: ———

switched on and off from the

General Setup CPX in the

Mega STE follows this trend
although early Megas were sup

Xcontrol Panel.

plied with standard 720K DD

Atari have produced an ST
compatible version of the TT
operating system, TOS 3.0, for
the Mega STE machines called
2.06. This is a vast improvement
over previous versions of the
operating system, with user
definable keyboard shortcuts for

near instant access. The cache

(Double Density) drives, and the
instruction manual makes no
16MHZ 68000 PROCESSOR:

mention of HD disks or their use.

The 68000 processor at the
heart of the Mega STE runs at
twice the speed of the standard
machine - a clock speed of
16MHz as opposed to SMHz.
This enables programs to run at
twice their original speed,
although some programs such as
GFA Raytrace and Spectrum 512
have timing problems because of
their special screen modes. The
clock speed can be switched to
SMHz from the General Setup
CXP to ensure compatibility with
these programs.

The Mega cannot tell the differ
ence between a DD and an HD

floppy disk, so a 720K disk gets
formatted to 1.44MByte. This
may seem like a good thing but
formatted
toHD

takes the best features from

!—~-

standard

NeoDesk and combines them

are notori

with Its own to create a much

ously

friendlier environment.

unreliable.

the three custom chips which con
trol much of the central

housekeeping Involved in running

I

the machine. The right end of the machine
contains the hard drive and floppy drive
Interface sockets, the SIMMs sockets with

-MBytes Installed and the TOS 2.06 chips.

all menu items and definable

icons for programs. You can
place program Icons on the
Desktop as well as launch pro
grams from there. The Desktop

DD disks

The central area shows the VME

slot with Its cover removed and

SIMMS MEMORY BANKS:

The Mega STE has the same memory capacity as the STE - that Is,
4MByr.es of RAM Installed on standard SIMMs plug in memory
boards. The big difference between the old STEs and the newer
Megas is the ease with which SIMMs can be installed. On the STE
the top of the machine has to be taken off and part of the shielding
removed - doing this invalidates the warranty on a new machine. On
the Mega STE Just one screw has to be undone on the underside of
the machine enabling the hard drive unit to be removed exposing the
SIMMs slot beneath - any additional RAMcan be simply plugged In.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992
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Bask File Uitu mffillT

with the SIMMs memory slots and TOS chips posi
tioned directly beneath. The hard drive and memory

and TTs. On the back of the Mega there is a standard
25-pin parallel printer port, two 9-pin PC-style RS232
modem ports, a standard ACSI/DMA port for hard
drives and other DMA peripherals, an external floppy

DESKTOP COMFIGUEtnTIOK

is easily accessed by removing one screw in the
underside of the machine, the lid holding the hard
drive can then be lifted straight out and the drive
unplugged. This is an excellent idea which could also
have been used for the main housing, enabling

flwv om

riwv om
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access to the rest of the machine.

The Mega STE is larger physically than the older
Mega range and is housed in the TT "wedding cake"
style case with a separate keyboard, but in Atari ST
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has to be removed if a VME card is installed.

• Program icons can also be placed on the Desktop
area and the application launched by double-clicking
on the icon. Up to 20 programs can be assigned to
the function keys, then opened by a keypress. All
Desktop menu items can be assigned to keys.

grey rather than the TT's off white. The main unit is
just over 19 inches (490mm) long, 11 inches
(290mm) deep and 3.5 inches (90mm) high.
The MIDI ports remain on the left side of the
machine, alongside the new LAN (Local Area Net

work) port and the reset button. The reset button is
now within easy reach so you no longer have to
grope around behind the machine to get out of a
crash. The power switch is less accessible, being on

The

industry

standard VME

slot

has

been

included so you can fit any standard plug-in memory
expansion card. The VME on the Mega STE is only
half size - a bit of a problem since this is very rarely
used as the standard size VME slot. Any graphics
cards designed for the old Mega ST 68000 expan

the monitor plinth. This means you have to perform

sion bus are therefore useless and have to be

minor contortions to turn the machine on and off. The

redesigned for the new machines.
The keyboard is the TT model, with a much bet
ter feel and response than the older machines. Atari
have finally dealt with the problems involved with the

LAN port can be used to link machines together,
using network software, so information and peripher
als can be shared between a roomful of Mega STEs

the back of the machine and at the dead centre of

drive port, a 13-pin DIN monitor port and stereo
phono sockets for audio output. There is also another
9-pin serial socket fixed on the plate which covers the
VME expansion slot. This port can be used for serial
devices like a light pen or graphics tablet. This port

INTERNAL AFFAIRS - UNDER THE BONNET
At last Atari have supplied an ST with a builtin hard drive. The basic unit supplied in both

the 2MByte and 4MByte versions is a
47MByte SCSI drive. Drives with greater stor
age capacity are available from most suppli

• Detail of the right end of the machine normally covered by the hard
drive. The ribbon connector at the top right is the floppy drive connector,
immediately to the left of it is the socket that the SCSI host adaptor
plugs into. The centre is dominated by the four SIMMs sockets, and
below these are the two TOS chips containing the operating system.

ers. Because the hard drive is so easily
accessible, it is a simple job to replace the
original drive with a larger SCSI replacement.
Atari have supplied their own ACSI to SCSI
host adaptor as a plug-in unit on the main cir
cuit board. Unfortunately the Mega 1 STE is

not supplied with the SCSI host adaptor, but
standard external DMA hard drives can be
used in the normal fashion.

The floppy drives on ail new Mega STEs
are now High Density (HD) 1.44MByte drives
- earlier machines were supplied with Double
Density (DD) 720K units. HD disks may be for
matted by the Format Floppy Disk option In
the File menu - the only problem here is that
the Mega STE cannot tell the difference
between a DD and an HD disk and quite hap

pily formats both to 1.44MBytes. This is prob
ably caused by the new Ajax floppy drive
controller chip not using the HD detect line
correctly. In all other respects the drives work
perfectly well, although there is no mention of
the High Density capability in the manual.
The memory is installed In standard
SIMMs

sockets

in

either

• The floppy and hard drives

are both fixed to the underside

|SL

of the lid of the Mega STE. You can remove the hard drive section of the lid separately.

1MByte,

2MByte or 4MByte configurations. Extra
memory can be easily added to the
Mega STE by removing the hard drive
unit, enabling the two smaller memory
configurations to be expanded to
4MByt.es. The TOS 2.06 ROMs are also

i Directly above the two ribbon cables is the VME

*

mm

connector seen here from above. The three large

square chips are the custom chips which house the
MMU, GLUE, Video Shifter and Blitter operations.
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under the hard drive unit and are sock

•

The hard drive's

SCSI interface

eted for easy replacement and upgrading

installed on the

to future versions of the operating sys

tem, such as MultiTOS. The main pro

ES9

cessor is a 68000 running at 16MHz
either with or without memory caching

_J

|

iTaTtL

motherboard of

the Mega STE. A

lints

s

standard 50-way
ribbon cable is

and Is switchable to 8MHz to maintain

used to connect

compatibility with older programs which

the interface to

can't run

the SCSI drive.

at 16MHz. There is also a

socket on the main board for an optional
68881 co-processor that you can use

with processor intensive software such
as CAD or DTP programs.
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MEGA

STF test

mouse and joystick connections - the mouse plugs in
at the right end of the keyboard and the joystick at
the left end. The only problem with the keyboard was

Hsk

A

£&*! £}u.

File

Diey

rum put

that the connection to the main unit looks too close

to the cartridge port - any large cartridges such as
Spectre GCR or Stereo Replay may be a problem to
plug in. The keyboard cable can be tucked under
neath the edge of the machine out of the way but it

WORTH
MEGA

0 i

Drive flffl
UMI !
SUGLE SIDED

j

D1U8LE SIDED
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Drive fli

Drive £"

I
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rwn
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can be annoying.
IS

drive for £859.99 and a 4MByte machine for
£919.99. Alternatively you could treat yourself to a

DUiew

laWVl
*VJ,TTP

GETTING

A

STE?

The STE system still requires a TOS upgrade to 2.06
to match the specification of the Mega STE. If you

01.

I

I Cancel I

SNff.T0S

• The new Mega STE can format High Density flop
pies to 1.44MByte from the Desktop. Early Megas
only had 720K drives and the manual does not refer
to High Density drives at all.

already have an existing STE system, you could
upgrade it to match the Mega STE specs rather than
sell it and start again - SIMMs are becoming cheaper
all the time and, if you're serious about your ST, you
probably already have a hard drive. The only good
reason for actually getting the Mega rather than
upgrading is for the easy expansion route if you're

STE

going to need a graphics card. The basic 520 ST has
been transformed almost beyond recognition into the

Mega STE and prices have dropped considerably
since the start of 1992. You can now get a 1MByte

Mega STE from First Choice without hard drive for
£539.99, a 2MByte machine with 47MByte hard

4MByte STE for £369.99 and a Progate 50 DC drive
for £399.99 also from First Choice, and a 16MHz
STE accelerator board for £165.00 from HCS - a
total of around £935. First Choice are on n 0532
637988 and HCS can be contacted on n 081 777
0751 for more details.

The other thorn in the side of the Mega STE is
the much talked about Falcon due to become avail

able later this year. With its high specifications and
low price point of about £550 it could wipe out the
TT and Mega STE - see our report on page 50. As
with all things Atari, it is a case of wait and see.

The Mega STE is a fine machine and works well,
easily out-performing all the older STs. There are
very few problems with software compatibility, and, if
there is, the machine can easily be switched to 8MHz
mode. Ifyou want a high spec ST in a single compact
unit, this is the machine to get.
STF Rating: 85%

COMPARISON WHICH ST IS FOR
ME?
We compared the speed of the Mega STE sys
tem with that of a 520 STE and a 4MByte Mega
ST. We also tested some software packages

and applications to compare the speed of vari
ous functions. Ail the Mega STE timings are
made at 16MHz with cache on and all tests
were made in medium resolution.

ART PACKAGE: Degas Elite
This drawing program is normally quite speedy
- the slowest function is rotating blocks. The
Mega STE performed the task in almost half the
time of the other two machines

The task: To rotate a 14K block image 90
degrees anti-clockwise using Degas Elite.

The results: Mega STE

1 minute 20 seconds

520 STE

2 minutes 32 seconds

Mega 4 ST

2 minutes 32 seconds

CAD PACKAGE: GFA Draft

We used the famous Space Shuttle picture sup

plied with GFA Draftin issue 34 to compare the
screen redraw times between the machines.

The Mega STE was almost twice as fast at
rescaling and redrawing.
The task: GFA Draft -Space shuttle redraw
from 0.5 scale to 1.00 scale

The results: Mega STE

2.8 seconds

520 STE

5.2 seconds

Mega 4 ST

5.1 seconds

WORD PROCESSOR: Write On

We used the second demo file from the Write
On Cover Disk for the final test. We marked the

entire file as a block and changed the text to
the Pica 10cpi font. The Mega STE out-per
formed the other machines by over one third.

The task: To change the font of a 9K block of
Write On text

The results: Mega STE
520 STE

45 seconds
1 minute 10 seconds

Mega 4 ST 1 minute 32 seconds
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LOWEST
PRICES
•

BCS Summer Offers

OFFER 1 •

•

Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site maintenance
+ F19 Flight Sim + lead + dust cover

OFFER S la-

1000

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

£52.99
£69.99
£138.99
£165.99

+ Call for spot prices

tailored dust cover

£329 (Limited stock)

500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 caplockable boxes .£177.99

All prices include VAT& free
delivery & free labels
Please call for latest prices

delivery & free labels
Please call for latest prices

DUST COVERS
..£3.00

Star LC-200 cover

..£3.50

Star LC-24 200 cover

..£3.50

Philips CM8833 Mkl/llcover

..£3.50

Citizen Swift 9 cover

..£3.50

Citizen Swift 24 cover

..£3.50

ACCESSORIES
1000 Labels

£8.00

Atari Naksha Mouse ..£19.50

Progate II 20
£232
Progate II 40
£293
Progate II 80
£431
£499
Progate I1105 DC
Progate I1120 DC
£599
Progate II 240 DC
£929
Progate II 440 DC
£1399
Progate II 500 DC
£1599
BCSspecial introductory offer buy any
Protar drive and get 50 3.5" DS/DD disks
+ 100 cap box FREEH

£8.00

TopstarJoystick
Zipstick

Mouse Mat

£2.50

Cheetah 125+

£9.50

Competition

31/2"Cleaning Kit

£2.75

Pro Joystick

PRINTERS

...£21.00
...£11.00

Quickshot Python 1

BOXES
50 3.5" DS/DD +80Cap BanxBox..£31.99
100 3.5" DS/DD+ 80CapBanx Box..£45.99
200 3.5" DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Box ..£85.99
500 3.5" DS/DD +5x80Cap Banx Box..£199.99

Prices include VAT/Labels/Delivery
5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

...£12.50

Atari Cumana Drive....£72.00
1000 Tractor labels ...£10.00

3.5" DS/DD Disks

DISKS + STACKABLE BANX

PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Atari dust cover

£7.50

Star LC-20
Star LC - 200 Colour
Star LC - 24 200 Colour
Inc VAT and lead

£150
£199
£259

ATARI 520STE

ATARI 1040STE
FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

3.5" DS/HD ..£61.00 INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" Banx Box
£9.95
150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box
£15.50

^3.5" 10Cap boxes

£0.85 each'

3.5"
3.5"
5.25"
5.25"

£4.10
£4.50
£5.10
£5.90

40 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes
50 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes

0273 506269 / 0831 279084
All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.
Call or send cheques /postal orders to:

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ
All offers subject to availability. E&OE

HI

Due to shortages of 3i" DSDD disks, prices

INCLUDES

ACCESSORIES

SCOOP PURCHASE
PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Progate 20Mb
Progate 30Mb
Progate 40Mb

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

£209.95
£229.95
£299.95

;

Twin Extension Lead

£5.95

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH MOUSE MAT,
MOUSE BRACKET, OPERATION

HURRY! LIMITED STOCKS

STEALTH GAME
Creative Module:- Hyperpalnt 2,

PLUS FREE! Our new software starter pack
comprising:Home Office Module:- Database,
Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, Spell
Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Mono
Emulator.

PRINTERS

Music Maker 2, First Basic

Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays A New Game,
Prof Looks At Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

Junior School Module:- Answer Back Junior Quiz,

General Knowledge Quiz, Spelling,
Primary Mathematics
GCSE Revision Module:- Micro Mathematics,

French Mistress, Geography Quiz

Education Module:- Kldl Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Go Round.

ONLY £329.95

Creativity Module:- Virus Killer, Colouring
Book, Label Printer, Mall Merge.

FAMILY CURRICULUM

games.

DISCOVERY EXTRA

£24.95

StarLC20(UK)
Star LC200 Colour (UK)

£139.95
£199.95

StarLC24/10

£169.95

Star LC24/200 (UK)

£219.95

Star SJ48 Bubble Jet
Citizen 120D-.

£239.95
£129.95

Citizen 224D

£219.95

Citizen 224D Colour
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 9 Col

£239.95
£189.95
£199.95

Citizen Swift 24E

£279.95

Citizen Swift 24E Col

£289.95

ATARI SM144 MONO MONITOR

Mat, Microswitched Joystick, 10 blank

ONLY £99.95

FREEI! WHILST STOCKS LAST

WITH ANY ATARI ST COMPUTER KLAX,
A.P.B., CYBERBALL, ESCAPE FROM
PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS,
VINDICATORS
INCREASE THE MEMORY OF ANY OF THE
ABOVE PACKS AS FOLLOWS
1Mb RAM Fitted
£25.00
£60.00
£120.00

£12.95

£12.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
£36.95
£89.95
£18.95
£29.95

Neo Desk 3

£14.95
£10.95

_ONLY_£349;95_
DON'T FORGET OUR FREE GAMES
SOFTWARE OFFER

ATARI SC1435 COLOUR MONITOR
£209.95 WITH TILT N SWIVEL STAND

PHILIPS CM8833/2 with F19 Stealth Fighter
connecting lead and on-site warranty.

VINYL DUST COVERS

£199.95

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1180

£5.95
£4.95

Panasonic KXP1123/1124

£4.95

StarLC10/20

£4.95

StarLC24/200

£4.95

StarLC200
Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D/224D

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Genuine UK Specification

FORGET ME CLOCK 2, with throughport
low, low price £14.95

Citizen Swift 9

£4.95

AUGUST SUPERDEAL

Citizen Swift 24/24e
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor
Atari SM144 Monitor
Atari SC1435 Monitor

£4.95
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95

BUY ANY ITEM FROM THIS ADVERTISEMENT
COSTING £10 OR MORE AND YOU CAN PURCHASE
A SQUIK MOUSE

Philips CM8833/2 Monitor

£6.95

FOR ONLY £9.95

STOS 3D

..£26.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Fun School 3 Under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Better Spelling {8 to 14)
Better Maths (12 to 16)
Magic Story Book (5 to 14)
Pepe's Garden (Ages 3 to 7)
Shoe People (Ages 4 to 6)
Cave Maze (Ages 8 to 13)
Reasoning With Troll (5 to 12)
Learn to Read with Prof (4 to 9):Part 1 Prof Plays a New Game

£20.95

Part 2 Prof Looks at Words
Part 3 Prof Makes Sentences
Part 4 Prof Hunts for Words

£13.95
£16.95
£16.95

MAIL - CENTA
38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DE1 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00, please add 50p.
Order value £10.00 to £99.99, delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over, please add £5.00. Personal callers welcome at our
retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched within 24 hours
whenever possible. Cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.
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STOS

disks, 2nd joystick
ONLY £289.95

£10.95

MONITORS

disks in a box.

PLUS OUR FREE SOFTWARE PACK
AS LISTED ABOVE

I

Professional Autofire

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD .

All items in the Family Curriculum Pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover, Mouse

PLUS PACK

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl computer cover, mouse
mat, twin joystick extension lead, 10 blank

JOYSTICKS

BONUS PACK

Entertainment Module:- Ten great action

9

each
each
each
each

ORDER HOTLINE:

Business Module:- ST Word, ST Calc, ST Base

ONLY £269.95

60p each
100

may change without notice

DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

2Mb RAM Fitted
4Mb RAM Fitted

21peach
39p each

...£15.00

Atari 520STE with double sided disk drive,
mouse, owners manual, First Basic, Neochrome,
ST Tour, Escape From The Planet Of The Robot
Monsters, Final Fight, Sim City, 9 Lives, Joystick.

OFFER 4 •

+ disk box + mouse mat + Microswitch joystick +

£39.9

150 3.5" DS/DD + lOOcapiockable box...£56.99
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2100caplockableboxes..£74.99
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4100 caplockable boxes .£147.99

Prices include VAT & free

•

Atari 1040STE Music Master + 10 3.5" DS/DD disks

Microswitch joystick + tailored dust cover

No quibble lifetime guarantee
50 3.5" DS/DD + lOOcapiockable box...£25.99
100 3.5" DS/DD + lOOcapiockable box...£40.99

£37.99

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

OFFER 3 Ik-

Atari 1040STE FamilyCurriculum Pack + 10

3.5" DS/DD disks + diskbox + mouse mat+ |

£859

boxes & disks

100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.99

£3.00

joystick + tailored dust cover

/^New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable^

DISKS DISKS DISKS

100 3.5" DS/DD

•

Atari STE Art Pack + 10 3.5" DS/DD disks
disk box + mouse mat + Microswitch

£219

150
200
400
500

ATARI

DUSTCOVER

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£20.95
£16,95
£16.95
£11.95
£11.95

r
VISA

j

SCREENPLAY
The ST FORMAT Reviewers

RICH

ANDY HUTCHINSON

AND

JAMES LEACH

JON PILLAR

LINDA BARKER

Was once invited to

Consi

Once compared him

Knows for a fact that

Luncha Blnker - as

LONGHURST

speak at the Wheel
Manglers and Prawn

with the RAC.

self to a summer's

the universe ends.

she prefers to be

However he gave the
idea up when he dis

day and came off
very badly indeed.

He discovered it

known these days -

Shufflers' AGM in

round the back of

has sailed around the

Torquay. He

covered that it stood

His hobbies include

declined, explaining
that, because of a

for Royal Automobile

Serpentine singlehanded, unicycled up
Solsbury Hill and

clerical error there

than Rather

would, by that date,
no longer be a
Torquay because of
M25 lane widening.

Attractive Clowns. He

yoghurt manufac
ture, shoelace
chewing, vine
weaving and contem
plating his navel.

Tesco's in Stevenage
last Tuesday after
investigating a
strange glimmering
light near a manhole

Is known throughout
the parish for his
accomplished wav
ing. His favourite

Association rather

has since joined
Chipperfield's circus.

James is 22.

What a man, what
lover, what a quiff.
Young Rich has Just
Joined the Southall
and District

even survived a

twist and clockwise

cover. The incident

stampede of day-glorucksack-wearing

pike, although his Vsign has become a

slightly unsettled

Spanish schoolchil

traditional encore

Repertory Company.
He plans to study all
the great playwrights
from Douglas Adams
to Jackie Collins,
while holding down a

him and he now

dren. However, she

number.

Job on the fish stand

shops at Sainsbury's.

won't talk about the

manoeuvre is the
deml-flick with half-

at the indoor market.

latter incident.

SCREENPLAY

FIND OUT THE SECRET OF MONKEY
ISLAND t COMPLETE SOLUTION TO
GOBUIINS • MiCROPRCSE SOCCER
• TOP GAMES CHEATS - PAGE 88

In ancient times the introduction as we now know it

NETTED AND
CLASSIFIED
THIS MONTH

didn't exist. There was just a bit of grunting followed by
a clash of skulls and then Anadin Extra all round. Makes

you feel almost nostalgic...

and then released to enjoy
a life of freedom and Reader's

a*133^fffpPP'.™

Digest Free Prize Draws
PREVIEWS

*********** ^4
FIRE

AND

ICE

In which Cool Coyote becomes an

unwitting pawn in an extra-terrestrial
battle played out on an alien landscape
- the prize for the winner is mankind's
soul. That and a rather fetching leaping
badger onyx ash tray from Rhyl.
PAGE 74

HOOK

INTERNATIONAL

Humphrey House travels to the faraway
world of Couldbeland to save his stamp
collection from a smelly, one legged
tax collector called Rook. At least,
that's what they wanted to film - they

SPORTS

CHALLENGE

The challenging bit being that it's com
pletely impossible to play every single
event in the box within less than a fort

night. Reminds me of school sports

70

AIR BUCKS

72

BSS JANE SEYMOUR

95

COLUMBUS

87

COOL CROC TWINS

80

EMLYN HUGHES
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER

94

FINAL COMMAND

94

FIRE AND ICE....

74

HOOK

85

managed to tone things down a little

day. Ah, the egg and spoon race, the

INTERNATIONAL

bit for the cinematic release. Not much

sack race... the utter humiliation... sob.

SPORTS CHALLENGE

86

ITALY 1990

95

mind. Erm, this is the game of the film.

PAGE 86

PAGE 85

P0PEYE 2

72

SPACE SHUTTLE

83

SPIKE IN TRANSILVANIA

95

SPORT'S BEST

77

STEG

!

ULTIMA 6

THE ST FORMAT
REVIEW POLICY
SPACE

SHUTTLE

Taking emulation to new and (ahem)
dizzying heights, this is Virgin's latest
game. The idea is to take off, orbit a

few times and then land successfully.
All of which is completely beyond
NASA. Perhaps they should invest in an
ST and practise.
PAGE 83

• It is ST FORMATpolicy to review only
SPORT'S

BEST

See if you can guess the link between
these three sports: car racing, kick
boxing and tennis. Give up? It might be
something to do with McEnroe's

More caving and peasant slashing from
that cuddly American software house,

Origin. In this latest sack and wattle
wearing episode, your team of adven

exploits on and off court. Only Loricel

turers has to kick in a false prophet's

really know, though, and they're not

head, at the same time avoiding using
the word "cranberry."

talking. This one's going to run and run.
PAGE 77

finished games - that is, the games you
could actually buy In the shops - never
Incomplete or demo versions.
We review all games released but

•

only when they are finished. We won't
be rushed into reviewing unfinished
games to beat our "competitors.''

PAGE 78
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3ame news

• A dramatic development in computer application software enables you to play
Noughts And Crosses in texture-mapped 3D with triangles and squares instead of

and squares game floats irrationally in the background. What would Albert Camus

noughts and crosses. 3D Construction Kit 2 - the significant reduced to the trivial!

have made of it, apart from believing this to be a crappy shoot-'em-up, that is.

• Here we see the word "win" being zapped with a crosshair lazer while a triangles

What do rave culture, kayaks, virtual
reality and Graham Taylor have in
common? Andy Hutchinson and Andy
Lowe check out some exciting new
developments on the games front

PREVIEWS
PLAYING

GOD

One of the most innovative packages
ever released on the ST has been

updated. 3D Construction Kit from
Domark received a huge 95% when
originally reviewed in STF 27, so we're
all waiting with baited dodecahedrons
for 3D Construction Kit 2.

The idea behind the program is that
you can create your own 3D worlds.
These virtual realities can have objects
scattered about them which you can
pick up and use elsewhere. Although its
main applications are in the gaming and
educational arenas, there's no reason
at all why a business couldn't use the

program. For example, an architect
could create a house on the ST for

prospective clients and then give them

a guided tour of their building before it
even left the drawing board.
There are some impressive new

features being lined up for 3D Con
struction Kit 2:

• Clip Art disk. This contains hun
dreds of objects for you to place within
your 3D worlds.

• Sound Effects Editor. Once you've
created your world, you can supply

control

commands.

These

are

to

include new parameter types, new com
mands,
structured
programming,
object manipulation and screen han
dling. These are designed to make the

worlds were dominated by straight
lines. There is also provision for flexicubes - objects which can stretch and

be forgiven for thinking that we lived in
the Tropics. Despite this, the British

change. Look out for the Cover Disk
demo coming soon to ST FORMAT.

erratic weather and, when the heavens

kit far easier to use.

An interesting new feature, included
by the programming team, is the spher
ical object function - a good move
because, in the original program, the

TOTALLY

BITCHIN'

summer is still best known for

open, it's good to know you can nip
inside, power up your ST and sample a
bit of sun, California-style.
California Games 2 from US Gold is

DUDE

Given the effects of the hole in the

to be released just four years after the

ozone layer on this fair isle, you might

original roller skated onto the shelves

We investigate the latest offerng from Sensible Software - Sensible Soccer: European Champions
The latest and greatest hi computer footy
hits the ST this month and we've managed
to secure you an exclusive rather tasty
playable demo. It's on this month's Cover
Disk and you should, by now. have sam
pled it - and if not. why not?
Aside from lightning action to rival
most shoot-'em-ups. Sensible Soccer:
European Champions comes with an
incredibly extensive array of features you
can customise. Including 100 European
teams (International and Club), fully defin
able leagues and cup tournaments: one

and two player options (of course!), accu
rate and detailed kits. "Intelligent" pass
ing, skills your players actually learn,

replays and match highlights,

sampled

crowd sounds. European Champions com
petition, diving headers, sliding tackles
and named scorers.

And. as

create your own team of favourite heroes

(or heroines) who need not have anything
to do with football. For example, you can
include the Mass Murderers featuring King
Herod in goal. Dull Things offering the tal
ents of Receipt. Mat and Lid and the
Ancient Gods with their star centre-for

if all that isn't enough,

there's a substitute's bench from where

you can pick your replacements should
your team formation begin to look pedes

ward and major goal-scorer. Dionysus. So,
if you enjoy the game but aren't a major
football bore, this is the option for you! All

trian in the face of such ravers as Atletico

in all. it looks as if Sensible Soccer's got
terrific depth and masses of payability.

Madrid or PSV Eindho\en. You

Watch out for the full review next month.

can also

objects with their own sound so, for
instance, a door could creak or a lock

w--—^Jg

clunk.

•

Video Recorder Functions. This

^tS . >••

..13 _•-;:...'. •

enables you to record and play back
your worlds with an optional slow
motion function. Thus, if you created a
street with houses on it, you could
record someone walking down the
street visiting each one.
• Hard Copy. You can now print out
your funky designs.
Domark also promise that the pro
gram will include double the number of
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The feeling you get at seeing your
team do rather well - psychologists

• The England squad. The program
enables you to redesign the entire

call it Soccer Euphoria Syndrome.
Others prefer Bonkers Footy Mania.

team. You can even throw in Mr Benn

based upon an attacking formation

or someone as the manager.

seems to work best here...

• The Computer Mags vs the B-Movie
Monsters. An aggressive approach

game

• Like utter bummer, man. California Games 2 enables you to zip up and down the
sides of a half pipe and then crash in embarrassment, having tried to pull of a diffi
cult stunt after two practice runs. Virtual sticky plasters are extra.

of your local - but probably extinct
now, thanks Maggie - software empo
rium. It was, however, a great compila
tion and so you can expect great things
from the sequel. There are five radical
new events including:

• In the hang gliding section you can
leap off San Francisco's Fort Funston
and zip out over the Pacific Ocean. The
big idea here is to take off (tough one,
that), stay aloft (tougher still), perform

snowboard over either the Black Dia
mond or obstacle courses.

• The jet surfing event sounds very
is to zoom around a course as fast as

being massively reminiscent of Califor

•

Godzilla hammers one home for the

player cooperative matches with con
trol over either France, Germany, Scot

SPORTING

land,

CHANCE

Italy,

CIS,

England,

Holland,

Switzerland and Spain. So if you feel

you can do better than Graham Taylor -

events crammed onto the disks, so the

choose England.

ble on a real surfboard. 360 degree

immediate thought that springs to the
minds of everyone on ST FORMAT is

and, let's face it, plankton could - then
The best fun seems to be had from

that the individual events aren't going to
be much cop. We are, however, pre

the two player cooperative game in
which you and a mate can pit your
selves against another team and hoof

plete without a bit of traditional skate
boarding. The idea in this event is to

pared to be surprised.

the ball between you.

head into the aquaduct before the
water police get you.

aerial skiing, BMX racing, biathlon, bob

turns and inverted flips are two real
•

The compilation wouldn't be com

Hang on... Doesn't it remind you of
that scene from Terminator 2 where

the

T1000

is

chasing

Arnie and

All the usual footy stuff's in here:
throw-ins, goal kicks, trick shots - scor

Those events in full are: archery,

ing a goal in England's case - diving

sleighing, cycling, diving, fencing, disk
flying, footbag, free skating, free style
swimming relay, 100m freestyle swim
ming, gymnastics, half-pipe skateboard
ing, hammer throwing, high jumping,
horse riding, hurdling, javelin throwing,
kayaking, pole vaulting, rings, roller
skating, rowing, skeet shooting, ski
jumping, triple jumping, parallel bars,
velodrome cycling, 100m dash, 4 x
400m relay, Jaffa Cake mashing,
hedgehog resuscitating and National
Health dentist searching. The last three
may be lies, though.

headers, back heels, bicycle kicks,
penalties, free kicks, gobbing, snog

ging and dramatic falls (Italy only).
HARDCORE,
KNOW

defence, thoughts of 1966 on his

on helplessly. Quick, somebody,

mind... Oh. and he's missed! Well, anything's possible in Sensible Si>ccer.

THE

YOU

SCORE

Good news, blast-'em-to-bits fans, Jeff
Minter's newest game is nearing
destruction, erm, completion. The
game's called Hardcore and a five level
demo is currently doing the rounds with
an invitation from the great bearded
one himself to give him some feedback
about the game.
Your initial reaction is likely to one
of cerebral cortex melting glee. You

• Voller storms through England's

Monsters as Crash and The One look

throw some toilet roll onto the pitch.

ball Champ. You can play either one
player, two player competitive or two

sproglette in a truck? No? So there
weren't any skateboarders in it, but the
principle'sthe same, surely?

More sporting compilation-type antics
are in the Mega Sports compilation,
again from US Gold. There are 33

the rather demanding time limit of two

nia, then you're in for an enormous sur
prise. With this one you get to pull
some extremely funky stunts on your

of endangered species and soda cans. And get in touch with your karma, of course.

possible while staying on the board.
• Bodyboarding is excellent fun. You lie
down on a small boogie-board and per
form the kind of stunts that are impossi

favourites.

• If snowboarding doesn't strike you as

• Hardcore, you know the score. Minter's back with one of his hardest, meanest,
weirdest zappers yet. You fire a puck around the screen destroying the usual array

West Coast. The rather novel idea here

stunts (surefire death), hit some targets
and land at the launch point, all within
minutes. Yes.

SCREENPLAY

news

control not one, but four battle stations
placed on each edge of the screen,

creating a bloody great wall of fire.
However, if you think that nothing could
survive in there for more than a few

•

•

• Unfortunately, you can't do an
eskimo roll, no matter how hard you

s^
1

•

seconds, you'd be mistaken indeed.
The theme of the game is most def
initely rave culture. Jeff's been busy
with his sampler - he's nicked some

?'

wiggle the joystick in Mega Sports.

I
.;

HE
HE

choice sounds from Bill and Ted as well
as a selection of rave tracks. In fact, if

SHOOTS,

you start doing particularly well, the
game suddenly breaks into rave mode

SACKS

GRAHAMTAYLOR!
GERMANY

tr-0

ENSWNB*

German corner in the 88th minute.

• Here's a totally unconnected shot
of a bunch of grown men kicking a

Can England weather the storm or, er.
bite the bullet? Oh, I just don't know.

them do it to you, Graham!

• Now this is dangerous! 0-0 and a

bag of wind around a field. Don't let

Yawn, yawn, yawn. If the European
championships firmly beat any interest
in football out of your cranium, you are

and treats you to a psychedelic sonic

sure to greet a new footy game from
Domark with considerable apathy.
This one's aimed at the great Euro-

going to like the game lots. Beekeepers
should stick to Populous. The ST FOR
MAT advanced-preview type rating is

footy bash and is called European Foot

eye meltingly radical, stf

and visual meltdown.

Utter hardcore zapping fans are
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SCREENPLAY

AIR BUCKS
Fancy yourself as something of an
amateur Freddie Laker? No? Impres
sions seem to think there's some inter

est to be extracted from the turgid and
involved world of the airline business,
hence Air Bucks. It's 1946. You're 25

iMibi •*
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• Keeping the in-flight meals palatable
should be your prime consideration if
you want to save money on sick bags.

years old and you've just founded your
own airline company, AirbuckS - named
after the moths that used to fly out of
your dad's wallet. You have $100,000

P0PEYE 2
You'd think, what with Popeye being 63 this
year, he'd be far too old to be trotting around
avoiding falling masonry, rotten rope bridges,
bombs and fireballs. Surely he should be sitting
at home with his pipe and slippers, reading The
Daily Barnacle or something? Yeah, but you
reckoned without the sailor-man's hunger for
excitement and his strangely pathological addic
tion to spinach. You've also forgotten the fact

•

game reviews

and a rather small Dakota DC3. You

must build up your airline by acquiring
landing rights to carefully selected inter
national airports, buy some planes, con
struct a global network of air routes

and casually overcome all manner of

lurking business pitfalls until, 40 years
later, you're ready to retire a happy and
financially bloated air-tycoon.
When you buy new planes you have
to decide which models suit a particular
international route, how much you're
going to charge for a ticket and how
much of the plane's capacity is to be
taken up with cargo - a potentially
lucrative market. Eventually you
develop a large fleet of planes, all flying
the best routes more profitably than
your four competitors - you can play
against your ST, other players or a

surprisingly absorbing attempt at simu
lating a previously neglected area and,

Unfortunately you do feel like you're
getting nowhere slowly, which can be
extremely trying if you're used to diving
into a game without reading a novel-

Impressions game like Fighter Com
mand or Warriors of Releyne and Air
Bucks is no different. The game is a
that bruiser-boy Brutus has swiped Olive again
and, of course, it's down to poor old Popeye to
do the decent thing and swipe her back.

All of the usual characters are hanging
around, ready either to help or hinder Popeye's
progress. Wimpy, he of the high cholesterol, can
be placated with a hamburger or six. Swee' Pea

is an overall pain in the hindquarters, crawling
cutely, but precariously, around the edges of the
platforms and girders. Then there's Brutus, who
won't hesitate to keep hold of his spindly
detainee, Olive, by fighting dirty with a huge

IMPRESSIONS £24.99
• Anelaborate and demanding strategy-simulation,
which, given time, canbeunusually engrossing.

length manual.

If you like your gaming to be easy
on the jumping and blasting, but heavy
on its complexity and realism, you are
sure to enjoy Air Bucks a great deal.

SU RATING 65
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combination of both.

VERDICT: By now you should have a
fair idea of what to expect from an

AIR BUCKS

with a bit of commitment, could be rea
sonably entertaining.

OsH(.«tt*

l<*

• Faced with a glowering and cynical
bank manager, you attempt to bring him
round to the somewhat delicate situa

tion of giving you some money.

the different scenes defusing bombs, collecting
spinach for strength and hamburgers for Wimpy,
while avoiding the various falling, rolling and dis
integrating hazards. Sound familiar? At least it's
a good excuse to sing Popeye The Sailor Man.
VERDICT: Popeye 2 is a capably presented but
otherwise simplistic game which makes no
attempt to transcend the limitations of its well-

thumbed genre. It contains one or two irritating
random elements and has nothing original or
eye-catching to keep you returning for more.

wooden club. Meanwhile, Popeye jumps around

ANDY LOWE

• The orange skyscrapers represent
medium sized cities, while the low-level
buildings are smaller towns. Which
ones you attempt to negotiate the land
ing rights for is up to you. Be sure to
avoid the Bermuda Triangle, though.

POPEYE 2
ALTERNATIVE £7.99
• Dull andrepetitive platform game,with onlya
minorlevelof payability.

ffl RATING 63

"Take that and that!" One of the

goons fancies himself as a potential
Popeye-pummeller. Once he's been dis
posed of, you have to get past a
reckless coconut-throwing monkey.

• Near the end of the final level, Swee'
Pea threatens to throw himself over the

• Olive looks on as Popeye gets battered by Brutus - this can lead to a huge hole
in Popeye's ego as well as his head. Incidentally, Brutus is on a Siim-Kwik diet.

edge and you know that the rigging
alone won't save him. Eat that spinach!

Into mountain biking?
Get into MBUK
O Team MBUK reveal their
high-speed secrets

0

World championships, what,

where, and when

0

sear*

WIN a Trek 700 worth £650

And loads more great action! Only £1.95 in the shops NOW

MBUK - Britain's best setting bike magazine
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•
•
•

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha
printers to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The
Seikosha range is built to the highest standards, by a
company that is used to manufacturing high quality

DOT MATRIX
LASER
THERMAL

PRINTERS

WITH ONE YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY)

precision products. In fact, you may be wearing one of

!tW

these products on your wrist, as Seikosha are part of the
massive Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion
and 18,000 staff!).

192 CPS

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica,
we will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth

• Seikosha SP-1900 Plus - 9 pin - 80 col
• I92cps Draft.48cps NLQ

Seikosha SP-1900PLUS

£25*vat = E29.38) FREE OF CHARGE, to make sure you

get off to a flying start with your new printer. For further
information on the Seikosha range, complete and return

80 COLUMN

•

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolutions: 144x72dpi

the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands
on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Auto Sheet Feeder Option

hotline, 081-309 1111 to place your order now.
Silica now offer a full one year on-site warranty with

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

every Seikosha printer, (except the SLP Plus), included in
the price! In the unlikely event of a problem with your

£155.00
£25.00
TOTAL RRP: £180.00

Seikosha printer, an engineer will visit your home or
business within 8 working hours of your call (on-site
warranty effective for UK mainland locations only).

SAVING:

£71.00

SILICA PRICE: £109.00

FREE! FROM SILICA

£109

• DELIVERY Next day -anywhere in the UK mainland.
• HELPLINE Technical helpline during office hours.
G 5fiARTaCR ICII With every Seikosha dot matrix printer.

Ref: PRI 8195

+VAT = £128.(

»

9-PIN

PIN

PRINTER
300 CPS

PRINTER
240 CPS

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SL-92 Plus - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft, 80cps LQ

•
•

•
•

21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolutions: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit
•

44K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolutions: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP
£280.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

£199.00
£25.00

TOTAL RRP: £305.00

TOTAL RRP: £224.00

SAVING:

SAVING: £110.00

£79.00

SILICA PRICE: £195.00

SILICA PRICE: £145.00

£195

V+VAT = £170.35 Ref: PRI 8204

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-2400 • 9 pin • 80 col
• 300cps SD. 240cps D, 60cps NLQ

LASER

+VAT = £229.13

LABEL

PRINTER

NEW!

NOW WITH 1 YEAR \

ON-SITE WARRANTY)

Ref: PRI 8292

PRINTER
'PLUS' MODEL
INCLUDES WINDOWS DRIVER

The New Seikosha Smart Label
Printer PLUS now includes a

Windows Driver,has Ihe ability
lo mix fonts on the same label

and many other new features.
Within its compact dimensions

it wiil provide letter quality
address labels, file labels and
bar code labels on demand,

^ Car, gallery ormtims powered, --

working in the background,
while your normal desktop

•

1K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
•
•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP £299.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00
TOTAL RRP: £324.00

SAVING:

printer gets on with the

80 COLUMN

144 cps

• For IBM PC compatihles only
• Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD. 144cps Draft. 60cps LQ

£65.00

SILICA PRICE: £259.00

£259
.VAT=£304.33 PRI 3822

documents.

Using

?es per minute
• HP LaserJet III1" Compatible
• PostScript EmulationOption
• Edge Smoothingby EET
Technology
• 8 Scalable +14 Bitmap Fonts,
2 HP-compatible Font
CartridgeSlots
• 1Mb RAM expandable to 5Mb
• Flexible Media Handlingup to
550 Sheets in paper cassettes

Compact Design
Quiet Operation <47dBA

patibles, the
Printer

Smart

PLUS

is

able

Label
to

Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica

produce a label from the
screen text of most popular
software packages. It comes
supplied with a power cord, a

£1649

serial

cable,

comes with the Silica Printer Starter Kit,

worth £29.38 (£25+vat) completely FREE OF

CHARGE, It includes all you need to get up
and running with your new printer.
• 3'A" DiskwithAmiga &STPrinter Drivers

SLP software

and labels, Apple Macintosh
SILI^H

r'im.;.:

version also available at a new
low Silica Price of £179.vat

£999

•
RRP

+VAT = £233.83

LONDON SHOP:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:

•

ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Beforeyou decide whento buyyournew printer, we suggest youthink verycarefully about WHERE you

buy it. Consider whatit will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, whenyou may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And,will the company you buyfrom
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. Butdon't just take our word for it. Complete and returnthe coupon nowfor our latest

Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

I7cTo:

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

Ref:

PRI 8015

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed
Printer owners may order the Silica Kit (ref; KIT
5000)for only£24.38-£5 Off RRP! WORTH £29.38

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open; Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

•

• 200 Sheets of Quality Continuous Paper

(PRI 8012).

MAIL ORDER:

•
•

memory

resident software, that works
with most standard PC com

Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.00pm

No Lale Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Lale Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

J

Silica Systems, STFOR-0992-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DM 4 4DXPi

PLEASE SEND A FREE BROCHURE ON SEIKOSHA
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

.

FREE literatureand begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".

Tel (Home):
MAIL ORDER

081-309

mucA
YSTEMS

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications maychange - Please returnthe couponforthe latest inlotmalion.

84A I

cool' game review

FIRE AND ICE
Cool Coyote is, indeed, cool.

Cooler in comparison to

£

dungaree-wearing plumbers
or blue-rinse hedgehogs but,

as Andy Hutchinson discovers, not
• There are some particularly vicious creatures in Fireand Ice. However, the pro

really up there with Prince
T h i s is the ST gaming world's
answer to those insidious lumps
of mindless plastic known as
"consoles" which are corrupting
the software scene to such a

great extent. Renegade is pitting Fire
and Ice against the Marios and

t Sonics of this world and
may eventually put the
game onto a console in
a fiendish world domi. nation

iMtttlAfoitfllfta,

*%

bid.

Fire and

Ice is a platform

• This isn't where Cool Coyote lives,
it's a tourist igloo. For $15 you can
even stand in front of a fake frozen

waterfall or buy a T-Shirt saying "My
parents went all the way to the Arctic
and all I got was this lousy T-Shirt."

grammer failed to include them and instead used penguins and seagulls. This
leads to the player chanting "Kill the penguins, kill the penguins."

game written by Andrew Braybrook, a
veteran of the home computer scene.

Mr Braybrook - as his bank manager
calls him - has produced such classic
games as Paradroid in the past and so
has a lot to live up to.
The

main

character

and

future

global icon in Fire and Ice is a chap
called Cool Coyote. Mind you, "Cool"
may be overdoing it a bit - when you
see him on-screen, padding about in a
pair of Oakley shades, you're left in little
doubt that this is a serious fashion-vic

tim. In fact, he probably only goes
down to his local igloo on a Saturday
night to tell all the chicks... erm, pen
guins how great he is and to pose lan
guidly at the bar. Perhaps Renegade
should have plumped for something like

Clarence Coyote, or possibly Clifford
Coyote instead. But enough about him,
what about the plot?
JAMES
ROBERT

DEAN,
DE

NIRO

Well, a jolly nasty magical beast, called

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1 992

golf partner to Father Christmas.

Unfortunately for Cool Coyote, the
evil Suten's black magic has started
affecting earth's creatures. So, the gen
eral credo is to shoot every critter in

Suten, is hiding on earth. He's escaped

sight whether it looks cute or not. Not

from prison where he was incarcerated

for totalling a solar system. Obviously

only do Cool's animal adversaries vary
from land to land, they also get nastier

the inter-galactic authorities would like

as the places get hotter.

Suten to help them with their inquiries,

The landscape also creates prob
lems, with chasms and jumps all con
spiring to stop you reaching the end of
a land. To complete a level you need to
collect the six parts of a key by zapping
creatures and then jumping through a
handy temporal space-portal-cum-potting-shed door. Ifs not all bad news,

so they've sent out someone to look for
him. That person is Glemm.

Now Glemm has a big problem he can't materialise on earth himself or

Suten may detect him. The solution is
to recruit an earth creature to do all the

dirty work and then help the creature in

•»•*'*&*, «f«J> ft« #'«#W,»»
• Look at tho ickle, wlckle, cute mouse.
Yes, until he stabs you with his spear,
that is. Sales of rodents are going to
plummet when this game hits the shops.

subtle ways. Glemm picks on Cool Coy
ote, inhabitant of the North Pole and

**&y*tr~**Jmr**rH.:**& W *£it&Mr*tJ
• OK, now who's got my trousers?
Come on guys it was funny for five
minutes, but I'm going to miss my
plane. Guys... guys,., guyyyyyal

• Hint: In a Braybrook game, trust
nothing and nobody. If Sooty appeared
in this game he'd be an axe-wielding
murderer - "Izzy-wizzy, let's get busy"
would take on a whole new meaning.

own: (a)

you. (b)
Coyote? (c) Now where did I put the
dog? (d) Existentialism sucks. Discuss.

cool' game review

SCREENPLAY

ANIMALS OFTEN

MISTAKEN FOR COYOTES
1. THE COYPU. People tend to read the
first three letters and say "Ah!" that's a

coyote, when it is, in fact, a cavy-like
rodent with a broad blunt muzzle which
inhabits wetlands and comes from the

family Myocastoridae.

coyote. This does not fool the hunt sabo
teurs who put it down to in-breeding
amongst the richer members of society.

2. THE DOG. People who had far too much
fun in the '60s, and were overly fond of

4. DUCKS. Amoeba owners often mistake

small mushrooms, are known to mistake

common or garden dogs for coyotes. This
is because of their massive paranoia and

• The arctic circle is well known for its awful condtions. Avalanches and foreign-

ducks for coyotes, despite the fact that
nobody has ever been savaged to death

by a duck. There is no known cure for
these saddoes and they are best avoided.

also their immense stupidity.

style bogs are common place and cause all sorts of problemsto travellers. This

3, FOXES. The British hunting fraternity in
their search for increasingly sophisticated
excuses for their senseless destruction of
British foxes often claim they are hunting

doesn't bother the eskimos who carry skis and Porta-Loos for such eventualities.

though. Cool does have weapons within
his armoury and these can be souped

up thanks to power-ups left dotted
around the landscape by Glemm. The
basic weapon is an ice pellet gun. This
freezes the enemy for a few seconds

during which time they can be shat
tered. Power-ups include three way
shots and large pellets.

No game would be complete with
out a smart bomb of some sort and

Cool Coyote's version is made of snow.
Snow bombs can be collected by firing
ice pellets into the clouds.

When you release a snow bomb it
freezes everything that's on-screen at
that moment. You can carry seven of
these at once, so they're a good
backup weapon.

BEATRICE
VANESSA

DALLE,

of each level has been well weighted -

PARADIS

there's no way you're going to be able
to complete this game in an evening.
Even the first level presents you with

On his journeys around the earth Cool
Coyote meets some friendly puppies
which are immune to Suten's evil. Go

difficulties and it doesn't get any easier

near them and they follow you around.
The puppies are equipped with ice pel
let guns and fire when you do. They

as you progress. Fortunately there's a
trainer mode in which you can experi

also yield an extra life when taken

plough your way through to them all.

through an end-of-level door.
Although the game can be played

play the game from the keyboard. In

ence the other worlds without having to

One great feature is that you can

the "old" days there always used to be
a keyboard option but, with the glorious

straight through in a linear fashion, it's
also possible to leapfrog worlds by find
ing handy secret exits. These are hid
den in peculiar places and are generally

advent of the joystick, programmers
forgot that precise movement was pos
sible from a humble QWERTY. So cast

discovered completely by accident.
Unless, of course, your name is Andrew

off your joystick and check out key

Braybrook in which case you should be
programming the sequel. The difficulty

board movement,
responsive.

it's

much

more

VERDICT: Welcome to the wonderful
world of platform games. There are so

many good touches in Fire and Icethat
it's difficult to know where to begin.

Braybrook has spent a lot of time
tweaking the game and has created a
platformer to rival Rainbow Islands or
Magic Pockets in the process.
Graphically the game is stupen
dous. The background graphics and
platforms are colourful and attractive,
while the sprites are wonderfully ani
mated. Full marks must go to Cool Coy
ote for the comic strip way he pads

about the screen and nearly topples off
the platforms.

Edge detection is, again, brilliant.
There's none of this ridiculous balanc-

ing-on-platforms-by-the-toes business. If
you go too near the edge of a platform
you fall off- the same goes for jumping
onto it. It's an unforgiving system which
requires practice.

The dynamics of each world work
really well. Learning to skip about on
ice is a lot of fun. You have to think

9H9R9H
• Walruses are not to be trusted. They

never pay their TV licence fee, take too

long for lunch and they eat bourbons by
biting the top bit off and then licking
the cream out.

U^*. -'•

I

• Not so much a stairway to heaven
as an iceway to the next level. Go

• Cool Coyote chooses a particular

through the door and suddenly you
think you've left the cooker on. Don't
worry, this Is a normal reaction.

seagull and skier. He is currently help
ing police with their enquiries Into the

frantic moment to "moon" a passing

Bermuda Triangle and Slough,

twice before running around a level
because you can't come to an immedi
ate juddering standstill every time

you're faced with a bit of "local diffi
culty" - like you can on normal platform
games - you just keep sliding.
What we have here is a program

fully deserving a place in the collection
of any ST owner. Fire and Ice is to the

|^-»^4^:«^-j

ST what Sonic is to Sega. However,

unlike Sega, you get a decent hero in a
gripping adventure with some brilliantly
addictive gameplay and a long, long
shelf-life. Welcome back, Mr Braybrook,
and "Yo!" Cool Coyote.
ANDY HUTCHINSON
•

Woahl Li

What could be in it? Gold? Jewels?

of them to be precise. What use are

Readers' Digest Prize Draw numbers?
McNuggets? Smaller chests? Vanessa
Paradis, perhaps?

they? Now if Vanessa Paradis had

out the Oakley shades. Yo! Eskim
dude, have you seen a set of coyi

been in there... (caption aborted as

sized high tops and some Wayfarer 2s?

author has gone to lie down for a bit).

Dedicated to Wayne and Garth, 1992.

FIRE AND ICE
RENEGADE £24.99
Sizzling gameplay, cutegraphics, addictive
action, ohanda sharp main character who's naked
bara pairofOakley shades. Radical.

OT RATING 94 %
ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

125 +
• Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
*

• Auto-fire function

•

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• +2/+3 selector connector
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body

• Compatible withSinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore. Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.
• Sega Master Series version
available

.ONLY £9.99

STAR PROBE
• Four ultra-sensitive microswitched fire
buttons

• Ergonomically designed custom control
handlefor supreme comfort
• Auto-fire function
• Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• +2/+3 selector connector

• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad

computers and video game systems.

.ONLY £14.99
MACH I
• Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
•

Auto-fire function

• Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and

Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

.ONLY £12.99

EXTERMINATOR
• Two ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering
• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups

• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and
Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

. ONLY £6.99

TURBO FIGHTER
• Ergonomically designed for supreme
comfort

THE BUG
' Ergonomically designed body for
supreme comfort

• 2 ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Suitable for right or left hand

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising

i 2 ultra-sensitive microswitched fire

suction cups

• Robust clamp for secure desktop
mounting

buttons
i Auto-fire function

' 8 directional microswitched control

• 8 directional control

• Indestructible metal shaft

• Automatic centering
• +2/+3 selector connector
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

. ONLY £14.99

• Automatic centering
• High impact rugged body
• 'X' and 'Y' axis trim controls

• Additionaiyo/sr/cfe B 'Y' axis control
(for PC users only)
• Analogue to digital converter included
for compatibility with PCs as well as
Amiga, C64, Atari ST, Amstrad CPC etc.

• 12month warranty on all products
shown.

• Older computers may require interfaces
and/or adaptors - not included.
• Prices include VAT, postage and
packaging.
• Dealer enquiries welcome.
• Cheetah products available from
branches of

^-T^^
CURRYS
^CT^* SUPERSTORE

THE NEW GENERATION

Dixons

IN JOYSTICK TECHNOLOGY

-fjlVVlOtaJ

'adl'lililliNlHIU

WH SMITH

1M| Esazca

. ONLY £49.99

HighStreet stores and allgood computer

THE TORTOISE

shops.

i Three ultra-sensitive fire buttons

> Ergonomically evolved control shell
* Automatic centering
t Heavy duty bodywith strong stabilising
suction feet

i 8 directional movement

i Cage sold separately
i Versions include ZX Spectrum. I6K,48K,
I28K,(interface sold separately), +2, +3,
CM, Amstrad, Atari, Segaand Nintendo.

ONLY £9.99

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD

Allspecificationsand prices subject Cochange

Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park, Bedwas, Gwent NPI 8DU

without notice.

Tel: 0222 - 867777 Fax: 0222 - 865575
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SCREENPLAY

l ^E TENN.S .CUP ^

• No matter how hard Batesy tries, he

• Apotential stormer from theCroatian

• After a hard day, there's nothing more rewarding than watching a harmless bit of brain-

justcan't get the ball over the net.

Cyclone, er, Ivan Ivanisothingy...

pureeing. Round One of the distinctly honourable sport of kick boxing.

SPORT'S BEST
Having fetched those trusty - or
should that be crusty? - shorts
from behind the back of the

wardrobe, it's time to get down
and do that funky fitness
groove. Sport's Best comprises three

games - Tennis Cup, Turbo Cup and
Panza Kick Boxing. Now Panda Kick
Boxing sounds much more fun...
TENNIS

CUP

The most blatantly original thing that
Tennis Cup has over its peers is its as-

and style of your shot is tricky at best.
Despite this, Tennis Cup is still one of
the best tennis games you can get.
TURBO

CUP

"I enjoyed this superb piece of software
as much as I enjoyed being at the
wheel of my Loriciel Porsche,"
remarked an obviously highly bemused
Rene Metg - whoever he is. Because
this is a French game you get a choice
of four frog racing circuits to bomb
around on.

• What comes after Round One? Round Two! The lady teaches the crowd to count.

and the joystick as the gear lever. Alter
natively, stick to the automatic gears
and prepare to be let loose on that hot

you can select some of the 55 moves
and assign them to different joystick
positions. It's best to start off with the
first method to get used to the game,
then select your moves. All this prac

French tarmac.

tice enables you to really start pro

use a second joystick, the keyboard or
even the <Fire> button as the clutch,

sions for the size of the playing area.

Why Rene chooses to wax lyrical
about this game is hard to say. Driving
games have to be pretty damn special
to work and, if you are going for a
track-based program, then Indy 500

is as crap as this game then getting

with some great character animation.
Can this game really be from the same

The court becomes thinner and there

and Fl Grand Prix are much better. The

down to the corner shop in one piece

people who brought us Turbo Cup?

fore appears far more three-dimen
sional than usual so you can't see much

challenge with these games lies in mas
tering the controls of the car to their
fullest - something that Turbo Cup fails

must be an achievement. What a duffer.

to deliver. But if Outrun is more your

Barbarian was good, IK+ was great, but

bag then you want lots of different

they came out years ago. Final Blow,

scenery, cars and weather conditions.
Unfortunately, all Turbo Cup offers you
is a Road Blasters-style car and then it
sends you round and round a boring

Final Fight and WWF are the most
recent arcade beat-'em-ups which,

seen-in-the-screen-shot split-screen app

roach - phew! It's almost worth giving

up your Robinsons' for. However, split
ting the screen has serious repercus

of it above the net. It seems strange

when you compare it to other tennis
programs, or even TV coverage, where
you get a higher point of view. It takes
time to get used to all this.

If you compare it to Pro Tennis
Tour 2 it's not very good - there is no
skill in serving, and placing the ball

exactly where you want is difficult. It's
easier to return serves but harder to

score aces, while adjusting the power

track. Even the controls are a bit dodgy

and ifs far too easy to start skidding.
A quick mention must go to the dif
ferent gear-changing methods. You can

Poor old Rene, no wonder why no
one has ever heard of him. If his driving

gressing. The graphics are excellent

VERDICT: An excellent boxing game, a
PANZA

KICK

BOXING

great tennis game and an awful driving
game are what you get. Two out of
three isn't bad and might even be worth
shelling out your hard-earned cash for.
RICH PELLEY

unfortunately, lost almost everything on
conversion to the small screen. How

ever, Panza Kick Boxing, is different.
Specially created for home computer
use, it's probably the best beat-'em-up
you can get for your ST.
The game enables you to play in
two ways. You can either dive right in
and work out all the different manoeu

vres by waggling the joystick around and have great fun into the bargain - or

SPORT'S BEST
.ICIEL £29.99
PanzaKick Boxing is excellent. Tennis Cupis

good, butnot asgood as Pro Tennis Tour 2 and
Turbo Cupis rubbish

JTf RATING 72 %
•

Who is this man?

One of those tedious

oldie-types who
always crops up on
title screens or a

veritable giant of the
motor racing world?
Perhaps we shall
never know.

• Zooming around the Paul Ricard circuit in TurboCup, is like driving around
Birmingham city centre - there's nowhere to park and not much to see.
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GNOME ALONE
That ornamental fountain you made out of an old dwarf and a length of hosepipe looks great in the back gar
den. And It goes well with the medieval hanging casket Auntie Ethel gave you for your hi

adventuring, you learn that a vortex
cube has to be filled with a rune from
each of the eight Shrines of Virtue. All
this weird stuff isn't so bad but because
you are not told about it on the back of

the box or in the manual, you have to
work it all out yourself and it makes a
hard game even harder.

Initial explorations aren't helped by
the signposts or the map supplied with
the game. Because Britannia is such an
advanced game world, it has its own
alphabet that makes a wall of hiero
glyphics look like a Letraset. Admit
It's the same old story, you're
home watching the Gillette Blue 2

the back garden lightning strikes your

...You dash out only to find a black
stone and a red moongate. Step inside

advert for the umpteenth time, when..

favourite gnome...

to be transported to Britannia.

tedly, it provides a very cosy
atmosphere for experienced gamers,
who appreciate the challenge that deci
phering signposts provides, but it's baf
fling for novice adventurers who want
to get on with the serious business of

mauling monsters. Walking around is

slow enough in itself, but travelling is

ULTIMA 6
• Here's Lord British, ruler of Britannia
and computerised alter-ego of Origin
president Richard Garriot, who's cur
rently working on Ultima 7 Part 2 - Part
2? Part 1 was only released on the PC.

hast

spent

thu

life

in

charitable

Richard Longhurst tried to find the
answer to this pertinent question and
comes up with a very big answer

other horrendous creatures

and

, righteous work Thine uncle the innkeeper lies ,

that

I ill and asks thee to take over his tavern. Dost I

,

^

^j^

attt-j

• Character generation the Ultima way.
At beginning you visit a gypsy's hut.
She asks all sorts of moral-dilemma

type questions like "Your dog has bad
breath. Do you (a) buy him a toothbrush
or(b) kick him where it counts." The
answers you give determine your char
acter's personality and attributes.

MAGES,

What's bigger than a big thing with a
particularly big reason for being big?

W h a t a monster. No, not the
acid slug, the corpser, the
scorpion or any of the
T^ou

even more of a chore when you're not
exactly sure where you are or where
you're going.

populate

Britannia.

We're talking about the game itself.
Ultima 6. A gargantuan role-playing
feast to satisfy the voracious adventurelust of even the most hardened role-

playing game (RPG) addict. But what
has it got to offer the rest of us? Well,
for a start it's an easy game to learn
how to play. The control system is icon
based and only takes two minutes to

learn - click on the appropriate action
icon, then click on the person or object
you want to perform the action on. Sim
ple. This leaves you plenty of time to
find out what you are supposed to be
doing in this vast land. The only guid
ance you get is that the place has been
overrun by an army of gargoyles and
only a band of heroes can do some
thing to sort it out.

MERCHANTS

AND

MAYORS

Some games, notably MicroProse's
Flames of Freedom fall into the trap of
creating a huge world and then filling it
with absolutely nothing. Not so in Ultima

6. Britannia is stuffed full with cities,
dungeons and islands, all of which have

to be visited at various stages during
the quest. But most importantly there
are people. Lots of them. Mages, mer
chants, mayors, pirates, healers. You

name it, they live in Britannia. By and
large they're friendly, but they're also a
mercenary bunch and refuse to do any
thing for you unless you do something
for them first. So, alongside the broad
theme of saving Britannia, your party
has to run errands and perform quests
for a variety of unsavoury characters.
Ultima 6 is a fine role-playing game,

but for the novice adventurer, every
WEIRD

SHRINES

At the start it's not clear what that

something is, but after a few days' solid

part of it is a daunting challenge. Take
the magic system for example - not
only does each spell need a certain

DOWN IN THE SEWER AT MIDNIGHT
In which our intrepid explorers find themselves in some very sticky - and whiffy - situations and gasp in awe at I

E: 3/23s

•BBSS

d British's plumbing

It 23/46s :

COMMAND

hooter*:
>Look-Thou dost
see a
ladder.

Search! r\g
you

Find

here,
nothing.

Somewhere in Lord British's enormous castle is

the entrance to his equally enormous sewer. What

does this tell us about the noble's alimentary dispo
sition? Who knows. Anyway, let's hope there's
something worth killing down there.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1 992

"Hey

hey

hey!

He 1cone to the
finest sewers i
Br i tamii a ."
j

• Down the ladder and into the sewer. Hello, what's
this? A peasant. What a lovely place to live. No mod
cons, hot and cold running sewage. Mind you, there's

• Curiouser and curiouser - a ladder down to the

next level. How deep is this sewer going to get?

not much traffic. The peasant's a scruffy old flea bag

Soon we'll be up to our necks in it. Besides, this
place is beginning to get seriously smelly. Aren't you

and not worth the effort, so we soldier on.

glad Ultima doesn't have a scratch 'n' sniff card?

game

review

SCREENPLAY

SCREENING PROCESS
Thank Lord British for a simple control system. Now what happened to those runes Hooter left on thetable.
Here's where all the action

hooter

takes place. Make sure you
search every location, you

The inventory shows what
the character is carrying. It's
best to distribute items

evenly between the party
members, because they get

never know what you might
find. Those potions look like
they might be useful, i

tired and niggly if they have
to carry too much gear.

The main man, or the Avatar
as he's known in Britannia.

The character that you con
trol and the one who'll take

This display shows what the
character is holding or using.
It's up to you what they wear

all the glory if the party ever

gets out of this alive.

but chain-mail and steel-

lolo Shamino Dupre

plated armour is preferable
to fancy cloth tunics and
dainty leather bootees.

The three amigos who are a

lot less funny, but definitely
more dangerous, than Steve
Martin and his cronies.

Use these icons to control

The date and time of day.

your character's actions,
such as ordering them to
fight or use magic. The

getting dark at about 7pm
and its not safe to wander around at

sword on the far right is used to make the whole party attack at once. If you forget, you
character is liable to get beaten to death while the others stand around and watch.

number of ingredients, which you have
to find or buy, but the spells have to be

bought from one of Britannia's five
mages. And where do they live? Sur
prise, surprise, you have to find them
yourself. It's all an uphill struggle.
In fact, playing Ultima 6 is very
much like starting to climb a monstrous
mountain. The view is great when you
reach the top, it might even be good
when you're half way up. It's fun walking
on the flat parts and exciting clamber

and utter hugeness. It's a monstrous
adventure that could keep you going for
months, if not years. There's a vast

game world to be explored, plenty of

encounter a wide range of monsters
and there are also over 70 spells to
learn. But the game's enormity is also
its main problem.
Moving around is so slow and

RICHARD LONGHURST

want to do some small ones first.

place to another.

The game isn't the friendliest RPG
VERDICT: The over-bearing impression
that Ultima 6 gives is one of complete

a newcomer to role-playing, your best
bet is to choose Legend or Shadowlands, though if you're after some seri

ously heavy-duty adventuring, Ultima 6

if you haven't climbed a hill before, you

looks too tough for words. And anyway,

dered by Britannia's alphabet. If you're

challenging sub-quests, and more than
enough characters to interrogate. You

tedious that you can't help feeling there
must be better ways to spend the rest
of your life than walking around Britan
nia. Sure, there's lots to do, but it sim
ply takes too long to get from one

ing up the steep bits. But when you're
standing at the bottom the whole thing

night. It's best to rest or go inside.

around, the magic system is too com
plicated and when travelling you're hin-

• Not only is it smelly, it's also starting to get dark.
There are bound to be some big bad beasties down
here somewhere. We can hear them, if only we could

see them. It's getting a bit scary. Those beasties
might hurt us, perhaps we should go back.

is an ideal choice.

ULTIMA 6
MINDSCAPE
• Enormous adventure to keep yougoing forhours
andhours,butthe task mightbe too daunting for
new adventurers.

Sir RATING 70 %

• During the day there's plenty to see
and do in Britannia. If only we could
find a way to get across this river.
Anyone know how to swim?

the heroic Hooter does more than his fair share of

• The enemies lie slain on the sewer floor. A quick
search reveals some useful goodies that should
come in handy later on. Hooter's down to six hit-

fighting and takes more than his fair share of body
blows. Anyone seen an ambulance?

points from a maximum of 90, so it's back to see
Lord British, who can heal with a wave of his hand.

• Too late. The party runs into a menagerie of
Cyclopes and trolls. A lengthy battle follows in which
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COOL
CROC
TWINS
N o t since the "see-ya-later-alligator, in-a-while-crocodile" hep
'50s has anyone tried to make
green reptiles trendy. They just
weren't cool. But now Empire
are trying to challenge the stereotype

','f: ' 7*:.'"!,#-?• la',*r.. .. an
• This is the first screen and, after about four attempts, gets
incredibly boring. Unfortunately, every time you fail a screen,
you're flung back to the beginning. Sob! Just like trying to
cash your giro in the Post Office, in fact.

with their latest platform-hopping, block-

Croc Twins is pretty simple in theory.

butting

Funk.

All you have to do is wander around the

Despite their names, the attempt at
cool falls down with the plot. Y'see,

edge of the screen, jump onto plat
forms and headbutt blocks which light

Punk and Funk are in love with the

up when you hit them. Oh, and you have

same woman, the independently-minded

to avoid what look like incredibly nasty

Daisy Crocette - or should that be

little heads with teeth.

heroes

-

Punk and

Coquette? Daisy simply can't make up
her mind which of the toothsome two

some to curl up with. Eventually, having

SOUNDS EASY, EH?
If that was all there was to Cool Croc

decided that love isn't for her, smart
Daisyruns off to a crockery. Hmmm.
Completely failing to get the hint,

Twins it'd be an OK, if rather uninspir
ing, little game. Unfortunately, Empire

Punk and Funk chase after her. But

nism. Punk and Funk move around the

Daisy just keeps on running; she's got a

edge of the screen, clockwise or anti

lot of stamina - it takes 60 levels for
the Kriss Krosses of the croc world to

walk upside down - as crocs do - and

catch her. 60 levels? Sounds great, eh?
Urn, sort of. If anything, this number of

it all becomes a bit confusing. They can
also zoom sideways to butt blocks, hit

have gone for a terrible control mecha

clockwise. Problems begin when they

levels is perhaps a little too much when

nasties in mid-air and pick up bonuses.

you have to go back to the very begin
ning whenever you die. Argh! Sheer hell,

VERDICT: At first a lot of the screens

that's what it is. The idea behind Cool

look completely impossible because the

• The question marks are a bit like the rocks In later levels.
You must get to the other side of the blocks to switch on the
lights. Unlike the rocks, however, question marks don't send
you spinning or affect your energy.

light-blocks are cordoned off by various
obstacles. But there's always a way
although it usually takes a couple of
attempts before you work out how to

complete a screen. This isn't too bad,
but combined with the if-you're-dead-goback-to-the-beginning rule gets incredi
bly tiresome. The last straw is the way
your health/life/whatever-crocs-have is

decimated whenever you bump into
nasties. Sometimes they're so hard to

see you find yourself wandering into
them without even realising it. The easi
est way to deal with this is to try and kill
them, but it just takes up so much time.
If you've got the patience to sit
through the same screen countless
times, then Cool Croc Twins could be
fun. The two-player option looks like it
might be better than the lone croc
mode. Then again, maybe not.
The best thing about this game is
the way you can make your croc zoom

across the screen sideways, bashing
into baddies and bonuses. It's a far

more appealing way to pass an after
noon than playing the actual game. As
for the sound, well, from the charac
ter's names you think you're in for an
aural treat. Instead, your ears are
assaulted by the sort of muzak that
gymnasts choose for their routines.
Punk and Funk, indeed.
LINDA BARKER

COOL CROC TWINS
EMPIRE £25
• Nigglingly annoying reptilian platformer. Ifthis
was addictive, it'dbe ace.But, erm,it isnt
Disappointing sound andgraphics.

m RATING 61 %
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funny rock things? They
stop you butting the blocks. They also

• This is the end, and you haven't succeeded in getting croc to his loved :••-.

hurt a bitwhen youcrash intothem, so

one.Daisy girl is stillskipping merrily

avoid them If possible - unless, of

through the crockery. So what's he

course, you want to run out of energy.

looking so happy about, eh?

Cool Croc Twins has got a readyfilled-in score table. This is designed

especially so that when you get to
type in your not-so-great score, you

feel embarrassingly inadequate.

TT

BADLANDS ROARS ONTO YOUR SCREEN IN A
FABULOUS COVERSION OF THE COIN-OP HIT.
A PERILOUS NEW SPORT HAS EVOLVED IN THE

WASTELANDS - SPRINT RACING, AND IT'S A KILLER!
CUSTOMISE YOUR RACER WITH MISSILES, SPEED,
TYRES AND SHIELDS. AVOID OIL SPILLS AND A HOST
OF HAZARDS TO RACE THE EIGHT UNIQUE TRACKS
WHICH BECOME EVER MORE DANGEROUS AS YOU
DRIVE YOUR WAY THROUGH THE LEVELS.

Grasp the controls and enter the awesome
three-dimensional world of the

s.t.u.n. runner. travel ahead in time to the
12st century and experience the thrills of
facing at speeds of over 900 miles per hour.
Increase your speed by riding the outer
walls of the tunnel blast armoured drones
and mag cycles out of your path.
"

jump the ramps and chase the trails of
stars for bonus points.

RUTHLESS, FAST AND GREAT FUN FOR TWO PLAYERS
nil

V3Jk%lTlE<<a7

ALLAVAILABLE FOR

ATARI ST & AMIGA
-

~

P.O. BOX 350 • MANCHESTER • M60 2I-X

LOOK WHAT YOU'RE
MISSING...
Populous 2 in highresolution super
VGA graphics. The

Sherlock Holmes.

visuals are so

The first game with

perfect you can
actually see
expressions on the

footage. Actors and
actresses were used

characters' faces.

for the graphics.

full-motion video

Loom on CD-ROM.

Make the most of

LucasArts employed

all the PC's amazing

actors and actresses

graphics features

to create the

and create

speech. It's truly

incredible graphics

awesome!

like this. Find out
how in the next

issue of PC FORMAT.

OIN THE REVOLUTION IN
OME ENTERTAINMENT
ie home micro world is changing all the time. New computers come and go,
>mpatibility is ignored and software support is more changeable than the
eather. Only one machine has been with us for over 10 years. Only one is an
dustry standard. Only one can be continually upgraded to
3ep pace with new technology. The PC is where it's at.
he past the PC has been thought of as a business machine. Now every games publisher in
world is developing unbelievable games for the PC. Music, graphics, desktop video and

Itimedia are just a handful of the applications you can use with a home PC - and the
tware you need isn't expensive either. Discover the power of the PC with PC FORMATonly PC magazine NOT to take the PC seriously. In the latest issue - out now - we're
irviewing programmer Peter Molyneux and finding out what developers need to do to

>mote the PC even more. We're looking at cheap ways to exploit the PC's enormous power,
luding a look at graphics, music, programming and more. We're also reviewing andrating
the new game releases including Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis and World Tennis.

)AN 386SX/25s2 is one of the latest PCs. It costs £827. It comes with
MHz processor (that's over 3times faster than astandard ST and 1.5
faster than aFalcon), 2MBytes of internal RAM, a 14-inch super VGA
or (capable of showing 256 colours at a resolution of 1024 x768), a

3.5-inch high density floppy drive (capable of storing 1.44MBytes of data
and 100MByte hard drive. Treat yourself. Buy acopy of PC FORMAT, see

what you can do with aPC and then call «081 902 9922 to buy your
machine. You need never lag behind the technology again.

PC FORMAT-because

vou don'twant totake the PC seriously

DON'T MISS THE LATEST ISSUE OF PC FORMAT OUT NOW
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SATELLITE OF LURVE

SHUTTLE

•

"Where's the

handbrake? I can't
find the hand

brake, Alan!" "It's
between your

reat,

super,

satellites. You can even do military

legs, Martin. No,

-

things so secret they can't be printed

not that. That's

I it's Loom 2:

here. Each mission involves prepping

your..." "What? I'll
just give it a good
pull. Oh dear, I

i smashing

!

i
a

game

all

the ship, hitting the right buttons at the

Iabout weav

right time and steering it around the

ing! Sorry to disap
point you, but it's
actually all about climb
ing into what is lovingly
referred to as a "Space
Shuttle" and then going

vast inky blackness of the cosmos.
You've then got to steer it at the vast

to the moon.

Sounds
simple
doesn't it? Well, it's not.
Shuttle is an incredibly com

plicated game. Except, it's not
really a game, or even a simu
lation in the normal sense. It's

sort of a complete run-down on
everything the crew of a shuttle
has to do. In fact, it's so realistic, you

beigey brownness of the desert and
land it on the small concretey thinness

the switch with the mouse. There are

dozens of in-cockpit views, most of
which look like the wiring diagram of
your ST. Do you really need - or even
want to know all this stuff?
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• "Roll up, roll up. Get your missions
here. Hows about a trip to Venus?
Fancy nicking a Soviet satellite? No?
What about redoing the grouting on
those heat-sensitive tiles, then?"

SK.H.

• The Mk 2 shuttle engine makes an
ideal rain-shelter at pop festivals.
Turned upside down, it becomes a per
fect receptacle for storing Smarties,
Minstrels or any ovoid confectionery.

Well, not all of it. You can get your

complicated as, er, all the others. You
can launch satellites in space, repair
the Hubble telescope or recover broken

with a massive amount of technical info.
The colour even drained from Clive

There are 12 missions. Each is as

Tea-, fgr-.lfo-ITfc

of the runway. Tough prospect, huh?
Instead of just pressing keys to do
things (like most sims) you must select
the correct panel in the shuttle's cock
pit, then press the right key or select

ST to do a large amount of the boring
work while you have fun swinging round
the Earth and spelling out rude words in
smoke trails 40 miles long. But even on
simplest level you've still got to deal

might even have to run nervously to the
lavatory several times before the flight.

didn't really mean
to do that."

Parker's moustache when he saw the

manual - and he's our techie wizard.

Apart from the multitude of control
panel views, you can view the shuttle

glimpse of the boosters dropping away,
the main tank jettisoning and the co
pilot being vacuum-sucked through the
toilet into the soulness eternal night.

from outside as well. This can be most

Landing is far too complicated to

impressive, especially when you cata

even mention here... Er, except to say
that the shuttle flies smoothly, drops

pult yourself into orbit and get a

like a stone and fully expects you to fid
dle with 20 tricky computers while the
desert rushes up to meet you like a big
rocky arid thing. May the force be with
you because NASA doesn't seem to like

m i LANDINi
.Orhow to take a multi-million dollar piece of hardware and smash it into
thousands of tiny pieces all over the Arizonadesert. Mind that camel!

making your landing too easy.

VERDICT: Buy Shuttle if you really want
to know how these things work. It's a
triumph of technical precision. But
although there are some very pretty 3D
graphics, it's not a game. You have to
read the manual. You must understand

"Look, Andrew, a desert. I

told you we were heading in
the right direction. And
where there's a desert,
there must be... a runway!

Am I right or am I right?"

thing right. You think just

• "Look out! You silly cow,
you've forgotten to lower
the flamin' undercarriage! I
told you I should have

because I'm a woman, I

driven. Now we're bound to

can't do the simplest..."

lose the no-claims bonus..."

• "Ha ha. Very clever,

• "See? With one turn,

Marjorie. But, you've failed
to notice we're heading
away from your supposed
"runway." And what are you
going to do about that, eh?"

we're back on course. You

never trust me to get any

HOW TO DO IT
aO Coffee dispenser

0 Velocimeter
Q Pitch/yaw meter

menus, loads of keyboard shortcuts

and a fair degree of help when you
don't really need any. But it's a massive
program to get to grips with - to wring
the best from it you might have to treat
it like a big project - keeping you at

your ST over the long winter months.
So there you go. And not a single 7-Up

Those extremely complex cockpit controls in full
O Altimeter

what's going on. And you've got to be
prepared for a lot of disk accessing
and an update rate that is slower than a
kipping whale's heartbeat.
It's well presented with tons of

•O Secre* military thing

gag in sight.
JAMES LEACH

SHUTTLE
VIRGIN £25.99

O Iambic pentameter .

. (J)-© Boring knobs and
switches

Q Gaspressuremeter
O Gasmeter ——

(Z) 7-Updispenser

• More complex thanF19, Mig 29 andTheir Finest
Hour puttogether. And slower than all these as
well. Unlike anyothergamearound, really.

SIT RATING 78 %
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AMAZING PRICES FOR
ATARI USERS
"ft™:.

GAME

PRICE

2 - Hot 2-HandIe (Comp)
20.95
20000 Leagues Under the Sea...6.96

Exile

17.45

F-15 Strike Eagle n

23.95

F-16 Combat Pilot

17.45

3D Construction Kit

26.95

F-19 Stealth Fighter

20.95

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)

20.95

A.P.B
A320 Airbus

6.96
25.99

F-29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon - Counterstrike
Data Disk

17.45
11.95

Action Masters (Comp)

20.95

Addams Family

17.45

ADI English (11-12)
ADI English (12-13)
ADI Maths (11-12)
ADI Maths (12-13)
Advanced Destroyer Sim

17.45
17.45
17.45
17.45
7.95

Advanced Fruit Machine

5.95

Advantage Tennis
After Burner

17.45
6.96

Agony
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)

17.45
20.95

Alcatraz
Altered Beast

17.45
6.96

Another World

17.45

Armour Geddon

17.45

Award Winners (Comp)

17.45

Ball Game

6.96

Barbarian II (Budget)
Barbarian II (Psygnosis)

6.96
17.45

Bat

23.95

Batman - Caped Crusader

6.96

Batman - The Movie

6.96

Battle Chess

8.95

Beastbusters

17.45

Better Spelling (8-adult)

17.95

Billiards 2 Simulator

17.45

itmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

17.45
17.45

Blue Max

20.95

Board Genius

17.45

Bonanza Brothers
Brain Blaster

17.45
6.96

Brides of Dracula

17.45

Bubble Bobble

Cadaver - The Payoff
Captain Planet
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge
Carrier Command
Cartoon Collection

6.96

11.95
17.45
17.45
17.45
7.95
17.45

Champions (Comp)
13.95
Championship Manager
20.95
Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp) ....20.95
Chase HQ I

6.96

Chips Challenge
Chuck Yeager 2

17.45
8.95

Cisco Heat

17.45

Civilisation (1Mb)
CJ in Space

23.95
6.96

CJ in the USA
Colossus Chess X
Combo Racer
Continental Circus
Cool Croc Twins

6.96
17.45
6.96
7.95
17.45

Cruise for a Corpse
19.95
Cyberconni
17.45
D-Generation (1Mb)
14.95
Daley Thompson's
Olympic Challenge (Not STE) .6.96
Deluxe Paint
Demon Blue
Deuteros

40.95
6.96
20.95

Devpac ST V2.25
31.95
Dizzy Collection
17.45
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures..17.45
Double Dragon 1
7.95
Double Dragon II
7.95
Double Dragon III
17.45

Dragon's Lair - Singes Castle ..23.95
Driller

6.96

Dune
Elf

20.95
17.45

Elvira - Arcade Game

17.45

Elvira II

23.95

Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer
Epic

7.95
20.95

Erik

6

Euro Football Champ
17.45
European Championships 1992.17.45

Falcon - Firefight Data Disk
Fantasy World Dizzy
Fast Food
Final Blow
Final Command

ft—ft".

ft5?v: ^-r^

Lombard RAC Rally
6.96
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge...7.95
Lotus Turbo Challenge II
17.45
Lure of the Temptress (1Mb) ..20.95
Ml Tank Platoon

20.95

7.95
6.96

Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magicland Dizzy
Magnetic Scrolls Collection
Manchester United Europe

17.45
20.95
6.96
20.95
17.45

5.95

Maniac Mansion

17.45

7.95

17.45
6.96

Maupiti Island
20.95
Max (Comp)
20.95
Final Fight
17.45 Mega Sports
17.45
Fire and Ice
17.45 Mega Twins
17.45
First Letters (under 5's)
6.96 Mega-Lo-Mania/First Samurai...20.95
Fists of Fury (Comp) (Not STE)17.45 Megatraveller l(Mb)
20.95
Flight Simulator 2
23.95 Mercs
17.45
Flood
8.95 Metal Mutant
17.45
Football Crazy (Comp)
17.45 Microprose Golf
23.95
Formula 1 Grand Prix (MP)
23.95 Midnight Resistance
6.96

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

School 3
School 4
School 4
School 4

(5-7)
(5-7)
(7-11)
(under 5's)

G-Loc

Galactic Empire

17.45
17.45
17.45
17.45

Moonwalker

17.45

Myth

6.96

Gauntlet II
Gauntlet III
Ghostbusters 2
Gobliiins
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

6.96
17.45
6.96
17.45
20.95
17.45
7.95

Golden Eagle
Graham Taylor's Soccer
Great Napoleonic Battles
Guy Spy
Harlequin

17.45
17.45
20.95
20.95
17.45

Head Over Heels
Heimdall

6.96
23.95

Heroquest
17.45
Heroquest - Data Disk
11.95
Heroquest - Twin Pack
20.95
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy .7.95
Hook (1Mb)
17.45
Hoversprint
6.96

Midwinter 1
Midwinter II

20.95
23.95

Mig 29M Super Fulcrum

26.95
6.96

17.45

Narco Police

Neighbours
New Zealand Story
Nightbreed - action game

6.96

17.45
6.96
6.96

Nine Lives

17.45

Ninja Collection

13.95

Nitro
North & South

7.95
6.96

Omar Sharifs Bridge

23.95

Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa

6.96
6.96
17.45

Pacific Islands

20.95

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing
Paperboy 2

6.96
7.95
17.45

Parasol Stars

17.45

Pit Fighter

17.45

Plan 9 from Outer Space
Platinum (Comp)
Populous n (1 meg)
Populous II (1/2 meg)
Power Pack (Comp)

23.95
17.45

20.95
20.95
17.45

Srft- ftr.^wr-^

Shadow of the Beast II
Shadow Sorceror
Shadow Warriors
Shadowlands
Sherman M4

17.45
19.95
6.96
20.95
6.96

Shoe People
17.45
Shoot 'em up Construction Kit ..8.95
Shuttle

20.95

Silent Service II (1Mb)

20.95

Silkworm
Sim City

7.95
18.95

Sim City/Populous

20.95

Sim Earth
Simpsons
Smash TV

20.95
17.45
17.45

Space Crusade
Space Gun
Special Forces
Spellbound

17.45
17.45
23.95
13.95

Spike in Transylvania
Sporting Gold
Sports Best
Sports Collection
Spot
ST Dragon
Steel Empire (1Mb)
Steg the Slug

6.96
20.95
17.45
13.95
13.95
6.96
20.95
7.96

Storm Master
STOS 3D

20.95
23.95

STOS Compiler

13.95

STOS The Creator
Strider
Striker

20.95
6.96
17.45

Striker Manager
Super Monaco G.P
Super Sega (Comp)
Super Space Invaders

17.45
17.45
20.95
17.45

Supecars
SupercarsII
Supremacy
Suspicisous Cargo
Swap

17.45
20.95
17.45
17.45
6.96
17.45
6.96

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1) ..11.95

Tennis Cup 2

17.45

Terminator II

17.45

Indiana Jones &

Prince of Persia

The Manager

20.95

L Crusade (ACT)
6.96
IndyHeat
17.45
International Sports Challenge20.95
Ishar - Legend of the Fortress.20.95
Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb)
17.45

Pro Tennis Tour 1

6.96

Thunderhawk

20.95

Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.45

Proflight
Projectyle
Psyborg

29.45
8.95
17.45

Push-Over

17.45

Puzznic

17.45

Tip Off
Toki
Top Banana
Top League (Comp)
Touring Car Racer
Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

17.45
17.45
17.45
20.95
6.96
6.96
4.49

Hunt for Red October

Ian Botham's Cricket

IK+ (Not STE)

7.95

20.95

6.96

James Pond

6.96

Jim Power

17.45

Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker

20.95

John Barnes Euro.

Football (1Mb)
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive
Kick Off + Extra Time

17.45
11.95
6.96

17.45

Quest and Glory (Comp)
20.95
Quest for Adventure (Comp)...23.95
R-Typel
6.96
R-Typell
17.45
R.B.I. Baseball 2

20.95

RaceDrivin'

20.95

Railroad Tycoon(lMb)

23.95
13.95
6.96

Realms

20.95

6.96

Rick Dangerous 1
Rick Dangerous II

6.96
17.45

6.96

Roadblasters

13.95
17.45

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1Mb)

20.95
23.95

Kult

6.96

Rainbow Collection
Rainbow Islands

6.96

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)
Kid Gloves fl

KwikSnax

Powerdrift

7.95
17.45
17.45

Warriors of Releyne

20.95

6.96
17.45
17.45
7.95

Warzone
Wild Wheels

13.95
17.45

Wizkid

17.45

Rodland

17.45

Rolling Ronny

17.45

Wonderland
Wold Class Leaderboard

20.95
6.96

Wold Class Rugby

17.45

Wrestlemania

17.45

17.45

Robin Smith's Int. Cricket

17.45

Robocod

17.45

13.95
17.45

Leonardo

Let Sleeping Gods Lie

Robocop 1
RobocopII
Robocop in
Rocket Ranger

6.96

Rotox

7.95

Rugby - The World Cup
Sea, Soft & Sun (Comp)
Secret of Monkey Island (1Mb).
Seymour Goes to Hollywood

Life and Death

17.45

Lineker Collection

13.95

Liverpool Football

17.45

Utopia
20.95
Utopia - New Worlds Data Disk.11.95

Viz
Volfied
Vroom

6.96

Leander

20.95
17.45

20.95
6.96
6.96

17.45

17.45

Legend
Lemmings (Original)
Lemmings Levels
(add-on version))
Lemmings Levels
(stand alone)

Ultima 6
Under Pressure
Untouchables

20.95
17.45

Robin Hood

7.95

6.96

20.95

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

17.45

Leather Goddess of Phobos

Turricanll

U.M.S. II (1Mb)

Video Kid

Last Ninja III

7.95

17.45
17.45
17.45
6.96

10
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
80
100
120
150
200
300
400
500

Winter Supersports '92

Xybots
Z-Out
Zool

17.45

6.96
6.96
17.45

£4.75
£9.25
£11.30
£13.25
£15.10
£16.90
£18.80
£20.50
£32.45
£36.90
£43.70
£53.85
£68.95
£103.45
£135.95
£167.50

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10
40
50
80

100
120
140
150

Slimpack
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

21.95

125+

9.25
13.75
9.00

The Bug

13.50

Star Probe

13.50

Competion Pro 5000 - black..13.75
Speedking A/F
11.00
Navigator A/F
13.75
Topstar (SV127)
21.50

Supercharger (SV123)

9.00

Sting Ray A/F

12.50

Megastar A/F (SV133)

22.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Philips CM8833 II monitor .246.75
Zydec disk drive
49.90
Mouse

14.75

Mouse mat

2.95

Mouse house

2.95

Head cleaner

3.75

Dust cover (Atari)
Dust cover (monitor)
Dust cover (LC10)
Dust cover (LC24)

3.65
6.99
7.65
6.99

Trackball

New titles will be sent as they are released and are subject to manufacturers price reviews.

071- 608 - 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm Exit 2, Old Street Tube
All orders taken subject to our standard terms & conditions

6.80
8.75
9.95
10.95

JOYSTICKS
Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)

;redit Card orders:

&OE

0.94
4.95
5.60
6.30

150 Deluxe stackable

es include UKpostage and VAT and are effective until September 6th 1992
Overseas orders - Postage charged at cost.

(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)

PRICE

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

6.96

Switchblade II
Table Tennis

17.45

20.95

Double Density
QUANTITY

Soccer Manager - Multi Player...17.45
Soccer Stars (comp)
17.45
Sooty & Sweep
6.96

Switchblade 1

Hudson Hawk

Humans

Double Sided

31.96

game
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RILLER
KILLER
Have you made an appointment
with Death Dentist? He dopes
his victims with strawberryflavoured mouthwash, gives
them fillings they don't need,
then sucks out their brains with
the saliva extractor

S o r r y , but the Hook movie was
one of the most utterly crap
films of last year. It was selfindulgent and butchered the

Peter Pan story beyond all
belief. Come on, Neverland instead of
Neverneverland? Peter Banning? Why

didn't they just go the whole hog and
replace Captain Hook with Sergeant
Stump or something?
Anyway, Ocean's latest piece of
licensed software - Hook, no less takes its inspiration from the Spielberg
movie. The game is a graphic adven
ture, in the Lucasfilm mould, where you
travel to Neverland and rescue Peter

• A bunch of surly, uncouth pirates indulge in a spot of on-board entertainment. If
only you could get close enough to see what's actually going on there...

get to recapture his youth along the

shows your surroundings which are fully
interactive - to go somewhere you just

way as well.
From the layout of the main game
screen, it's obvious the whole game
has been heavily influenced by Monkey
Island. The top portion of the screen

click on the door or passage and Peter
moves accordingly. At the bottom of
the screen are five main icons: Look,
Talk, Pick Up, Use and Give. There's an
inventory window at the very bottom of

Pan's kidnapped sprogs - oh, and you

• Outside Dr Chops' place.«
toothache? Go somewhere i

the screen as well.

ROUND THE T

RE

if you wander around you find aii sorts of doors leading to interesting
places and people. Just remember the task in hand, though...

MONKEY

PUZZLE

Plenty of colourful characters are scat
tered throughout the game, waiting for
you to chat to them. However, they
may be less forthcoming at the begin
ning of the game. To talk to someone,
you click first on the Talk icon, then on
the person in question.
Like Monkey Island, Hook gives you
several problems to solve. And they're
also pitched at about the same difficulty
level. These

puzzles

are

linear

lie! Well, wouldn't
want your dental health in the
ds of a violent, myopic lunatic?

in

design, so that to complete one large
problem you have to solve three or four
smaller challenges along the way.

VERDICT: It's all terribly reminiscent of
Monkey Island. However, where that
game is hysterical and innovative, Hook
is slightly amusing and derivative.
Lucasfilm's

wonderful

interface

has

been copied, but somehow it's not as
_ "Having a swinging time." "Er, excuse me, your kids have been kidnapped by
an evil pirate. Don't you think you ought to go and try to rescue them?"

flexible or, indeed, intuitive.

Graphically the game is brilliant. It
has a cartoon feel to it with the back

grounds and sprites all interacting
really well together. Movement around
the gameworld is quick with the charac
ters nipping in and out of the screen in
very fast perspective. The game has
also got samples mixed in with the chip

• In an excruciating scene, reminis
cent of Marathon Man, Peter offers
a couple of his attractive assets to
i sadistic dentist.

HOOK

music.

';SgpF
¥ "What an attractive jacket. I think
I'll have that for myself." "Oi!"
"Oops." Moral: Don't do this at home,
kids. Unless, of course...

• On the Dead Man's Pier. Plenty of
options for Peter to grapple with
here... Forget what your mother told
you about talking to strange men.

While Hook is well programmed
and a lot of fun to play, it seems to lack
that spark which makes Lure of the
Temptress or Monkey Island so excit
ing. It's certainly not the kind of game

utultimately unsatisfying game.Buy
... k onlyif you're a massive fanof gr
turesorhavepleasant childhood mem
Itobedisap "

you want to play all night until Get
Stuffed comes on.

ANDY HUTCHINSON
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INTERNATIONAL SPORTS
CHALLENGE
F o r your money you get six differ
ent sports - swimming, diving,

cycling, show-jumping, shooting
and a marathon - covering 21
individual events. You also get a

events are entertaining pos

sibly because the packaging • Ya! boy, ya! Oh no, he's breaking into a
takes itself far too seriously. frantic gallop andtrying to work out how to

• Pump those pedals with enough ferocity
and you should easily be able to catch up

meaty ring-bound instruction booklet

For example, a whole four
pages in the manual is dedi
cated to diving. You don't

and some foamy stuff. Give your pet
gerbil the foam padding so that,
although you end up with some pretty
feeble sports sims, at least he gets

gave you a demo version of the diving
bit with Cover Disk 37 - to order your
copy if you missed it, turn to page 40.

ent with the cycling and show-jumping namely solid 3D graphics. This makes a
welcome change from the flat, badly
animated and, quite frankly, insulting

COORDINATION

graphics you see in the other two
events. The cycling is still awful,

avoid that next fence, I can feel it. Where

with that no-hope pacemaker who's currently

the hell is Harvey Smith when you need him?

languishing in first place.

need to bother with this because we

ers. The only bit requiring any skill is
getting the timing right to line up with
the jump. Well it's quite interesting, but
after the first few attempts your initial
enthusiasm soon falls away.
The shooting is the best event, but

somewhere snug to sleep.
You can either work your way
through the game as a whole or you
can practise individual events. First up
is the marathon. Obviously, this isn't a
straight waggle - sitting in front of your
ST frantically waggling your joystick for
26 miles would hardly be fun. Not to
mention knackering.

The manual explains how the different
diving events are divided up, what the
dives look like and how they are accom
plished. Then you discover the control
method - first stop, a pulsating circle

though. Looking like something out of
Stunt Car Racer and Powerdrome, the
walls of an oval track scroll smoothly
towards you. All you have to do is keep
a steady left/right motion with the joy
stick for maximum speed and move up

at its maximum radius - for maximum

and down the track to cut corners and

room for these multi-event doobries on

Empire have elected to make it a

power - then you have to move a ball

avoid - even overtake - your 3D solid
vector opponent. The fact that you
can't crash into the walls or spin off the
track only accentuates the game's ter
minal lack of realism and high boredom

your ST today? The market for these
games peaked when the vastly superior
Olympic Challenge came out in 1988.

management event instead - you con
trol the effort, speed and rhythm at
which your athlete runs, along with
requests for liquid and energy refresh
ment. The marathon, you see, contin
ues between events. So allowing for the
weather, the course and your runner's
condition, you can nip off and try
another event, checking occasionally to
see how he's doing. This one good fea
ture is, sadly, let down by the rest of
the program.
The sheer lack of fun is the funda

mental problem with International
Sports Challenge. Plainly, none of the

FRENZY

around the outside of the circle so as

to closely follow the path of a moving
ball orbiting inside the circle. What has

this got to do with diving? You spend
your entire time staring at this small cir
cle, with the diver's actions becoming
of supreme indifference to you.
The swimming is no better. Method
ically move the joystick back and right
for strokes, push the <Fire> button
when your ST requests you to breathe.
Different strokes require different
speeds of waggling - and that is really
all there is to it. What crap. At least
Empire have gone for something differ-

factor.

Like the cycling, the show-jumping
gives you a first person perspective of
the proceedings. You sit on a horse

it's still not a patch on a similar section
of Hypersports that came out on the
Spectrum a decade ago.
VERDICT: The entire compilation is

dated beyond belief. Is there really any

International Sports Challenge may
offer a selection of slightly different
events but, to even consider it, you
have to be one orange tangy bit short
of a Jaffa cake.

RICH PELLEY

whose head appears in the middle of

the screen. You move the joystick for
ward to "accelerate," back to "brake"
and press <Fire> to jump. You make
the old nag gallop around the arena,
jump the jumps in order and score
faults if you miss or knock off the barri

INTERNATIONAL
SPORTS CHALLENGE
EMPIRE £29.

GOLD MEDALS? WHAT GOLD MEDALS?
Sports sims are tricky to get right and Empire have got this one

on your ST. The cycling, with its slick graphics, is fun, while the

spot on. Theysteer clear of comedy events and evoke some of the

diving is tricky. If you relish a challenge and like to learn how to

feelingof these sports. The show jumping is brilliant - you ride up

control a game, this is the one for you.

out of your seat as the horse jumps - and the horse's pace has

Alternative STFRating: 83%

been well weighted. It's the closest you can get to show jumping

• Swimming is easy as long as you don't forget to breathe - lack of oxygen
inhibits floating and means you end up kissing the bottom of the pool.
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ANDY HUTCHINSON

• There's quite a mixture ofevents, butthey are
allhighly unplayable andterminally boring. Fora
sportssimto receivepraisein 1992, it has to do

something noticeably new. International Sports
Challenge doesn't.

Sit RATING 43 %

• You perform an immensely artistic lunge from the diving board and sail through
the air with astounding grace. It's just such a shame you always land belly-first.

game

•
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respective
captains
boast about

FORMAT RATINGS REVIEWED
How did FORMAT ratethe games reviewed overthe last three months?

their gains
over a swift

FIRE & ICE

page 74

94%

WIZKID

STF 37

92%

one poor

EPIC

STF 37

91%

chap who
only man

EMLYN HUGHES INT'L SOCCER

page 94

90%

aged to

PARASOL STARS

STF 37

91%

AWARD WINNERS

STF 36

90%

half of
mead - all

except for

discover a

pair of
brown and

ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

STF 37

90%

Legend

STF 36

89%

DISCOVERY - THE STEPS OF
COLUMBUS

Gobliiins

STF 36

87%

Formula One Grand Prix

STF 36

81%

Airbus A320

STF 36

79%

Hook

page 85

79%

Columbus "discovered" America. That

Final Command

page 94

78%

is America was already there, but
Columbus landed on it and told every
one about it when he got back. Except
he forgot to mention that the Vikings
had got there 500 years before. Right,
there's your background info, now on
with the game.
The overall objectives are to
explore and discover unchartered areas
and make more money than any of the
other exploring nations. So, lots of
boldly going where no one has gone
before, with a bit of capitalism thrown

Saint Dragon

STF 36

78%

Shuttle

page 83

78%

Steg

page 94

75%

The Addams Family

STF 37

74%

Warriors of Releyne

STF 37

74%

Last Ninja 3

STF 36

72%

Sports Best

page 77

72%

Steel Empire

STF 36

71%

Winter Super Sports '92

STF 37

71%

BSS Jane Seynour

page 95

70%

Samurai - TWOTW

STF 36

70%

Ultima 6

page 78

70%

Leander

STF 36

68%

Potsworth and Co

STF 36

68%

Superski 2

STF 36

68%

Air Bucks

page 72

65%

Cartoon Collection

STF 37

64%

Utopia - The New Worlds

STF 36

64%

Popeye 2

page 72

63%

Cool Croc Twins

page 80

61%

Columbus

page 87

55%

Italy 1990

page 95

52%

Space Crusade

STF 37

50%

Spike in Transilvania

page 95

49%

Quattro Fighters

STF 36

48%

Psyborg

STF 36

46%

Ghouls 'n' Ghosts

STF 36

44%

International Sports Challenge

page 86

43%

Space Gun

STF 36

32%

orange loon

pants.

in. But would Columbus - or indeed,

Captain Kirk - approve?
The game is an icon-driven, strate
gic type of affair requiring lots of think
ing and contemplating, but with very
few opportunities to get in there with
the joystick and fend off bloodthirsty
pirates. Four game types are available:
Free For All, or survival of the richest;
Eldorado, which entails a quick jaunt

down to legendary gold-rush country;
Land Race, where the nation which
owns the most land after 50 years is
the victor, and Cash Race, or screw

• Bloke with telescope: "Land ahoy!"
Columbus: "Hey, I'm the one who
names the previously unchartered terri
tories around here!" Bloke with

telescope: "No, you idiot. I meant that
there's land in sight." Columbus: "Oh."

doesn't have that sense of history that
it so obviously strives for and it takes a
tiresome amount of time before you
have anything to show for your efforts.
ANDY LOWE

DISCOVERY-THE

STEPS OF COLUMBUS
IMPRESSIONS £24.99
• Forseasonedstrategybuffs,probably worth a
look. Sadly, for everyone elseit'sa case ofpretty
graphics, shameaboutthe gameplay.

everything else and try to accumulate
as much booty as possible.
VERDICT: A plodding, ultimately unex
citing experience,
Discovery just

iff RATING 55 %

NO

SHOCKS

SeTTCIN6

sam

• Having landed, with nearly four grand in the bank, it's time to "settle"... Perhaps
a sturdy fort for defence or a juicy warehouse for a spot of storage space?

NOTE: Games in red are reviewed in this issue
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GAMEBUSTERS
Wasn't it Thomas Edison

EPIC

who said, "You can but
try"? Of course, he was
drunk at the time, but

OCEAN

For some bizarre reason - like we were

all watching Eldorado repeats, or some
thing, at the time - we forgot to include

'

the level codes when we did the solu

tion to this much-maligned but actually

there's still a lesson for

extremely good blaster in STF 37. So,
here they are, from Patrick Petrossians of Liege in Belgium:

us all there. Quite what it

is remains a secret, but
it's nothing to do with
Gamebusters anyway, as
Ed Ricketts eventually
worked out

/"

2: CEPHEUS and APIS
3: MUSCA
4: PYXIS

5: CETUS
6: FORNAX
• "Course,

it was all fields then. Makes you think, doesn't it?

7: CAELUM

As soon as

you're born, you start to die, sob!"

8: CORVUS

GOBLIIINS
DREAM

FACTORY

Jon Clay of South Yorkshire, you are accused of sending
in a complete solutions to this odd game and winning
yourself £25 for it. How do you plead?
(Well, you get down on your hands and knees and... sorry. Old gag.)
SCENE 5

Asgnrd: Punch right
side of archway.
Oups: Pick up horn
and use it.

Ig: Cast spell on the
branch that falls from
the tree.

. we missod out of the solution: pick up that arrow on tho floor, tako it

Oups: Pick up pickaxe.

hoarded gontloman and ask for the partridgo. When ho hits you, take
— to tho loft. Ho down and protond you'ro Lebanoso...

Ig: Cast spell on the coil of rope near
statue's wrist.

As: Climb the rope and punch statue's eye.
Oups: Stand on the statue's tongue.
Ig: Cast spell on the sign above the coffin,
then quickly stand on the statue's tongue.
As: Punch the eye. Wait until the monster
goes back Into his coffin, then punch the
eye again.
Oups: Get the mushroom.

ig: Cast spell on the second and fourth
apples (counting from left to right).
As: Punch both apples.

Oups: Get apples and drop them in the gap
to form a bridge. Get pickaxe again and
use it on the flashing diamond in the wall.

As: Climb up the web that's connected to
the spider and then climb down the first
empty web.

Oups: Get the gun and use it on the spider

' ' diamond.

suENE 3

Oups: Use diamond on the front door of the
house.

Oups: Get pot 1 (on left table).
Ig: Cast spell on the plant near the door.
As: Climb up the plant near the door,

Oups: Use pot on the other plant.
As: Punch the big book on table.
...then, whon it all gots too much, turn off your ST, nip down to you local
vidoo shop and hire Wild At Heart. Good, isn't it?
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Oups: Climb up the book and give diamond

- "So you see, little fictional charac
ter, I was lying about the ingredients.

to the wizard.

Now sod off and leave me alone."

SCREENPLAY

cheating

STARRAY

HELTER
SKELTER

LOGOTRON

Type AL YANKOVIC, then <F5> gives
infinite shield and <F6>

AUDIOGENIC

skips the

attack wave.

This is an excellent cheat - go to the
funfair and nick all the mats from the
bottom of the Helter Skelter. Sell the

THUNDER
BLADE

mats to a carpet salesman. Buy a yacht
in the Bahamas. Well done, you've
cheated the taxman.

Seriously now, play a two player
game. Kill off the player with the lower
number of lives, then when the other
player dies, player one reappears with
99 lives. Then when player one dies,
player two reappears... and so on.
When you reach the end, the game

starts again with invisible platforms.

KIXX

Wait for the high score table to vanish,
then when you see the helicopter, type
CRASH and press <Undo> to move to

Ig: Cast spell on the bag of seeds.
Oups: Use seeds on ploughed land.
As: When birds come onto the screen,
punch the scarecrow.
Ig: Stand on the end of the branch and
cast spell on the second cloud.
Oups: Get flower and give it to the wizard.

TITUS

Charles Pinkowski of Lanarkshire in

Scotland has sent in the first eight level
codes:

OCEAN

Get the gold rods and yellow lamps the gold rods make every creature
killed turn into a magic coin, while the
yellow lamps turn the secret food into

OCEAN

on the far right (make sure you stand right
back into the cave). Use the gun on the
spider who's on the far left.
Ig: Cast spell on spider.
Oups: Get elixir.

TITUS THE FOX

PARASOL
STARS

NEW ZEALAND
STORY
This is the clean version of a very old
cheat, from Alex Christaki of Devon.
On the title screen type FLUFFYKIWIS to
get infinite lives. Press <Help> during
the game to skip levels. As Alex points
out, you can now complete the game
without even playing it. Great.

the next screen.

• Proposed Planet One is due to be completed by 1997. Running straight past it is
the proposed spaceway, along which you can see the proposed shops. The location
of the proposed accident spot has yet to be decided.

• "So," said Bub, in a carrying-on-fromlast-issue's-caption sort of way, "er...

I've forgotten." "Pass us the lard,"
chimed Bob wittily.

ma8'c coins

2625
8455

3

2974

4

4916

5

1933

A special lamp with a coin on the

6

0738

side of it also makes secret food into
magic coins.

7

2237

8

5648

SCENE 15

Oups: Free the bird near the animal.
Ig: Cast spell on the animal.

1
2

As: Punch the cannon and then the cannonballs.

then climb off. Put the key in his right ear
and drop the sword under the medallion
(on the floor).

Oups: Get the matches and put them near
the cannon. Get the cannonball and put it

ALL: Climb onto the buddha's left hand.

SCENE 12

into the cannon.

SCENE 19

Oups: Tickle skeleton's foot with feather.

As: Punch cannon.

Oups: Put all three books on the table for

Stand underneath the picture and give cup
and ball to skeleton. Give the key to the

Oups: Use matches to light the cannon
and then light the stove near where the

the gog. Use false nose while standing on

creature in the cage.

carrot lands. Put carrot in the cannon and

Ig: Cast spell on the feather.
Oups: Get fly swatter and swat the fly.
Ig: Cast spell on the dead fly.
Oups: Throw the dart at the picture. Get

light it. Repeat this to get another carrot.
Ig: Cast spell on the carrot.

SCENE 20

Oups: Use ear horn on the old man in the

As: Punch the lever.

chair. Hit the gong with the mallet. Get

Ig: Cast spell on the cork.

doll and use the elixir.

pendulum.

Oups: Use witchcraft on goblin. Get the
bowl and put It under the goblin's right
eye. Use witchcraft again. Get bait from
the tower (top left). Put bait where the

As: Punch small door on left.

the table.

Ig: Cast spell on the shield.

Ig: Cast spell on the skeleton, then cast
spell on the bone. Stand on the edge of

SCENE 13

Ig: Cast spell on the coin at root of tree.

Oups: Get small stone on the left and put

the plank near the small ladder.
Oups: Use the flute on coiled snake.

Oups: Blow bird call while standing in the
nest and then move away from the nest.
As: Wait until the bird moves away and
then punch the bouncing egg.
Ig: Cast spell on the bouncing egg and

it on the cross.

bowl used to be. Use bowl on creature and

Ig: Cast spell on the stone and then climb
the ladder. Cast spell on the tree on the

get the catapult.

far left.

SCENE 21

As: Punch pick.
Oups: Strike floor with buddha's head five
times (on line).

As: Punch lever.

SCENE 17

SCENE 22

As: Climb the snake and punch the pile of
rocks at the far right.

Oups: Stand on the same plank as Ig.
As: Punch the pile of rocks.
SCENE 9

Oups: Get meat (keep to the far left) and
walk back to the gate.

then cast spell on the horn.
Oups: Use the elixir to get past the horn.
Drop the carrot near the hole.
Ig: Cast spell on the mole.
As: Go past horn when the woman
appears.

SCENE 10

Oups: Use meat on the hole in the tree.
Ig: Cast spell on moving leaves and then
stand on the edge of the branch.
As: Stand on the big rock and pull the
branch.

Ig: Cast spell on the cork.

Oups: Get the cork and put it in the top
middle hole. Get windsock and stand near

hole on the far right.
As: Punch the hole with the bird.

Oups: Use the windsock to catch the bird.

SCENE 14

Ig: Cast spell on flat stone on the floor.
Oups: Climb up the ladder and use the
stick on the small hole at the far right on
the large rock. Use the watering can on
the planets that are second and third from
the right and the one that's furthest left.
Ig: Cast spell on the carrots.
As: Punch the key.
Oups: Use the key on the carrot with the
keyhole.

As: Punch stack of logs.
Oups: Use log on trap.
Ig: Cast spell on the log and then cast
spell on the bag near the steps.

Oups: Use bag of seeds on top level. When
foot comes, use the deodorant. Put foot on
top of steps where the money originally

was. When the foot is burnt, pick it up and
use it on the bridge trap. Put sword on top
of the steps and pick it up when It's lit.

Oups: Use catapult on bunch of bananas.
ALL: Climb on back of shark.

Ig: Cast spell on the flat stone near the
skeleton's foot.

As: Stand at end of wing.
Oups: Put empty back on the floor above
the shark. Use catapult on the Wizard.
Ig: Cast spell on the creature.
As: Punch creature.

Oups: Use catapult on the web strand and
stand near the bag.
Ig: Cast spell on the creature.
Oups: Get the bag and use it on the pot.

SCENE 18

Oups: Use the swords on the buddha's

"Tickle skeleton's foot with feather?" And

medallion. Climb into his left hand and

they say ST games are stupid.
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THE SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND
THOSE WITTY
INSULTS AND
COMEBACKS
When you get an insult you have not heard
before, it is added to your list of insults and the same thing with comebacks. Here
is a list of insults and comebacks to help
you when you are fighting

INSULTS
COMEBACKS

This Is the end for you, you gutter-crawling cur!
And I've got a little tip for you. Get the point?
Soon you'll be wearing my sword like shish kebabl
First you'd better stop waving it like a feather-duster.

LUCASFILM
We've always resisted giving you the complete solution to this
fabulous game in Gamebusters because it's a real pleasure to
play without cheating. But we've had so manyenquiriesabout
it, we've decided to give in to public pressureand proudly pre
sent the entire (sketchy) solution, which happens to be from
Jaz Pearson of Lanes. Take it all away, Jaz

the important-looking pirates.
Go into the kitchen (when the
cook has gone in the main bar)

(three times). When he tells you to practise
some insults, go on the path and stop at
the first junction from the look out point this is a good place to meet pirates. When

and get a pot and some meat.

they stop, fight with them.

Go on to the dock and walk to

If you beat her she gives you a T-shirt,
but if you don't you have to keep practising
until you can beat her. Go to the forest and
up, and get the yellow petal, use the petal

Go to Scumm Bar and talk to

the bottom right hand side to
pop the bird in the air. Do this
about four times and get the

fish. Next, go to the circus in
the clearing and talk to the
Fettucini Brothers. When they
ask for a helmet, give them the
pot. When you get the money,
buy the map from the Melee
Citizen.

Go

into

the

Voodoo

shop and get the chicken, buy
the shovel and sword from the

My handkerchief will wipe up your blood!
So you got that job as janitor, after all.
People fall at my feet when they see me coming.
Even before they smell your breath?

storekeeper. Go to see the pris
oner, then buy some breath
mints from the storekeeper to
give to the prisoner. Go to Cap
tain

Smirk's

house

on

the

south side of the island and

I once owned a dog that was smarter than you.
He must have taught you everything you know.
You make me want to puke.
You make me think somebody already did.

Nobody's ever drawn blood from me and nobody will.
You run that fast?

You fight like a dairy farmer.
How appropriate. You fight like a cow.

I got this scar on myface duringa mightystruggle!
I hope now you've learned to stop picking your nose.
Have you stopped wearing diapers yet?
Why? Did you want to borrow one?

open his door. Say to him that
you want to be the best sword
fighter. When he says that you
haven't got what it takes, say
you have got what it takes
• Ed took a deep breath. He
knew he had a daunting task
before him: to fill up an enor
mous caption space with not
much more more to go on

than a rather uninspiring

picture of three ghosts from
The Secret of Monkey Island
and an odd picture of an
island with a circus on it.

How should he go about
it? Should he do the amazing
"limp lampshade" gag?
Should he recount the amus

I've heard you were a contemptible sneak.
Too bad no one's ever heard of you at all.
You're no match for my brains you poor fool.
I'd be in real trouble if you ever used them.

ing story of the two
businessmen and the Vileda

cloth? Heck, that's the easy
way out. Jaw set in a deter
mined manner, Ed boldly
decided to go for the mantrapped-in-lift gag...

You have the manners of a beggar.

I wanted to make sure you'd feel comfortable with

I'm not going to take your insolence sitting down!
Your haemorrhoids are flaring up again, eh?
There are no words for how disgusting you are.
Yes, there are. You just never learned them.

I've spoken with apes more polite than you.

I'm glad to hear you attended your family reunion.
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There's this man trapped

in a lift, see. Eventually man
ages to open up the door
slightly. Peering out, he's
startled to see two penguins

staring back at him. "Here,"
says one of them, "you look
just like Lee Majors." And
the man says, "Yes,
but look at my..."

with the meat. Go to the Governor's Man

sion and give the meat to the dogs - they
fall asleep enabling you to pass. Open the
door and go inside, then open the door on
the left and watch the show. Go and see

Otis (the prisoner) and give him the gopher
repellent, get the cake and open it, you find
a file, go back to the Governor's Mansion
and go through the hole in the wall (watch
the show). When you get underwater, pick
up the idol enabling you to move. After that,
go to the important-looking pirates and give
them the idol.

Now go to the forest and use your map
- it isn't for dancing - to find your way to
the treasure, but if you're getting tired of
looking at your map, here is the way: walk
to the back path, left, right, left, right,

back, right, left, back and then walk to the
right, where you find the "X." Then use the

shovel with X to dig it up. Go to show the

important-looking pirates, but on the way,
you're told that the Governor has been kid
napped. Go to the Sword Master's and tell

her that the Governor has been kidnapped,
she joins your crew. Next go to the island
using the rubber chicken and enter the
house. Tell Meathook that the Governor has

been kidnapped and you are going to be
Captain. Then open the hatch and taunt the
parrot.

Next go to the bar and get all the
mugs. Go into the kitchen and use a mug
with the barrel. Go to the prison, on the way
keep changing the mugs, then use the drink
on lock to release Otis.

Next go to the lights and ask Stan for
credit, go to the storekeeper and ask him
for a credit - tell him you have a job. He
doesn't believe you, so watch him dial the
lock making sure you pay close attention write it down. Now tell him you want to see
the Sword Master, he leaves so you can
open the safe, use the same combination.
Now go back to Stan's and tell him you
want a cheap one.
Ask Stan how much he wants it for and

say: "Forget it, I guess you're right," and
offer him 1,000 pieces of eight. Ask how
much he wants it and say: "Forget it." Go
back again. Do this a few times until he
wants 6,900 pieces of eight to which you
should offer 5,000 pieces of eight. Now go
down to the deck where you meet your ship
and crew. On the ship climb the mast and
get the Jolly Roger. Go back down, go
through the hatch and into the kitchen.
Open the cupboard and get a packet of
cereal, open it, examine prize, get the pot.
Go back to where you started from and use
the key in the cabinet. Get the chest, then
open it. Get feather pen and ink. Go to the
cargo and open the chest to get some wine.
Get rope and open the kegs. Go to the gal
ley and put cinnamon sticks in the pot,
along with breath mints, Jolly Roger, ink,
fine wine, chicken, gunpowder and cereal.
Now use Stan's cards in a red hot fire,
get some gunpowder in the cargo, now go
to the deck and use gunpowder in the can-

cheating

SCREENPLAY

MORE OF THOSE WITTY INSULTS
AND COMEBACKS
When the pirate says you're good enough to fight the Sword Master, go to
the storekeepers and ask about the Sword Master. Then follow him, this
leads you to the Sword Master. When you fight, you notice her insults are
different, so here are the Swords Master's insults to help you

What's in the keg?
Sorry I verbally abused your rat,
, Nothing, See you later,
Houj come you're o

nose.

I've got a long, sharp lesson for you to learn

• The Men of Low Moral Fiber - sorry, Fibre, this is Britain after all - are
appearing in panto. The rat can be seen in a trap near you from Friday.
the key. Go to the monkey head and
use key in ear. Enter the mouth and

cally. On the island, go to the fort on the

search

volcano and push the cannon. Get gunpow
der and the spyglass, now go to the dam
and use gunpowder in the dam, then open

natives and give them the leaflet

titled How To Get A Head In Naviga
tion. They give you a head, so go

the spyglass, use lens with sun. Now take
rope from the man.

it.

around.

Go

back

to

back to the monkey head and enter

Go back to the dam and climb the

Use the head and follow its

nose all the time. When you see the
ship, ask the head for the necklace

even higher and push the rock - it hits the

five times. Now use the necklace.

banana tree. Go to the crack and use rope
with tree branch, then use the other rope
on the tree stump. Get the oars, then go
back to the beach and get the bananas.

compass with the key (not the mon

Use the oars with the boat and row right
the way around the island until you come to

key head key). Go down the hatch,

through. Leave and go back to where you
started from. Give the bananas to the mon

key and go to the clearing which leads to
the Monkey Head and pull the totem pole's
nose, the monkey copies you enabling you
to go through, get the wimpy little idol and
go back to the Native's village. Go back to
where you found the bananas and leave,
then give the wimpy little idol to the
natives. Go to the hut and get the banana
picker, give it to Toothrot and he gives you

I hope you have a boat ready for a quick

And I've got a tip for you. Get the point?

escape.

My tongue is sharper than any sword.

First you'd better stop waving it like a feather-

My sword is famous all over the Caribbean!

duster.

To bad no one's ever heard of you at all.

the

mountain using the footholds. Pull or push
primitive art until it faces you, now climb

The natives catch you. Get the skull on
the floor and push the board loose. Climb

today.

Why? Did you want to borrow one?

non nozzle, use the rope on the cannon, use
the helmet and the rest happens automati

leave.

My last fight ended with my hands covered
with blood.

I hope now you've learned to stop picking your

looting, pillaging.

the top on the right. Land on the beach. Go
to Native's village, take bananas, then

INSULTS
COMEBACKS

My name is feared in every dirty corner of this

>'ve got the courage and skill of a master

island!

swordsman!

So you got that job as janitor after all.

I'd be In real trouble If you ever used them.

My wisest enemies run away at the first sight

Every word yousay to me is stupid.
I wanted to make sure you'd feel comfortable

Even before they smell your breath?

with me.

Enter the ship and the ghosts can't

Only once have I met such a coward.

You
are a
a Pain
pain inthe
in the backside,
sir!
You are
backside, sir!

see you.

He must have taught you everything you

Vour haemorrhoids are flaring up again, ehl

Enter the room where

Lechuck is and use the magnetic

know.

There are no clever moves that can help you

find the chickens and pick them up

If your brother's like you. better to marry a
pig.

to get a

You make me think somebody already has.

feather.

Now

use the

now.
now'
Yes, there
there are.
are. You
You just
just never learned them
them

feather on the sleeping ghost (do
this twice) and get beer. Now open
hatch with the key and go down and

No one will ever catch me fighting as badlyas

I'm glad to hear you attended your family

you do.

reunion.

use beer in the dish. Get some

You run that fast?

Now I know what filth and stupidity really are.

grease.

Go back to the deck and use

grease on squeaky door. Now open

I willmilk every drop of blood from your body.

I usually see people like you passed-out on
tavern floors.

How appropriate. You fight likea cow.

Even before they smell your breath?

door and go through to get some
tools. Go back to the glowing box
and use the tools on it to get the root. Go
back to the natives and give them the root.
Talk to monkey and take the magic seltzer
bottle, then go back to the ghost ship. Talk
to the ghost there and wait for your crew.

the church say: "Stop the wedding," and

work and you get bashed around the island.
When you land at Stans, get rootbeer and
use it on Lechuck. Now say anything to the
Governor. Brilliant ending, isn't it? Now

talk to Lechuck about anything, then use

write to Lucasfilm and tell them to convert

Back at Melee use the seltzer bottle on

the seltzer bottle on him - that doesn't

Monkey Island 2 to the ST.

Guybrush
Threepwood,

ghost, go to the church but on the way you
are stopped again, so use the seltzer bottle

on him and then go to the church. Inside

...Guybrush
goes for the

man among

classic

men, embarks
on the long

drunken

and arduous

journey to
becoming a

riposte. The
pirate, still not
quite sure
what "haem-

full-blown

morhoids" are,

pirate...

hesitates for a
moment...

...but fails in

...and is lost.

the first round

That's all from

for spelling

Sword-fighting

"haemeroids"

with

wrongly. (Hey!
Another great
gag!)
Meanwhile, at
the fight...

Threepwood
this month.
Join us next

month, when
we'll be in
Tunisia.
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cheating

SCREENPLAY

ETHOS LYSIL MAGRANAS Nl LLUF...
Back in issue 36, that seriously
deranged, but pretty dude-like really,
Ricketts bloke decided to ask for some

silly anagrams of the words Railroad
Tycoon, and we're slightly less than
ecstatic to announce that we have an
official winner.

cally contained within the phrase. But,
as Jim Bowen always says: "Look what
you could have won," which, in this
case, turned out to be one copy of both
the Railroad Tycoon and Formula One
Grand Prix games, courtesy of Micro-

intellectually challenged, "Loony croat
raid" was a topical offering from AngelJose Solis of Austria, no less. Another
apt and vaguely amusing one was "Coo,
lordy a train" from the warped imagina
tion of M R Abbott of Middlesex. We

even considered "Cry '0 drat' in a loo,"

Prose.

Now, one or two of you tried a spot
of blackmail (which never works), a bit
of lewdness (which isn't big or clever)

those unlucky losers... We liked "Loony

and even one or two references to

dodgy substances that were grammati

shire. Sticking with the subject of the

Firstly, one or two mentions to

London, with her pretty darned unbeat
able 'Do a Tory rail con" and so this

lucky individual can expect copies of
Railroad

Tycoon and

Formula

One

Grand Prix to be winging their way in
the pretty post soon(ish). So, hale and
hearty congratulations to Rita, and lily-

which belched forth from the rather

livered commiserations to the runners-

dubious cognitive processes of Mark

up - that's the way it goes in the crazy,

Atari dorc" from a chap called Tudor

Lenton

Boddam-Whetham

sheer, sheer controversy - the winner
must be Rita Solomon of Chiswick,

mixed-up world of having nothing better
to do than sit around jumbling the let
ters of a phrase around...

of

Gloucester

BITS OF ALL SORTS, REALLY
Charles Firth of Surrey has sent in books and books of cheats on every
thing under the sun. These are the juiciest bits. (It takes a lot of dili
gence to go through all the back issues of STFORMAT and nick all
these cheats, y'know. Oops, what have I said?)

of

Lincolnshire.

But -

for

CHUBBY
GRISTLE
TY N ES OFT

For infinite lives, type in BUUURRP on the
title screen.

FISH!
VIRGIN

If you have a "cracking" problem, why
don't you find a dry route in the ruined
abbey? In order to get to the top of the
archway, you need to get hold of the paw.
Be careful with the torch or else the

ARKANOID

BOMBUZAL

OCEAN

Play a two player game and let player two
get 20,000 points before player one.
Then, every block that player two hits
gives you an extra life. Also, you can
press <F3> or <F4> to see a new screen.
Or try this: pause and type DSICAST
SPELL ON THE. The game restarts. Get
the cylinder which is released and then
the following keys for groovy effects:
<L> for lasers

<F> to go to the final Screen

MIRRORSOFT
The level codes:
0

BOMB

8

RACE

16

RATT

24

LISA
DAVE

28

SINK

32

36

BIKE

40

IRON

44

BIRD

48

LEAD

52

TAPE

56

WEED

DOUBLE
DRAGON
16

BLITZ

PLUS

On the high score table, in Double
Dragon, enter NEIL HARDING to hear
what we think of Amigas!

OCEAN

With this game the cheat is on the title
screen, type MAGENTA, and then <S> to
skip levels.

hippies, so pick up the gargoyle
IVN^LI:

60

VASE

64

RING

68

PILL

72

GIRL

76

SPOT

80

GOLD

84

PALM

88

OPAL

92

LOCK

96

SONG

100 SAFE

104 FIRE

108 WORM

112 LAMP

120 TREE

148 MYTH

and split from the crypt. You can
plug the doorway with the lid as
you go through the antechamber.
This delays them for a while, so
nip down to the altar and insert
the gargoyle into the hole.

• "Did you call my car a puff?"
"Er, yes, actually I did." "Oh."

• It's very easy to

CALIFORNIA
GAMES

knock, isn't it? It's
too simple to say
that Californians

are empty-headed,

KIXX

To get 10.00 on the surfing, do
this: when you leave the wave, you
must come down at the same angle
to avoid falling off. Have a look at
the diagrams on the right for some
examples of techniques you can

Examine the debris in the antecham

ber. Move the sarcophagus lid which then
reveals a passageway to the crypt. When
you examine the altar, you find a gar
goyle-sized hole in its surround. Take the
ceremonial cord to get the gargoyle,
which falls down. This alerts the

<C> to catch.

ARKANOID 2

beam alerts the hippies. Turn it off
because the light from their fire should be
enough for you to see by.

brainless and

stupid; ruled by
ions, style over
content, and
ridiculously shal

^(•w.

low emotions? It's

so easy. Easy, and
true too.

After you've done this a few times,
just go down a bit, hold left and
watch him go round and round and
round until the time's upl

"Hollywood"
was a spelling
mistake. It was

LLYWOOD

supposed to be
Hollyrood, like in
Scotland, but the
Scottish settlers
were drunk and

thought
"Hollywood"
sounded sillier.

True story, that.
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KLXMPCU LASER PRINTER
Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

established in Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000
employees, Ricoh has been producing computers and peripherals since 1971 and
are the worlds second largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines. Ricoh have
employed theirexpertise to produce a 'first' in laser printers for the world market,

to 400dpi. A new driver will soon enable the Ricoh LP1200 to print at
400dpi fromWindows 3 (2Mb RAM upgraderequired).

2Mb
RAM

400

the LP1200 with FLASH ROM.

Fully HPLaserJet III™ compatible, the new LP1200 employs industry proven laser
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's
laser lightsource, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most
accurate and intense printedimages. It has 2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no
additional RAM to print a full AA page of graphicsat 300dpi. Its fast, efficient
processor and engine, together with a straightpaper path design, allows
printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, this advanced
laserengine enables the LP1200 to address a rangeof print resolutions up

I FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE!

LsserSoxp

6

PAGES MINUTE

Using a straight paper path

PCL5 - me HP-GU2

Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful

SBtil

Latest version with scalable fonts

document description language as standard. This language,
'LAYOUT', offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made
printing systems. Forms and document templatescan be designed
and stored electronically in the LP1200's FLASH ROM,
alleviating the need forpre-printedforms!

SHARP EDGED PRINTING

Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution

400dpi RESOLUTION (Requires 4Mb RAM)
Default resolution - 300dpi. Willaddress 200, 240 and 400dpi.

•

2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
For a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi.

•

UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller upgrade and storage

DUAL BIN
OPTION SHOWN

•

IC CARD SLOT (PCMCIA/JEIDA Compatible)
For programmable FLASH ROM cards

•

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity to additional
systems eg. PC-LAN, FAX etc

•

LAYOUT
Document Description Language

r «

SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS
For connection to PC compatibles and
other computers

The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printerand not an
LED printer. Make sure you check out the competition!

•

f EPSON

^FEATURES

EPL4100

AverageStreet Price
Official

:.;.::.

RRP

Maximum resolution in clots per inch
Windows 3 Driver 9 400 dpi (July)
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path
PCL5 Printer Command Language
HP-GL/2Vector Graphics included
Resolution Improvement/Enhancement
FullA4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time
First Page otText Output
Document Description Language included

HP L/JET
HIP

MANNESMAN
TALLY 904+

RICOH

"\

I.P1200

C569

£699

£699'

£945

£1.179

£1.099

£1.195

300x300

300x300

300x300

400x400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

6ppm

YES

YES

YES
YES

£699

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

45 sees

<20 sees

<40 sees

34 sees

<15 sees

YES

YES

Flash ROM

YES

Upgradable Firmware
IC Card Slot

YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ ill Emulation

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts
AGFA IntellitontScalable FontTechnology

11

8

8

14

14

YES

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included

YES

EPSON FX Emulation Included

YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

Standard Tray Capacity
Protective cover on standard tray
Cost per copy"
Min-MaxPaper Weight in gsm
Ableto print on OHP Film
Ableto print on card {157gsm - Manual Feed)
Auto Sensing on Parallel and Serial ports
Standby -Noise Level

^Printing -Noise Level
'Cost par copy as quoted by manufacturers - 2/4/92

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
Next working day response

See howtheRicoh LP1200 compares to its Laser Printer Competitors

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary,
new Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the specifications that you would expect to
see in today's most technically advanced laser printers, plus a unique
additional feature which places it far ahead of the competition - FLASH ROM.
This 'Future Proof technology protects the investment you make when you
buy a Ricoh LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser
firmware developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the
LP1200 which holds the printer's controller instruction firmware. If new
firmware is developed, updated printer command languages etc, can be
downloaded into this memory. Other manufacturers would require you to buy
a new printer! Fonts,
macros, graphics and LP1200 WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM SILICA PRICE:
additional emulations can
also be stored in FLASH

YES

ROM, or on removable,

YES

industry standard FLASH

8
14

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

100

100

YES

YES

YES

MONEY SAVING OPTIONS

1.65p

2.00p

1.71p

1.65p

60-157

60-105

60-120

60-157

Save money now by purchasing the LP1200
with the dual bin ami/or 2Mb RAM upgrade.

YES

YES

YES

100

70

YES

Normal price of 2nd feeder bin £135.vm
Price if purchased with LP1200 £100,vai

YES

YES

SAVE £35.vai

YES

YES

<40dB

31.7dB

<35dB

<50dB

43.3d8

<46dB

E & OE

<38dB

<48dB )

Normal price of extra 2Mb RAM £230.w

Price if purchased witli LP.200 £15Q,vm
SAVE £80.. i

MAIL ORDER:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

•
•
•

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, wil! the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you willhave nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with
our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

+VAT= £821.33

Ref: LAS 5200

DUAL BIN

SINGLE BIN
C.RAM

/I Mb

[•tram

£799

Xi* Vl* *J %7 ES21.33

4jW •

X* ^9 ^W 5# Et»7Is
Ref: LAS 5200 + LAA 5262

^*F %*F E938.83

Rel; LAS 5200 - LAA 5238

Ref: LAS 5200

X* 5L#^W 57eiiSo's
Ref: LAS 5200 + LAA5238 + LAA5262_,

All Trademarks areacknowledged I

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU )
•
•
•
•

£699

ROM IC cards. The new

Ricoh LP1200 is the only
laser printer to offer this
FLASH ROM facility.

1-4 The Mews. Hattierley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
Opening Hours

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

rJo:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 075-323 4737

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday unlil 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

r?>

Silica Systems, STFOR-0992-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

SlUCA
SYSTEMS

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Seifridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA

LONDON SHOP:

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?..
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change -

. 75E
e return the coupon for tho latest information.

V

SCREENPLAY

EMLYN

'cheap' game reviews

HUGHES

INTERNATIONAL

SOCCER
Touchdown - £9.99

• Despite an extremely funny act, the comedy duo of
Koopsan and Hardy never really got anywhere. Then
Koopsan changed his name to Stan Laurel
and the rest, as they say, is history.

A I

Once he's scrawled his moniker
across the box and donated a

horribly posed photograph, the
manic sports personality, Emlyn
Hughes, plays no further part in

this game. Instead you're treated to a
football-cum-management bit of entertain
ment that's simply brimming with menus and options.

If you want a straightforward game, you can give
every player equal skills, but, for the more ambitious
manager, there's plenty of scope for strategy. The
football game itself is also pretty nifty - you can kick
in up to five directions, with three shot heights and a
nifty back-heel option. With a bit of practice, you can
jink around the screen with the best of 'em.

• But ask yourself this question: how many laser
blasts were fired? Are you sure it was the Federation

• Steg had trained his children well. They har
monised perfectly, and Jasper did a fair impression

that was responsible? And just who was that shad
owy figure on the grassy knoll anyway?

of Harry Secombe shaving. Now, at last, they were
ready for the vaudeville circuit of Newcastle town.

There's something strange happening on Ipsos 3.
Locals on neighbouring planets have begun to whis
per loudly to strangers about whatever it is that's
going on, raising their eyebrows melodramatically
and affecting unconvincing West Country accents.
Things must be bad. As Agent YG30 - Y to your
friends - you've been sent to investigate. You start
your mission aboard the military starcruiser Centaure, where, unsurprisingly, the entire crew has been
suspiciously murdered. Can you solve the mystery of

Steg is a slug with a porpoise. And a purpose. The
porpoise is a stuffed toy called Belinda that he keeps
at home in a cupboard for those emotional moments.
Steg's purpose is to feed a clutch of sluglets. To
keep this happy band from snuffing it, he has to
transport some tasty worms up through a network of
vertically-scrolling tunnels to the babies' nest. Cursed
as Steg is with a complete lack of useful
appendages, he employs that well-known sluggy trait
of blowing bubbles. The bubbles trap the worms,
which are then sent floating to their doom. This is
easy-peasy to start with, but on later levels you have
to take things in stages. Power icons litter the floors,
so you get such strange benefits as bionic legs and
an extremely handy jet pack to aid you in your task.

Ipsos 3? Can you retrieve the all-important information
about the new teleportation system and safeguard
the Federation for all time? Or what?

VERDICT: This is proof positive that soccer games
can be fun. Emlyn succeeds at the not inconsiderable
task of being fun to play as both a management sim
and a dash-about arcade game. Because you can
control both aspects of the game, you develop a real
affinity with all the members of your team. It can be
quite a traumatic experience when you have to take
old Swonnicker out of goal because he's died, or
something equally sad. Involving, excellent fun.

VERDICT: As befits a French game, it's pretty much
up to you to discover how you've actually got to play
it. We're not giving anything away by saying it's a
"hot-spot" graphic adventure kind of thang, where you
sweep the mouse about the screen and try to find the
active pixel that does interesting things when you
click on it. And - spook! - it's very, very good. The
graphics, sound and spelling are, erm, typically
French, and the complex plot promises plenty of
brain-cell activity. It's something of an acquired taste,
but immensely enjoyable.

VERDICT: A refreshingly bizarre game with some
splendidly moist graphics, Steg is at first just a case
of learning where to stand to blow those bubbles, but
as you progress through the ten levels you find nar
row tunnels and spiky ceilings conspiring against you.
Very playable, but with little lasting appeal - you can
complete the first three levels in an hour - it's a
pleasant enough way to while away an unpleasant
rainy afternoon.

STF Rating: 90%

STF Rating: 78%

STF Rating: 75%
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'cheap' game reviews

SCREENPLAY

Budgies, eh? They're small pretty
coloured birds that bang their
heads against bells and say

"cheep," all the time, aren't they?
Jon Pillar gets completely the
wrong idea (again), but recovers in
time to look at these - er, mynahs

SPIKE

BSS
JANE

IN

T R A N S I LVAN I A

SEYMOUR

Code Masters-£7.99

GBH-£9.99

mm?mm ism
niri:****«f3«a
-•mm

***

mm :*#*** #9

mm ftiyuif;f>

jtM?^~MJ&T^ -wajfcMrT .**mJ!J&.^+

• When he's faced with this type of situation, the
space traveller would do very well to remember the
old Gilgafraxian proverb, "Spoo nicky elllnish forblefarb." Then run away. Fast.

It's lone-hero-lost-in-space time again, with your some
what inept pilot managing to run out of fuel in the mid
dle of nowhere. Luckily he stumbles across the
trouble-stricken Regal Fleet and determines to get
home in that. Naturally, you have to pass through 19
other ships to get to the BSS Jane Seymour, braving
escaped aliens, space-crazy crew members and
unstable nuclear reactors along the way. Ho hum. On
each ship, your task is to get the systems up to 80%
efficiency by lugging coolant about the place in home
made containers. The life of a spaceways nomad, eh?
Don'tcha just love it?
VERDICT: A fair 3D adventure hampered by an
unnecessarily long-winded control system and too
much loading and disk-swapping. The graphics are
fine while the plot is jolly meaty. 20 levels and some
mean puzzles promise plenty of lasting appeal, but
there's a lot of wandering through empty corridors
between the good bits. OK if you've got lots of time
and patience.
Sci-fi Artistic Licence Factor: 74%

STF Rating: 70%

• And as the team wondered silently who it was who
had stolen the juicy half-time oranges, the finger of
God, in the shape of a luminous arrow, pointed
sternly to the grinning Niblick.

I •a^T—

• Oh, what a silly typographical error. They've acci
dentally printed "Spike" instead of "Hagar." And
they've misspelt Transylvania as well. Now don't you
think that's quaint?

One of, erm, two or three football games that tried to
cash in on the World Cup - though whether this is the
Official Tie-In or one of the Blatant Rip-Offs is hard to
say, Italy 1990 is a straightforward hack-the-ball
around-the-scrolling-pitch affair. Playing the team of
your choice - yes, now Uncle Dennis can fulfil that
lifelong dream of captaining the United Arab Emirates
- you have to, well, take your team through the tour
nament, beat your opponents and win the cup. Basi
cally. As usual, you control (a) the player nearest the
ball and (b) the ball itself by holding down <Fire> to
build up kicking power. Some stuff about player
strength and team formation tops off the trifle, so
quick passing is the order of the day.

Shunned by the others for not being called something
sensible like Wilfred the Ludicrously Hairy, but too
proud to change his name by deed-poll, Spike is a
Viking without friends. But, as luck would have it, the
rest of his advance scouting party has been impris
oned by some smug villagers. Cunningly, Spike
avoids capture by lying in a ditch six miles away, the
result of a collision with a distraught leper. However,
Spike soon realises that the fates have given him a
chance to prove his worth. In a typically winsome
arcade-adventure, our hero has to make his way
through the village, freeing his comrades by solving
puzzles of the "certain object at certain location

VERDICT: Kick Off still has a lot to answer for. Italy

VERDICT: Sadly, it's Dizzy, but worse. The graphics
are dreadful, with scribbled sprites and truly embar
rassing backdrops, while the awful music serves to
terrify passing cats. There's a sort of pseudo-3D per

1990 is cursed with what appears to be a pitch over
700 feet long, with the players belting up and down

at thigh-defying speeds. Any thought of tactical play
vaporises as soon as you start the game - you rush
about, thump the ball in a random direction and hope

removes certain barrier" variety.

spective to the screens which makes accurate move

scrolling is going to reveal one of your players in a

ment stupidly difficult. Finally, silly puzzles and weak
jokes spoil what little atmosphere the game had to

handy position. It's not much fun, even with two play
ers, and there are at least 16 identical footy games
that are substantially better than this sorry affair.

start with. It's too twee for the teens, too fiddly for
the teenies, and the wholly unremarkable gameplay
spoils it for everyone else. Ghastly.

Kick Off Rip-off Rating: 82%
STF Rating: 52%

Cringe Rating: 85%
STF Rating: 49%
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SCREENPLAY

destruction

LET'S TAKE IT
TO THEM...
THE GAME

In which the self-proclaimed New Age
stylist Andy Hutchinson checks out

five games in which maddened psy
chotic nutters attempt to search out
far away planets with exotic life on
them. And, ermm, destroy them. The
envelope please, Victoria

THE HOT PLOT

THE FLIES IN

HAPPY ENDING?

THE OINTMENT

You've mistakenly been been
zapped to a very weird and utterly
hostile world in your capacity as a
physicist. In this world all you see on
the TVare old repeats of The
Flashing Blade and all you see on

For starters, there's this

SHARING TEST:

extremely large black beastie
with fangs and a copy of The

Mais d'accord. Our hero gets
home in one piece and has a
relaxing hot bath with some

Watch Tower in his back

Woodland Glade Badedas

pocket. There are also some

foaming crystals. However, he
then discovers that he missed

a bit. He doesn't use

the streets are the locals who bear

killer rocks, the odd swiftly
flowing river and a vehicle

an incredible resemblance to the

that's terribly hard to control.

out on an opportunity to enter
the Readers Digest Free Prize
draw, gets depressed about
life in general and heads off to

excessive force though,
so it's alright.

hoards of Spanish school children
who visit Britain during the summer
wearing identical foul rucksacks and
permaglaze smirks.

EPIC

THE CARING,

The mighty solar orb Maganellic
which heats westerly facing walls on
Federation planets is about to pop
its clogs, supernova style. So, the
people of the Federation decide to
head for the planet Ulysees Seven
where they can rebuild their rock
eries and creeping vine
glasshouses.

Again, it's a test of sur
vival so the scientist

can hardly be blamed
for shooting up the
other-worldly landscape

Palma to find himself. He fails

miserably.
The Rexxons. You see, you've
got to waddle through their
space and they hate your
guts. Consequently, although
you mean them no harm,
you're going to have to shoot
down hundreds of the

blighters before you can
unload the dry stone wall from
the cargo hold on Ulysees

Absolutely. Your happy band of
space colonists make it to the
new planet and spread out in
a vaguely settlement like fash
ion before the whole area is

covered in house podules
each with a relaxing pond

Thumbs up, oh yes.
Loads of scrapping, but
it's OK because you
only return fire - after
all, they started it.
Make mine a dandelion

poultice, please.

area.

Seven.

UPREMACY
.'..♦ ..•

3
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You'd like more planets, preferably
with better vistas, so you decide to
steal a couple of those rather large
lumps of rock. Before you know
what's happening, you've turned into
an inter-galactic ruler with a clutch of
solar systems under your control but you still can't find that decent
view.

The rotund geordie football extermi

e 5?
N (0
la, 00
tf)

You control a single planet overlook
ing a back alley with some bins in it.

GAZZA 2
€-~^^.

«

team in the quaint village of Lazio.

;..,*sssft

—|

Wminliiin •
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nator has invaded an Italian football

Jka#JI

Well, the original inhabitants
of the planets you're duffing
up aren't too chuffed, particu
larlywhen they learn that
you're only doing It to get
somewhere good to build a
gazebo on. Wotoks, Smines,
Krarts and Rorns have all got
a tasty line in nuclear strength
arms and are keen on wafting
them under your nostrils if you
try and pinch their allotments.

The great white knight Lineker
has already departed for
Japan to learn the inscrutable

His mission is to infiltrate the local

art of world domination

amateur dramatics society who are
posing as a football team and learn

through consumer goods. He
is the only obstacle in Gazza's
path. Well, that and a dodgy

the ancient art of foppish-falling the banished art of deceiving men in

Not really. It's a shame to say
it, but death is the only way
ahead in this game. These
are, after all, the '90s and we
can't have all you young men
spreading testosterone over

Blood lust and bullets

aplenty, but very lack
ing on the lentil front.
This one gets the big
thumbs down.

the Milky Way without so much
as a rhododendron along the
chancery wall.

We all hope not. We're glad to

He shoots, he misses.

be shot of him.

Nope, nobody cares
about football anymore.
Rugby's the only sport
worth bothering with.
Viva Will Carting.

Depends how low-down and
dirty-dealing you are. Bad guys

Zilcho. Completely
devoid of redeeming
New Age claptrap. Oiks,
primitives and Spanish

knee.

black. Once he's learnt the trade, he
can move back to his home isle and

cir-am t-oaay Baia.

throw himself, martyr-like, at goals
up and down the country.
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Humankind has got bored with its
advanced civilisation. You see, once

slavery of everyday work, we realised
we had nothing to moan about, so
our whole reason for being was
gone. Obviously, we all decided to
go and search for, explore and exter
minate a few worlds -just to make
evenings at the pub a bit more fun,
you understand.

Lack of resources don't help
when you're trying to build a
ruddy great ore-carrying space
ship. Oh, and the worlds that
you do seek out have some
life on them -

forms don't always like people
trampling on their herbaceous
borders. In other words, you
have to kick a few alien craniums in.

~JM.

Other notable world trampling games include: Thuinle/-ji/llm, Vjiiuj sun fly '//up, 'Jupv/ -Jpati
/ii/fia-ui
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and these life-

iff

come first in this one.
Destruction of extra-terrestrial

life isn't funny, but if you want
to win at Deuteros you have to
trample, sack - and pillage a
bit, too. And that's just before

likelyto love it. Caring,
sharing humans of this

your tea.

shocked by its militant

school children are

decade should be

tendencies.

!ffgfi"'tit.i
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Quids in
Get smart. Getting on for 100,000 people
are expected to attend the
Future Entertainment Show.

You know what that means: Queue City.
So avoid all the foot-shuffling, hangingaround-for-ages start to the Show by
booking your tickets early.
And you'll even save money! Bit of a
barg, really. Do it now, otherwise you'll
only forget and then regret it later when
you're really cold and - (Snip! - Ed)

YES I would like to have my tickets early,
avoid all the queues and save £1.05 on
every ticket, please.

Imagine no more.
We've got 'em all at the
Future Entertainment Show.

Miss it and have nagging doubts
for the rest of your life...

What's what
When? November 5-8, 9.30am-5pm (4pm Sunday)

What? Sega, Nintendo, Amiga, PC, ST games

Where? Earls Court, heart of London

Call the credit card hotline on

Adults £5.95, Under 14s £3.95.

051-356 5085

How much? £7 adults, £5 Under 14s (but see Quids In bit)
Why? Just why not?

or fill out the coupon on the right!

S

/09

I would like to order advance tickets for the Future

Tickets

Please send me

. under-14 tickets at £3.95

. adult tickets at £5.95 each

Entertainment Show and save £1.05 per ticket.

Please send me _

•

• Cheque

Total Payment £_

Method of payment
Please make all cheques
payable to:

t

•

PO

Access

G Visa

FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT SHOW

Expiry Date

Card number i

Name

Address

_Post code_

PO Box 2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, L65 3EA

Send this form to: FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT SHOW

Just imagine...
• Latest, hardest, hottest games!
• Gob-smackingly enormous

games arcades!
• Giant video walls!

• Cheap games by the thousands!
• TV broadcasts, live radio!

• Competitions, rides, virtual reality!
Sega, Nintendo, Amiga, PC, ST - the lot!
And some serious noise!

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
1 Meg Cricket (Amiga only) £199

Eagle
Software
118a Palmers Road

VTREE ^ ^

I-** MYSTERY ^
0

GAME

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730

A. OVER £50 4^

0.5Meg Upgrade
W. Series Cricket

N/A E14.99

LONDON N111 Sa
il 0 am-6pm 6 days)

•* with ORDERS

ST AUkU
N/A £25.99

New Southgate

(2733 Faxline after6pm)

top titles

sTaHI6X

Codename Assassin
Cool Croc Twins
Combo Racer
Conflict Korea

N/A
£1599
£599
N/A

£1699
£1699
£699
£2199

Cover Girl Poker
CovertAction

£1699 £1599
£2199 £2199

Crazy Cars III

£1699 £1699

3D Construction
3d Construction K* II
A-Train

£1599 £1699
£33.99 £3199
N/A £3099

Addams Family
Advantage Tennis
Agony

£16.99 £1899
£1699 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

AirSupport
AlphaWaves
Altered Destiny

£15.99 £15.99

CrimeWave

£1699 £10.99

£1699E1599
N/AE21.99

Cruise fora Corpse

£17.99 £17.99

AMNIOS

£15.99 £1299

Amos (Easy)

N/A £2199

Amos 3D
Amos Compiler
Amos The Creator
AnotherWorld

N/A
N/A
N/A
£17.99

£2199
£19.99
£3699
£17.99
£1699 £1699
£1599 £15.99
£1599 £15.99

Apidga
Aquaventura
Armourgeddon
Armourgeddon Upgrade .. £10.99 £10.99
Ashesof Empire
£20,99 £20.99

Curse of the Enchanter

N/A E2199

DarkQueen of Krynn

N/A £2299

Darkman

£1599 £1599

Days ofThunder

£1599 £599

Dehverance
Demoniak
Deuteros

£1599 £1599
£19.99 £19.99
£14.99 £14.99

Devious Designs

£1699 £1699

D/Generation
Disciplesof Steel
DoJoDum

£1699 £1599
£17.99 £17.99
N/A £1699

DoubleDragon III
Dreadnoughts

£1599 £1699
N/A £2199

AT.AC
ATOMINO
AWSOME

£23.99 £2199
£699 £699
£699 £699

Dune

£1999 £19.99

B17Flying Fortress

£23.99 £2399

Dungeon/Chaos
DynaBlast

£1599 £1599
£20.99 £20.99

Back to the Future III

£10.99 £1099

ELF
Elvira Mistress Dark
Elvira II- Cerberus
Ekrirathe Arcade

£1699
£21.99
£2199
£1699

Epic
Eye of the Beholder

£19.99 £19.99
N/A £19.99

BARBARIAN II (Psyg) .... £1299 £15.99
Bard's Tale HI

N/A £698

BAT. II

£2299 £2299

Battle Chess II

£1699 £1699

BattleCommand
Battle Isle
Battle Isle Data Disc
BATTLEMASTER

£1199
£1699
N/A
£11.99

Betrayal

£1199
£1699
£1199
£11.99

N/A £699

Big Run
Biliard Simulator II
Birds of Prey

£1699 £1699
£1699 £1699
£2199 £2199

BlackCrypt

N/A £1699

Blue Max

Bonanza Brothers
Boston Bomb Club

£19.99 £19.99
£1699 £1699
£1699 £1699

Bountiful HDScenery
BuckRogers
Buck Rogers II

N/A £1199
£19.99 £19,99
N/A £20.99

Cadaver

£1699 £1599

Cadaver-the pay oft
California Games II

N/A £2199
£1699 £1599
£2199 £2199
£21.99 £21.99
£19.99 £19.99

F29Retaiator

£1599 £1599

Arkanoid (Amiga only)

£4.50

Arkanold II
Baal
Barbarian
Barbarian II
Batman The Movie

£699
£599
£599
£599
£699

BeachVoley
Blood Money

£599
£599

Jet Set Wily (Amiga only)
Kid Gloves

Cabal
CaliforniaGames
Carrier Command

£599
£699
£599

Last NinjaII

CefcaGT4Raty

£599

Centrefold Squares
CloudKingdom

£699
£599

Colossus Chess

£599

Conflict inEurope
Cont Circus (STonly)

£7.99
£4.99

Defender of the Crown

£7.99

DeluxeStripPoker
Double Dragon IorII
Dragon Ninja
Fantasy Work) Dizzy

£599
£599
£699
£599

TOP TITLES
HardDrh/ln II

ST AMIGA
£1599 £1299

Harlequin
Harpoon (1 Meg)
Heart of China

£1599 £1699
N/A £19.99
£24.99 £24.99

Heimdall
Hero'sQuest (Grem)
HillStreet Blues
HomeAbne
Hook
Hudson Hawk
I. Bothams Cricket

£2199
£1699
£1599
N/A
£1599

£2199
£1699
£1599
£2199
£1599

£1599 £1599
£19.99 £19.99

IndyHeat
£1699 £1699
Ishar- Legend Fortress .... £20.99 £20.99
Jack NcklausUnlMed Clip. N/A £10.99
JaguarXJ220
£1699 £1699

Licence to Kil

Lombard RACRaly
Lotus Esprit
Manic Miner (Amiga onV)

£599
£699

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

Mouse(Swrtcruble)
Mystical
Myth

£1589 £1599
£1599 £1599
£1599 £1699

Narc

£1599 £7.99

NavySeats
Nebulusll
Nightshift

£1599 £1599
N/A £1599
£1099 £1699

NoGreater Gklry

N/A £23.99

0RBITUS

£1299 £1299

Ork
£1599 £1599
Pacific Islands - T.Yankee IIE2099 £20.99

Legend

Leisure Suit Larry II

£19.99 £19.99

£14.99 £1499

£2599 £2599
N/A £2699

Lemmings
LemmingsII

£1599 £1599
£1599 £1599

Prince of Persia

£1599 £1599

ProFlight

£30.99 £3099

ProjectX

£1699 £1699

PushOver
Puzznic
QUEST AND GLORY
Race DrMn'

£1599
£699
£20.99
£11.99

£1599
£699
£20.99
£11.99

RaikoadTycoon

£24.99 £24.99

Lemmings-Data Disk
£1199 £1199
Lemmings-Stand Alone .. £1599 £1599

£699
£1599
£20.99
£2199
£1599

RiseoftheDrago
RiskyWoods

N/A £24.99
£1699 £1699

Fantastic Voyage

£1699 £1699

Lie and Death II
Links HD

F. of Free Traders
Final Blow

£699 £599
£1599 £1699

Lost Patrol

Final Fight

£1699 £1699

Lureofthe Temptress

£19.99 £19.99

Ml Tank Platoon

£19,99 £19.99

N/A £20.99
N/A £2199

Lord ofthe Rings

N/A £2599
£1599 £1299

Lotus TurboChallenge II .. £1699 £1699

£699
£1599
£2099
£2199
£1599

Robin Hood

£1699 £1599

Robocod

£1599 £1599

Robocop
RobocopII
Robocop III
Robo Sports

£599 £699
£14.99 £14.99
£1699 £1599
N/A £2199

£1599 £1699

£10.99 £10.99

Magic Garden

£1699 £1699

£1699 £1699

Flight of the Intruder

£1699 £2299

Magic Pockets
Man Utd. Europe

£1599 £1599
£1599 £1599

Rod Land

Floor 13

£19.99 £19.99

M. Ditka Ultimate Football £1599 £1599

R-Type II

£14.99 £14.99

RugbyWorldCup

£1599 £1599

Castles

£1699 £1599

Chaos Engine
Champion ofthe Raj

£1699 £1699
£9.99 £9.99

Chase HQ
Chase HQ II
Chuck Rock

£699 £599
£14.99 £14.99
£1699 £1699

Cisco Heat
Civilisation

£11.99 £11.99
£2199 £2199
£20.99 £20.99

MAX EXTRA only £17.99

FootballCrazy

£1699 £1599

Free DC
Fuzzball
G-LOCR360
Gauntlet III
Global Effect

N/A
N/A
£1699
£1599
£1599

Goblins

£1599 £1699

MicroproseGotf

Godfather
Gods
Go for Gold

£1699 £1599
£1699 £1699
£599 £599

MWwmterll

£2199 £2199

Golden Shot

£1699 £1699

G. Gooch Cricket

£21.99 £21.99

Graham Taylor

£1599 £1599

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Mig29M Super FuL
MightofMagiclll

£1699 £1599
£19.99 £19.99
N/A £2199

Grand Pik (Formula)

£2199 £2199

Moonfall
Moonstone

£1599 £1599
£19.99 £19.99

Gunship2000

£21.99 £21.99

Monkey Island

£1599 £1599

Hagar the Horrible
BIT

MegamK Master
Mega Fortress
MegaSports
Megatraveller II
Mercenary III

Merchant Colony
Midnight Resistance

N/A £1599

£20.99 £20.99

£2199 £2199

£699 £699

Monkey Island II

P BROTHERS VOL 1 only £1599

Tyncan II, STDragon, SWIV and jMgMSMj

N/A £27.99
£1699 £1699
£1699 £1699
£20.99 £2099
£20.99 £20.99

Xenon, Cadaver and S peedbaMII

N/A £2599

Savage Empire

N/A

N/A £2299

Secret Sikrer Blues

£21.99 £21.99

Secret WeapLuft

£19.99 £19.99

Sensible Soccer
Shadowlands
SHADOW BEAST II
Shuttle the Sim
Silent Service II

£1599
£20.99
£1299
£2199
£2199

Sim Ant

£1699
£20.99
£1299
£2199
£2199

£20.99 £20.99

Simpsons
Sleepwalker

£1599 £1599
£1599 £1599

Smash TV

£1599 £15.99

TennisCup, Turbo Cup, Panza KickBoxing

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £1199

AIRCOMBAT ACES only £18.99

OperationSteath, Indiana'sLastCrusadeand

Falcon, GunshipandFightboM bar

Space Crusade
Space Quest l,ll,lll,or IV
Special Forces
Speedball II
Spiritof Excalbur

£20.99 £20.99
N/A £33.99
£1599 £1599
£1699 £1699
N/A £2199
£2199 £2199
£1599 £7.99
£2099 £14.99

StarTrekV

£1699 £1699

Starfighter II

£20.99 £20.99
£2599 £2599

Storm Master
Stricter II
Strike Fleet
Striker

£1699
£1599
£1599
£1599

£1699
£15.99
£1699
£1699

Supaptex
Super Cars II
Super Off Road
Super Space Invaders
Supremacy

£699
£1599
£599
£1599
£2099

£599
£1599
£699
£1699
£1899

Suspicious Cargo

£1699 £1699

Switch Blade II
Take 2
TennisCup 2

£1599 £1599
N/A £6699
£1599 £1699

Terminator II

£1599 £1599

N/A £1599

Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Mission
The Manager
ThunderhawkAH-73M
Thunder Jaws
Tip Off
Toki
Total Recall

£19.99
£1299
£20.99
£21.99
£1599
£1699
£14.99
£1599

£19.99
£1299
£20.99
£21.99
£1699
£1699
£14.99
£1599

£1699 £1599
£7.99 £9.99

Twilight 2000

£2199 £2199

Ultima Martian Dreams
Ultima Underworld
Ultima V

£20.99 £20.99
£2Q99 £20.99
£19.99 £19.99

UltimaVI

£20.99 £20.99

ULTIMA VII
ULTIMATE RIDE
UMS II
UMS IIPlanet Editor
Untouchables

£20.99
£599
£2199
£20.99
£699

£20.99
£599
£2199
£2099
£599

Utopia
Utopia NewWorld

£2099 £20.99
£11.99 £11.99

Vendetta
Vengeance of Excal
Video DkjitzerII
Video Kid
Votfied
Vroom

£1699
N/A
N/A
£1599
£20.99
£1699

White Death(1 Meg)

£19.99 £1899

WidWheeb

£14.99 £7.99

£1599
£1299
£89.99
£1599
£20.99
£1699

N/A £2199

N/A£19.99
£1599
£1699
£14.99
£1599
£1599
£1699

£1599
£1599
£14.99
£1599
£1699
£1599

MIND GAMESonly £14.88
Austerltz, Waterloo, and Conflid inEurope

RoboCop, Ghoetbustere 2, Indiana Jones,

Mean Streets

N/A £1699

SteelEmpire
Stereo Master

WizKid
Wolf Chid
WOLFPACK
W.W.F
Zhtrax
Zool

P. Dragcn, ShadowWarrioi, D.Ninja

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only £2199

ST AMIGA

Space 1889
SpaceAcell
Space Gun

Wing Commander I

N/A £2299

Sim Earth

TOP TITLES

Wily Beamish

SPORTS BEST only £20.99

TNT2 only £20.98

SOCCERMANIA only £11.99

N/A£1699
£699

NINJA COLLECTION only £1199

Hydra,Skul* Croaabones,HardDrk/wll,

Badlandsand Stun Runner

Rules ofEngagement

£599
£7.99

Turrfcanll

£17.99 £17.99

R.V.F. Honda

WC Leaderboard
Xenon II

TV Sports Baseball

£1699 £1699

Rookies

Wingsof FuryfAmige only) £599

The Games 92 Espana .... £2099 £2099

Rainbow Islands
RB.I. 2 Baseball
Realms
Red Baron
Red Zone

£2199 £2199

£599

Test DriveIII

£599 £699

£20.99 £20.99
N/A £1199

£9.99 £1599

£599

£1599 £1599

£1599 £1599

£1599
£1199
£1699
£1299
£1699

£599

Leander

Leisure Suit Larry III
LeisureSuit Larry V

£699

Teenage MutantTurtles .... £599

War Zone
Waterloo

OperationThunderbolt ....
Operation Wolf
Pang

£2199 £2199
£1699 £1699

SwichBlade

£7.99

£7.99
£599
£599
£699

Knight of theSky
Last Ninja III

£599

Nttio
Norths South
Out Run

Pro Tennis Tour

N/A £14.99

£9.99 £9.99
£1699 £1699
£11.99 £11.99

Super Hang On

£599
£7.99
£599

£1299 £2299
£2699 £2599
£1699 £1699

Kid Gloves II
Kllinq Cloud

£699
£599

£599
£599

TV Sports Football
Vigilante

Kings Quest IV
KingsQuest V
KnightMare

Kick Off II (.5 Meg)

K. O.Winning Tactics

£699

£699

KILLING GAMESHOW.... £1599 £699

£1599 £1699
£19.99 £m99

£1599 £1599
N/A £1699
£1599 £1599

Stargliderll
Strike Force Harrier
Stunt Car Racer

NewZealand Story

£1699 £599
£1599 £1599
£1699 £1599
N/A £20.99
N/AE20.99
N/A £10.99
N/A £1599
£9.99 £9.99
£20.99 £20.99
£1599 £1599
£20.99 £20.99
£9.99 £9.99
N/A £20.99

J. Barnes (1 Meg)
J. Maddens Fooiball
Kick OffII (1 Meg)

£7.99

Thunderstrike
Toobin'..

Paperboy II
ParasolStars
Pegasus
PerfectGeneral
PGAGoKTour *
PGACourses Disk
PiibalDreams
Pitfighter
Plan9 OuterSpace
Plotting
Populous II
Predator II
Premiere

Jim Power
J. Whie's Whirlwind

£599
£9.99
£599

M.Jackson Moonwalker.... £599
Moonshine Racers
£599

£599 £599

FaceOff-Ice Hockey

N/A £17.99
N/A £17.99

Impossible Mission II

RocketRanger
RolingRonny
R-Type
Run The Gauntlet

£599
£699
£599

£7.99
£599
£599
£699

IK*

£599
£599
£599
£599

£699
£599
£599
£599
£699
£599
£7.99

£599

James Pond

Platoon
Predator
Ram bo III
Resolution 101

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior
Sherman M4
Shinobl
Shuffle Puck Cafe
Speedball

£599

H. R Guideto Galaxy

Panza Kick Boxing

Falcon 10

Fate ofAtlantis (Adv)
Fate of Atlantis (Arc)

£599
£699

£599

Fieandlce

N/A £2199
N/A £2199
N/A £7.99

C.Y'sAirCombat

Eyeof the Beholder II
Fl4Tom Cat
F15Strike Eagle II
F117A StealthFighter
F19Stealth Fighter

£599

£599
£699
£599

. £7.99

First Sam/MgaLoMan
FkeStoneHD Scenery

Captive
£1599 £1599
CarlLewis Challenge .... £15.99£15.99
CarmenEurope
N/A £2199
Carmen Time
N/A £2199
Carmen USA
Carmen World
CARTHAGE
Carve Up

£1699
£21.99
£2199
£1699

3 Stooges

3D Pool
Afterburner
Alered Beast

F16Combat Pilot
Gauntlet II
Ghost busters II
Ghouls'n'Ghosts
Golden Axe
Hard Drhrin'
Head over Heels

BOARD GENIUS AMIGA only£17.98
Deluxe.Moncool/, Deluxe Scrabble, Cleudo,

Batman the Movie

Master Detecnve and Risk

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION

SUPERHEROES only £17.99

FootballManagerII, Gazza's Soccer, Footbsl

only £21.99

Manager- W.C. Edtion, MnroproseSoccer

Falcon, Mission One, and Mission Two

StridorII,IndianaJones, Last NinjaII
and Spy who loved no

SUPERSIM PACKonly £21.99

AWARD WINNERS ONLY £16.99

FLIGHT COMMAND only £14.99

4 WHEa DRIVEonly £18.88

InLX Tennis Crazy Cars II,
ltak/90 and AkbourneRanger

POWERPACKonly £14.88

KickOff II,Pipemania. Space Ace

LotusEsprt ColicsGT4 Rally.Team Suzuki and

Xenon2. TV SpoitsFootbal Bloodwych and

and Populous

Eliminator, Strike ForceHarrier,
Lancaster, SkyFoxandSkyChase

BIG BOX only £15.99

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

CARTOON COLLECTION only £16.88

only £21.99

Captain Blood, Tie Tin on the Moon,SefariGuns,

Super MonacoGP. GoldenAxe, Crackdown
ESWAT, and Shhobi

AMIGAonly £20.99

TeenageQueen, Bubble Plus, Purple Saturn Days,
Krypton Egg,JumpingJackson, BoBo,Hostages

CHAMPIONS only £13.99

MAGNUM 4 Amiga £16.99 ST £1299

JahangkKhan Squash, Man Unled
and W.C. Boxing Manager

Afterburner,Double Dragon,OperationWol,

MuscleCars,CaVornia Challenge,
EuropeanChallenge, Duet Super Cars

RAINBOWCOLLECTION only £13.98
New ZealandStory.BubbleBobble,

andBatman Caped Crusader

GRANDSTANDonly £17.99

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £18.88

GazzaSuper Soccer.ProTennisTow,

Golden Axe, Total Recall Shadow Warrior.
Super Off Road Racing

World Class Leaderboard and Continental Ckcus

Lombard Rally

Combo Racer.

ACTION PACKonly £15.88

Treasure Island Dizzy, Skghtley Magic,Spike in
CosmicPirates,Rotor,Maya,On Safari Eliminator,
Transylvania, CJ's ElephantAntics,Seymour goes to
FastLane,ShermanM4,Hostages, Targlan,
Hollywood
Colorado

POWERUPonly £16.98

AIR, LAND, SEA AMIGA only £2198

Alered Beast, Rainbow Island. X Out

FA18Interceptor, 888 AttackSub, Indy 500

Rainbow Islands

Chase HQ, Tunican

Please make cheques &P.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. P&Pis£1.00 peritem in UK (orders under Name:

£10are50pperitem).Europe:£3.50peritern. ElsewhereE4.50peritem.Newtitleswillbesentasreleased Address'
and aresubject tomanufacturers price reviews. E.&O.E. New catalogue available - please tickbox.
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Setting professional

MUSIC

Serious about MIDI
You've discovered how easy it is to make music with your St What's more,

you're hooked, you likejhe sound of yourself and you're determined to
take it further. Steve Wright shows you how to turn your hobby into your
career and astound your friends with your mega-bass riffing technique

s an ST owner with some sequencing soft
ware and a multitimbral keyboard, you can

A

begin to develop a musical career. You have
all you need to create your own complete
i music compositions. However, you are prob
ably also aware of the limitations of your setup. For a
start, the sounds created by your equipment aren't
always exactly as you'd like. You may also wish you

THE ST AT THE HEART OF A RECORDING STUDIO
The ST is now capable of controlling just about allrecording studio equipment viaMIDI
MOTHER KEYBOARD. This is the musician's main

DRUM MACHINE. Although most drum sounds

method of inputting music. In a professional

are available as samples, drum machines are still
popular in studios because many musicians pre

setup, the mother keyboard is chosen for the
response of the keyboard when played. As the
main interface between musician and ST, it's got

fer the methods of drum pattern creation that
drum machines can offer. Some have rubber pads

software. Each effects unit is set up to respond
on a particular MIDI channel. A sequencer track
can then be set aside for effects changes which
are entered manually using built-in features of the
software. Effects settings are thus changed auto
matically during playback, so that, for instance, a

to feel right - that's why the mother keyboard is
often an eight-octave electronic piano with 14

which may be played like drums. The drum
machine can therefore also function as an alter

reverberation unit could be instructed to switch

inch weighted wooden keys.

native to the mother keyboard as a way of
entering MIDI information into a sequencer.

to a different type of reverberation at a particular

EFFECTS UNITS. These are the devices that cre

MIXER. The mixer's main function is to enable the
relative volumes of the different instruments and

point in the music.

SOUND MODULES. This is where the sounds are

made. Normally mounted in 19 inch racks, there
are various types - multitimbral synthesizers,

samplers, and modules which specialise in a sin
gle class of sounds such as piano or bass.

ate reverberation, echo, digital delay - and many

other types of effect. MIDI control is usually

voices to be balanced - but they do a lot more

achieved via Control Change and Program

than that. The mixer's controls enable sounds to

Change data which is sent from the sequencing

be equalised and effected individually in order to
achieve any desired blend.
Many newer mixers can be con
trolled via MIDI, so that by

using a sequencer to send
appropriate data at appropriate
moments, real-time changes
can be entirely automated by

uimmiwimui
MOTHER KEYBOARD
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MULTITRACK TAPE

I

RECORDER. It is possible to
work the actual transport con
trols of a tape recorder from
within sequencing software the ST actually tells the tape

MIXER

recorder what to do. The first

multitrack to be able to do this

was the Fostex R8, which used

special MIDI System Exclusive
codes specific to Fostex equip
ment. MIDI itself has recently

had a new protocol added to it,

SOUND
MODULES

known as MIDI Machine Control

(MMC). MMC provides a stan
dardised code which will

encourage more software and
hardware developers to imple
ment MIDI control of machines.
DRUM MACHINE

COFFEE MACHINE. There is no
MIDI-controlled coffee machine

on the market as yet, but in
theory there could be - we
have the technology!
MULTITRACK TAPE RECORDER
EFFECTS UNITS
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NEW

Special Offer

Atari Workstation

/Expansion System

Hard Disks

Floppy Drives

1/2MSimm

MegaFile 30

Exclusive Scoop

£12.90

Atari
ri Corp. 30Mb Hard
Ha
Disk
fullyi compatible with all ST's

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated ST colour.

Special price

of Hampshire Established 7 years

£27.50

0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

12.9Q
49.50
99.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe

New Price

Citizen 224
Enhanced 24pin printer, 'optional colour
with easy to use control panel
2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

£209
£219

94.00
154.00

HP

300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.

£519

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.

3 year warranty. With cable & paper

Swift 24E

£359

Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer
with cable & paper

Mono

£259

Colour

£269

Citizen Swift 9
Mono
Colour

Citizen 120D +

Printer Dust Covers

Zydec 1M
1M external drive for ST's

105M Hard Disk 1yr. exchange

£52.90

£469

Internal 1M Drive

Atari STE's

£47.00

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK
1040STE1Mram
1040STE 2M ram

£319
£349

1040STE 4M ram

£419

Philips CM8833 mk2
UK. 240V £ 1 99 with cable
Colour Mon **»*%**
+F19
£1 g9 nocable

360dpi Inkjet printer

£209

£109
Atari SM144

£99

Star LC200

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Naksha Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga
with house & mat

£21.50

Squik Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga

£13.90

LUBSerVB

£179

LC20 Mono 9pin

129
179
189
209
259

Prices include VAT cable & paper

True Mouse
£15.90

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with express-IT software

Best for

NeoDesk 3

28.70

SONY

£99

service

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

7.50
32.30
59.93
141.00
540.50

9.90
49.00

Borodino game
4.00
All items subject to availability

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)

Accessories

LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..

New Price

9.90
9.95
4.50
69.00

Pretext V4.3

Star

forAtari ST &Amiga

Hyper Paint
FirST Basic - HISoft
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
TimeWorks Pub. 2

Organiser - Trangle

with cable & paper

Epson EPL-8100 Laser.. 1115

1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,
+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final

SONY branded

£209

Price

to above for

DISKETTES

Special Offers

with cable & paper

New

£239
£259
£289
£359

Fight, Robot Monsters

360dpi Inkjet printer

134
227
189
269
265
680

512k ram
1M ram
2M ram
4M ram

Add £ 1 0

Atari SM124

Hi Res. 14" Mono monitor & cable

Star SJ-48

Panasonic/Epson

from £239
520STE
520STE
520STE
520STE

STARTER PACK Software:
IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,
Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

14" Colour Monitor with cable

£215

£179

with STARTER PACK software

Hi Res. 12" Mono monitor & cable

Canon BJ-10ex

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available. With cable & paper

Atari STE's

DISCOVERY XTRA Software:

with cable & paper

Panasonic
KXP1123

While stocks last

Protar Progate 105DC

please phone for details

£119

KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin
KXP2180 9pin Colour....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LQ570 24pin
Epson EPL-4100 Laser..

£349

Atari SC1435

Citizen Swift Colour
5.00
Various others available

with cable & paper

STF rating 90%

£69

50M Hard Disk 1yr. exchange

from £4.70 inc VAT

£169
£179

84 tracks.

Above ST's are supplied with

Printer Drivers

most types in stock

with cable & paper

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

Protar Progate 50DC

Deskjet Colour
3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

Amiga printer driver £5.00

£229

New Price

24pin Colour*
Mono
Colour

54.00

2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

Cumana CAS354

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88
Atari ST Printer cable
6.99
Atari ST to ST serial lead
10.95
Atari ST Dust Cover
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
21.86
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
39.60
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
94.88
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
353.68
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.

Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +VAT)

WeServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

UUeServe

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

Best tor
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MUSIC

$ettin$ professional

had some way of recording vocals and acoustic
instruments. If so, then you are ready to start looking

at ways of getting more professional.
Before you think about upgrading your system,
there's one way of making more of what you've

already got- namely, booking a recording studio for
a day. This is a strongly recommended first step after all, you want to be absolutely sure that your
music is really going to sound better with the benefits
of a full production job- and besides, you can learn a
AT

later on.

Many recording studios are already equipped
with an ST, so there's usually no reason to take your
own. You probably don't even need to take your
sequencing software either, because the music on

your disk can be read by all professional music soft
ware packages, provided it has been saved in Stan
dard MIDI File format. So, armed only with a floppy
disk and a blank cassette tape, you can go into a stu

lot from the experience.
DOWN

start by looking for a small local studio which
charges £10 to £15 per hour. Tell the engineer what
you want to do before you book - that saves time

THE

STUDIO

Producing your own instrumental music at a record
ing studio is actually very easy, especially ifyou have
an ST and some sequencing software - and ifs really
not that expensive. If you've never done it before,

dio and say to the engineer: "Here's the music, now
find me some good sounds!". All you then have to do
is listen hard, pick the best of what the studio can
offer, and make some executive decisions about the
mix. For music which is MIDI only - that is, without

vocals or non-MIDI instruments - you can expect to

get three orfour songsdone in an eight-hour day.
Thats the advantage of having your own ST and

MIDI equipment - by the time you arrive at the studio,
your songs are completely written and played. It
means you can get more music finished in the avail
able studio time because you've already done most
of the work at home. Imagine ifyou had to do it all at
the studio! Even if the studio only charges a few

pounds per hour, think about how long you spent pro
gramming your music at home - then you can get
some idea of how much money your ST has already
saved you.

OK, you've had your first stint in a recording stu
dio and you've come home with a cassette. It's
wicked, it's kickin' and it's yours. You know how good
you can sound and you've got an idea how produc-

PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCING SOFTWARE
Here are the top professional sequencing packages for the ST. Each
has a unique design, but all are highly regarded. You should bear in
mind that all these programs are fairly large, so consider investing in a
memory upgrade, especially if you wantto run editing software along
side your sequencer. Have a look at STF 35 for details of how you can
STEINBERG: CUBASE
The best feature of Cubase is its fast and flexible method

Iteanme mitll bcncramr: HgcorOinfl

upgrade - turn to page 40 if you don't have a copy of that issue. Inci
dentally, if you can't afford to leap straight to the top and you have a
copy of Sequencer One, given away on Cover Disk 30, upgrading to
Sequencer One Plus is a highly recommended compromise. You never
know, within a year you could be collecting your veryown BRITS award
Hutomation:

rmiMffln ana itmimlL /

Desk

File

Functions

9M Z ftc Plano.~....

DH7II.S0N

Quantize

MIDI Flags

H0 T § T DR 3.1

Options

Edit

Copy

CO 1391 Lenqelinq/Rdaw

of song arrangement. Track names and track numbers are
shown as a list on the left of the screen, and bar numbers
are shown across the top. The screen can be zoomed and

scrolled so that any part of the music can be seen at vari
ous magnifications. Chunks of recorded music are
depicted as horizontal bars which you can cut, move,

copy, paste and glue together with great speed and accu
racy using simple mouse operations. The package includes
MROS, Steinberg's multitasking operating system, which
enables you to load other music software simultaneously.
Cost: £575 from Evenlode Soundworks « 0993 898484.

• Although Creator Is really aimed at the profes

sional user, its user-friend!y icons and keyboard
C-LAB:

CREATOR/NOTATOR

If you need a scorewriting and printingcapability as part of
your sequencing software, Notator is an obvious choice
having a very highly developed, fast built-in system. Cre

shortcuts make it an ideal tool for the talented ama

teur. It features some very powerful recording and
editing functions with a very fast sound processor.
Desk

File

Edit

• Notator has extensive editing facilities including a
Matrix Editor and a Score Edtor. Sequencing takes the

form of patterns, pretty much like a drum machine, and
up to four of them can be played at once. Notator also
enables you to export files into DTP programs.

SI

ator does without the notation, but otherwise carries all
the features of Notator, including excellent quantisation

options and a good variety of graphic editing methods. CLab's multitasking system is called Softlink, and comes as

part of the package. Notator comes in at £550, Creator at
£330. You can get hold of these packages from Sound
Technology * 0462 480000
HYBRID

ARTS':

SMPTETRACK

GOLD

SMPTE (pronounced "simptee") originally stood for Soci
ety OfMotionPictures and Television Engineers, but it has
also come to refer to the type of timecode which that
organisation originally developed. This package comes

complete with a SMPTE synchronisation device, hence its
name. Consider this package if you know that you want to

be able to synchronise to tape - at under £465.30 for the
whole lot it represents good value for money, and you get
excellent graphic editing Into the bargain. Contact
Atlantic Audio on « 071272 8944.

DR

T:

KCS

OMEGA

This is the latest version of KCS (the Keyboard Controlled

• Cubeat is a cheaper version of Cubase and fea
tures many of Its big brother's editing and
sequencing facilities including the cut, paste and
erase functions. Key Edit gives you a vertical key

much faster even than some of the more professional

board with notes shown as horizontal rectangles,

sequencers. A vast improvement on Sequencer One
and very good value-for-money, indeed.

while Grid Edit gives you all the info in a vertical list.

Omega, contains Tiger (a graphic editor module) and
Quickscorefor fast notation display. Also included is PVG
(Programmable Variations Generator) which enables you to

tell your ST to do some composingfor you. Best of all it
onlycosts £299 from Zone Distribution « 071 738 5444.

havingone of the first multitasking systems, the Mufti Pro

gramming Environment. Programs which were previously
available separately are all bundled together in KCS

GAJITS:

SEQUENCER

ONE

learned how to get the best out of Sequencer One. The
program uses a very neat graphic note editing system
called "Diamond Drag," whereby each note has diamondshaped "handles" whichmay be clicked on withthe mouse
for fast, accurate editing.

Sequencer One Plus makes other graphicnote editing
systems seem like an unnecessary strain on the eyes.

Sequencer) - a package which has been around for a long
time now. It is famous for its rock-steady timing and for

• Although Sequencer One Plus lacks a realtime quan
tize option, it more than makes up for It with its
diamond drag feature. It's also exceedingly fast -

PLUS

Not really a top of the range product, but astonishing
vaiue-for-money and an ideal direction to take if you've just

What's more ft only costs £129.95 new and £49.95 as an

upgrade from Sequencer One. Get in touch with Gagits on
n 061236 2515.
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Setting professional

KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES AND SAMPLERS
Many professional keyboards have sound
module equivalents - so you often have a
choice of buying a synth with or without

sound, while the ST triggers these sounds
via MIDI, Samplers do tend to be expen

the actual keyboard. For example, the
Korg Ml, which is a multitimbral keyboard,

The best top-end samplers are the

sive, but It's worth It.
Akai SIOOO and SllOO and the Roland
S750 and S770. These are 16-bit stereo

has a sound module equivalent called the

samplers - the cream of the crop and
we're unfortunately talking thousands of
pounds, not hundreds. You can pick up
Second-hand samplers quite easily in your
local press or music shop - you're gener

MIR. The R stands for "Rackmountabie" -

ft can be screwed into a standard 19 inch

wide rack along with many other types of
studio equipment.
Synths and sound modules often come
in families of devices based around the

ally safe with anything by Akai or Roland

same concept or method of synthesis. In
the same family as the Ml, you can also

that starts with an "S". Also recommended

find MIR and M3R rackmountables and

the Tl, T2 and T3 keyboards. The T-serles
ail have larger LCD displays, more onboard
memory and extra built-in sounds. The dif
ferences between the Tl, T2 and T3 all
relate to the lengths and characteristics of
their keyboards.
As for samplers, they are definitely

plers handle all the processing of sampled

TO

PUT

YOUR

CONTACT:« 0908 366700

after and how much you would like to
spend.

MANUFACTURER: Korg
SYNTHS:Ml, Tl, T2, T3, Ol/W, Wavesta-

2. Before you buy, ask your dealer for a full
demonstration. No matter what they say
about a synth or sampler, it's how ft

SOUND MODULES: MIR, M3R, 01R/W,

sounds to you that matters most. The fol
lowing list of manufacturers and some of
their products will get you started.

tion

03R/W, Wavestation A/D
CONTACT: « 081427 5377
MANUFACTURER: Akai

SAMPLERS:S90O, S950, SIOOO,SllOO
MANUFACTURER: Roland

SYNTHS: JV30, JV80, D5, D10, D20, D50,

tem you gain another pair of audio outputs

SOUND MODULES: UllO, D110, MT32,
CM32, CM64, CM300, SCC1 (Sound Can

CONTACT: « 081897 6388

D70, JD800

MANUFACTURER: E-Mu Systems
SOUNDMODULES: Proteus (I and II)
SAMPLERS: Emulator (1, 2 and 3), Emax

an amplifier.

vas)

(1 and 2), Proformance

Assuming that you want to hear all
you gear playing at once, you need a mixer

SAMPLERS: W30, S330, S5S0, S750,

CONTACT:« 0875 813330

tion works. Now you're ready to upgrade your home
system. Where should you start?
WHERE

tion about their products and where to get

them, giving an indication of what you're

Do bear in mind, though, that every
time you buy an extra device for your sys

with a sufficient number of inputs. Also, if
you've splashed out on high-quality synthe
sizers, you may want to get a good amplifi
cation system to do justice to them.

plers! Professional MIDI hardware sam

SY77, SY99
SOUND MODULES: TG33, TG77

are the Casio FZ1 and FZ10.

- at least - which have to be connected to

not to be confused with software sam

General advice:

1. First contact manufacturers for informa

S770

SYNTHS: VFX

MANUFACTURER: Yamaha-Kemble

SAMPLERS: EPS, EPS16+, EPS16R+

SYNTHS: PSR400, PSR500, SY22, SY55,

CONTACT: * 0462 480000

code reader/generators - or synchronisers - enable
you to lock your sequencer's song position to the
movements of the multitrack tape. It works like this:
First, you use the synchroniser to generate a stream

DOSH

Before you try to decide what to spend your money
on, ask yourself what is most important to you. Want
more control over the songwriting process? Get hold
of some professional sequencing software as a prior
ity. Concerned about the number and quality of
sounds to choose from? Think about getting some
patch editing software, a good quality synthesizer

of timecode which is recorded onto one track of your

keyboard or sound module, or, if you can afford it, a
MIDI sampler. Or are you keen to be able to record
vocals and acoustic instruments? If so, you need
microphones, a multitrack tape recorder, a mixer,
and probably a timecode reader/generator. Time-

adding any vocals or acoustic instruments. Apart
from using up tape tracks, it means that you can't go
back and make changes to the sequenced music.
YOUR

OWN

PLACE

tape. Then, when you press Play on the tape
recorder, the synchroniser "reads" the timecode
from the tape and converts it to MIDI Clock and Song

A multitrack tape recorder can transform your MIDI
system into a home recording studio. The cheapest
option is a portable multitracker with a built-in mixer,

Position Pointer data. This MIDI data is then sent to

such as the Fostex X-18 four-track recorder (£259).

your ST to keep,the sequencer (which must be set to
External Sync) in time. In this way, all the MIDI instru
ments in your system are heard at the same time as
the music coming from the tape machine - and are
perfectly synchronised. This is essential for serious
work, because without it you have to finish all your
sequenced music and record it onto tape before

But are four tracks enough?
If you want to record a lead vocal, two tracks of
backing vocals and a guitar, you're already pushing it

PATCH EDITING SOFTWARE
If you have a reasonably good synth or sound module, it's
worth getting a patch editor which enables you use your
ST to edit its sounds. All patch editors have librarian func
tions too, so you can catalogue and save banks of sounds
to disk. Ideally you should aim for a universal (generic)
editor capable of editing any synth. These do cost more,
but they're a good investment because they cover most

MANUFACTURER: Ensoniq

CONTACT: a 0792 310247

existing devices - including some MIDI reverb units - and
can usually be updated to support any new synths. The
important thing is to get one that can multitask with the
sequencer of your choice - the advantage of being able to

edit sounds without leaving your sequencer is too great
to miss. Consult the chart below.

WHICH EDITOR TO CHOOSE

because your synchroniser needs one track of tape
for recording the timecode. It is possible to "bounce"
(combine) two or more recorded tracks onto another

track to make extra tracks available, but there is lim
ited scope for this when you only have four tracks to
start with. Also, each time you do this you lose some

sound quality, and, because bouncing determines the
relative volume levels of the tracks in question, you
sacrifice some control of the final mix.

Eight-track recorders cost a lot more than fourtrack ones, partly because they are unable to take
advantage of the standard cassette tape format, but
they do give you an enormous amount of scope. You
definitely need a mixer if you are using eight or more

tape tracks, and you'd benefit from a high-quality
stereo tape machine of some kind- preferably a DAT
(Digital Audio Tape) recorder.

Shops which sell recording equipment often have
YOUR SEQUENCER

BEST UNIVERSAL EDITOR

PRICE/SUPPLIER

Any MROS compatible editor

an ST permanently set up in them - make sure you
buy equipment thafs supported by ST software. STs
are now able to control many types of studio equip
ment, including effects units, mixers and multitrack
tape recorders - they are at the heart of the typical
modern recording studio and future developments in
MIDI and music technology are likely to ensure that

Creator/Notator

C-Lab Polyframe

£299 from Sound Technology * 0462 480000
or any Softlink compatible editor

SMPTETrack Gold

Hybrid Arts' Genedit

£245.58 from Atlantic Audio

they stay there. As the owner of the machine which

* 071272 8944

was made for music, you are well-placed to take
advantage of it.

KCS Omega

£219 from Zone Distribution
a 071 738 5444

Any GEM-based sequencer

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

£89 from Keynote a 0761432610

Watch out for the next issue - we'll be featuring a
round-up of available MIDI software, information about
advanced sequencing to take you on from here and
there might even be an exclusive preview of a special
MIDI package.stf

SAMPLERS & SEQUENCERS EXPLAINED
Asound that has been loaded into a computer and isrepresented by numbers (digital) rather than noises (anal_

ikMPl
Usually a small cartridge that allows you to take sounds from a microphone (with amplifcation), tepe CD ete and record
(Size)
them into vour
computers memory.
be changed
usingfunctl0ns
the samphng
software,soft(digitize) them
your computers
^^ j^Once
^ ^in ^the memory
^ ^ a sample
^ ^sound
fey ^ can
SAMPLER.
Norma,
with sannpling

rare include loading and saving asample disk, altering the sample by cutting, speeding up/down, fading in/out, joining to other samples
nd much much more.

_

.

_.

Asequencer takes musical notes and then allows you to play them back in an order (Sequence) that you determine.
Microdeal make two types of sequencer, QUARTET is a sample sequencer and plays back samples out of the computer. CONCERTO
is a Midi sequencerthat playsback musical notes using any Midi Instrument.

QUARTET
Our top Stereo sampler plugs intothe cartridgeporton the side

lis sophisticatedsequencer allowsyou to take samples and
equence them into music. Imagine yoursamples as a band

of the Atari and has both Input and Output sockets to allow you
to record Stereo sound into the ST and then play back in high

with QUARTET as the conductor, your band is composed of
20 instruments of which 4 can play at any one time. QUAR
TET comes with 100 instruments and sounds for inclusion in

quality through an amplifier. The software includes a full fea

your own compositions and further sounds can_
be added using STEREO REPLAY and STEREO

tured editor that allows you to tailor samples plus

ja STEREO BEAT program which is a 3 channel

MASTER or other samplers. The music is repre
sented as notes on a stave and can be input by

drum sequencer. The software also includes a 3D
display program to allow you to see the digital
structures of a sample. REPLAY STEREO will

the mouse or ifyou have a synthesiser keyboard
with a Midi out socket by playing on the key
board. Control of the music includes Tempo,
Pitch and QUARTET'S digital processing software

also load 12 and 16 Bit samples and save them

(DIGITAL.PRG) allows you to change the pitch

jas 8 Bit in either Stereo or Mono. The package

jalso includes routines to play back samples in Hi

size and volume of individual samples. Who

Soft, GFA & STOS basic.

or "Mozart" with this highly acclaimed package.

knows you could easily be tomorrow's "Adamski"

SAMPLER, SAMPLINGSOFTWARE & MANUALS89.95

^CiQftfeevp*1

stereo MASTER

Our powerful but friendly Midi sequencer allows you to com
pose and arrange any type of music from Classical to Rock,
Pop New Age and Jazz. Use it with any Midi instrument and
record up to 24 tracks and assign them to 100 patterns. Link
the patterns together to form a complete song. Five different

| Our new stereo sampler islow in price but high in features, the
new style mini cartridge plugs intothe cartridge port on the side
of you Atari and even includesa lead with mini jackfirimmedi
ate connection to your walkman or headphone socket on you
amplifier. Once connected you can load stereo sounds, edit

editors SCORE, STEP TIME, GRID, DRUM & EVENT give you

features only included in sequencers which presently cost ten
times as much. Tape deck style controls make
recording and playback easy and the mixing desk
allows you to add five effects to your song includ
ing tempo, pitch bend and control changes. You
can "ride the faders" mixing the volumes of each
track just like a mixingdesk in a recording studio.
If you are a STE or TT owner you can even
sequence samples into your songs. All in all, the
main song CONCERTO sings is that it's amazing

them, analyse them, and even change real time
sounds by adding special effects to the output

,'.;,;;;. •;;
; '' i ':':'

.,..-, such as echo, pitch up, pitch down, and more.
we even include midi support so if you have a

I Midi keyboard you can playback different sam-

• piesfrom mapped out areas of the keyboard.
Ej. ,;. j Output from STEREO MASTER isvia the speak, er on your TV or monitor or if you have an STE

i you can connect up the hi-fi ports to an amplifier
for high quality output.

value for money.

ns^r=CErs3cstsiC3BxrmtBit3\

ICJCSm JgJt^Jfci*IC*IEir*gB5E:rg;

MIDI SEQUENCING SOFTWARE & MANUAL £39.95

SAMPLER, SAMPLING SOFTWARE & MANUAL £39.95

y^^
TO ORDER: Simply phone 0726 68020 with your credit card number or fill out this
coupon and send together with your cheque /postal order or credit card number to:

WORLD OF MUSIC ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND ME

QTY

PRICEEACH

TOTAL

MICRODEAL LTD, PO BOX 68, ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL. PL25 4YB

STEREO REPLAY

£89.95

NAME:

QUARTET

£49.95

ADDRESS:

STEREO MASTER 1

I£39.951

.POSTCODE.

£39.95

CONCERTO
POST & PACKING

nssGiD

I1

£1.00
GRANI )TOTAL
ENCI .OSED

-^^

CREDIT CARD NC
EXPIRY DATE:

/

/199...

Microdeal products are available from your local computer shop
or direct from MicrOdeal. Already own a Microdeal Sampler
and want to upgrade? Phone 0726 68020 for details.

•<^r

GALLERY

step by step guides

Pixel painting
This is where we take agander at the best offerings lurking in the Gallery mailbag - actually a
particularly tasteful cardboard box. As usual, there are some rather groovy pictures this month, so
please wipe thesleepy dust from your eyes and let Clive Parker take you for agood look inside

ox'iten
Kevin Blake of Lincoln sent in this
Canvas version of the
cover of Jean Michel

Jarre's

Oxygene

album. Kevin has

only had his ST

♦W1"

for a few months
- and this is the

first picture he has

attempted with Can

vas and it wins this month's

£25. Kevin relates the rigours of his
pixellated creativity.

0 * * l placed a size one grid on the
screen to locate the centre point
so I could position the main circle. This
method was suggested by Paul Keller in
STF33 and it enabled me to keep the
proportions of the picture correct. I
then roughly filled in the background
using the album cover for reference.

©:

chose four shades of blue and

O l selected the correct palette for
the rest of the picture. There are
many different shades in the original
and I began to worry about what I had

sprayed them onto the back

ground. I then used zoom to draw the
outline of the skull. One drawback with

Canvas is that you cannot see an actual
size view of the section of the picture

let myself in for.

you are working on while you are in
zoom mode.

Phil Willcox of Cardiff created Uncle

Fester of the Addams Family which he
copied from an advert. He said: "The
hairless head of Uncle Fester staring
out from an Addams Family advert
seemed to be a good subject - he
seemed sinister in a friendly sort of
way. So I loaded up my trusty
Neochrome and got to work.

I know you're supposed to do a
rough outline first to get the pro

portions right, but I don't always
bother, Uncle Fester is a case in point. I
usually start with the right eye, judging
the proportions of the other features

At this stage, both eyes are now
In place and the picture is begin
ning to look pretty spooky. I created all
of the eye detail with the pencil under
magnification and the surrounding flesh
tones with a small brush.

relative to this one. This is bad tech

nique but it works for me!

I tidied up the left eye and dark
ened the area underneath to

make the nose stand out. I like to limit

my palette especially with this type of
subject, using a limited number of hues
but as many degrees of tone as possi
ble. This gives a more natural - not to
say creepy - appearance to the picture.

CRYSTAL
VISIONS
Crystal Visions is the lat
est picture by Gallery
regular Mark Deighton
of Enfield. Once again
Mark produced the pic
ture using Neochrome.

® * * l started using the
shape option in solid
mode rather than drawing every
thing with the pencil. This

enabled me to position the
chair, table and rear wall. The
wall's surround was sprayed
using different sizes and differ
ent shades of colour and I drew

the perch using the line option
on a thick setting. I then drew
the ball with a solid shape
option and the rough shape of
the curtain with a large brush.
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J

I changed the colour of

the curtains and slightly

\

I did more work to the

\

I used two shades of

\^S background using the pen

\2jJ brown for thetable - I

altered them. The skulls were

cil and the magnify screen. I

drawn on a different screen

added detail to the chair on one

drew the detail using the line
option and a darker brown. I

using the magnify option and
the pencil. I used the knife

side, then copied and pasted

added highlights with the pencil.

this detail to the other side

I drew the curtain folds free

using the block copy option. I
shaded the perch using the line
option on its thinnest setting

hand using the pencil and
The rough position and pose of

option to cut out the skull and
paste it to the top of the chair. I
prefer using the knife for fine
work because you don't have to
worry about the background
being overdrawn.

shaded them with the airbrush.

with different shades of colour.

the woman was drawn freehand

At this stage of the drawing it is

using the pencil - at this stage

important to realise where the

accuracy is not too important.

light source is coming from and
to shade details accordingly.

GALLERY

step by step guides

Bland glanced nervously towards
the front door. It was beginning

to splinter under the impact surely they would not dare try
to force entry in such a blatant
fashion? Bland had a sip of carrot juice.
There was a terrific crash and then...

Oops, sorry about that. Just finishing
another chapter of my latest novel enti

I only removed part of the grid
ture's proportions correct. I also added
colour occasionally so I could see how
the image was developing. It was a very
time-consuming exercise using the grid
and zoom, but well worth the effort.

tled Yet Another Political Thriller With A
Subtle Left Wing Bias.

Let's get down to business. There
are three works of art this month and
all of them are rather spiffing. They

range from the illustration on a rather
famous album cover to an equally well
known
comedy-horror
character.
Remember, the best piccie every

O W h e n all the outlines were com

plete, I chose my final palette
using four shades of blue, three skull
shades and three reds to give the pic
ture some depth. I added some little
touches like the sticky bits of the
Earth's crust at the top of the skull.

month wins the cheekily modest sum of
£25 in a cheque-style format.
Send in your picture on a floppy

address to send them to is I've Drawn A

disk - preferably as an ASCII text file telling us how you created it and what
package you used. We want to know
everything from the basic outline to the
final finished masterpiece with plenty of
intermediary steps. Oh yes, the

Street, Bath BA1 2BW. stf

Masterpiece And I'm Not Afraid To
Show It, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth

• We gave away Canvas on Cover Disk 34 - If
you don't have a copy, turn to page 40. You can
get hold of Neochrome for £5.95 from Goodman
Enterprises » 0782 335650.

By this time I was quite confident about using zoom at the lowest magnifica
tion. I shaded the picture using a combination of zoom and the smallest spray
available. It took about an hour to get the shading just right, but I think that the

final picture reflects the effort involved.**

final

I've done

stage. The

lot of work

robe was grey in
the original photo
graph, but I felt
that my version

since saving the
previous stage of
the picture - the
face is now more
or less finished. I

needed a bit more

decided that the

colour - green

picture was too far
to the left, so I

seemed the spook

moved it across to

kept the face
fairly light in order
to convey Uncle
Festers' ghostly

iest colour to use.

the right a little
using the copy-box.
This is something
you can't do with
an oil painting!

pallor.**

is^
)By this point I had spent about
three hours working on the draw
ing. The woman took about six hours to
draw - I used the pencil and airbrush
options in the magnify screen. One of

the hardest parts of the drawing was
judging where the shadows would be.

\

At this stage I wasn't entirely

. On the right of the picture you

\ v / happy with the face of the woman

V*/ can see the initial stages of the

or the palette, so I changed the palette.
After spending so much time on the
woman, I decided to leave her for the

drawing of the woman's pet on its
perch. I drew this freehand using the
pencil to get the basic shape.

moment and concentrate on the smaller

details in the rest of the picture.

v The final picture with everything

\*v/ in place. I lowered the woman's
features so that she looked younger. I
changed the reds and the flesh tones in
the palette to give a richer feel. Some
minor touching up with the pencil and
the adding of a few more shadows com
pletes a picture that I am really
pleased with. In the end it took about
24 hours from start to finish.*4
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hardware and software
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Out now
This, ladies and gentlemen, is where you find out what

mi

The two main

dialog boxes of
Warp ft. The box on

Screen Acceleration: WltfeTTrT

fjwwt But: MHUC.tM

lorn Boxei | •Jlll:IIJaf

-JET

the left enables

Tattd rmtt

you to mouse to

customise, to
"tout ,"iiro~ irrmi nrrai

House deceleration.: [TJflQJG]
rat 111 63 66 18 15 21 28 36 45 55
m Bl1 83 86 18 15 21 28 36 45 55
!

2

3

J

5

6

7

rwinavTi

8

9

fewtw: lllwi5n«miTiTFtgei

switch the function

W+*Kt Pit: HUM

key alert option on
and off and to tog

wmmmssmiwk'

»

ram

\

™ ITSaTirftTirWIfTTtTsl

IBB. BED ifttiwai rcitn

to spend your dosh on. Read, absorb carefully, then act

gle the zoom boxes
on and off. The left

box enables you to
load fonts, fills and
background
pictures.

• A small utility

UhHPICSI.PBG

program supplied

• HPChrome goes with
the Deskjet perfectlytogether they help you
produce lovely prints,
from the near photo
graphic quality of
Madonna complete with
subtle skin tones, to the
bright and brash cartoon

with Warp 9
enables you to
design and alter

fonts and fill pat
terns. This is the
font editor with the
Archaic 8x8

medium resolution
font loaded for

colours of Tom and

editing.

Jerry.

•; Rufus Developnents 1152

(&$

I

File

I Sin

•

I HaBMNH.PIl

various sub-menus

Position1 m,6i rti.st
I CraB

This central menu in

HPChrome leads off to

I 5.JJ u.nta

enabling you to make
comprehensive
adjustments to the print.

I 3IB >: ISO

lEolourir View IfOptignsl

I Mt.l ffl I Prlri'l

The engines can'nae
take it...

Technicolour dream

WARP 9

HPChrome

MACHINE: ALL STS

MACHINE: ALL STs, ALL RESOLUTIONS

PRICE: £29.95

PRICE: £2.50

FROM: SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

FROM: CALEDONIA PDL

CONTACT: 0753 832212

CONTACT: 0463 225736

Warp 9, a
HPChrome is the first ever program

where to obtain these "colour kits" is

- PD or otherwise - to enable you to
print 16 colour Degas or Neochrome
pictures on Hewlett Packard's Deskjet

provided in the manual which comes
with the
registered
version
of
HPChrome. Each time the paper is put
through the Deskjet you have to change
cartridge - the overprinting of the sep
arate colours combines to produce a
good likeness of all hues according to

500C (reviewed in issue 36 - turn to

page 40 if you don't have it) and it can
also turn any of the mono Deskjets into
colour printers.

The 500C uses a unique threecolour ink-jet print-head to produce full
colour prints. Until recently, only the
DTP package PageStream v2.1 could
utilize this printer. HPChrome is avail
able as a Public Domain program with
no features disabled, but to get a regis
tered copy with manual, you have to
fork out a fiver.

So if you have a Deskjet, Deskjet
Plus or Deskjet 500, you can print in
colour. HPChrome manages this by
controlling these mono Deskjets to print
multiple passes on the same sheet of
paper using different colour inks. This
involves using empty Deskjet cartridges
which have been refilled with coloured

ink. To produce a full colour picture you
need three such cartridges, containing
red, blue and yellow ink. Details of
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the

relative

concentration

of

little

coloured dots produced. Black is pro
duced by printing all three colours resulting in a very dark green rather
than true black. Alternatively you can
use a standard black cartridge to pro
vide a final pass if your picture has
large areas of dark or black sections.
The program enables you to control
the colour balance as well as the size

and position of the image. However, the
default settings are arranged so that
you can print your images out straight
away - you can even preview them on
screen. HPChrome is a superb program
at a ridiculous giveaway price, and is
the ultimate accessory for your Deskjet
printer.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING -90%

completely revamped

version of Quick ST, is a screen accel
eration utility compatible with all STs.
Install this and all GEM screen updates
positively fly - windows open and close
in a fraction of the normal time, text

scrolls dramatically faster in all word
processors and the screen redrawing
and updating in DTP packages makes
them a pleasure to work with.
There are several excellent utilities

contained within Warp 9: a configurable
mouse accelerator, a font designer with
72 screen fonts, function key control of
alert boxes with the <F1>, <F2> and

<F3> keys operating alert box buttons
in order from left to right, the ability to
place a fill or a picture on the Desktop
as a background and several other use
ful mouse control options. The mouse
pointer can be configured to wrap
around the screen both horizontally and
vertically, to jump to the menu bar on a
right mouse button click and to be
blocked from the menu bar.

The program itself comes in two
separate parts - the Warp 9 program
and the Warp 9 Accessory. The pro
gram uses up about 68K of RAM and

the Accessory uses 17K, though if you
are using a 520K machine you probably
have to disable any other Accessories
you have on your ST to make the most
of HPChrome. If you are short of avail
able memory then the program can be
customised and configured so that it
runs without the Desk Accessory, sav
ing 17K of vital RAM space.
You must place the program in the
AUTO folder of your boot drive and the
Accessory in the root directory, all
other accelerator programs must be
disabled to prevent clashes with Warp
9. It is not designed to replace the VDI
(Virtual Device Interface) of the ST in

the same way that NVDI does (see
review in STF 35) - it is purely a GEM
screen graphics accelerator with a few
other extra utilities thrown in. Because

of this it does not speed up any pro
gram that does not use GEM for its
graphics output.
All in all, this is an elegant piece of
programming with an easy-to-follow
manual. Warp 9 is recommended if you
need a screen accelerator.
CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 88%
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hardware and software
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The Vortex

ATonce 386SX PC
emulator board

sits neatly inside
the Mega STE's
68000 processor
slot. The 68000 is
inserted into the

empty socket at
the centre of the

board. The socket

to the right is for
an optional co
processor.

Masters of the
Vortex
Vortex ATonce 386SX

• It's small but perfectly formed - the Fujitsu
DL11O0 should be high on your "when I've got enough
money I'm going to get one of those" list.

MACHINE: STE, MEGA ST, MEGA ST. MINIMUM OF 1MBYTE REQUIRED

PRICE: £330.00
FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS/HCS

Wide load ahead
DL1100 24-pin wide carriage printer
MACHINE: ALL STs

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD

nal plug-in PC emulator that enables an
STE or Mega STE to run 386 specific

your ST's configuration. For example,
you can set the keyboard to the correct

PC software. We tested the Mega STE
version. Installation is fairly straightfor

language, both 720K and High Density
floppy drives are supported, any ST

If you don't have very much space in
your working area, this printer could be
just what you need. For a wide carriage
printer this machine has a very small
footprint - about 9 inches deep and 18
inches wide, so it's ideal if you want to
use it in cramped conditions.

The Fujitsu DL1100 can emulate
Epson

LQ2500, Epson LQ2550 and the IBM
XL24 - as well as running in its own
default mode. You select options and

configure the machine from the top
mounted control panel. The options are
printed on paper and selected by press
ing the function keys. It can use contin
uous paper or you can feed single

hard drive partition can be set up to run
as an MS-DOS boot drive to prevent

resolution of this printer as opposed to
300 dpi on the ink-jet, but the graphics

the 68000 processor from its square
socket on the ST motherboard and plug
it into the corresponding processor
socket on the ATonce card. A special

IMG printout was not quite so good with

tool is recommended to remove the

marked banding in the black areas.

square 68000 from the motherboard
although you can do the job by carefully
using a small screwdriver to prise it

CONTACT: 081 573 4444

the

low or high resolution only and enables
ATonce's functions to be set up to suit

The Vortex ATonce 386SX is an inter

ward once you have taken the lid off
your Mega STE. You have to remove

PRICE: £351.33

three other machines -

CONTACT: 081 309 1111/081 777 0751

With smaller images the output is
markedly better.

GFA Draft produced almost perfect
results in both portrait and landscape
output modes with a detailed perspec
tive drawing of the Space Shuttle flying
as the test drawing - have a peek at
issue 34 of STF if you want to see
exactly what we're talking about. Print

boot sectors from clashing and you can
set the system up to read any ST parti
tion as if it were a PC partition. The
board works best using the ST's
monochrome high res mode to emulate
mono VGA PC mode. Colour modes are

also supported.

neath it which plugs into the 68000 slot

Memory on machines with over
1MByte of RAM can be configured as

on the motherboard. There is another
socket on the surface of the board to

you can install Windows 3 or 3.1. Once

out. The card has a square plug under

PC extended or expanded memory, so

the software has been installed, you

accomodate a 80387SX co-processor
number cruncher for powerful applica

just run ATonce and MS-DOS, either
from floppy or hard drive. The infamous
A: or C: prompt appears, place a PC
disk in the drive, type in the name of
the program you wish to run and away
you go. 95% of all PC software runs
without problems - you need additional

tions.

output times in all cases was much
slower than an ink-jet, the large IMG file
taking nearly five minutes to print and
the GFA drawing taking just over four

and booted, you can install the soft
ware. This is supplied on a single dou
ble-sided disk containing the Vortex

sheets in one at a time - a cut sheet

minutes. ASCII output in draft mode is a

initialisation software,

feeder is an optional extra.

nifty 150 cps (characters per second)
with a high speed draft mode of 200

Once the machine is reassembled

an installation

LQ2500 emulation, installed Write On
and printed the Demo2 document. The
output quality was excellent- even bet

cps available. Output when the printer is
emulating either of the Epson LQ print

program and a folder full of MS-DOS
programs and utilities. You have to sup
ply your own copy of MS-DOS - you
can pick copies up second-hand for

ers was a more sedate 50 cps.

about £10 to £15. Try and get v3.2 or

must if you need PC emulation on your
STE or Mega STE.

ter than the Fujitsu ink-jet - see page

CUVE PARKER

above so that 720K drives are sup

CLIVE PARKER

As a test, we selected Epson

110. This is because of the 360 dpi

STF RATING: 87%

ported. The installation program runs in

hardware for the other 5%.

ATonce 386SX is simple to install
and convenient to use - this board is a

STF RATING: 83%
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• The Jin Mouse from Ladbroke Computing is an

albino creature, available in any colour so long as it's white. Although it's not at

the top of the range in terms ofreplacement mice, it's far better than the standard

WlM

White mice

'Squids to print

ST mouse, being morecomfortable and smootherto use.

^JN»»*

S®S^^S^8^M^^

Jin mouse

B200 ink-jet printer

MACHINE: ALL STs

MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £9.99

PRICE: £586.00

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD

CONTACT: 0772 203166

Are you still struggling with the Atari

mouse that was supplied with your ST?

You may have got used to it by now,
but unless you have tried any of the
other mice available, you just don't
know what you're missing. Without

CONTACT: 081 573 4444

a little high and not as low profile as
some mice. The resolution is 290 dpi
(dots per inch) - higher than Atari's of
180 dpi - so you don't have move it as
far over your mouse mat as you do with
mice of lower resolutions.

This machine looks like the popular

HP Deskjet series of printers and is

about the same size. You feed paper in

was loaded and output via the print rou
tine - printing started after about 30

either from the supplied cut sheet

seconds delay and the A4 page took
about 45 seconds to print. The print

feeder or from a second optional tray.
There is also an optional sprocket feed

that it was produced by an ink-jet rather

quality was good with little evidence

exception, any other mouse - even this
unco-ordinated white one, the Jin

The Jin Mouse is just a plain

available which can be used with contin

than a laser printer.

mechanical device with a rubber ball

Mouse - is better, more comfortable,

type base, that works well and, using

uous fanfold paper.
The printer has its own default set

and smoother to use than Atari's.
The Jin Mouse comes without

Write On was installed using the HP
Deskjet 500 hard drive option, then we

Mouse Tricks 2 -

tings which are not yet supported by

issue 34, you can fine tune it just how

loaded and output the Demo2 docu

many programs in the UK, but it can be

instructions or specification. Still, you

you want. Ifs not the best alternative

driven by both HP Deskjet and Laserjet

don't need to

mouse available, but ifs probably the
most economical one going. You can't
go far wrong with it.

printer drivers although the HP options
do not fully exploit all the printer's capa

ment from the Cover Disk. The printer
started up almost instantly and printed
each page in about 25 seconds, the
total file (8.5K in length) being printed in

bilities. Because almost all ST software

just over a minute. The text quality was

PETER CRUSH

is supplied with HP printer drivers,
there should be no problems with pro

not quite up to laser standard but this
may have been because Write On was

ducing hard copy.

using graphics mode for text output. An
ASCII text file printed directly from the
Desktop printed with much greater clar

know much about a

mouse, other than that you should turn
your ST off before plugging it in.
Ergonomically it feels OK, with smooth

contours and big buttons, although it is

reviewed back in

STF RATING: 83%

The setup procedure is clearly
explained in the manual - you alter the
options from the control panel. We
tested the printer with
Write On (STF Cover
Disk 33) and GFA Draft 3

(STF Cover Disk 34) to

check its graphics and

ity.
We loaded an A4 .IMG file into Write

On and printed it, it took about one and
a half minutes and the result was
impressively good. There was some

text abilities. GFA Draft

slight banding on the large black areas
but apart from this the quality was

is supplied with a Laser
jet driver. The traditional

CLIVE PARKER

excellent.

Space Shuttle drawing

STF RATING: 82%

• This rather attractive picture - created from an .IMG file - of the

stunningly handsome Arnie was printed using the B200 ink-jet. The

printis a good solid colour,the only problem being some bandingin
the solid areas above his gun.
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REVIEWS

hardware and software

•^«in

• Yes, most

Test •nr»rrfTT!

decidedly, yes

ftnerican Personalitti Analysis

came the
answer to

Do you have a tendency to say whatever cones to your nind without
thinking if it should be said or if it would be better left unsaid ?

Question One,
and with

complete
abandon the
199 other

XXI loading
7.7.1 loading
•/:/.[ loading
XXI loading
XX[ loading
XXt loading
r/.[ loading
f/.[ loading
XXI loading

fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:
fontfile:

fonts\3813fl
fonts\3817fl
fonts\3B2ifi
fonts\3B08A
fontsMOSlA
fontsVSfllHfl

pfb
pfb
pfb
pfb
pfb
pfb

questions were
replied to with
that honesty
only achieved
by STF writers.

I nostly yes or decidedly so

fontsS3BZSrU_.pfb

. II loading ttnfilt:

fants\3B12X
pfb
fontsS3BBBa—.pfb

' 01 lOUTM flOifllC IWtsUtaU—.pfb

ImtsilBtM—ptb ]«
I nl IshIh fpntiilr icmiiein—plb ]"

dow in the top right of the screen,
and process them as a batch.

• From here you can load in the
correct printer driver - there's a
very large range to choose from
and Compo, who supply the pro

CompoScript helpfully displays a
dialog box saying what it's doing.

gram, promise to help you write
your own driver if necessary.

• You can add PostScript files

that you want to print to the win

j uncertain, naybe, undecided

1"

It was funny
how all the

| - | nostly no or decidedly no

answers were

either Yes,
Maybe or No

Quit to Menu I

[S][T]riove[E][^]

though...
Desk

File

Test

Info

• Blimey, a bit

Braph

too close to

PETER CRUSH : 27/FJ6/9Z
~ESnttamaVammaTjrjr
Next Pile Upturn!
•Ml

1 4

Point

File

BUH

home for com

• You can preview the PS file
that you want to print on
screen - brilliant if you want
to took at a file that originates

rrsu.PS, Page

sun

tUndol '

C e n t u r y Scho(

fort, this
analysis. But

R Happy
B

I'........

thanks to the
Government

from another computer sys
tem or from a program you

Care in the

don't happen to have.

Helvetica 20

•• Stopped

Helvetica Narr«H

Aggressive

his is Palalino 11) Point
Cause

" This is Avant Garde 12 Point
This ts Bookman 14 Point

Responsible

hard-boiled and

Loving
Appreciative

slightly manic
chap is on the

This is Courier 16 Point

road to

This is Century Schoolbook 18 Point

recovery and

This is Helvetica 20 Point
• The quality of output Is pretty

good considering it was printed on
a simple ink-jet printer. The 35
fonts supplied give you a large
enough range for most DTP uses.

Community
Scheme, this
irresponsible,
intolerant,

working as a
-166 -88 -68 -48 -28

+28

+48 +68 +88 +188

reviewer.

This is Helvetica Narrow 22 Point

Tr)ia io a^nPoXa 24 Iioivt
This is Times 26 Point

J Be a better person
Metapsychology

PS I love you

MACHINE: ALL STs, HIGH AND LOW RESOLUTION

CompoScript

CONTACT: PO BOX 715, ANN ARBOR, Ml 48105, USA

PRICE: $21.95
FROM: CLEAR THINKING

MACHINE: 1MBYTE STs WITH HARD DISK
PRICE: E234.00

FROM: COMPO SOFTWARE LTD
CONTACT: 0480 891819

CompoScript is a program that
enables you to print PostScript files on
non-PostScript printers - PostScript
being the page description language
developed by Adobe Corporation and
made famous by the Apple Mac.
PostScript fonts are held in memory
chips inside PS laserprinters, and

able to process PS files from other
systems like IBM, Mac and Amiga so
long as these can produce PS output.
To use CompoScript you need at
least 1MByte of RAM and a hard disk,
plus a printer that supports graphics that is, an Epson LX, LQ, NEC P6,
Canon Bubblejet, HP Deskjet, HP

although producing superb quality out
put, are rather expensive. Only a few
ST programs can take advantage of
PostScript, and they're no use unless
you also have a PostScript printer.
CompoScript uses "clones" of the

Laserjet, Atari SLM Laser or other

Adobe PS fonts, and the classic set of
35 fonts is provided in the form of

good quality bitstream fonts. The pro
gram facilitates the showing of a PS
file to screen, and can convert it to a

graphics file that you can use within
other programs that do not support
PS. CompoScript even claims to be

machine which is compatible with any

of these. If you use an Atari laser,
4MByt.es of RAM is recommended. The
forthcoming version of That's Write
from Compo will be able to output

direct to CompoScript - watch out for
the review soon in STF. It is a tad on

the expensive side, especially with all
the hardware you need to have to use
it, but with falling prices, the whole
setup may soon be more accessible.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 80%

Are you a well balanced sort of
cove, or is there a dark side to your
personality? Find out by taking the
American Personality Assessment in
the privacy of your own home. That is
one of the options on offer with
Metapsycho/ogy Primer, a program
from the States by the man who wrote
EdHak, a highly rated multi-purpose
editor (reviewed STF 35).

The Personality Test involves
answering 200 questions with either
Yes, Maybe or No. A typical question
is: "Do your unexpected actions often
surprise others?" but instead of having
to total your A, B or C responses at
the end, as you would in a tabloid-type
quiz, the program does it all for you
and displays a nifty graph showing
what kind of person you are. The result
can be saved to disk together with
your name and the date, presumably to
enable you to go off for treatment
before you retake the test. The saved
data can be re-imported to display the
graph, which can be printed out, too.
Good fun for all the family - as long as

you don't take it too seriously. The
other program is less fun, being a
Tutorial/Primer on Metapsychology the study pf the origin, structure, and
function of the mind and of the relation

ship between the person, the mind,
and the physical universe. It picks up

where psychology, as the science of
behaviour, leaves off. Dealing with mat
ters like a person's perceptual, con

ceptual, and creative activity, as
distinguished from the actions of his
body, it could be said to be heavy,
man.

If you seek to reflect on the peren
nial common goal of therapies, reli

gions, and traditional beliefs, whether
one calls this goal the attainment of
sanity, of enlightenment, of happiness,
of wisdom, or of salvation, the lessons

on disk could be right up your philo
sophical street. Ifyou seriously want to
study metapsychology though, a text
book is a better bet, but the Personal
ity Test is a jolly good laugh.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 65%
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER

Titles marked *are notyet available andwill be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF4, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ

Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add £1 00
per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri
9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766
NEXT DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE. RING FOR DETAILS
2 Hot 2 Handle
3D Construction Kit

16.99
26.99

Harlequin

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *

16.99
19.99

Head Over Heels

16.99
6.99

Heimdall(l Meg)
Heroquest

19.99
16.99

Hero Quest Data

Ramparts *

16 99
19.99
19.99
22.99
6.99

SPECIAL OFFERS

4 Wheel Drive

19.99

Addams Family

16.99

9.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *
Red Heat

Hitchhikers Guide

7.99

Airbus
Afterburner
Alien 3 *
Altered Beast
Another World
Arkanoid 2
Assault on Alcatraz *

22.99
6.99
19.99
6.99
19.99
6.99
16.99

Hong Kong Fuey

5.99

Renegade

Bl 7 Flying Fortress *
Batman Caped Crusader

22.99
6.99

Batman The Movie
Battle Command

6.99
16.99

BeachVolley

6.99

Beastbusters

9.99

Birds of Prey*

22.99

Blue Max
Blues Brothers

19.99
16.99

Bonanza Bros

16.99

Bubble Bobble
Cabal
California Games *

6.99
6.99
16.99

Campaign *

22.99

Capcom Collection
Carl Lewis Challenge *

19.99
16.99

CarVup

9.99

Castles*

19.99

Chaos Engine *

16.99

Chase HQ
Chuck Rock 2 *
Commando War *
Continental Circus
Cool Croc Twins *

6.99
16.99
16.99
8.99
16.99

Crazy Cars 3 *
16.99
Cruise For A Corpse
19.99
Curse of Enchanta (1 Meg) *..22.99
Cyberball
6.99
Daley Thompson Challenge
6.99
Deluxe Paint

39.99

Demonsgate *
DizzyCollection
Double Dragon
Double Dragon 2
Double Dragon 3
Dragon Ninja

22.99

Dune *
Elf

19.99
16.99

Euro Football Champ *
Eye of the Storm *

16.99
19.99

16.99
8.99
8.99
16.99
6.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2

22.99

Fl 6 Combat Pilot
Face Off
Ferrari Formula 1

8.99
16.99
8.99

Final Fight

16.99

Fire and Ice*

16.99

Hook
Hudson Hawk

16.99
16.99

Hunter
IK +

19.99
6.99

Immortal (1 Meg)
8.99
IndyJones Atlantis-Action * ....19.99
Int. Sports Challenge
19.99
Ishar*
Ivanhoe

19.99
6.99

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *

16.99

Jimmy White'sSnooker

19.99

John Barnes (1 meq)

16.99

Kick Off
Kick Off 2
Klaxx

:....

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1 meg)
K.O 2 - Final Whistle

7.99
9.99
6.99

19.99
22.99
8.99

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *

7.99

K.O 2 - Return to Europe
K.O 2 - Super League *

7.99
9.99

K.O 2 - Winning Tactics
Laser Squad 2 *

5.99
16.99

Last Ninja 2

Last Ninja 3

6.99

16.99

Leather feoddess
7.99
Legend
19.99
Lemmings
16.99
Lemmings Construction Kit * ...16.99

Lemmings Data Disk
Lethal Weapon 3 *
Lombard Rally
Lure of the Temptress *

13.99
16.99
6.99
19.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

Magic Fly
Magic Pockets
Man Utd Europe
Megasports *

8.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg)
Mega Twins
Microprose Golf
Microprose Soccer
Midnight Resistance

19.99
16.99
22.99
6.99
6.99

Midwinter 2

22.99

Mig 29 Super Falcrum

26.99

Moonstone *
NAM

19.99
12.99

Mega traveller 1 (1 Meg) ......19.99

New Zealand Story
6.99
Nigel Mansell World Champ *16.99

Ninja Collection

First Samurai + Mega Lo Mania ..19.99

Flag*

19.99

6.99
6.99
6.99

Flight of the Intruder

14.99

Outrun

6.99

Flood

8.99

16.99

Football Director 2

16.99

Forgotten Worlds
Formula One
Fun School 4
Fun School 4
Fun School 4

Grand Prix
5-7
Over 7
Under 5

6.99
22.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Outrun Europa
Pang *
Paperboy 2 *
Plan 9 From Outer Space*
Platoon

Games 92-Espana *

16.99

PlayerManager
Populous
Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)
Populous 2(1 Meg)

Gauntlet 2
Gauntlet 3
GLoc*
Ghostbusters 2
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins*

6.99
16.99

Powerdrift
Powerdrome

16.99

Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1

Godfather Action
Gods
Graham Gooch *

6.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Guy Spy*

26.99

Hard Drivin

6.99
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KICK OFF 2

16.99
16.99

NOW ONLY

Robocop
Robocop 2
Robocop 3
Rock Star Ate My Hamster

6.99
16.99
16.99
4.99

16.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
6.99

12.99
8.99
19.99
19.99
6.99
8.99

19.99

9.99

Predator
Prince of Persia

6.99
6.99

Projectyle

8.99

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Rainbow Collection
Rainbow Islands
Rambo 3

13.99
6.99
6.99

£9.99

Rodland

16.99

Rotator *

16.99

STEREO SPEAKERS

R-Type
R-Type 2

6.99
16.99

FOR ATARI STE

Run the Gauntlet

6.99

Ruff and Reddy
6.99
Secret ofMonkey Island (1 Meg). 16.99
Sensible Soccer *
Shadow Lands
Shadow Warriors
Shinobi
Shoot Em Con Kit *
Shuttle*
Silkworm

16.99
19.99
6.99
8.99
8.99
34.99
8.99

Silly Putty *
Sim City + Populous

16.99
19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

Simpsons

16.99

Sleepwalker *
Space 1889(1 Meg)
Special Forces

16.99
19.99
22.99

Strider
Strikefleet

6.99
16.99
16.99

Striker*

Strip Poker 2 + Data

6.99

Stunt Car Racer

6.99

Super Hang On
Super Sega
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo

6.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Switchblade
Switchblade 2
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2

6.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Teenage Mutant Turtles 2

16.99

Terminator *
Terminator 2

18.99
16.99

Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Missions

19.99
9.99

The Manager *

19.99

Thunderhawk
Titus The Fox*
Toki
Toobin

19.99
16.99
16.99
6.99

13.99 Top Cat Bev. Hills

Nightbreed-Action
Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf

Football Crazy

6.99

Robin Hood
Robocod

6.99

ONLY £29.99
EXTERNAL DRIVE
ONLY £49.99

STEVE DAVIS

SNOOKER
NOW ONLY £7.99

FLIGHT OF THE
INTRUDER

NOW ONLY £14.99

FALCON

NOW ONLY
£9.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 125 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99

TNT 2

19.99

Troddlers*

16.99

Comp Pro Extra - £14.99

Turbo Challenge
Turbo Challenge 2
Turbo Challenge 3 *

8.99
16.99
16.99

Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99

Turbo Outrun

8.99

Turrican 2

9.99

Ultima6

19.99

UMS 2(1 Meg)

19.99

Untouchables

Utopia

Utopia Data Disk
Voyager

Quickjoy Jeffighter -£10.99
QuickjoyTopstar - £16.99

6.99

19.99

9.99
6.99

Whizkid *

16.99

Winning Team

19.99

Wizzball
Wolfchild

6.99
16.99

Wonderland (1 Meg)
World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed
Xenomorph 2 *
Yogis Great Escape
Yogi & Greed Monster

19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
6.99

Zool Station *

16.99

BLANK DISKS
Unbranded
10x3.5" DSDD-£5.99
20 x 3.5" DSDD -£10.99
50 x 3.5" DSDD-£23.99

100)c 3.5" DSDD-£44.99

Branded
3.5' DSDD-£1.25 Each

TIMEWORKS

special offers

This is areally heavy duty bargain - with this incredible offer, y™ can buy
the desktop publishing package Timeworks Publisher 2 ai abargain price

and get the word processor First Word Plus v3.0 for absolutely nothing^
And this is what you get with your absolutely free

SAVE
OVER
£100!

First Word Plus:

• Up to four concurrent text windows
• 500 words per second spelling checker
• Fully functioning mail merge system

• Left, right, justified and centred text
• Sophisticated search and replace functions
• Keyboard shortcuts
• Program defaults
• Two clipboards
• Automatic overflow onto disk for large documents

To order this incredible pair of packages, just fill in

Want to buy a desktop publishing pack
age? Or do you want to buy a
word processor? No? Well,

the coupon below and send it to us at
ST FORMAT, Future Publishing,
Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6TB

what about this, then - how

Price: £109.95

about buying Timeworks
Publisher 2 at the special
price of £109.95 and get

vis,

^555^^_

First Word Plus -worth

£81.68-absolutely free?
This is an offer you can't
afford to miss - there's a sav

ing of £100.18 on the
recommended retail prices,
so check out these features:
Timeworks Publisher 2
includes:

• WYSIWYG layout
• GEM interface

• The ability to have up to
999 pages in each document
• Page sizes up to A3
• Powerful page design tools
• The abilityto import text and
retain styling from most word proces

CREATE!

CVs, business cards.

sors

headed notepaper,

• Huge range of graphic import formats

invitations, leaflets,
newsletters, fanzines
or even magazines
using

• Automatic or manual text flow
•

Nine fonts

•
•
•
•

Manual kerning
Wide range of graphic tools
Scaling, cropping and editing tools
36 different fill patterns and tints

Timeworks Publisher 2

• For overseos orders call for prices on +4445874011

HOW TO ORDER
•

Just make a note of the name of

the package you want to buy and the

ST FORMAT Mail Order
Name

Access

Address

order number next to it. Then fill in

the handy coupon below.

• If you wish to order by credit card
or have any queries, ring the
ST FORMAT Mail Order Hotline on :

Visa

Cheque D PO

Credit card No
Postcode

Expiry date

Telephone

Quantity

Price
£109.95

048874011

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

TOTAL ORDER

Order Code
STBUND

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO:

ST FORMAT, Future Publishing,
Somerton, Somerset TA11 6TB.
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EXPLOIT STOS WITH THESE

MANDARIN SOFTWARE
You don't need to be a dedicated

programmer to write your own FORMAT Gold
games. With STOS, the game-creator, you can

create fast, exciting games quickly and easily.
Using an easy-to-understand BASIC language, STOS
enables you to build versatile games - anything
from shoot-'em-ups to adventures. When you've
written it, you can compile it using STOS Compiler
so it runs as fast as commercial games. As part of
the collection we're also offering STOS Maestro
to add sound to your games, and Sprite B00f a col
lection of over 600 animated sprites that you can
use in STOS games. Don't forget that the STOS
collection is still excellent value-for-money
because STOS also includes the manual - if you
buy this separately it costs £11.99.

(The STOS collection is not individually boxed.)
DESCRIPTION: STOS collection
PRICE: £49.99

ORDER N°: ST381

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

INCREDIBLY STUNNING AMAZING OFFERS!

Sprites 600

STOS MANUAL
If you've been playing around with STOS from Cov
Disk 37, you'll know what a powerful program it is.
Our tutorial starting on page 117 gives you a taste of
what you can do with STOS, but to fully exploit all the

l

Please send me:

1 stosman STOS manual
ST381

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box
C Access

-J Visa

Credit card No

these manuals. The official STOS manual includes

Expiry date

DESCRIPTION: STOS MANUAL

PRICE: £11.99

ORDER CODE: STOS MAN

.£49.99 U

TOTAL

features of this excellent language you need one of

detailed descriptions of each of the 320 commands
together with example code and sample programs,
and a walkthrough to get you used to the language.
For just £11.99 you can be completely in control.

£11.99 U

STOS Collection

Cheque

uPO

1
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies U

Please make cheques and postal orders payable in
pounds sterling to: Future Publishing Ltd

SEND THIS FORM TO:
ST FORMAT, Future Publishing,
Somerton, Somerset TA11 6TB
• For overseas prices call +44 458 74011

• All prices include package and posting
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Grab yourself a front-row seat for the September
issue of Britain's best-selling Sega magazine - in
the shops on Thursday 6 August

STOS

tutorial

Getting the program
Don't look but now but here comes

a programming tutorial - it's no

I

away before you get caught along
with Chris Lloyd in the fascinating
undersea world of STOS Basic
Computer programming is easy - oh, alright
not all that easy but ifs a darn sight simpler
than you might think. All a program consists
of is a series of instructions which are car

ried out one by one. In the heart of your ST
these instructions are in binary- there are masses of
Os and Is which aren't exactly simple to use but
they're allyour ST can understand. To ease the strain
on these two keys and make programming possible
for those of us who think in colour rather than black

and white there are computer languages. These con
vert the computer's language into something that you

I??HistHTf^Ol,Ha|HHsav?Wll

f?: dir

if6: run'

f8i dir$: dir$|f9: previous" |fllMll_J!

ZOLTAR

good hiding, it's seen you and is
coming over for a chat. Quick! Run

If2: list

if is lisr

Part of the STOS Basic

6 ren

7 ren
8 ren

9 ren

By F, Lionet

Graphics by D, McLachlan
tc) 1988 Jawx / Mandarin

9/8/1988

Step forward STOS, a brilliant and powerful lan

,

•

165 din fl$[10),XXa6J,A(10],Ttl0],Stl0),ni0),MAGEDONS[3),t1AGXFIRE[5),flAGVFIRr
),PALTITLEtl6)

20O reserve as screen 10 I els 10
205 C0DE=$12345678 ! BANKMAX=$1000

210 gosub 1060O

• Our esteemed editor - here's where you type in your wonderous programs, leam to cope with bugs and take
three hour lunches on expenses. Along the top are the function key shortcuts, you can click on these directly
with the mouse too. Press <Shift> to access another set of ten.

along with your program. Reserving something as a

can use.

,„

16 if node=2 then clw i locate 1,8 : centre "I only work on a colour nonitor!'
locate 1,18 I centre "Press any key." I clearJtey I wait key : default I end
49 ren ' —> Nunber of alien sprites in the ba\
58 ALIENS=16
, .
; ,
180 fade 1 i wait 8 : click off I key off I curs off i node 0 I ds logic

screen rather than a datascreen is temporary and is

COLOURING

BY

NUMBERS

Clever use of colour can improve otherwise drab dis

guage that puts you quickly and easily intothe driving

lost when you save the program. Nowall you have to

plays no end. STOS has a few swish commands for

seat. Even better - it was yours with last month's ST
FORMAT. If you had your head in a bucket last month
and missed it, turn to page 40 and order yourself a

do is load the picture straight in - load "pic
ture, neo" , 6 - pops a picture into bank 6. To get it
up on screen try -

manipulating the colour registers. Hang on, there was

copy - you know it makes sense. Armed with STOS,
some patience, imagination and hot coffee, the world
of programming opens up - games, demos, applica
tions - anything that takes your fancy. BASIC has
never been so powerful or so easy.
STOS is an interpreter - that is, it takes one com
mand, converts it into something your ST under
stands, then executes it and moves on to the next

a techie word in there - what is a colour register?

Your ST is capable of displaying 16 colours on the
screen at once in low resolution. These colours are

10
20
30
40

key off : curs off : hide : mode 0
get palette(6)
screencopy 6 to physic
wait key : default : end

held in what programming types called "registers"
numbered 0 to 15. Colour0 is the background colour
- the one that appears around the border of your
monitor and is normally left black. The colours are

described using a three digit number suffixed by a $
Line 10 sets things up - it zaps the function key
strip, cursor and mouse and switches to low resolu

sign. The numbers represent the amounts of red,
blue and green in the colour in the same way art

one. Programs are typed into the editor as a series

tion ifyou're using a colour monitor. It also clears the

packages do. These values range from 0 to 7. The

of lines, each with a number. Each line can hold a
number of commands separated by a colon and are
executed in numerical order. Commands typed in
without a line number are executed directly - these
are called direct commands. Got all that? Right then,
lef s get coding.

screen. You're now ready to strut your stuff in the
visuals department. First thing is to grab the palette there's no mucking about decoding headers, one sim
ple command can switch you to the palette of any
picture held in a memory bank. STOS uses three
screens - physic, logic and back. The physical one is
the screen that appears on the monitor, anything
sent here appears on-screen. The logic screen is

simplest command is the colour command which
changes the value of one register - colour 3, $700
would put a vivid red into the fourth colour - remem
ber, the registers start at zero. You don't want to
type in 16 colour commands to set all the colours.
Cue the palette command - that sets all 16 regis
ters at once - palette $002, $700,$456 and so
on for all colours. A quick way of setting up the
palette of a picture you've already got in a memory
bank is to grab it directly using get palette (n)
where n is the memory bank number. Right, thafs

PUTTING

THINGS

IN

THE

PICTURE

One of the more seriously impressive feathers in
STOS's cap is the graphics handling capacity. Getting

graphics from your art package and into STOS ready
to be manipulated in various strange and wonderful

where the graphics are drawn, by default this is the
physical screen, but you can define the logical screen
as a memory bank instead. This way you can con
struct graphics out of sight and only display it when
ifs ready - there's no annoying flickering.

the direct command - reserve as datascreen 6

The background screen is an exact copy of the
physical screen minus the sprites - this is used to fill
in the gaps when the sprites move. Line 30 copies
your picture in bank 6 on to the screen. Line 40
waits for you to press a key then resets the editor
and exits the program. You can break out of a pro
gram using <Control> and <C> together, then reset
the editor by pressing the <Undo> keys twice but ifs
easier to pop a line at the end of your code so that it

- reserves bank 6 for a picture which is to be saved

exits cleanly for you.

ways is a piece of cake. You don't have to muck
about allocating memory and examining file headers
to extract the palette - STOS does all that for you.
You can load Neochrome or Degas Elite pictures
straight into one of STOS's memory banks. You can
have up to 15 of these areas of memory holding any
kind of data you like. To load a picture into your
STOS program, you need to reserve a bank. Entering

got the colour in place. The command ink is used
to set the colour register that any drawing com
mands use. Try these few lines after you've set up a
blank low res screen. The J symbol means no line

return yet - the wide lines wouldn't fit in our columns.
10 palette $0,$700,$730,$750,$770,J
$57 0,$370,$07 0,$073,$075,$077,$057,J
$037,$007,$307,$507,$707
20 C=l

25 for X=0 to 319 step 2
30 ink C : draw 160,100 to X, 0
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35 inc C : if C>15 then C=l
40 next X

45 for X=0 to 199 step 2
50 ink C : draw 160,100 to 319,X
55 inc C : if C>15 then C=l
60 next X

65 for X=319 to 0 step-2
70 inc C : draw 160,100 to X,199
75 inc C : if C>15 then C=l
80 next X

85 for X=199 to 0 step-2
90 inc C : draw 160,100 to 0,X
95 inc C : if C>15 then C=l
100 next X

500 wait key

Line lo sets up a rainbow of a palette to work with.

The rest of the program is made up of four small
loops that draw lines from the centre of the screen to

each of the edges, then colour of the ink is

increased by one each time until it hits the top
colour, then the variable c which holds the colour
register is reset to 1. Have a look over there to the

right and you can see the effect of doing this - ifs
not bad, but it can souped up with the addition of the
groovy shift command which cycles through the
colour registers - colour 1 becomes colour 2, colour
2 becomes 3 and so on. Tryaddingthe line -

• Notedious initialisation routines or complex and obscure commands here - STOS and a snippet of code can
create beautiful screens together.
105

fade

4

mands were born. They are common to almost ail

110 wait 50
130 shift

modern computer languages and appear in every

115 fade 4,$0,$077,$067,$057,$047,$037,J
$007,$307,$407,$507,$607,$707,$606,J

2

The number is the delay in fiftieths of a second
between changes. A second parameter can be added
indicating the colour register to start the rotation
from. The effect is smart, but not very controllable.
The flash command enables you to change
individual colour registers. The command flash

$505,$404,$303

The first fade command fades everything to black,
changing each register by one red, blue, green value
each four fiftieths of a second. To fade the colours to

program ever - except two and we don't mention

those.

The

commands

for., next,

another colour, just add the new colour values to the

you wanted to print "hello mum" 30 times on the
screen, you could type the relevant command into

the listing 30 times, but ifs a damn sight easier to

2, "(700,4) (770,4)" flashes the colour 2 between

command. Line

the colour values 700 and 770 - red and yellow - at

colour - a mild blue and purple mix before the colour

the speed of four fiftieths of a second. The list of

shift starts and slowly turns your mind to jelly. There
is no excuse for a dull-looking STOS program with

10 for X=l to 30

easy and powerful colour handling stuff like this.

20 print "hello mum"

colours to be run through can be as long as you like.
One colour can be set flashing through the spectrum

are

repeat, .until and while..wend. They all do
similar things but with important differences.
The for.. next loop repeats a series of com
mands the number of times set by two variables. If

while all your other colours are fixed.
Next on the list of snazzy colour controls is

lis fades all 16 colours to new

loop the command 30 times. Like so -

30 next X

LET'S

LOOP

TOGETHER

fade. Like shift and flash it works using an interrupt
- that is, the command continues to work while your

One of the fundamental cornerstones of program
ming is the loop. Ifs highly unlikely that you only need

Line 15 set the number of times the commands

program goes on to the next line. Youjust have to
set things in motion. Try adding -

to perform each command once, and to save endless

two variables. Each time the text is printed x

typing and silly listings, the three main loop com

increased by one until it hits 30, then the program

between the for and next are executed by using

STEAL ME A SPRITE - I'LL BE BACK AFTER LUNCH One of the sneaky tricks that the STOS sprite
accessory has np its digital sleeve Is the abil

GRHB

ity to steal sprites from almost anywhere.
Games often holdthe graphics and sprites in
external data files which you can easily raid.

FROM

fl

PROGRAM

OfiTl
0RT2
DRT3
DRT^
DRO
DROID
EXPSND
FOR

You can't use nicked graphics for commercial
purposes without written permission, for fear

MRP
README

of legalaction and a severe duffing-tip by the
original artist. You can, however, mess about
with them, use them in yourown productions,
gain inspiration or use them as a starting point
for your own graphics. Here we are raiding the
sprite files from Droid - that delightful plat

from program" icon - that's the one with the hand
holding the disk. Now pop in the disk with the file

form game from last month's Cover Disk. It

you're going to raid, click on the claw and select' a

features a cute animated walking robotthat
could come in handy.
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• Sprite stealing the easy way. First select the "grab

file. The file OAT1.DAT holds the sprites you want.

• And here it is - looks a complete mess, right?
That's because the sprite files are usually not stored
as full screens but as strips of sprites. The icons
showing the hands pushing do just that to the
screen, squish it about... The arrows scroll around

the file. Fiddle with things until you get some recog
nisable graphics on the screen.

is

STOS

tutorial

continues. With some fiddling you can use the vari
able within the loop. To draw a series of circles
across the screen try
10 for X=20 to 300 step 40
20 circle X,100,15
30 next X

The step command alters the rate the variable X is

changed as it goes through the range 20 to 300.
Each time the loop is executed, the circle is drawn
further across the screen as it uses x as one of
coordinates of the centre. The other two loop com

mands are different because they endlessly repeat a
series of commands until a condition is met. The

repeat, .until loop checks this condition at the
end of the loop and the while, .wend checks at the

beginning. The main difference is that a
repeat. .until loop is executed at least once. Try
10 repeat

20 if mouse key = 1 then plot x mouse,J
y mouse,1

30 until mouse key=2

• STOS at its best, Bullot is one of the demo games that comes with the language and really shows off what

This enables you to scribble with the left mouse but
ton until you press the right button. There is no way
to avoid the loop. With wend the condition is set at
the start and the loop only executed if it is met. Try
10 input "What's the magic word? ";A$
20 while A$o"ST"

30 input "Wrong, try again ";A$

you can achieve with just a small spot of good coding.

if you draw large objects or use big sprites, you get a
flicker. The trick is to draw things out of sight and
display the screen when it has finished drawing your
sprites and scrolling has finished. Load the
SPRDEMO.MBK into memory bank 1 with the direct
command load "sprdemo.mbk", 1 and try this 10 repeat

and wend are

30 X=rnd(160)+80

15 reserve as screen 10 : logic=10
55 wait vbl

: screen swap

ics are now drawn on this screen rather than on the

20 ink rnd(15)

The commands between the while

smooth it out -

Memory bank 10 is reserved as a graphics screen
and then set as the logic screen address. All graph

40 wend

50 print "Well done"

to redefine the logic screen. Add these lines to

visible physical screen. Line 55 swaps over the logi
cal screen and the physical screen. The wait vbl

: Y=rnd(100)+50

never executed if you enter the correct letter first

40 circle X,Y,rnd(100)+50

time - otherwise you're stuck in the loop until you get
it right. Almost every game or application has a few

50 sprite l,X-32,Y-15,3

stops things for a fraction of a second until the moni

60 until mouse keyoO

tor hits a vertical blank. The display is updated 50

loops in it, so ifs important to get the hang of this
loop thing before you start next year's big thing.
FLIPPIN'

HECK

Screen flipping is your friend - ifs an invaluable tech
nique for getting your graphics moving smoothly and
to escape any flickering. Normally graphics are
drawn directly on the screen and, although ifs quick

[-•''*SS

times a second - this command waits until a screen

This draws randomly-coloured circles over the screen
with a big STOS sprite in the middle until you hit the
mouse button. Everything works but it suffers from
synchronisation problems - ifs flicker-city. STOS
sends graphics to the logical screen address, by
default this is the same as the physical screen - that
is, what you see. To send them elsewhere you need

is complete before trying to display another one.
Without this, the sprite lags behind the circle by a
fraction. Unless your program uses very simple or
static graphics you need to suss out a screen flipping
loop to get things moving gently and smoothly.
Finally, prepare to turn yourself Into a programming wiz by

taking a peek at the STOS special offers on page 114. sif

esal

Pi
Ft- '

B
?•%

•

i.
1 DfiTi.DAT
P:

1

•
LEFT

11528

IEpHI II

H: 2

1

a*

X

•

•
RIGHT

1

WILkFJJI

• Bingo! The robot sprites. You can use the up and
down arrows to browse through them. To grab one,
press the right mouse button and drag until you get
an appropriately sized box. Position the box and

D^DQDGG
im aaaa

P|l

oom

• Here we are with the borrowed sprites in the STOS
sprite accessory. You have to work out the palette
for yourself and do a spot of tidying-up. You can grab
the set of walking sprites from Droid with no trouble.

• After sussing the palette, you can start the seri
ous business of mucking about with the sprites and
using them for your own nefarious purposes. Time
for a few subtle changes first.

click with the left button to grab him.
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> ZOLTAR - AND WHAT YOU CAN DO TO IT
One of the best ways to learn the basics is

O l f you have the Stars extension

to dissect someone else's code and leam

installed from last issue you can add
a parallax scrolling starfield as the back

how it was nailed together. With STOS
come a couple of example games Including
the shoot-'em-up Zoltar.
You could start your programming
career with a few alterations. The program
starts by initialising everything in lines 10
to 1000. These set the variables and

ground without any problem. Try adding
these lines-

55 set stars 50,1,0,0,319,192,1,3
56 stars wipe on
10200 go stars 0,1,logic

unpack the graphics. The title screen is

10202 screen copy 10,0,192,J

held in memory bank 5 and the big baddie

320,200 to logic,0,192 : return

that appears at Level Five is in bank 6. The

graphics are put into strings using the
screen? command. A few subroutines are

called to clear and reset the screen, draw
the games screen, set up attack wave and
initialise the movement data. The menu is

set up and control passes to the menu rou
tine on line 11005. If "Play" is selected
the program goes into the main loop at
line 1100.

Here are a few possible changes to
experiment with in the comfort of your own
home:

OLine

1100

holds

the

variable

which stores the initial numbers of

lives, appropriately called LIVES. You can
change this in order to make things harder

OTum off that "interesting" music
by searching for the music 1 com
mands. Search for a command by typing
search "music 1," - the first occurrence

pops up. To find further occurrences just
type in search again.
OLoad in the sprite editor and have
a fiddle with the sprites. Redraw
those aliens as members of the cabinet or

something, and give your ship decent bul
lets things..
The palette Is on line 10060, you
could set up different palettes for
each level. A good start is changing the
awful cycling colours used for the score -

o

they're the last three.

or easier.

OLine 10505 is the scoring system
each alien scores 200 plus a ran
dom number between 0 and 100. You can

fiddle with this and set-up a new system.

OWith some effort you could add
new types of levels, groups of alien
with different attack waves, new big bad
dies - whatever takes your fancy, really.

SPEED IS OF THE ESSENCE
Good zappy games need zappy
code. There are lots of ways of
going about algorithms - some a
darn sight faster than others. Once
a program's doing what you want
it to, it's a good idea to have a

good look at it and try to optimize
things to squeeze that extra bit of

doesn't move for a bit, then why
waste a sprite on it?

® l f you do any division or mul

tiplications by numbers that
are powers of two, then use the
ror and roi commands instead -

they're a lot faster.

speed out of things.
• \ That old favourite the

\ls if., then command is faster
than the Boolean algebra.

)Use inc and dec if you only
need to alter numbers by one
rather than a=a+i use inc a - it's
about 25% faster.

) Avoid too many commands
that work under interrupt.
Playing music or samples during
sections where speed is crucial. If
you're using menus, kill them
when they're not needed. The

®The background screen
holds an exact copy of the
screen on display minus any
sprites and is automatically
updated - this is useful but slow
and not always needed. Use the
autoback off command at the

start of your programs to speed
things up. If you use sprites, it's
faster to set things up using the
screen copy command.
® U s e the actual values rather
than variables for constants

if possible, a=a+12 is faster then
A=A+CONSTANT.

mouseoff command from the Misty
extension zaps the mouse com
pletely, freeing up more valuable
processor time.
®Keep those sprites small and
keep the numbers on-screen

down if you can. If something

® l f your program uses com
plex equations during your

loops, work them out first using
look-up tables - these are usually
in the form of data statements or

arrays that you generate at the
start of your program.

LET'S SCROLL ANOTHER ONE
There comes a time in every screen's life when
t wants to scroll. It's perfectly natural and
nothing to worry about - many screens go
hrough a phase of scrolling several times a
day. STOS thoughtfully provides custom com

coordinates and the vertical and horizontal

these simple steps...

• Start here:

•

20 A=0

20 B=l

• Finally, add:
30 def scroll 2,0.,0 to 320,52,0,1

: B=l

mands to make things move smoothly. You can

scrolling rates then STOS handles the rest,

define up to 16 zones - areas of screen that
are going to be scrolled.

scroll a defined area, you just have to use the
scroll command - simple. Load up a picture
into bank 6, get it up on-screen then follow

You define the top left and bottom right

Then add:

30 def scroll 1,0, 0 to 320,200,A,B

40 for X=200 to 1 etep-B

40 for x=l to 200

55 screen copy 6,0,X,32G,X+B to physic,0,0
Add these lines and the screen should wrap round as
it scrolls. Line 55 copies a section from the

50

scroll 1

60 next X

: goto 40

he def scroll command sets up scrolling zone as
elng the whole screen and the f or.. next loop exeites the scroll 320 times. The screen disappears off
the screen. Alter the variables A and n to send the

screen scuttling off in different directions and
speeds. There's one problem with this version - noth
ing appears at the top of the screen to fill the gap.
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unscrolled original picture to the top of the physical
screen to fill in the gap left. We need to shift the
area we copy at the same rate that we scroll the
screen, so it all looks pretty and smooth.

32 def scroll 2,0,50 to 320,103,0,2
34 def scroll 3,0,100 to 320,154,0,3

36 def scroll 4,0,150 to 320,200,0,4
50 scroll 1: scroll 2

: scroll 3

: scroll

Now we've four scrolling zones moving at different
speeds producing an interesting wibbly effect. Try
altering the scrolling speeds by changing the last
parameter of the def scroll, and adjusting the
sizes of the scrolling zones for more wibWiness.
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Mouse. TV Modj!aro'. Interna' PSU.

CREATIVE
Hyper Pami if, Music Maker and First Basic

Total Value:

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS

.,,::.,:„•

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

FROM SILICA:

Siiica Productivity Pack

......„•

avs a New Game with Words
and Sentences

Micro Maths, French, and Geography Quiz

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
CONTROL ACCESSORIES
ST TOUR GEM tulonal lor Ihe ST

V\JW AND LEARN „

ro..

k

£586
-

1Mb ram

4Mb RAM

2Mb RAM
-

4Mb RAM

8Mb RAM

-

£??5 £1097

£1169 £1462 £1874
STC 8925

STC 8939

STC 8977

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On ail hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland,
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new Atari STcomputer. we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your ST, when you may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you with details of'new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
wili have nothing to worry abbut. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".

Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

IToTo:

a

No Late Night Opening

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.0upm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40X Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Silica Systems, STFOR-0992-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DXx"^

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE ST RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Tel (Home):

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Order Line:

Tel (Work):

Company Name {if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for Ihe latest information.

79C I

A LITTLE OF WHAT YOU FANCY...
STEREO MASTER MICRODEAL
This sound sampler offers real-time
special effects - echo, reverb and much
more - plus STE stereo support
DESCRIPTION: Stereo Master
PRICE: £29.95

ORDER N°:
ST394

PLAYBACK & QUARTET MICRODEAL
Playback stereo sound cartridge plus
the excellent Quartet sample sequencer
(RRP £49.95) for just a tenner more!

DESCRIPTION: Playback & Quartet
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No : ST372

DESCRIPTION: Playback ONLY
PRICE: £19.95 ORDER No: ST379

MUSIC IN SEQUENCE MUSIC SALES
This easy-to-follow book guides you
through the whole process of writing
songs on a sequencer.

DESCRIPTION: Music in Sequence
PRICE: £12.95

Math blaster plus
ablac computec ltd

Five programs, editor and record facility. "A
first choice maths tutor for primary school
children."
DESCRIPTION: Math
PRICE: £29.95
ORDER NO: MATH

T FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

ORDER NO: ST398

AND SO MUCH MORE THAT YOU REALLY NEED
FUN SCHOOL 4 EUROPRESS SOFTWARE
The new follow-up to the classic educational
packages from Europress. All three modules
are available separately here.
DESCRIPTION: Fun School Under 5s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST389
DESCRIPTION: Fun School 5 - 7s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST390

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 7-11s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST391

AWARD WINNERS COMPILATION
EMPIRE

Four incredible games: FORMAT Gold
winning god-game Populous and footy sim I

Kick Off 2, plus arcade romp Space Ace '
and addictive puzzler Pipe Mania.
DESCRIPTION: WINNERS COMPILATION
PRICE: £20.99 ORDER NO; ST413

STST FORMAT

Keep your collection^
ffhe world's WP ST ^

ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER
DOUGLAS COMMUNICATIONS

The best virus killer around - it recognises over
60 viruses, can repair over 450 different game
disks if they've been virus-damaged, and can even j

..nowinabl"

hunt out link viruses. Essential.

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate Virus Killer
PRICE: £9.99 ORDER No: ST414

OB .

two Binders

[ijCT-l

STOS 3D MANDARIN SOFTWARE
An extension to the STOS BASIC

language (not included): enables you to
create and manipulate 3D objects FORMAT Gold winning STOS 3D makes it
as simple as it could be.
DESCRIPTION: STOS 3D
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER NO: ST396

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2
GST SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

The new upgrade to GST's acclaimed DTP
package - with automatic text wrap-1
around, custom page sizes, quick key
shortcuts, and much more, even on a
standard 520ST.
DESCRIPTION: TIMEWORKS 2
PRICE: £99.95 ORDER NO: ST401

HOW 10 ORDER
•

ST FORMAT Mail Order
Name

Just make a note of the name of

the package you want to buy and the

0 For overseas orders coll for prices on +44 458 74011

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

Access

Address

Visa

Cheque 1 PO

order number next to it. Then fill in

Credit card No

the handy coupon below.
Postcode

• If you wish to order by credit card
or have any queries, ring the

Expiry date

'Telephone

ST FORMAT Mail Order Hotline on :

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

Description

Price

Order No

direct mail from other companies U

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :

045874011

Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO:

ST FORMAT, Future Publishing,
TOTAL ORDER

Somerton, Somerset TA11 6TB.

TOTAL! The only magazine dedicated
to Nintendo gamers, full of reviews
and tips for the IVIES, Game Boy and
Super NES!

d i n a r IUECI

Try and take
them off me

again and I'll
hurricane kick you

Watch out for this! Find our logo and
you've found the mag for you!

off the page!
Flippin' loon! Just 'cos

was wearing his
fabby TOTAL shades
he dragon punches me
in the eyeball!

MA*

Probotector!

***»

*****

Prince Of"
Persia,
Castellan,

Ntetroid 2

Kicking up a storm on
the game Boy is the
brilliant Probotector!
And check out Prince

A totally indepen

of Persia, Burger Time
August 1992

Deluxe and Metroid II!

Issue 8
£2.5.®
Little Ne
Castellan,

High Speed

We've got masses of
superb NES games
including Bart Vs The

RftESl

World, Castelian and

-Totally Bad,
Crackout,

Dream Master to name

but a few!
Super

Smasl\Ty!
Krusty's
House,

Super Scope

«»•
set Fighter 2

- The biggesttncl

The Super NES goes
from strength to
strength! We review
classics like Super
Smash TV, Krusty's Fun
House, The Addams
1l'aahllT*BilT£a>W"il| allal

monster 4-page

i: Zelda on NES! SIWIB4 onSWES.

The besftips

Scope - a new light
bazooka for the SNES!

Our cover game is Street Fighter II - the biggest,
meanest and best beat 'em up on any machine, ever!

Got a Nintendo? Then get TOTAL!
Issue eight is on sale right NOW!

SOLENT SOFTWARE
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST
We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Demo
Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blank disk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.
PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

MAKE YOUR ST EARN!

Yes making money with yourSTbecomes incidental when youknow how!
Your ST is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant.
Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

Thismay be the most important moveyou will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more

Supply your own blank disks: only £1.00 each, (any quantity)
Catalogue disk with free PD sent with any order from advert on request.
GAME.8
CAME.40
GAME.46
GAME.49

GAME.50
GAME.54
GAME.57
GAME.59
GAME.71

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
6 KIDCAMES - consistsof Kidstory, Kidgraph, Kidgrid, Kidmixup, Kidskelch, etc.
EDUCATIONAL GAMES with 7 Kids, MagicStorybookand MagicSpeller.
ELVIN CRYSTALS 1 and 2 - two excellent adventures written with STAC.
Revenge of the Mutant Camels - latest shoot'em up from JeffMinter + 3 others.

For FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. to:

ome Wased wtisiness.

Klatrix, 8 Ball,Entombed, Rockfall and Mystic Well- brilliantcollection.
Michaels big Adventure- children's adventure written with the Tailspinsystem.
The Manager - latest football management game - win the Leagueand FACup!

31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street* STF38

STRIKER/SWIFTAR - twoexcellent 'Flying Shark' typevertical scrolling games.

Walworth, London, SE17 1DR.

VIOLENCE - the best 'Xenon' type shoot'em up in the Public Domain + 2 others.

DEM0.37

SO WATT - 17 excellent demo screens from the Carebears. Still one of the best.

DEMO.60
DEM0.62
DEMO.80
DEM0.92
DEM0.97
DEMO.102

FISH'N'CHIPS - multi-screendemo fromSewer Softwith 12 'fishy'surprises.
LIFE'S A BITCH - good demo from the LostBoyswith infamousvomit sample.
KINKY BOOTS- excellent sampled sound from the Persistenceof Vision.
ULTIMATE CFADEMOby the Overlanders, 12 brilliantdemos wrtiiten in GFAbasicl
DARKSIDE OFTHE SPOON- fullscreenmega-demos fromULM and guestscreens.
VODKA DEMO-ten unbelievable screensfromEquinox. One of the best to beat.

DEMO.103

WHAT NOT TODO- 8 short comical animations from the Inner Circle. Very funny.

DEMO.114
UTIL.l
UTIL.4
UTIL.19
UTIL.29
UTIL.32
WORD.l

MYWORLD- massive 780Ksample of GUNS'N'ROSES 'My World' by the Marauders.
28 DesktopAccessoriescomplete with AccessoryLoader, Ramdisks, etc.
6 Databasesplus2 Label Printers, good selectionforyour home business.
STICKER III - create and printexcellentdisk labelswith textand graphics.
OPUSV2.2- excellentGEM based spreadsheetand chartingprogram. 1 MegRAM.
GEMINI - replacementdesktopfromGermany, similarto NeodesK. 1 Megneeded.
ST. WRITER V4.2with W.P. Utilities plus 2 Type Tutors and 2 SpellCheckers.

WORD.3

1ST WORD. Still the best Word Processor with Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD.22
ART.l 1
ART.13
ART.31/33
LANG.2
LANG.17
LANG.18
MUS.6
MUS.14

DESKIET Printer Driversfor the HP Deskjetand Cannon Bubblejetplus utilities.
COLOURBURST and FINE LINE art programswith Snoopy and GarfieldSlideshows.
6 excellentArtPrograms includingVan Gogh,Art.ST, ST. Graphand ST.Cad.
IN BED WITH MADONNA - 3 diskset of over 100 digitised picsfromthe film.
STOSBasicSource Code for five complete games - Stos Basic required.
Adventure GameToolkit (AGT) write yourown 'Infocom'styleadventuregames!
AGTSourceCode foreightcompleteadventuregames. (LANG.l 7 required).
ACCOMPANIST V2.4midisequencerby HenryCosh,includesloadsof samples.
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER the fullversion with modules,samples,sourcecode, etc.

MUS.23
MISC.8

rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied.
Full or part time.

ALCHIMIE JUNIOR SEQUENCER the latest and bestmidisequencer available. 1Meg.
' CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - three excellentBBS programs.

MISC.10

KERMITVI .02 and VANTERMV3.8 - two of the best communications software.

MISC.14

FILM FILE ENQUIRY - database of over 2000 filmswith actors, director,etc.

CHEAP!!!
All games £599 each or 3 for £.15
£59?

First Samurai
Wolf Pack
Kick Off 2
Hard Dm

£59?
£59?
£59?

RVF. Honda

£599

PlayertA.anaq.er
Captain Blood

£599

Curse of Ro
Untouchables

£5.9?
£599

Voyager

£599
£59?
£599
£599
£599
£599
£5.99
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£5.99
£5.99
£599
£5.99
£599
£599
£599

Captain Fizz
Death Trap
VictoryRood
Plotting
/%• Hell
Oriental Games

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

Stun Runner
Tie Break Tennis

Renegade
Rambo 3

Operation Thunderbolt
Phobia
Powerdrome
Quartz..

AMD VPQRADBS
Repairs from £23.00 inclusive.
Free registered carrier pickup and return despatch

for ultimate peace of mind, for any repair anywhere
on the UK mainland !

Flight of the Intruder ....
fallingCloud
LightForce Compilation
%spy
A\rdnighrResistance
Devious Designs

UTJ

Robozone

£599

Conflict Europe

£599

Carrier Command

£599

Audio Sculpture

Free diagnostic inspection.

Fall Blast (Carrier Command Pf). Ferrari Formula I

All repairs carried out are covered by free 90 day

Chicarga % Highway Patrol Rick Dangerous)

£599

Winning 5 (Iron Lord Twin World. SirFred Puffys
SagoNighf Hunter)
Space Quest I

£599
£599

Colonels Beauest

£599

Kings Quest I
Hoy/es Book of Games I
Hoyles Book of Games Z

£599
£59?
£599

Black Cauldron
A\on Hunfer Z
Gold Rush

£59?
£599
£599

Scrambled Spirits
Rolling Ranny
Ninja Warriors
Oemini Wing
Judge Dredd

£5?9
£599
£599

Xenon
Continental Circus .
Planetfall (Infocom)
Hitchhikers Ouide Unfocom)
Viz.

£599
£59?
£59?
£59?
£599

£599

£599

Double Dragon

£599

Spat

£5.99

Zork One (Infocom).
Zork Two (Infocom)

£5.99
£59?

fAouse Mats
£200
LAN&UPi&E. LEARNING

PACK
Spanish Tutor

RRP €19199

French Mistress ...RRP £1999
German Master

RRP £1999

Italian Tutor

RRP £1999

}

ALLH
ONLY
11999

Please send orders to:

warranty.

Fast efficient service, average diagnostic and repair

ST DIRECT

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall,
St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0480) 473331

time - 24 hours!

Experienced, qualified engineers.
Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 inclusive.
Terms & conditions available upon request.

P&.P is FREE within the UK

UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE PRICES
520STFM/STFtolMB
520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB
520/1040STFM/STFTO4MB
520/STETO1MB
520/1040/STE TO 2MB
520/1040STE/TO4MB

J

£29.25
£97.00
£167.00
£29.99
£79.99
£159.99

VIDEO TITLER ST Y2.01 £34.93
"Ifyou are a serious camcorder user you must have this program"
ST FORMAT. Professional titles for you videos, superb fonts, the most advanced computer

video titler. 92% Rating Atari STReview. FLIPS, SCROLLS, DISSOLVES, INTERLOCKS, WIPES,
FADES, VENETIAN, COLOUR-CYCLES, SPEED CONTROL, SUPPORTS NEO, PI I, GDOS,
FSMGDOS. TURN YOUR ST INTO A TrTLER

CALL FOR BEST
PRICES ON

520/1040/
MEGASTE

FLOPPY/HARD
DRIVES AND
MUCH MUCH
MORE.

ART MASTER STE & ST £29.95

ACSA

A

ELECTRONICS

V
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE.

Telephone:
091-.455 4300

3D Graphics, Advanced Block Manipulation, 13 distorts, STE 4096 colours, Neo,
Pll, Ray, Gradient, 3D cones. "Best art package for the ST."
Micro Computer Mart

PRINTMASTER ST £19.95
Best print driver and dump program. Colour on any printer. 9 Pin, 24 Pin, Laser,
Deskjet, Bubblejet, BJ10 etc.
TEL 0579 82426

LASER 0LVOUBLTI0N LIS, FO BOX 1
SJUBWfWi PL17 TYZ

aaL.
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1

ST KEYBOARD OVERLAYS

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

.nowyoutan write the keyboard tommands on the keyboard!

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

...no more referring to the manual for which key does what

512K-E30

2 Meg - £90

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K- POA

2 Meg - POA
Get one for each of your favourite programs and speed up the human interface -brilliant for flight and
other simulators, and for games, music, graphic, DTP, word processors, programmers &all.

Siilv e r b ir d^£mpu«ng

• REPAIRS - Phone for details
TERMS: Pleasespecify exactrequirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted byus guaranteed for 3 months against defective partsor
workmanship. All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES

Cheques and money orders only toSitverbird, (Dept S7) 47 Barton Road, Hariington, Bedfordshire, LU5 6LG, England.

49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE207LJ
M. 081-659 2851

For all ST's including the TT
Sold in pacb of five for £5.20 PLUS post and pocking: UK £0.80, Europe &BFPO £1.50, Rest of the Wodd £2.50.

m

LMMMBS^qO^

DESKJET USERS!!!

Price £17.00 unboxed

DON' Tthrow away your empty cartridges!

Available for ST 520 & 1040 by mail order only
A simulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.

The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens

REFILL them at less than halfthe price!
Only £12.95 for 2 refills

in size.

Designed for peoplewho enjoy intelligent games, allowingplayersall the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.

Available in 24 exciting colours using new bleed
resistant inks.
Canon BJ10E & Star available soon.

You command the German army through intelligent army commanders against a

computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as
competentlyas a human player.
^

Easyto use interfaceproducesa fastpacedgamewith the needto changearmy orders
only when the playerdeems necessary.Written by Ken Wright the most prolificauthor

Write or phone for free information pack to:

PHOENIX 104 sk'p*on R°ad' i|k|ey'w- Y°rks ls29 9he

of strategy war games.

Q

Cheques made payableto L*. Softwai% 1SS Rlnginglow ioad, tMiaffltUd 8117PS

wEll VI%0E9 all Prices fully inclusive

Tel: (0943) 607256

.:....

• •.-..•.:•.•:•:•:•:•:••:•:•:•:•:•>:.-.-:•:::•••:•:•••:••.:•.-:•:••:-:•

The Mouse Yoke ®

feftB^

At last you really can
take control with this

Dr. Fox's Football Annual

ingenious device.

"the best program of its kind" BUZZ FX
The Mouse Yoke ® does not

need a game card or special
items, it uses your own mouse
for smooth and accurate

control, unrivalled by some
yokes costing over 3 times as
much. More fun and less hassle

for only

£24.95
Suitable for most computers
inc. portables

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate, Crews
Hole Road, St. George, Bristol BS5 8AY
Tel: (0272) 550900 Fax: (0272) 411052
If information only required, please enclose SAE quoting
interest. Prices exclude p&p. Please add E1.95.
Please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

Use your computer to keep track of your team and to spot the likely draws on
your pools coupon this weekend. Compare this season with last season.
Demo version on Atari ST User Cover Disk (Oct 91). Contains all this
season's league fixtures and all results up to the date of dispatch. More
statistics than John Motson. Covers the FA Premier League, Barclays League,
Scottish League, GM Vauxhall Conference and the Diadora, Beazer Homes
and HFS Loans Premier Divisions.

Just send a cheque/PO for £7.99 made payable to Dr. Fox, along with your
address to : Dr. Fox, Dept.FM, PO Box HP 54, Leeds. LS6 2XS

UPGRADES and REPAIRS
ST (FM) All upgrades INCLUDE
fitting, and a 3 month warranty against
defective parts and labour.
Return delivery only £5.00

STANDARD l/2Mb

£39.99

Upgradable l/2Mb
Upgradable 2Mb

£52.00
JE.114.00

l/2Mb RAM 1Mb drive £94.00

Simm Upgradable*

Full 4Mb

£178

£57.00

STE 2Mb kits only £58.00

250 Oldtown Road, ]
(0463) 225736

EMULATORS.

All prices include
fitting and testing

PC SPEED
AT SPEED
AT SPEED C16

.£94.95
£149.95
£209-95

VORTEX

AT Once Plus .£184.95
386 SX-16
£349.95

Thousands of titles includingLicenceware ranges &125 Demo Compilation Disks bv "Ripped-Off"
£2.50 each - £1.90 each for 10+

TAC Librarian - User group librarian
VDOS Proqueue - Replacement D/Top
Utilities Galore! Inc DC Utils.

QUALITY REPAIRS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD

8.30am to 6.00pm Mon to Sat.
SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri

CHESHIRE SK11 6QF. TEL: 0625 503448

SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS

THE UPGRADE SHOP

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY. PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE

/

B

UPGRADE SHOP. ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

ST FORMAT SEPTEMBER 1992

Utilities including TT Timers, Abbrev
Datascape - Superb Mono Database
Probe ST - The best software ripper!
HP Chrome - HP colour printer utilit.
Pagestream Utilities Collection
Calamus Utilities Collection

Calamus SL Demo version (1Mb)
Pandemonium Demos by Chaos
NTM demo by Zuul - 2 disks (£4.00)
The Overdose Demo by Agression
Waverforms music Demo by TWB

NEW LOW PRICES ON PROGATE HARD DISKS

from Scotland's only authorised Protar Stockist

Progate 11 20Mb

Progate 11 30Mb
Progate 11 40Mb

/&S%»

"£#.*,„

£275.00
£310.00

.."9.Wr*.....£324.00

Progate 11 100Mb (DC)
£540.00
AllProgate drives now have SCSI through port as

standard, come with 1 yr replacement warranty (2 yrs
on DC Models) and drive management software. Call
for details of drives not listed here.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE COSTS.

After 2yrs in the making - it's here at last!
THE PHALEON MEGADEMO! by NEXT
YOU DARE NOT MISS IT - 4 disks! Just £8.00

LETTERS

Feedback
Well, he made it through his first month in the Editor's chairwithout being snowed in
with letters - now's your chance to change all that! Ifyou've got something you want
to get off your chest about the ST scene, all you have to do is write to the Editor,
Feedback, 5TFORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,Avon BA1 2BW
SECRET

OF

ISLAND

MONKEY

BLUES

1 was so disappointed with Lucasfilm
Games for not releasing Monkey Island
2 on the ST that I wrote to them direct

chore. You gave it 63%, an average

mark. Games like this should be given
the marks they deserve: 30% to 40%.
Matt Bradley
Hornchurch, Essex

at their headquarters in San Rafael, Cal

ifornia. I received a reply from the com
pany's consumer representative Miss
Christina Sontag. It said:
Thank you for your letter regarding
the Atari ST platform. LucasArts Games
has continued to support the Atari ST
platform in Europe, where there seems
to be a better market for the products,

but we have unfortunately halted distri
bution of Atari ST games in the United
States. We will not be releasing Monkey
Island 2: LeChuck's Revenge for the
Atari ST in either Europe or America
however, as the requirements we strive

sth Ed Ricketts concluded his review

of Wrestlemania by saying: "There
aren't any other wrestling sims on the
ST, so WWF has no direct competition.
It is very similar to most beat-'em-ups
like Final Fight, Pit Fighter etc." Now I
don't know about you, but I wouldn't
rush out and buy the game on the
strength of that quote. The game got
an average mark because it's an aver
age game. If we stuck to your plan,
everything would either get over 90%

or under 20%. All of us on the reviewing

our opinion) not as easily obtainable

team still remember the days when we
bought games and how annoying it was
when they were crap. The final question

with the Atari ST.

any reviewer asks him or herself before

Because I am also a consumer rep
resentative I will show your letter and
others like it to the producers and
game designers. If there is enough
demand for our new products on the
Atari ST we will most likely translate

they give a game a final rating is
whether or not ifs worth the money.

towards for a superior product are (in

them over."

Spiros Gaoutsis
Salisbury, Wilts

sth So there you have it LucasArts are
prepared to convert their games onto
the ST if there's enough noise from us
Europeans. If you feel strongly about
Monkey Island 2 happening on the ST
then write

to

LucasArts at PO Box

2009, San Rafael, CA, 94912, USA.
LeChuck might get his revenge on all
you ST owners yet.

THE

GAMES

PEOPLE

PAY

When I look through your reviews, as
good as they are, I usually find one

flaw. You seem to forget that someone
is paying for this game, whereas you
get them free. For instance, take WWF
Wrestlemania. For £26 you get a game
I finished in 10 to 20 minutes. As I sat

there I thanked God I had only bor
rowed the game - it was a mundane

the real reason these prats are so selfcongratulatory is that ifs the closest
they're ever going to get to achieving
anything in their lives. With the possible
exception of crippling the ST software
industry, that is.

CRAP

CRACKERS

I've just come across yet another pirate
disk saying The Clever Boys Cracking
Crew Proudly Present Compact Disk
Eight. Proudly? There would be no Com
pact Disk number anything were it not

for the efforts of the programmers
whose work they have appropriated -

and if they are so clever at coding, why
haven't they produced anything worth
while of their own? Surely someone pos
sessed of such skills as they would
have us believe they have could create
something approaching excellence in
the field of entertainment or applica
tions? If they must achieve their bit of
fame off the backs of competent pro
fessional programmers (like a flea
boasting of the size of its dog), at least
let them not feel so self-congratulatory.
CE Moody
Rotherham, S Yorks

sff; The problems is that cracking
crews such as The Clever Boys don't
have any real skills. Any idiot can hunt
their way through a disk with a sector
editor looking for bits of code. Nope,

LAME

BRAINS

coder has intense feelings of insecurity
about his peculiar hobby and he tries to
make himself feel better by attempting
to make his little world exclusive. What
these

coders

don't

realise

is

that

nobody wants to create crap programs
which send green balls whizzing around
on star-field backgrounds. What they
also don't know is that normal people

I collect demos and nearly all of them

have a name for them. We call them

refer to the term "lamer" in their scroll-

Anoraks. Orjust plain sad.

texts. Please could you explain what
this word means?
Adam Nolan

GROUP

Fowey, Cornwall

stf: Lamers, according to demo group
folklore, are ordinary folk like you and I,
Adam, who don't know how to program
balls to whizz around the screen in

assembly code,

THERAPY

ANYONE?

and ermm, swear.

Badly. You see, your average demo

After owning my ST for almost six
years, I'm bored of playing games on
my own and I prefer to use it a little
more socially. When I do unpack the ST
for a game, the software tends to be a
little bit special and is always multiplayer. I usually play after a gang of us

GOT TO PICK A POCKET
OR TWO
Being a Shareware games programmer, I am familiar with a problem nearly
every programmer is suffering from: the horribly low - or even non-existent
- number of registered users. It seems that most people feel that they have
paid their fair share after buying the disk from the PD library. What they
don't realise is that they are corrupting the market. I would like to go so far
as saying that these people are ripping off the programmers. I mean, they
must be a terribly hypocritical bunch, those PD players. On the one hand,
when they get a Jeff Minter game they can't wait to fork out their fiver, but
with the unknown who aren't hyped as much, it's like "Oh, it's Shareware?
So what?"

Let's face it, the commercial ST games are gradually, but definitely dis
appearing. You've therefore got two choices: buy a console and fork out £35
a game or step over to Public Domain. Sure, so most of it's crap, but you
don't have to pay for it. Let me finish by giving you people a few titles that
are worth a fiver as much as Llamatron- Ozone, Mystic Welland Fate
Master. All reviewed in ST FORMAT and, if I recall correctly, all highly rated.
Floris Muller

Amsterdam, Holland

sff: Your letter does seem to smack of sour grapes. Has it occurred to you
that people aren't sending you dosh because they don't play your games?
Alright, so Jeff has had a lot of publicity, but that's because his games are
far more sophisticated than any other PD or Shareware game that's come

into these offices. I reviewed Llamatron when it first appeared and have
never been more impressed by a Shareware game. If we receive PD or
Shareware up to Jeff's high standard then we'll quite happily write as many
columns about it, but frankly, the only two programs which have matched
Llamatron are Revenge of the Mutant Camels and Hardcore.
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LETTERS

come home from a club or we have a

party. Therefore the games have to be
very fast, very visual, very loud and
very simple to play. And the most popu
lar games? Anything by Jeff Minter, with
Llamatron as the top blast. Lights are
low, volume is high and with two play
ers ifs "jack-in" time. Super Sprint is
another classic, as is Barbarian by
Palace. Are there any other superb two
or four player games out there or are

Richard is either using a PD emulator or
else he is (knowingly or unknowingly)
using a pirate copy of Calamus. Such
illegal copies, when used with the Monulator, do produce the kind of message

market for a 1MByte ST conversion.
The situation is different on the Amiga
with nearly all owners having 1MByte
machines, and therefore a larger mar
ket for the publishers to sell to.

in your magazine. This enables users to
increase their software collection, but
to receive quality software they still
have to save up and spend money.

which Richard mentions. The Monulator

Raymond U
Wirral, Merseyside

Northern Ireland

is fully compatible with legitimate Cala
mus versions, but not pirate copies.
Who said there ain't no justice?

which receive a score lower than 75%

Dodge

sfft I'd love to know how you come by
such information, Raymond. What on
earth makes you think that more than
50% of Amoeba owners have 1MByte
machines? If anything, owners of those
glorified consoles are more likely to
have the standard 0.5MByte machines
because all they're interested in is play
ing games, the overwhelming majority
of which work perfectly well with 512K.
LucasArtsmade a hell of a lot of money
from Monkey Island on the ST - in fact,
people were upgradingjust to play the
game. Publishers are reluctant to con
vert further games is because they can
make far more money from the PC-con
temptible market. Technologyhas very
little to do with converting games - oth
erwise how do you explain Lemmings
on the Spectrum?

afford to pay £25 for a game, espe

sff: And so it goes on. Listen, just
because you can'taffordto pay £25 for
a game doesn't mean ifs suddenly OK
to pirate it. This is absolute nonsense if you're that bothered about the price
of games for your ST, spend your
money on something else. There is
absolutely no argument in favour of rip
ping off a game, just as there is no
argument in favourof stealing a car just
because you fancy a new 205 GTi or
sneaking into the cinema because most
films are crap, or shoplifting in Our
Price because most videos are crap,
too. Just because you can pirate a
game in the privacy of your own bed
room and ifs a relatively low risk activ
ity doesn't make it right. As to your
ratings policy, what a bizarre concept.
Do you feel better stealing from pro
grammers and software houses who
don't achieve a good score in ST FOR
MAT? What if they're new to the scene
and are still finding their feet? Your
senseless stealing from these people is
just as ridiculous as your stealing from
those who get a FORMAT Gold. Oh -

ory to run - they do on the Amiga. I

cially when most of them are rubbish.

andyou're not a pirate, you're a thief.

hardware, but a software utility.
2. In ST Answers (issue 35, page 71),
Richard Green had problems using

would estimate that the number of ST

owners with 1MByte of memory is no
more than 50%, although the number is

There
are some good games,
Enchanted Land, Another World and
Midwinter 2, for example. This is why

Calamus with a mono emulator. I'd like

now rising. Therefore, the games pub
lishers have already lost 50% of the

our cracking group do not pirate such
games. We limit ourselves to games

there any groovy graphic rolling demos
which I can leave running in a corner of
the room?
Chris Wolfe
Manchester

sff: / really enjoyed playing Forgotten
Worlds two-up. Other great multi-player
games are Kick Off and Kick Off 2,
Vroom, Rampage, Gauntlet and Gaunt

3. We still exist! If anyone wants further
information about our software, write
to: Moriarty Software, PO Box 261,
Crawley, West Sussex, RH11 7FJ.
4. Can I just say how much I like Jeff
Minter's Thingy? OK, wipe that smirk off
your face, I'mtalking about his program
on June's Cover Disk. Sorry, Jeff, the
rumours are spreading.
Peter Allen

Crawley, West Sussex

rolling demos, try the STE Scoopex

sff; I've been admiring Jeffs Thingy for
a while too, it feels good to come out

Demo or our beloved Cover Disk Editor

of the closet and admit it at last. As to

Chris Lloyd's Big Eye demo which
appeared on the STF Cover Disk 30 turn to page 40 to get hold of your
copy ifyou don'talready have it.

Richard's problem - well, Rich, is your
Calamus legit?

let 2

and Leathernecks. As

to the

I

MONDO

MONO

Regarding your mention about our mon
itor emulator in the Buyer's Guide of
issue 35:

1. Although the Monulator fully emu
lates an Atari high res monitor, it is not

to disagree with Clive's diagnosis.

WOULD

ESTIMATE

I'd liketo point out why many publishers
may be reluctant to convert their
games to the ST. Many of the games
mentioned on your list such as Eye of
the Beholder 1 and 2 and Monkey
Island 2 would require 1MByte of mem

RATHER

DIFFERENT

THIEF

I'm a pirate, but I'd rather not be. It is
my opinion that most people cannot

THIRD

COAST:

THE

SEQUEL?

Having seen an advert from Genlocks
Ltd of Wigan in your brilliant magazine, I

SHOULD WE FORGET ABOUT ST GAMES COMPLETELY?
THAT'S

NO

CONSOLE-ATION

With regard to your ST games debate, what is the commer
cial sense in spending time, money and effort on a machine
where there are likely to be sales only in the thousands

to fund growth - money it can only get these days from the
console boom. Nope, you all sit tight - there's a new gener
ation of software houses already in existence just waiting
to release some corking games. Oh yes. and they're liable
to be a damn sight cheaper too.

when we can make a million sales on a console with the

same amount of effort? Even your magazine cannot deny

that you only need a bit of common senseto see that the
second option is the most attractive.
Do us all a favour, let the consoles have games and

your STs have everything else. Spend less time moaning
and more time covering the big music scene and other seri
ous issues. Today's games are crap anyway. Somehow we
have lost the fun factor that made pre '85 games a joy. So
don't worry about missing out on some games that are only
produced for making money.

Anonymous Console Producing Software House
Fareham, Hants

sfft Personally, I'm not overly worried about the software
scene on the ST. Alright, so a few software houses have
decided that the console market is where the money is - so
what? Other smaller software houses will spring up to serve
this market and the odds are that their games are going to
be far superior to the licensed husks of games that we cur

rently have foisted upon us. The problem with the games
software industry is that it has got too large and. like all
large organisations, it needs increasing amounts of money

28
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THE ST HAS ITS KNOCKERS
Let's be honest for a moment. The ST is not the best games

machine around. Anyone who wants a toy should save the
extra money and buy a Commodore Amoeba, it's a lot bet
ter. Having said that, the ST does make a competent games
machine if you want games as an aside to the more sensi
ble uses you can put your ST to. But that limits the market.
No games publisher is going to get the kind of sales for ST
games as they would for Amoeba games.
As a professional programmer myself, I know what is
involved in getting a new program on the market. I saw the
phrases "money for old rope" and "a couple of weeks work"
in your letters pages of STF 36. This is utter nonsense.
Alright, so the game has already been designed, but to con
vert a program from the Amoeba to the ST is not a simple
process. The hardware is different, the ST doesn't have
graphics hardware for sprites and scrolling, there are 16
fewer on-screen colours, the sound system is different and.
to top it all. the keyboard and joystick are read differently
by each machine.
While I accept the argument that a lot of the routines
have already been written, it takes a couple of months at

the very least for a team of programmers, graphic artists
and musicians to completely rework an existing program
into a different environment. After that, the game has to be
tested, marketed and all of that sort of thing. The groups of

people who are involved in these tasks are highly skilled
and hence very expensive employees. Since we are talking
about working for a minimum of one man year, you are ask
ing the software producers to invest an awful lot of money
just to satisfy the relatively small number of people who
bought their STs as games machines.
The bottom line, as the software companies say, is
that it's just not worth it. The publisher may make a small
profit on their ST investment, but they would make a much
better profit using their programmers' time to develop a
new game for the Amoeba.
Derek Fountain

Aylesbury, Bucks
sff: You echo the sentiments of our mysterious console pro

grammer. Derek, and I agree with you both. I'm not saying
it's a particularly good thing for the ST market, but it is fair
enough from the software houses' point of view. They are in
this business - and let's not forget that it is a business - to
make money. That is why the smaller games houses are the
ones who will be to creating ST games when the Electronic
Arts and LucasArts of this world have departed from the
market place. These big software houses, hoivever, will
return for the next big computer - the Falcon.

LETTERS

noticed that their fax number is the
same as that of Third Coast Technolo

gies. This is the company which went
bust owing myself and others money.
My question is: are Genlocks run by the
same people who ran Third Coast Tech
nologies? I would love to buy a genlock
- particularly the ST Pal YC - but once

£1,000. What's more, the Falcon
(Atari promise) is going to be
more compatible with the STFM
than either the Mega STE or the
TT. The Falcon would be per
fect for all the applications you

mention in your letter, so here

Why don't

Bob Baker

«• the stS™"ND WITH LOVE

,re houses «:;r "ere in Finland the'Vl^i"110 find *» ^cent JTV myse,f a™ a

asked

?«"«™e~i':»:r.rZ

at ST FORMAT we recommend

i

Exterrrii'mator.

^"•**T.fiS

you wait until the New Year
and buyyourself a Falcon.

bitten, twice shy.

Same makers i

South Wirral, Merseyside

stf: It is indeed run by the same peo

ST

ple. We were sent a genlock for review
purposes, however, when we found out

IN

that the Third Coast people were
behind the new company, we felt that
we were unable to recommend the gen
lock in any way.

ANSWERS
LAUGHTER

TT^^^rZ

SHOCK!

'°f favourite

Is it just me, or am I the

only one who finds the ST

^^ i

mean, some of the questions that are
asked, you've just got to laugh.
Brendan Watt

LEST

WE

FORGET

I read with interest the articles you
printed about the Mega STE and the
Falcon '030. Could you please advise
me which would be the better buy for
all the different activities that the ST

can handle - especially programming in
STOS, graphics and games. I already
own a 520 STFM - can you tell me if all

Fraserburgh, Scotland

stf: Ermm, yes, it is just you. I can't
say that letters about monitors, mice,
MIDI and machine code have me wet

ting myself with laughter. I do find some
of the letters to the Editor absolutely
hysterical, though.

the software that I have for that is com

patible with the two new machines?

CAST

OFF

AMOEBA,

Rupert Peddle
Loughborough, Leics

THE

sff: Cast your eyes over the Falcon fea
ture on page 50 and the Mega STE fea
ture on page 64 and you can see that
the Falcon is massively superior - not
just to the Mega STE but to absolutely
anything else available for under

-oiling into us at

Answers section very amusing? I

THE

FOLLOW
ST!

I am an Amoeba owner who will shortly
be getting an ST because the PD and
Shareware stuff (such as the utility
package SureUtilities) looks a lot better
on the ST. I bought the last issue of ST
FORMAT and was also impressed by
the hardware thafs available for the ST.

OCCURRING NEXT MONTH
Let's face it, if you want to make music with a computer, the only machine
worth bothering with is the ST. The Atari machine is so usefully and produc
tively installed in so many recording studios that it should get credits on
99% of the albums in the Top 100. Next month we're going to be concentrat
ing on music - music for beginners, for fiddlers, for hackers and for experts.
Whether your taste in music is jazz, club, rave, metal or classical, there's
going to be something for you. We're not forgetting you if you're an avid
game-player either - the screenplay section will be crammed to the hilt with
definitive reviews of upcoming games like Pushover, Megasports and

Sensible Soccer. Chris Lloyd, our Public Domain expert, is going to be guid
ing you through loads more lavish programs, while Clive Parker and the
technical boys will be answering all your questions in ST Answers.
With the usual two Disks packed full of excellent programs, as well
as serious reviews, exclusive news stories and special offers, you can't
afford to miss us next month.

fed up with just playing
games on the Amoeba games machine!
Could you please recommend a decent
Public Domain art package?
J Lester

Stevenage

sff: Good to hear that you've seen the
light, Mr Lester. You've made a sensi
ble decision injumping ship to the Atari
range. I would, however, recommend
that you hang on until the New Yearand
get yourself a Falcon (see the feature
on page 50). If the Public Domain
scene is what interests you and you're
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Analogic Computers
BCS
Cheetah International

Datagem Ltd
Dr Fox's Football Annual

Eagle Software
Evesham Micros
First Choice
Gasteiner
HCS
HiSoft

Home Based Business

Intermediate/Special Reserve
KW Software
LAPD

Ladbroke Computing Int
Laser Distribution Ltd
Mail-Centa

9 If there's anything ST you want to get off your
chest, feel free to write to the Editor, Feedback,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon,
BA12BW
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Power Computing Ltd

NEXT ISSUE OUT 10 SEPTEMBER
- DON'T MISS IT!

into graphics, then the Falcon
definitely is the ST to go for. You can
run all the standard ST programs - as
well as having the best home computer
on the market. If it's an art package
you're after, try Crack Art from Good
man's PDL v 0782 335650, which
scored an amazing 94% in issue 34 turn to page 40 to order your copy.
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Object of desire
Tired of Lemmings? Revitalise yourself with

Push-Over from Ocean - it's maddeningly
f3ijmm\"

compelling, brilliantly original and the ST's first
push-'em-down! Addictive? Brace yourself for

wjm

heavy doses of "bloodshot eye" when you

OB:

crawl into bed at five in the morning - and
that's a recommendation! Forget oxygen, get

mam

Push-Over. You're going to need it...
Look out for the definitive review in ST FORMAT

•

next month - out on 10 September 1992
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ATARI1040STE

Family Curriculum
-'The LearningPack'

4m

ONTAINS...

tari 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,

ATAR11

) Ports inc. MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound inStereo, 1Mb. Floppy
5"Disk Drive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in
VModulator PLUS... SomeGreatEducational Software:

AVAILABLE TO ORDER

lay &Learn For younger members of the family, fun learning!

unior School Maths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.
1CSE Revision Maths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.

Complete tt>Wl / years REPLACEMENT warranty &

Vxbm-*c**1

2 wars REPLACEMENT on 'DC modelsDIRECT

FROM PROTAR plusProm Help Line Support.

lusiness Computing Word Processor. Database, Spreadsheet.
Creative Computing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

fywd

t/afat'

ATARI SUNDRIES
MOl.-SE MAT High quality, .save your mouse from din!
Dl'ST COVER HIGH QUALITY vinyl covers fur hardware...

£329.99

luckable, complete wtth dividers in MO tapacities.SO Capacity
DISK LIBRARY CASKS Plasticcase for 10disks.3i"
['RIMERS'! \M)S2Partp!astic,papcrfiisunder.
ATARI CONTROL CENTRES

I£204-"

£109.99
£29.99

SOUK MOUSE Budget priced ..but GREAT quality

£16.95

M VltlSOFTWARE-Games, Educational andBusiness software isalways

0 Ports inc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo. 1Mb. Floppy
5" Disk Drive, Mouse, External Genlock support. Built-in

available aidiscounted price) please phone &ask for prices,
\ I \ KIBOOKS~Covering everything Atari! Phone fordetails

ftfflg SPEEDING MECAPACK*.

In«" s,'1"p 'tri.'' 1"11""1'360 Interim "^

-V Modulator PLUS... A MUSICAL SOFTWARE GREAT:

•A Track Recording, MIDI, Quantising, Score Edit,
3ridEdit, Cycling, Step Programming, UNDO,
•raster Track, Controller Mapping...BRILLIANT!

GENUINE

£9.95

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS
FANTASTIC NEW PORTABLE FROM ATARI
FEATURING...

starLC10OT

Small Footprint: 8.5" x11.4" x .25" thk, TRULY PORTABLE
20Mb.Built-in HardDrive

3.5" Built-in FloppyDrive

Weighs inatONLY 4,21bs

Up to10Hrs. battery life
[charger optional]
Supplied with File Transfer and Organiser software
Optional FAX modem duetohereleased soon!

AVAILABLE SOON!!l£1149.99

Mari 520STE Keyboard. 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.

=loppy 3.5" Disk Drive, Mouse, Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

^."Ogyourvjden

[rep. £1295.00!]

GENUINE

andsatellite

ATARI PORTFOLIO POCKETPC_ORGAMSER

3REATSTE SOFTWARE:

With address &telephone book, calculator, text processor, £129

ProductivityDisk 1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,

Super Breakout, Battlezone.

(Jl ItKJOl M..Auto-Fire. Stainless Steel Contact Switch

ATARI PORTABLE ST BOOK COMPUTER

:ONTAINS...

5TTour, Self Test Utility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.
Entertainment Disk Missile Command, Crystal Castles,

M1G 29Soviet Fighter. BMX Simulator. Pro Tennis and Treasure Island Dizzy.

TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

£329.99

ATARI520STE
StarterPack

£19.99

KONIX SPEEDING JOYSTICK withFOURGREATGAMES!!!

ZirSTK K..Auto Fire. Microswitched.
£12.99
PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES

STEINBERG PRO 24 III

diary, Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, &PC compatible New
LOW

for data transfer.A vast selectionof accessoriesavailable,

Price

please phone fordetails.

NIA__

DELIVERY

ATARI PORTFOLIO SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS... I

N/A_

,t.Feeder

5tart Disk STE Language Disk.

"•To i

Phone foradetailed listing ofallthese great Portfolio products

Smallitemsore despatched bypost to all UKMainland addre sfora

fee. unless
unless otherwise
discussed. Hardware is despatched b\ courier ser
fee.
otherwisediseu

NEW ATARI MEGA STF. RANGE - Availablesoon!!!
MEGA1 STE- 1Mb. RAM.3.5"DiskDrive.

ATARI520STE

£519.99

Atari 520STE Keyboard, 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
?loppy 3.5" Disk Drive, Mouse, Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

FinalFight, Sim City, 9-Lives, Escape from the
Planet of the RobotMonsterplus...

NEW ATARI IT RANGE - The Serious ST Computer!

WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MARKED WITH AN [»))YOU
WILLGETTHE FOLLOWING INCLUDED

QUALITY DUST COVER

0i5m y^£269.99
m**** £289*99

LEADTO YOURATARI

Prices below INCLUDE thefitting kit, fitting/installation byAtari
Agents andretain theFULL Atari Warranty!
ADDITIONAL 52Nb. QUANTUM SCSI Hard Drive
£274.99
ADDITIONAL l2(INb. QUANTUM SCSI Hard Drive £374.99
ADDITIONAL 240Nb. QUANTUM SCSI Hard Drive £604.99
ADDITIONAL 420Nb. QUANTUM SCSI Hard Drive £1124,99

With each hardware

purchase youwill

our Euro Disney
^Holiday Competition.

ST SECOND DRIVES
CUMANA CSA 354

£69.99

3.5" Second external drive with throughport

IDTV TEACKBALI

Infrared remote control with socketsfor £79.95
twostandardjoysticksor standardmouse

Allows loading ofcompatible Amiga

ROCTEC 5.25"DISKDRIVE

£109.99

=DTV 15" DRIVE

software. 880Kcapacity.

5.25"Floppy Drive.360K,48/96TPI,
completewilhPSUand connection cable.

(rrp £129.96j

£64.95

Arange ofCDTV accessories Asoftware are now coining on line, please plume 10 check availability.

should it he mad, #i.v,'imn b

rices, availabilityetc. prior to plac

(s as shown am! will ONLYchange .

suppliers etc. As ouradvertising is

•eserve the right to alter productsp

ipdattpricesland thatcan be upO

tee neverto supplyanythingthat /it

LWAYS confirm detail's PRIOR to placing your or

ATARI MEGAFILE60 HARTJDrivefor ST's. 60Mb.

d offerssupercede previously advertised offers
E&OE

ATARI PTC 1426

COLOUR 14" MULTISYNC MONlTORJTs _
GENUINE ATARI SOFTWARE

NEWSERIOUSSOFTWAREPACKSFROMATARI
*INTROTO:

£24.99

•INTRO TO:

£19.99

WORDPROCESSING.Contains:

PERSONAL F/AWJVCE Contains:

Caiii-irupker Light

Pen. Fintmn \h:r.in:i-r^. Omaik:

*INTROTO:

£24.99

SPREADSHEET MANA GEMENT.

♦INTRO TO:

£19.99

•INTRO TO:

£19.99

PRODUCTIVITY. Contai
ST Word. STRase,ST Calc

INTRO TO:

£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC Contains:

BASICPROGRAMMING. Contains:

MusicMuleiI, SamplerMaster*

Power Basic

*INTROTO:

£24.99

INTRO TO:

PROGRAMMINGContains: Clock &

DATABASES.Contains:

Calculator, Works. Saved. Archive,

Superhase Personal

£24.99

Flint Kit*

and extra long cable.

£99.95

order. We endeavaut u> tUfpi

ATARI MEGAFILE 30 HARD Drive for ST's. 30Mb

(f(^jfijrV? v.- Masterplan

includesbatterysaverfeature

shouldalway. confirm anycfl

NOTE

e Information in thisadvertis earn

ATARISC 1435STEREOCOLOUR 14"MONITOR

FREE
INTO
DRAW*
I l \ I, I, ENTRY
I..1 1 [\
1
l
i n o THE
m i . MERLIN
i . i i . f t i . i ! , tPRIZE
•

EuroDisncvis theCopyright of TheWalt /JiviU'V Corporation

88Key QWERTY, plugs into the CDTV. £49.95
Two way infrared remote control,
£39.95

PLEASE
Whilst everyeffort is madeto

ATARI SM 144 MONO 14'HIGH RES. MONITOR

Merlin Express Lid.Pleaseincludea SAE.

OUWILL GET... CDTV PLAYER, MOUSE,
5" DISK DRIVE, KEYBOARD, INFRA RED
EMOTE CONTROL PLUS WELCOME DISK

deductible. Dtlmn charg
warranties onh. jaulty iiei

deliverycharges will appi;

[GENUINE ATARIMONITORS_

l[»| =allFREE armFSCEI'T,| Just rin.

*Full Details available on written request to

TJY A CDTV PACKAGE FROM MERLIN &

nmriiT. shfn-immet ,m„

•rami
Merlinare happy\o supph

[GENUINE ATARI PERIPHERALS &ACCESSORIES

2 PART PRINTER STAND

receive a FREE
ENTRY form* for

AMIGA CDTV...

£979.99
£1549.99

rectifiedby the relevantm

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE TOO!!!

FREE OF CHARGE...

1st Basic, ST Tutorial, NeochromePaint

WARRANTY
Hardware provingfruity*

ATARI TT Wilh 2Mb. RAM, 3.5" Floppv Drive
ATARI TT With 8Mb. RAM. 3.5" Floppv Drive

IRFREEBIES.

3REAT STE GAMES SOFTWARE:

(Pleasenote
tPh-ow.wteeounerservu
courierserviceappliesto MOST UKMainland addresses).

condition elei. After JO da

animation and DTP.

Printer Dn*"T___^r -

1NGDAYS...add
£6. or for SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add jusi .
ISC, DAYS...adtt£6.

MEGA 2 STE- 2Mb. RAM, 3.5" Disk Drive, 47Mb HD £839.99
MEGA 4 STE- 4Mb. RAM, 3.5" Disk Drive, 47Mb HD £929.99

The incredibly powerful Atari TT range isa true professional work
station compatible with most STsoftware, but with fantastic speed!
Ideal forgraphic intensive applications such asCAD. studio

DiscoveryXtra
CONTAINS...

to2SKgias
ISKg) asfollows:
NEXT WORKING DAY... add£7.50 toorder. TWO
follows:NEX7

I

Available as either 1Mb. 2Mb. or 4Mb.

*****"-£249.99

:0CL1TE .15" DRIVE CDTV compatible inmatching black.

From £19.95

\ VKSHA S( INNER The one you've been waiting fur!
V\kSH\ Mill SE+Free Operation Stealth while slocks last

.tari 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,

DTV MOUSE

tO.99
£0.99
£7.99

Metal stands for K/Board. Monitor. 2 Disk Drives.

'The MelodyMaker'

DTV KEYBOARD

(.'HCtl

DISKSTORAGEBOXESHigh quality, smoked pcrspw lidfully

CONTAINS...

1/dttf"

1,3.95
£5.95

Atari keyhnarrl. priniets. mnniioni etc. etc,

ATARI1040STE
Music Master Pack

foeat

WJo)'M'A..

, As'«U. oL£ G4MES PACK i»i*

PROGATE HARD DRIVES ARE

*Requirc anSTorSTE with a D/S drive and IMb. memory
PLEASEPHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT
LIS1EDWE'D BE DELIGHTED QUOTE VOL'!!!

MERLIN

EXPRESS

LIMITED

p

DEPT. STT, JNIT C7, ROPEWAIK INDUSTRIAL CEN1W,

STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE75HX.

fcii'/mtfl

m :©060 2MM

Power

Clock

PC720B

lew Blitz Turbo v2

Make use of your cartridge port with the Power
Computing battery backed clock. This compact,

cartridge contains a full calender and clock which , I The best selling Power Drive for the Atari

ensures that your files are always dated correctly

I Built-in Blitz Turbo

Software utilities are included to set the time in _ ^ Built-in virus blocker

your computer and examples are given of how to r^ Boots from drive B
access the clock from your programs. Athru'port - 12 month warranty
is available so you can plug in your existing car

£65

5 jf you have an internal drive that is not compati

tridges

Power Clock with thru'port £17.95

^^ your problem
Mega

<Back up your disks at lightning speed

ble with 'Boot from drive B' this cable will solve

STE

Copies from the internal to the external drive

I Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk controller chip

<^9 Simple internal fitting

apffr Back up an ST disk in around 40 seconds

£9.95

2MB of RAM

^ Now you can switch between your disk drive and

1MB W disk drive

PC720I
Atari internal disk drive

16 MHz clock speed
i8MB Internal hard drive
vlidi interface

S Blitz Turbo without disconnecting your Blitz inter£39.95

face

£25

j^ Original Blitz Turbo £15
PC720OI

12" High resolution monitor

. Official Atari internal disk drive

£45

Miscellaneous

, (No case cutting,but must be small button version)

vlega STE 1 £799

Mega STE 2 £1149
PC720P

Optical
$00 dpi resolution
lOOmm/sec tracking

- Disk drive including power supply unit

Mouse

%

£50

5.25"

^o' External 5.25' : disk drive

blouse mat

y

£95

tfouse holder £29-95
Series

Optical

Mouse

Hard

IVI a t

900

Drive

Power Mouse £15

\ tough replacement mat for your optical mouse 1^^ Super slim metal case
Strong plastic backing stops creasing
CLow profile mechanism
-ligh resolution grid gives precision mouse moveNo need for a cooling fan
nent

£9-95

ST

RAM

to soldering required
ixpand to 2MB or 4MB
'lugs directly inside the ST
;ull fitting instructions

:MB RAM Expansion

£169

Floppy disks bulk £POA
S of * wa re

-Lattice C v5.0

£89

gDevpac v2.0

£29

Power supply
ICD interface and utility disk

'Hisoft C

£29

Proflight

£29

40Mb £329

PHarlekin

£45

* (Write protect switch, protect your valuable data

Jses latest capacity RAM chips
£99

IS

A// Buffered thru'port
1*^ Optional battery backed clock
Af High speed 20ms seek rate

Expansion

1MB RAM Expansion

10Maxell disks, optical mouse, Zipstick £45
I Maxell multi colour branded disks (Box often) £9.95

100Mb £479

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series 900 Hard Disk

When you purchase this hard drive, you can buy Lattice Cv5.0 for £60

Wercs

,0 XC Knife ST

.\r>vx

£L»y'

MB Simm for STE

•12K RAM for STFM

PC Ditto
Neodesk v3.0
Devpac v.3.0

£24

£29
£29
£34
£69.95

Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN
Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fax on 0234 840234 Technical helpline 0234 841882
All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject to change. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Next day delivery ,44.50 (U.K. mainland only), all trademarks acknowledged
All nrirai- in^\i,Aa UAT
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Distributor forPowerComputing in Italy, D.R.R SRL 00142 Roma
ViaDuccio Di Buoninsegna,
Fax 5040666
"
' 22Tel
_ (06)
' 5193481/482
^-,™..-™..M
/«™™,

I

..

^

T-

Power Computing France. 15 HidVoltaire 75011,Paris,France
lemM.-tvuiwid
lines) fax
(1M338(
Tel
(1) 43570165 (6 lines)
Fax(1)
43380415

Power Computing U.S.A.. 21 South 5th Street, Suite Ml. Philadelphia. PA 19106

j

Tel 215 922 0050 Fax 215 922 0116
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